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EXPLANATION OF ALPHABET USED IN RENDERING INDIAN SOUNDS.

\[
\begin{aligned}
&\text{E} \\
e, \; l, \; \ddot{e}, \; a, \; \ddot{o}, \; o u \\
\dddot{e}, \; \ddot{e}, \; \dddot{a}, \; \dddot{\ddot{a}}, \; \dddot{o \ddot{u}}
\end{aligned}
\]

\(e\) obscure \(e\), as in \textit{flower}.
\(i\) are probably the same sound, intermediate between the continental values of \(i\) and \(e\).
\(l = i\) in \textit{hill}.
\(\ddot{e} = e\) in \textit{fell}.
\(a\) has its continental value.
\(\ddot{o} = \) German \(o\) in \textit{voll}.
\(o u\) are probably the same sound, intermediate between the continental values of \(o\) and \(u\).
\(\ddot{e}\) a somewhat doubtful sound, varying greatly in its pronunciation among different individuals between \(\dddot{e}\) and \(\ddot{e}\).
\(\ddot{a} = \) German \(\ddot{a}\) in \textit{Bär}.
\(\dddot{a} = aw\) in \textit{law}.
\(u\) indicates that the preceding consonant is pronounced with a position of the mouth.

\[
\begin{array}{lllll}
\text{Sonans.} & \text{Surd.} & \text{Fortis.} & \text{Spirans.} & \text{Nasal.} \\
\text{Velar} & \ldots & \ldots & g & q & q! & x & \ldots \\
\text{Palatal} & \ldots & \ldots & g(w) & k(w) & k!(w) & \chi(w) & \ldots \\
\text{Anterior palatal} & \ldots & \ldots & g' & k' & k'! & \chi' & \ldots \\
\text{Alveolar} & \ldots & \ldots & d & t & t! & s & n \\
\text{Labial} & \ldots & \ldots & b & p & p! & \ldots & m \\
\text{Lateral} & \ldots & \ldots & L & L & L! & \dddot{t} & \ldots & \dddot{l} \\
\text{Laryngeal catch} & \ldots & \dddot{a} & \ldots & \dddot{a} & \dddot{a} & \dddot{a} & \dddot{a} & \dddot{a} \\
\text{h, y, w.}
\end{array}
\]

In this whole series the sonans is harder than the corresponding English sound. The surd is pronounced with a full breath, while the fortis is a surd with increased stress and suddenness of articulation. The sonans is so strong that it is easily mistaken for a surd.

The velar series are \(k\) sounds pronounced with the soft palate. \(x\) corresponds to \(ch\) in German \textit{Bach}. The palatal series correspond to our \(g\) (hard) and \(k\).
\(\times\) is like \(x\), but pronounced farther forward. \(g\) and \(k\) sound almost like \(gy\) and \(ky\) (with consonantic \(y\)); \(x\) is the German \(ch\) in \(ich\). \(d\), \(t\), and \(s\) are almost dental. \(l\), \(l\), and \(l!\) are pronounced with tip of tongue touching the lower teeth, the back of the tongue extending transversely across the hard palate, so that the air escapes suddenly near the first molars. In \(l\) the tip of the tongue is in the same position, but the back of the tongue is narrower, so that the air escapes near the canine teeth. The sound is at the same time slightly less explosive than \(l\). \(l\) is the same as the English sound. \(\&\) is a very faint laryngeal intonation. The exclamation-mark is used throughout to indicate increased stress of articulation.
I. — INTRODUCTION.

My studies of the Kwakiutl Indians, part of the results of which I present in the following pages, remain a fragment.

The beginning of my researches dates back to the year 1885. At that time, after my return from Arctic America, where I had devoted a year to the study of the Eskimo, it was my good fortune to work in the inspiring surroundings of the Royal Ethnographical Museum of Berlin, in close friendship with Albert Grünwedel, whose painstaking care in elucidating the historical relations of ethnographical phenomena, and whose artistic temperament left a lasting impression upon me; with Felix von Luschan, whose versatile genius embraces all sides of anthropological study with equal ardor; with Wilhelm Grube, whose studies of Chinese culture were carried on with a fine appreciation of their ethnographical basis; and under the leadership of Adolf Bastian and Rudolf Virchow, whose fame attracted anthropologists from all parts of the world, bringing us younger students into enviable contact with men of the most varied experience and opinions.

It so happened that at that time the extensive collections made by Captain Adrian Jacobsen in British Columbia and Alaska had arrived, and had to be catalogued and installed in the new museum building. My Eskimo studies had attracted my attention to the relation of this peculiar tribe to their southern neighbors, and my fancy was first struck by the flight of imagination exhibited in the works of art of the British Columbians as compared to the severe sobriety of the eastern Eskimo. From the fragmentary notes furnished by Captain Jacobsen we divined what a wealth of thought lay hidden behind the grotesque masks and the elaborately decorated utensils of these tribes. When, during the same year, Captain Jacobsen and his brother Fillip exhibited a group of Bella Coola Indians in Berlin, and opportunity was thus given to cast a brief glance behind the veil that covered the life of those people, and some of the general problems of the region began to loom up; when, furthermore, the brothers Aurel and Arthur Krause fascinated us with the tales of their observations made in Alaska in 1883 and 1884, the attraction became irresistible, and, with the financial aid of personal friends, I was enabled to visit the coast of British Columbia in the fall of 1886.

The first impression, however, was that of bewildering confusion; and before it was possible to attack the more interesting problems, the relationship of tribes had to be cleared up. The meagre results of my first journey brought me the opportunity to revisit British Columbia in 1888, following an invitation of Horatio Hale, then Editor of the Committee of the British Association for
the Advancement of Science for the Study of the Northwestern Tribes of Canada, which had been appointed at the Montreal meeting in 1884. The definite programme of Horatio Hale was a continuation of his old survey of the Pacific coast, made when as a young man he accompanied the Wilkes Expedition. This programme restricted the freedom of choice of the subjects of my studies, and prevented the thorough investigation of any of the more special problems which stood out more and more clearly in my mind as requiring intensive study, and the solution of which seemed likely to clear up the intricate history of the culture of northwestern America and northeastern Asia, and which might also be of importance for the elucidation of a number of fundamental anthropological questions.

The work that I had to do for the Committee of the British Association for the Advancement of Science was always hurried, partly on account of the limitation of means, partly on account of the great extent of territory that had to be covered on each trip. Furthermore, owing to the obligations imposed upon me by my position as a university teacher, my visits had to be made during the vacation time, in summer, a season not favorable for the best ethnological work on the North Pacific coast.

During these years, from 1886 to 1892, the information that was accumulating seemed to show that under the present conditions the Kwakiutl and Nootka offered the most promising fields of research, partly because they were less affected by the whites than other tribes, partly because they exhibited peculiar transitional stages, in which newly acquired customs appeared to have assumed novel significance, — a condition favorable to the study of the psychological and historical processes which are characteristic of the cultural development of comparatively primitive tribes.

It seemed that the World's Fair of Chicago in 1893 would give an excellent opportunity to further these studies, since Professor F. W. Putnam, Chief of the Department of Anthropology, intrusted me with the arrangements for an exhibit from Vancouver Island, which was to include the exhibition of a group of people from that area. We had a number of Kwakiutl there, in charge of my former interpreter, George Hunt; but, being overburdened with administrative duties, the summer passed without any possibility of an adequate exploitation of the rare opportunity except in so far as I succeeded in finding time to interest Mr. Hunt in methods of recording and collecting, which have yielded valuable results in later years.

In 1895 I revisited British Columbia under more favorable conditions. Through an arrangement with the Committee of the British Association for the Advancement of Science, referred to before, the U. S. National Museum, and the American Museum of Natural History, I was enabled to spend a longer period in British Columbia, and particularly to extend my visit over part of the winter, which gave me a chance to see new aspects of native life. I witnessed
the winter ceremonial, a better knowledge of which was obtained by later correspondence with Mr. Hunt, and inquiries made on the spot in later years.

In 1897 Mr. Morris K. Jesup organized, at my suggestion, a thorough investigation of the tribes of the North Pacific coast, the results of which are embodied in the series of volumes of which the present paper forms a part. It fell naturally to my share to continue the ethnological investigation of the tribes of Vancouver Island. It seemed to me well to make the leading point of view of my discussion, on the one hand an investigation of the historical relations of the tribes to their neighbors, on the other hand a presentation of the culture as it appears to the Indian himself. For this reason I have spared no trouble to collect descriptions of customs and beliefs in the language of the Indian, because in these the points that seem important to him are emphasized, and the almost unavoidable distortion contained in the descriptions given by the casual visitor and student is eliminated. For many years I have advocated a more extended application of this method in our studies of the American aborigines. That excellent results may be obtained in this manner is shown, for instance, by the description of the Ewe tribes of West Africa given by Mr. Spieth, and by the records of Samoan industries and customs published by a number of authors in recent years.

For the solution of the problem of the Jesup Expedition such thorough inquiry of a few tribes seemed indispensable; and, so far as time and funds permitted, no efforts have been spared to conduct the researches on the Kwakiutl according to the methods here outlined. Since the close of the Jesup Expedition I have myself continued the inquiry, with the assistance of Mr. Hunt.

Owing to the limitation of the size of the present series, it is at present impossible to publish more than a part of the results. It has seemed best to limit the subjects to be discussed, and to present these as fully as possible. I am well aware that many gaps and imperfections remain in this description. These are caused by the fact that since 1900 I have not been able to revisit the country, and to investigate certain questions that required additional studies. Wherever possible, I have endeavored to fill gaps by correspondence; but this is necessarily an inadequate means of obtaining full and trustworthy information.

I have not repeated information in regard to the location, population, and division of the tribe, which will be found in my previous publications, particularly in my report on "The Social Organization and the Secret Societies of the Kwakiutl Indians" (Report of the U. S. National Museum for 1895, pp. 311-738). My previously published notes on the Kwakiutl contained in the Reports of the British Association for the Advancement of Science are superseded by that publication and the present one.

June 1908. 

FRANZ BOAS.
II. — INDUSTRIES.

Work in Stone. Flaking. — There is no evidence that any stone-flaking to speak of was ever practised by the Kwakiutl. The only flaked specimen that I have seen is a rude oval stone knife of greenish quartzite, about 35 mm. wide, 70 mm. long, and 8 mm. thick. The faces of the knife are quite flat, following the natural cleavage of the material; while the edges are flaked down very roughly, evidently by blows, without any attempt at a nice finishing of the cutting-edge. While flaked implements are found in great numbers in the shell-heaps and on village and camp sites on Puget Sound, on the west coast of Washington, in the interior of British Columbia and to a less extent in the delta of Fraser River and the adjoining regions, they are rather scarce on Vancouver Island, although they occur on the Saanich Peninsula and as far north as Comox. It seems likely that they have been introduced into this area by the immigration of Salish tribes.¹ The chipped implements that have been found are rather large and clumsy. The fine points of the Puget Sound region do not occur, or are at least rare here. Besides the specimen mentioned before, no chipped points have been found between central Vancouver Island and the coast of southern Alaska, while the Eskimo of Alaska use such points in great numbers.

Pecking. — All the stone implements of the Kwakiutl with which I am familiar were made by pecking, cutting, and polishing. Hard, tough stones that were used for implements were shaped by pecking and polishing, while some soft serpentinoids and serpentines were cut with knives and gritstones, and were later polished.

The Kwakiutl tribes of Fort Rupert and Nimkish River used for their stone implements hard pebbles of dolerite and similar rocks (tséq'ú'ls), which are found, for instance, on the east end of Malcolm Island. The hardest and toughest pebbles that can be found, and that have a handy form, — somewhat cylindrical, and tapering to a rounded point, — are used for battering down the pebbles that are to be shaped. The battering-pebble is held in the hand loosely, and the battering-strokes are delivered slowly. Thus small fragments are removed, and this process is continued until the object has assumed the desired shape. Then the details are worked out with a smaller and lighter battering-stone, with which quite light strokes are given. The fragments removed are so small, that quite sharp edges can be produced (see Figs. 36, 39); and the battering-stone has a point small enough to allow of the making of
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narrow grooves, such as are found in some of the more intricate forms (see Figs. 40 a, 42). In carefully finished implements the remaining roughness is smoothed down with a still lighter battering-stone. Then the implement is polished with wet sand, which on large surfaces is rubbed on with the palm of the hand; and the last finishing touches are given with dried skin of the tail of the dogfish. Hammers are also rubbed with catfish-oil, which gives them a lustre. The dust that is made by pecking is very injurious to the eyes.

Perforating. — To perforate a hard stone, a hole is pecked from each side, first with large hammer-stones, then with smaller ones. A small hard pebble of dolerite is placed in one of the depressions so made, and is struck with a hammer until the hole is completed. Gambling-stones (see Fig. 34) and war-clubs are the only perforated stones used.

Serpentines and other soft stones seem to have been perforated by drilling; at least, one gambling-stone found by Mr. Smith has on each side a conical depression which shows traces of drilling; and the two depressions are connected by a perfectly round straight hole, which can only have been made by a drill. The hole, however, looks so new, that possibly it may have been made rather recently.

Cutting and Grinding. — Chisels, axes, and adzes were made of rather soft serpentinoids (dz'emwa). These were not pecked, but shaped by grinding on gritty stone, such as gneiss, disintegrated traps, etc. They were given their final polish in the same way as pecked implements. When in use, these blades were kept wet, because then the stone seems to be tougher.

War-axes were made of a very soft serpentinoid that was dug at Koskimo. This stone is so soft that it can be cut after it has been dug, but hardens later on.

Making of Stone Hammers. — The manufacture of stone hammers illustrates well the method of procedure in shaping an implement to be made of hard stone. The process was described to me as follows: —

For a carpenter's hammer (see Fig. 36) an oval pebble, round in cross-section, is selected. It is placed on the ground on an old blanket of yellowcedar bark. The length of the hammer is one hand's breadth and two finger-widths for the shaft, and one finger-width each for the striking-head and the top. This length — one hand's breadth and four finger-widths — is measured off, and the upper and lower ends are marked with charred fungus or a soft marking-stone. The pebble is then put on end, and the upper end is battered down to the line marking the upper surface of the hammer. The end is made quite level. Then the stone is turned round, and the opposite end is battered down in the same manner. Then a circle four finger-widths in diameter is drawn on the flat top, and one five finger-widths in diameter is drawn on the surface which is to form the striking-head. These circles are drawn with a soft stone attached to the end of a strip of cedar-bark, which is held in the
centre of the level surface by a small stick, thus performing the services of a pair of compasses. The stone is next battered down from the outside to the circumference of these circles, and two deep grooves are pecked all around at the upper and lower ends of the shaft. Then longitudinal grooves are pecked into the stone between the circular grooves until that whole portion which is to form the shaft is fluted. Then the ridges between the flutings are battered down in the same manner until the thickness is so far reduced that the hand can easily grasp the shaft. The shaft must be perfectly cylindrical and very smooth, so that the hand can slide up and down the shaft when delivering the blow. For this reason the length of the shaft must be two finger-widths over one hand-breath. After the hammer has received its general shape, it is smoothed with a smaller hammer. The top is made three finger-widths in diameter; the striking-head, four finger-widths. When the hammer is finished, it is rubbed with catfish-oil, which gives it a lustre. A good stone hammer is worth about four blankets of yellow cedar.

Mr. Harlan I. Smith has collected at the mouth of Nimkish River a pebble which corroborates to a considerable extent the statements contained in the preceding description. The specimen (Fig. 32) is a pebble which has been battered down at one end so that it is perfectly flat; and a groove has been started all round it, forming a neck. A certain amount of work may also be observed along one side of the pebble. It seems to have been discarded because the opposite end was not thick enough for finishing the work properly. In this specimen there is no attempt at rounding off the flat end, as stated in the description of the process given by the Indians. A number of completed hammers show oblong or quite irregular heads at the striking-face, so that presumable the circle indicating the outlines of the surface was not always made.

Another specimen (Fig. 33) corresponds still better with the description. It shows flattening at both ends and the groove around one end. The lower end, however, has also been worked to a certain extent, so that there is a slight tapering from the striking-head to the shaft. It is not impossible that the implement in the form in which it is found now may have served as a weight.

Still another specimen in the collection (Fig. 34) illustrates the process of
making stone hammers. It is a rounded pebble about 25 cm. long, and about 13 cm. by 10 cm. thick in the middle, the cross-section being oval. Both ends are flat, having been battered down so as to form the striking-head and top. They are oval in form, the diameters of the one being 8 cm. and 6 cm.; those of the other, 6.5 cm. and 6 cm. There is no attempt at grooving this stone under the places that are to form the striking-heads; but the sides are fluted by the process of battering down in straight lines, as has been described before. Evidently the attempt was made here to reduce the thickness of this stone in the middle before beginning actual work on the shaft.

There is still another incomplete specimen from Koskimo (\( \frac{14}{13.3} \)), made of a pebble, which is perfectly flattened on one end, while on the opposite end the sides of the pebble seem to have been trimmed down to a cylindrical form, and meet the natural, rounded end of the pebble. Presumably this specimen represents the beginning of a hammer with lateral striking-head (see Fig. 40), which was used by the Koskimo and Kwakiutl.

The process of grooving may also be observed on a number of peculiar gambling-stones, which are found in very great numbers on the village sites of \( \text{liksi'wē} \). Fig. 34 represents three of these stones. The fluting of \( a \), as shown in the illustration, particularly the transversal fluting, is a little stronger than it appears in the specimen itself, the cross-section of which is rounded rectangular, one of the edges being along the line where transversal and longitudinal flutings
meet. The specimen shown in Fig. 34, b, has flutings only on the front side; the back being left unmodified. The fluted gambling-stone represented in Fig. 34, c, is also rounded rectangular in cross-section, and shows flutings only on the rather flat front. One end of the stone is flattened by battering.

Stone carvings representing faces are all made by battering grooves into the surface of the stone, or by elaborating the forms of the whole object by pecking and battering (see Fig. 40, a).

**Types of Hammers.** — Only three types of hammers are used by the Kwakiutl. The most common type is the hand-hammer (pɛ’lɛlq) with flat striking-head and flat top; but, besides this, a hand-hammer with lateral striking-head, and a two-handed pile-driver, are used. The Kwakiutl claim that grooved and perforated stone hammers with long handles (dɛxumə’nə), like those of the Bella Bella and other northern tribes, were not made. It is said that about 1840 a hammer of this type was introduced through the intermarriage of a Kwakiutl and a Bella Bella; and the hammers are still called “Dɔ’qwa-is’ hammers,” from the name of the person who first introduced them. Their use has always remained confined to Dɔ’qwa-is and to his descendants. One specimen of this kind (Fig. 35) in the collections of the Ethnographical Museum in Berlin was obtained by Mr. A. Jacobsen in 1884 in one of the Kwakiutl villages. It is the only specimen that I have seen. Mauls made of a piece of a small tree, with a branch for handle, such as are used by the Tlingit, are also not used.

**Hand-Hammers or Pestles.** — The typical form of the hand-hammer is shown in Fig. 36, a. The sizes of the hammers vary considerably, but different sizes are remarkably uniform. Four specimens (19, 18, 16, 16) are all very nearly 17 cm. high, will a striking-head nearly 9 cm. in diameter and a top measuring nearly 7 cm.

One of these is shown in Fig. 36, b. Both striking-head and top are often

---

1 See F. Boas, The Social Organization and Secret Societies of the Kwakiutl Indians (Report of the U.S. National Museum for 1895, Plates 23-26, Fig. 61, p. 441).
slightly convex. Pestles which are used in the house for delicate wood-work are much smaller (Fig. 37). Three of these measure from 8 cm. to 10 cm. in height; the heads, from 5 cm. to 7 cm., and from 4 cm. to 5 cm. respectively,

in diameter. These small pestles are also used in the house for mashing berries and preparing various kinds of food that has to be pounded. An exceptional type of hand-hammer is represented in Fig. 37, a. Its striking-end is flat, and is not set off from the shaft, but tapers directly upwards towards a neck. The top has the form of a truncated cone, the upper end being battered down to a slight extent. There is one other small specimen (Fig. 37, b) in the collection the form of which is slightly related to that of the preceding one. There is no striking-head; and the shaft is almost cylindrical, but slightly narrower under the top, which is conical, the tip being formed by the natural surface of the pebble. The sides of the conical top are made slightly concave by a groove which is pecked all around it.

There is one rather remarkable group of hand-hammers or pestles which have a deeply concave hollow in the middle of the striking-head, evidently the result of their being used for battering chisels or wedges. One of these specimens is represented in Fig. 38. This specimen and another one of the same kind are characterized by the remarkable flare of the shaft towards the striking-head. Both are about 13 cm. in diameter. It would seem that hammers of this type are used more commonly by the Koskimo than by the people of the east coast.

Only one specimen (Fig. 39) has been collected among the Kwakiutl which
is identical in type with the hand-hammers found in the shell-heaps of the Lower Fraser River except that the nipple on the head is more slender. According to information obtained from the natives, the nipple was used for expanding the cedar-withe crowns of wedges; while, according to another statement, the hammer was used in war. Both of these statements, of course, may be correct.

**Hammers with Lateral Striking-Head.** — Of quite different type are the hammers with lateral striking-head, two of which are represented in Fig. 40. The first of these (a) two specimens is particularly interesting. Its underside is perfectly flat, except that it

---

Fig. 40. a (a+b), b (a+b). Hand-Hammers with Lateral Striking-Head. Length, 19 cm., 17 cm.; b collected by Harlan I. Smith.

Fig. 41. a (a+b), b (a+b). Hand-Hammers with Lateral Striking-Head. Quinault. Length, 24 cm., 27 cm.

is concave about under the middle of the thickened head. Presumably this concavity is due to use. At the same time the lowest end of the hammer is somewhat flattened and battered, giving evidence that it has also been used as a pestle. The broad striking-head of the hammer has been given the shape of an animal, the two eyes and the nostrils being distinctly indicated. The second specimen (b) was found in tiksi'we. In this specimen also the lower side is slightly flattened, and shows evidence of use under the broad striking-head. At the same time the lower end of the implement is battered, showing evidence of use. The handle is so thick that this implement must have been much less effective than the ordinary hand-hammer which is characteristic of the whole region.

---

1 See Smith, Shell-Heaps of the Lower Fraser River, Vol. II of this series, Fig. 23, p. 156.
These hammers with lateral striking-head are evidently related to similar implements from neighboring regions. Hand-hammers with lateral striking-heads were used by the wood-workers on the west coast of Washington, where Professor Farrand collected a set of two of these implements (Fig. 41). The former of these two specimens is rounded in cross-section, but shows evidence of having been used as a striking-hammer. The second specimen is carefully squared, and shows evidences of use particularly on two surfaces which are opposite to each other. Other hand-hammers with lateral striking-face have been found by Mr. H. I. Smith on the Yakima Reservation; and some from the Lower Columbia Valley have been figured by him.¹ No hand-hammers with lateral faces are known to me from the region north of Smith Inlet, British Columbia.

¹ See American Anthropologist, N. S., Vol. VIII, pp. 298 et seq., Plate XXIII.
Pile-Drivers. — Pile-drivers (de'gwayu) are two-handed hammers used solely for driving stakes into the ground, — a kind of work that is particularly required in the making of fish-weirs. The pile-drivers of this area show a number of sharply localized types. Those of the Kwakiutl are made of dolerite. They are all round (Fig. 42). The lower surface is generally hollowed out, and on the upper side occur depressions, so that the two hands can easily and firmly grasp the rim of the stone. The upper side of the pile-driver is sometimes decorated, as in Fig. 42, ß. The weights of the specimens here represented are 24.5 lbs., 30 lbs., 31 lbs. The pile-drivers of the Bella Coola are made of serpentinized trap. They are elongated in shape. They have depressions for the fingers on the lower side, for the thumb on the upper side. The upper side is often carved in the shape of a face, for the eyes of which the thumb-depressions are utilized. These hammers are cut off square at the end near which they are held (Fig. 43). Only one of them is cut off square at the opposite end. Those here represented weigh 27.5 lbs., 26.5 lbs., 30 lbs. and 24.8 lbs. respectively. Those of the Quinault are made of diabase, and have a handle which is distinctly set off from the striking-head (Fig. 44). The two specimens here represented weigh 13 lbs. and 12.5 lbs. respectively.
TOOLS FOR WOOD-WORK. — The principal tools used for wood-work are, besides the hammer, which has been described, adzes, chisels, drills, wedges, and carving-knives. The material for the blades of adzes and chisels are serpentinoids (dze'm'wa) or bone. The material for drill-points seems to be exclusively bone. Wedges are made of yew-wood. So far as I am aware, wedges made of elk-antler, such as are commonly found in the Fraser River delta and also among the Coast tribes of southern Alaska, were hardly ever used in northern Vancouver Island and the neighboring regions. The large, heavy, grooved axes which are tied to long handles, and which are characteristic of the northern tribes of British Columbia, are not found among the Kwakiutl.

Adzes and Chisels. — It seems that all adze blades were flat, and made of soft stone or bone. Most of them are quite long, and sharpened from both sides (Fig. 45). Most of them are more than 14 cm. long. In some cases the inclination of the sharpened edge is quite steep. In other cases the sharpening is very gradual and even on both sides. Chisel-blades (Fig. 45, c) are much shorter, and, comparatively speaking, stouter, than adze-blades. They varied from 2 cm. to 3.5 cm. in width, and most of them were less than 7 cm. in length, although a few long and narrow blades are also found. There is no evidence that these short chisels were hafted in antler forehafts, such as have been found in excavations in the Fraser River region,1 and such as also occur among

---

1 See Smith, Shell-Heaps of the Lower Fraser River, Vol. II of this series, p. 164.
the Alaskan Eskimo, and at Saanich, Comox, and Puget Sound. It seems that the bone points were also cut and shaped with gritstone.

The handles of chisels (q’l’a’dayu) were made of yew-wood; the butt-end was furnished with a crown of cedar-twigs to prevent its splitting. The blade-end was cut out on one side (Fig. 45, a) to receive the stone blade, care being taken that the cut fitted the shape of the particular stone as nearly as possible. The side which had been cut out was then overlaid with a splint, which also fitted the stone blade. This splint extended some distance beyond the lowest end of the blade, and acted as a splice when the wrapping was applied. The place for the wrapping was generally trimmed down from the outside. The wrapping was made either of split spruce-root or of thong made of deer-hide. It was put on in several layers, and the ends were fastened by being tucked under and drawn tight. The chisel had a number of handles of different lengths. In starting work a very short handle was applied; and when a hole was being made in a large tree, handles were used of increasing length with increasing depth of the hole. Since a considerable length of handle made the strokes of the chisel less effective, the attempt was made to work with as short a handle as possible. The stone blades become dull very easily, and it was customary to dip them frequently in water while they were being used. This was supposed to make the stone tougher.

It is claimed that only one type of handle was used for the adze (k’I’mayu, Fig. 46). The handle is generally made of crab-apple or willow wood. The lower side of the handle is flat. Those used with a stone blade (Fig. 46, a) have the whole lower surface flat, and a shoulder near the rear

---

end, against which the stone blade rests. Those used with a bone blade have generally a groove hollowed out on the lower surface at the blade-end, while the extreme end towards the blade is left flat. The bone blade is slightly curved upward, and rests against the rear end of the groove. It is firmly tied to the handle with sinew or other tough string; and under its lower side, quills are tied in (Fig. 46, δ), which increase the elasticity of the implement. These feathers were also used with stone blades, as shown by a specimen collected among the Nootka. In this specimen the stone blade is further protected, and the elasticity of the fastening increased, by the insertion of a small cedar wedge under the blade (Fig. 47). The feather fastening occurs occasionally, however, also in adzes with iron blades. The modern iron blades are often cut out of axe-blades. The form of the handle is fairly uniform, but the decoration shows considerable variation. I have, however, not seen any specimens decorated with animal figures, which occur frequently among the adze-handles of this type of the Nootka. These are also made either of hard wood (Fig. 48) or of bone of whale (Fig. 49).

*Drills.* — Drills (*sél'ℓm*) vary considerably in size. They consist of a bone point more or less quadrangular in cross-section, which is hafted in a slightly tapering handle made of cedar-wood. The tang of the bone point is always square; so that when the drill is twirled, it will not become loose in the haft. The quare tang is inserted in the haft by cutting out a square groove from one side, into which the bone point is inserted. The open side of the groove is covered again by a small piece of cedar-wood which has been whittled down to the proper shape. Then the end is wrapped with a piece of bark of the
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Fig. 49, e–f. Adze-Handles made of Bone of Whale. Nootka. (Royal Ethnographical Museum, Berlin, Nos. IV A 2021, 1212, 2019, orig. 717, 2022, 2018.)
red cedar (Fig. 50). The thickest drill-point that I have seen is nearly 1 cm. in diameter, while finer points are less than 5 mm. thick.

Wedges. — Wedges (Le'mg'ayu, Fig. 51) are made of yew-wood. One man bends a small yew-tree to the ground, and another one cuts it through at the bend with a gritstone which is kept wet. The tree generally snaps before it is cut half through. Then the branches are removed, and the tree is cut with gritstones into pieces of the desired length. The points of these pieces are next burned off to harden them, and are rubbed down with water on a large slab of sandstone. The burning of the wood prevents it from warping. When the point is ground down, the lower side of the wedge is given a steeper slant than the upper one; so that when driven into a horizontal log, the wedge stands slanting upward. In other cases the wedge is ground down on one side only (Fig. 51, b, c), and the sides are flattened down by chopping with an adze or by grinding. The tip of the wedge also generally tapers down from the sides. The butt-end is tapered down slightly, and is then provided with a ring made of cedar-withes. After the ring has been fastened on to the wedge, the butt-end is sometimes rubbed against a wetted gritstone until it is quite flat. Generally, however, it is battered down on a stone slab. Wedges for splitting boards are always made in sets of seven pieces, the longest of which is four spans long, while the others decrease in length to about two spans and a half or less. Other wedges are made for hollowing out canoes. These are made of crooked pieces of yew-wood, which are bent so as to conform to the inner curvature of the canoe. They are ground down to a point on the concave side.

Besides these large wedges, quite small ones are used for work in the house, particularly for splitting fire-wood (Fig. 51, a). These are only about 20 cm. long, and are generally ground down evenly from both sides, the point of the wedge being rounded.
Quite different from these, in its use, is the small marking-wedge (maé't-banó), which is sometimes made of cedar-wood (Fig. 52). It is used for marking the line along which the large wedges are driven in. The butt-end of the wedge is made in the same way as those previously described; while the point is ground down or whittled down from two sides, and has a straight edge.

The making of canoe wedges was described to me as follows:

Now the canoe-builder leaves his (canoe-)building for a short time to go and search for a yew-tree in the woods. As soon as he has found a good one, he chops it at a bent that is moderately thick. One of them is long. Its length is three spans and four finger-widths; and its thickness is three finger-widths [through]. And he goes and chops the next one. It is just three spans long, that second one, and it has the same thickness as the first one. And he chops one more, the third one, which is two spans and four finger-widths. The fourth one is just two spans. And the fifth one is one span and four finger-widths long. The sixth one is one span long, and the seventh has the same length as the sixth.

Then he has already taken his adze and adzes the points so that they are flat (and concave on one side, convex on the other). Then he adzes the butt-end also, so that the butt-end is sharp and pointed.

As soon as this is done, he pulls down long ceder-withes; and as soon as he has enough, he twists them so that they are like sewing-withes for canoe-sewing. And then he makes them into crowns (for the wedges).

As soon as he has made enough...
crowns for his wedges, he puts the crown on the longest one. He takes
a flat stone and puts it down on his left hand side, and also [a puddle of]
water. He puts the crown on the buttend of the wedge. He puts (the crown)
into water. Then he holds the wedge in the middle, the bottom (point) up,
and he begins to strike the crown-end against the stone, so that the butt-end
becomes blunt. He continues to put that end into the water and he only
stops when the crown is firmly on. When he has finished this, he does
the same to the others.

As soon as they are done, he ties them together at the ends with long
twisted cedar-withes. Then he carries them on his back and goes home.
He hangs them right over the fire so that they dry quickly. Sometimes they
hang over the fire for twelve days.

As soon as they are dry he takes them down, puts them down close to
the fire and takes his carving-knife. He takes up the longest wedge and
puts the flat end into the fire. As soon as it is hot, he takes his carving-
knife and shaves the end until it is sharp. When he has finished he puts
it back into the fire. As soon as it is hot, he takes fallow and rubs it on
the end to make it really brittle. He does so to all the others.

---

1 So that they hang parallel, about three finger-widths apart, the middle part of the withe forming a
carrying strap which is placed over the forehead.
Carving-Knives. — For wood-carving the characteristic crooked-knife (xe'l-xwala) of the North Pacific coast is used (Fig. 53).\(^1\) In one of the specimens here illustrated \(a\) the steel blade is placed against one side of the slightly curved handle, which is cut off flat. On the outer side of the blade a thin strip of cedar-wood is applied, which is held in place by the wrapping. The ends of the wrapping are tucked under and drawn tight. The sheath of the knife is made apparently of the foot of a fawn, which is tied up near its end. The sheath of a second knife, the blade and handle of which are much more strongly curved than the specimen here illustrated \(b\), is made in the same way. The sheath of the knife represented in Fig. 53, \(b\), is made of two pieces of wood which are lashed together. I do not know what implement was used in place of the crooked-knife before the introduction of iron and steel. The Indians have no information to offer on this point, and no evidence has been obtained from archaeological finds. In the interior of the country, beaver-teeth and chipped stone knives were used for this purpose.\(^2\) The straight-edged knife (nexx'æ'la k'la'wayu) is also used in woodwork, but it is presumably of modern origin.

Special Adzes. — Some rough preparatory work on wood was done by means of fire; for instance, the insides of canoes and of large kettles were burned out. To remove the charcoal from the surface of the canoe, a small
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adze with bent handle (tsâ’yu) was used. The tip of this adze was often made of elk-antler, while the handle was made of the penis-bone of a sea-otter. Adzes with handles made of a slice of the trunk of a tree with an attached branch, the slice of the trunk serving as a haft for the blade, are also in use (qe’ndzayu). Paddles and spoons are roughed out with adze and knife, but their final form is given to them with the gritstone.

Polishing Materials. — For polishing wood, gritstone is used, with which all the adze-marks are removed. The final polish is given by rubbing the wood with the dried tail of the dogfish. Sometimes a high polish is added by oiling the surface and by rubbing it with the thick of the thumb. This is done, for instance, with halibut-hooks. The bottom of the canoe, after it has been burned over, is greased with dog fish-oil.

Tallow for greasing wood that is to be made brittle and that is to have a high polish is made into cakes. The tripe-fat is chewed and put into a kettle in which it is boiled with a little water for an hour or two. Then it is poured with a ladle into a food-tray such as are used for a single person. The bottom of the tray is filled with water, the fat is poured on and allowed to cool off until it hardens. Then the tray is heated by the fire, turned over and the cake of tallow drops out. When the tallow is used, the cake is cut lengthwise into bars one or two fingers wide. The cuts pass about half way through and each bar is broken off as it is needed. The wood that is to be greased is heated and rubbed with the end of the bar.

Wood-Work. The Red Cedar. — The principal kind of wood used for making large planks for house-building, for building canoes, and for making boxes, is the red cedar. When cedar-trees are to be selected which are to be used for canoes or for rafters, or for posts of the house, a moss-covered trunk is selected, because this generally contains the best wood. The workman first tests the wood to see if it is sound by making a small hole in it with a long-handled chisel. This is called "feeling into the tree" (ple’wit). For making boards for boxes, fallen trees are preferred, because it is said that the wood is softer and more easily split. Coarse-grained cedars are best for roof-beams because they do not easily catch fire. Fine-grained cedar catches fire very easily, and sparks burn holes in the wood. This kind of wood makes good canoes because it does not split easily.

Felling Trees. — In olden times cedar-trees were not felled, but driftwood was used. This was made into pieces of the desired length by means of fire. A fire was built on the log at the place where it was to be cut. Stones were put into this fire, which burned the wood below. The adjoining parts of the log were kept wet, so that the fire did not spread sideways.

At present cedars are cut in the following manner. The place on which the three is to fall is prepared by felling small trees, which are laid on the ground so that the cedar will lie across them. Then a deep cut reaching
to the centre of the tree is made with axes on the side toward which it is to fall. Another, smaller cut is made on the opposite side, from 8 cm. to 10 cm. higher than the first cut. As soon as this cut is deep enough, the tree begins to fall. The cuts are always so placed that the weather side of the tree, which has no branches (the "belly" of the tree), is on top. As soon as the tree is down, the limbs and branches are cut off; then a piece of the trunk, of the desired length, is cut out, and the bark and sap are removed. After the log has been trimmed, it is rolled over from the small trees on which it lies to two other trees that are placed not far apart in the same direction in which the cedar-log lies. Then rollers are put under the cedar, and it is rolled down into the water.

Making Planks. — In olden times planks were cut off from standing trees. In the butt-end of the tree, on the side that has no branches, a hole was cut, in which a fire was started, and carefully guarded, that it should not spread upward. The charcoal was scraped out of the hole with a stick of hemlock-wood, and the wood above the hole was kept wet by means of a long stick wrapped with hemlock-branches. After this hole had been made at the butt-end, the workman would climb the tree to a height of about three or four fathoms. There he would work, standing on the branches of a small tree that had been pulled over so that it leaned against the trunk of the large tree on which he was working. Two places about one cubit apart were cut out of the trunk of the tree with stone axes, and the intervening wood was wedged out. In this manner a deep cut was made. It is said that sometimes this upper cut was also burnt out; but this was probably not done very often, because the fire makes the wood brittle. Then planks were split off with wedges between these two deep cuts.

At present the trees out of which boards are to be made are felled so that they lie with the smooth weather side upward. A straight line is marked with the marking-wedge across the tree, four finger-widths above the centre. At present, chisels are used for this purpose. Then the set of seven splitting-wedges are driven in along this line, the largest farthest away from the workman,

![Fig. 54. Splitting Red Cedar.](image)

and all slanting away from him (Fig. 54). They are driven in with the hand hammer, the wedges always being struck in succession.

Judging from a common incident of the test myths, in which it is told
that a man throws his hand-hammer into a split tree and then knocks the spreading-stick (qëdxsta"'ya) out to let it close; it appears that for spreading the tree a stout stick was used the ends of which rested against the sides of the crack.

When the tree begins to open, a round spreading-stick (dëxa' yö) about six inches thick, made of crab-apple or yew wood, is inserted crosswise in the crack, and is driven in by means of a wedge with blunt end, which is hollowed out so as to hold around the horizontal spreading-stick. By driving the spreading-stick in, the tree is split along a plane parallel to the stick and to the axis of the tree. As the work progresses, the stick is driven forward from both sides of the tree by two men, each using one blunt wedge.

Often the smooth side of the tree is put on one side, and the tree is split in a vertical plane. In that case the spreading-stick is put in as soon as the tree is wide enough open. Then the wedges are driven in again in the narrow crack in front of the spreading-stick; and when the tree opens still more, the spreading-stick is taken out again and inserted in front of the wedges.

Trees are always split from the upper end down to the lower end, otherwise the plane of fissure will turn outward, so that the planks will be short and thin at one end.

After the top of the log has been split off, it is thrown down and laid flat side upward, the upper end resting on a log. Then the thickness of the first plank to be split off is marked on the end of the log. It is made three finger-widths thick. The plane of this plank never runs quite parallel to the first plane of splitting, because the stresses in the wood, owing to the change in its position, have changed. The planes separating the following planks, however, run nearly parallel with the surface of the first plank. Therefore the thickness of the second plank is marked only two finger-widths under the last line of division. If in splitting this plank the plane of separation should begin to dip downward, the upper surface of the log is loaded with logs and stones. Then the plane of separation rises again. If, on the other hand, it turns upward, the tree is turned over, and the weight of the wood changes the inner stresses so as to cause the plane to dip down again. The longest planks that are thus cut are three fathoms and a half long. When planks are split from a horizontal log, the split face of which lies upward, the outer margins of the planks always turn downward, so that the upper side of the plank is convex near its sides, while the lower side is concave.

After the planks have been roughly cut, they are tied together in a raft and towed home. Generally, in making the raft, several planks are placed one on top of another. Three piles of planks are placed side by side. The
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ends of the planks are held between two hemlock-trees, which are tied firmly together with cedar-withes.

The planks are often somewhat twisted. In order to straighten them, they are either placed in a pile on a level spot and weighted with heavy stones, or two pairs of stakes are driven into the ground,—one pair at each end of the plank, and slanting in opposite directions. Then the plank is forced in between these pairs of stakes, and is thus given a twist in the direction opposite to the one it first had. It is kept in this position for some time. When it is released, it remains flat.

Next the plank is planed. With one light stroke the chisel is driven into the surface. Then the chisel is laid down flat, and a long splint is separated from the plank by shoving the tool down along its surface. After a distance of about 8 cm. the chisel is raised again, and driven in with a light stroke, and the same process of shaving off is continued. Thus long straight splints are removed from the rough surface of the plank, and it becomes somewhat smoother.

The final planing is done with the hand-adze. The wood is always adzed with the grain. Splints are cut off either by moving the adze down in a line parallel to the edge of the plank and as long as the arm will permit, or in a line sideways across the plank. The former method results in an arrangement of the adze-marks which gives the plank a fluted appearance, the other gives the impression of a series of cross-lines. Sometimes the adze-lines are so arranged as to form triangles, diamonds, or other designs.

Splitting Wood. — In all wood-work particular care is taken to split the wood in such a way that it is most serviceable for the purpose for which it is intended. Two methods of splitting wood are distinguished,—the one in which the surface of the plank that is cut out runs radially from the outside through the centre of the tree, crossing the rings at right angles; the other in which the split surface is nearly tangential, so that the rings intersect the face of the board at a very small angle. The first of these methods of cutting is called {\textit{Lk'n'ya}}. The second is called {\textit{xau'tslixx}}. Boards are, on the whole, cut tangentially. Boards used for the making of boxes are split radially (that is to say, they are taken from the centre of the tree), while those used for the bottom and for the top are split tangentially (that is to say, they are taken from near the outside of the tree). Very large boards are, of course, always taken from near the middle of the tree, and are therefore cut radially.

In making root-diggers, the branches from which they are made are halved, and the point is placed near the outer side of the branch. Other small implements are made of quartered branches. This is done whenever it is desired to have the harder part of the wood at that portion of the implement which is subjected to the greatest wear. The shanks of spindles and netting-needes, for instance, are made in this manner.
Bending Wood. — It has been stated before that in the straightening-out of cedar-planks the wood is bent and given a certain form. This process is an important feature of all the wood-work of the Kwakiutl Indians. Thus, in the making of boxes, bending plays an important rôle. The sides of boxes are made of a single board, which is bent over to form the corners. These are made in the following manner. A cut (Fig. 55) is made in the wood at right angles to the surface of the plank. Then the wood is shaved off from the right-hand side so that the surface slants down to the deep cut (xu’teq). After these have been made, a shallow groove is made on the opposite side of the plank. After these grooves have been made, the board is placed in hot water or steam and put between two level planks which are weighted with stones. Thus it is left over night. When it is taken out on the following morning, the plank is perfectly level. When the wood is to be bent at the kerf, a little ditch as wide as the board is dug in the ground. Stones are heated and put into the ditch. Then fresh kelp is placed on the hot stones and is sprinkled with water. Then the board is placed across the kelp with the shallow groove downward. Sometimes the deeper kerf is covered with moss or soft cedar-bark, upon which hot water is dripped. Then that side of the plank which is to be bent up is grasped with a pair of tongs, while the other side is held down by a stick placed near the kerf. One man steps on this stick, while the other one, who holds the board in the tongs, bends it over slowly, so that the shallow groove forms the outer, convex side of the angle. The pressure on the stationary part of the board prevents the breaking of the outer fibres of the wood.

Wood-bending is also used in the making of canoes, as will be described later on.

Bending is also used for shaping the bow, which is made of the root of the yellow cedar. A straight piece of root is cut out, the end of which is heated by the fire. Then it is rubbed with mountain-goat or deer tallow, which is first held in the mouth. The tallow melts on the hot stick, which is thoroughly soaked with it. Then the end of the cedar-root is put into the crack of a drift-log, and the weight of the root is allowed to bend over the end. Thus it is kept until it cools off, when it is taken off. Before the bent piece of root is entirely cold, two lines are burned with a red-hot stone into the convex side of the bow just above and below the point of strongest curvature. This prevents the bend from straightening out again. The opposite end is treated in the same way.

Following is a description of the bending of fish-hooks (see Fig. 149).
When the fisherman gets ready, when he first goes to fish red cod, he takes a branch of driftwood of fir\(^1\) and splits it into four pieces. The length of each is one span of our fingers and four finger-widths. Then he shaves them so that they are thin and round. As soon as he has finished, he takes kelp and puts into it the split branches which are to be the four [branch] hooks for cod. He has also four pieces of kelp. When night comes, he digs a hole in the ashes of his fire and puts into it the four pieces of kelp in which the [branch] hooks for red cod are. Then he covers them over and leaves them the whole length of the night until the morning. As soon as he finishes covering them over, he takes a short board and carves out a rounded mould the same thickness as the thickness of the [branch] hook for the red cod, and the carved mould has the same depth as the size of the hook that it to be made.\(^2\) After he has finished four of them, he puts them away.

\*\*\*\*\*\*

Now he is ready, when day comes the next morning. In the morning, as soon as day comes, he digs up what has been covered over, and he rips open the pieces of kelp while they are still warm, and he takes the round branches and bends them into the carved moulds in the short board, and he pushes them into it. He does so with all four of them. As soon as he has finished, he puts them away in a

\^1\ Or a knot of this wood.  
\^2\ Sometimes the mould is laid out on a board with stout pegs.
cool place in the house; and when they get cold, he takes his hooks and takes them out; and he takes tallow (of the deer) and chews it; and when it is soft, he heats the hooks by the fire; and he only stops heating them when they are scorched. Then he rubs them with the tallow, and he puts them back again into the place where they had been, into the carved moulds in the short board. The reason why he puts on tallow is that they become stiff and that they do not open again. The next day, when they are cold, he takes them out again from the carved moulds in the short board. Now the hooks are brittle.

Then he takes the hollow-sided bone of the foreleg of the elk and breaks it in pieces, and he sharpens thin pieces. They become round, and one end is sharp. They are to be the bone barbs of the hooks. As soon as he has finished, he ties them on to the hooks. He has as his means of tying them split spruce-roots.

When he has finished, he takes seaweed from the beach, and spruce, and puts them into a small kettle. Then he pours salt water over them and puts it over the fire of the house. They boil for a long time, and then he takes them off. When the water gets cold, he takes his four branch hooks and puts them into the kettle. They stay in the kettle for four days. Then he takes them out and hangs them up in the corner of the house.

Small bent hooks are made in the same way as halibut hooks, of the
underside of a branch of an old, rotten fir tree (mo'mu̱xudé). The length of
the stick that is to be made into a small hook is a short span (thumb to first
finger). After one length has been cut off, the others are cut accordingly.
These halved branches are cut into a number of square pieces which are then
whittled down with the crooked knife. One end is made a little thinner than
the other and the barb end is flattened on one side. All the sticks are made
as nearly as possible in the same length and then they are tied up in bundles
of ten each. These bundles are soaked in fresh water in a small box. The
patterns for bending the hooks are laid out on a smooth board. First a
pattern is cut out of a thin cedar board and from seven to nine holes are
drilled into the large board around this pattern. Pegs made of pine wood
are driven into these holes. As many patterns as are necessary are thus
drilled into the board.

The sticks for bending are not heated in kelpstems, but placed in an
oven which is dug in a corner of the house. The bottom of the oven is filled
with red-hot stones which are covered with from 15-20 cm. of dulce. The
sticks are placed on it and are covered with from 15-20 cm. of fern leaves,
over which old mats are spread. Then water is poured on. In about fifteen
minutes they are taken out and bent inside the peg moulds. Then they are
heated again and greased.

Sewing Wood. — The principal method used for joining two pieces of
wood is that of sewing. Holes are drilled in the pieces that are to be
joined together, and they are firmly connected by means of strong fibre.
The only material that is used for this purpose is twisted cedar-twigs.
In the illustrations the drill-holes passing through the wood are indicated
by shading, while the cedar-twigs lying on the opposite side of the wood are
indicated by broken lines. It will be seen that almost everywhere the drill-
holes are carried through the wood diagonally, and that in this way a number
of alternate stitches on the upper and lower side appear on the surface of
the boards that are joined together.

Fig. 56. Methods of Sewing Wood.

The simplest stitches for sewing are used in closing up cracks in boards
and canoes (Fig. 56). The cedar-withes are always placed in grooves which
are cut on the surface of the board, connecting the drill-holes; so that after
sewing, the surface of the board presents a smooth surface, and the stitches are protected against injury by friction or cutting. The simplest method of stitching is shown in Fig. 56, a and ñ. In both of these cases the cedar-withes cross on the surface of the board over the crack that is to be closed. Another principle is used in the sewing illustrated in Fig. 56, c. Here the diagonal drilling crosses through the crack, and the stitches are visible on the board lying in a direction parallel to the crack. Still another principle is used in Fig. 56, d, which is employed particularly in sewing up small cracks in canoes, and which is sometimes applied in single stitches. As will be seen in the illustration, the sewing begins with a diagonal stitch carried through the wood a little distance away from the crack. Then a groove (xudé'g-ë) is made on both the upper and the lower side of the board to be sewed. The withe is pulled through these grooves one turn and a half, and then it emerges on the other side through a diagonal hole (ñ) corresponding to the first diagonal hole (a).

When large cracks are to be closed, where a considerable amount of pressure is needed to bring the sides of the board together before they are finally sewed up, a method is used which is illustrated in Fig. 57. Two pairs of holes are drilled straight through the wood on each side of the crack, and a stout withe is pulled through, as indicated in the illustration. After it has been closed, a wedge of cedar-wood the lower side of which is levelled off so as to conform with the surface of the board is driven in, and in this manner the sides of the crack are drawn together. This is essentially a temporary expedient. After the cracks have been brought together in this way, they are sewed up in accordance with the methods previously described.

In all work of this kind the workman proceeds as follows. The fine tip of the cedar-withe is pushed through the hole, and is pulled through until the thick end becomes wedged into the drill-hole; then the withe is twisted again, and the tip is pushed through the next hole and is pulled tight, so that the withe lies in the groove on the surface of the board. A small wedge with blunt end (dë'diqwëg'ano) — often with a groove in the blunt end of the same curvature as the cross-section of the withe — is used to drive home the cedar-withe with light strokes into the groove until it lies perfectly smooth and flat. In order to prevent any slipping-back of the cedar-withe, small splints of cedar-wood are driven into the drill-holes with small hard pebbles until the withe is wedged in securely. In this way the workman continues until the whole sewing is completed, the tip of the withe being wedged in with particular care. The last stitch made with the thin end is generally pulled twice through the same drill-hole before being
wedged in, and the last two stitches are placed close together; so that the withes must be bent over at sharp angles, which gives them a securer hold. Then the butt-end and the tip are both cut off close to the surface of the board. The withes, while they are being used for sewing, are kept wet.

Sewing is also applied for joining together boards that meet at an angle; for instance, thwarts are attached to the canoe by sewing. The common method applied by the Guasila is illustrated in Fig. 58, a. It will be seen that in the specimen here figured the butt-end of the withe is knotted instead of being wedged in. On the whole, however, wedging seems to be used more commonly than knotting. In this specimen the stitches on the face of the thwart and on the outside of the canoe run in the transversal plane of the canoe. The specimen is so drawn that the outer side of the canoe is represented by the lower surface of the larger board. The tip of the withe is wedged into the thwart, and is cut off close to it when the work is finished. The common method of attaching the thwart which is used by the Kwakiutl is illustrated in Fig. 58, b. The main difference in these methods consists in the application of a wedge under the thwart, which is intended to keep the joint tight. This wedge is provided with a number of notches which fit the direction of the withes. Attention may also be called to the rather elaborate fastening of the tip of the withe.

Similar methods of sewing are required in sewing together the ends of the board forming the side of a bent box (see p. 331). After the board which is to form the sides of a box has been bent as described before, the ends meet at a right angle (Fig. 58, c). When they are to be sewed together, the whole box is tied up with cedar-ropes. Before the drilling of the holes for sewing is begun, three preliminary stitches or pegs are put in, — two at the ends, and one in the middle. The first drill-hole is made near the bottom of the box. It passes diagonally through the
corner. The next drill-hole begins at the place where the first drill-hole emerges on one side, and passes diagonally and slanting upward through the corner to the other side. The following drill-hole begins at the point where the last one emerges, and passes back diagonally upward though the ends of both boards. In this way the drilling is continued, so that the drill-holes all lie in the plane of the diagonal of the box, forming a zigzag line from bottom to top. Each hole is sewed as soon as it has been made, the withes being twisted as soon as they emerge from the drill-hole, and then being wedged in. The arrangement of the drill-holes is such that the sewing is entirely invisible. The holes in which the withes lie are soon filled with fat and soot, and the corner looks perfectly smooth. This sewing is done with fine cedar-withes dyed in urine.

In other cases the diagonal stitches on the corner of the box are carried through horizontally; and a vertical groove placed alternately on the two ends of the box connects the diagonal stitches.

**Pegging.** — Another method of joining pieces of wood is by pegging. Pegs are made of wood, and are wedged into drill-holes. In every case care is taken that the drill-hole is not in the direction in which the pegged joint would naturally come apart. The corners of modern boxes are almost all pegged, the pegs passing through horizontal diagonal holes. The bottom of the box is also pegged to the sides, the holes passing diagonally from the bottom outward through the sides.

**Fitting Boards together.** — In some cases it is necessary to fit boards together with great accuracy; for instance, when fitting the sides of a box to its bottom. This is done in the following manner. The piece of wood to which another piece is to be fitted is smeared all along its edge with wet powdered charcoal, which is kept in a clam-shell. Then it is pressed against the other piece, which has been fitted as near as possible in the desired form. Wherever there is an inaccuracy in the fitting, the charcoal produces black spots. These places are shaved off, until in the final fitting the charcoal forms one even continuous black line. When such pieces are to be fitted together so as to be water-tight, they are first rubbed with tallow and rotten pitch-wood.

**Caulking.** — In cases where the wood shows defects, caulking may become necessary. This is generally done by driving shredded yellow-cedar bark into the crack, sewing it together with cedar-withes, and then covering it with gum. When there is a knot-hole in the side of a canoe, it is filled as tight as possible with rushes, the inner bark of the spruce-tree, or cedar-twigs. Then pegs made of red cedar, about 15 cm. long and pointed at one end, are driven in from both sides until the hole is completely filled. This is an efficient temporary closing of a knot-hole. For a permanent closing, new pieces are sewed into the sides of the canoe.

In caulking canoes, rotten pitch-wood is used, which is gathered in bags. This is rubbed until it becomes quite fine and sticky, and is put over the
yellow-cedar bark which is inserted in cracks; or when the cracks are very narrow, the rotten wood is simply rubbed into them until they are entirely filled up. This renders the canoes perfectly water-tight.

_Cedar-Bark Boards._ — When planks are not available, cedar-bark is sometimes used as a substitute. The bark is removed from trees of a span or two in diameter. The bark is cut all around the tree near the bottom, and another cut is made a fathom or two higher up. Then the bark is slit open lengthwise down one side of the trunk, and it is either removed with the hands or pried off with levers made of hemlock or bone of whale. The pieces of bark are flattened out and tied firmly at the ends, and, if necessary, also in one or two places near the middle, between pairs of cedar-sticks. The bark is allowed to dry in this position, and is kept flat. Pieces of bark of the same kind are also used for making the sides of boxes. The bark is flattened in the way just described. Then the pairs of sticks which hold it flat are removed. A number of kerfs are cut from the inside, and the piece of bark is bent in the same way as the sides of the box, the only difference being that the ends overlap. Then the overlapping ends are sewed together with thong or withes. The bent side is sewed to a bottom in the same manner as the sides of the wooden box. A specimen of this kind in the collection of the Museum (\(\frac{16}{20}\)) is square, and has sides 45 cm. high and 31 cm. wide. Cedar-bark is also used for roofing. Sometimes it is not held firmly between sticks, but allowed to curl up somewhat in order to form gutters for the rain to run off quickly. This kind of bark is also used for making canoes and bailers.\(^1\) In making the bark bailer a piece of cedar-bark about 70 cm. long and 40 cm. wide is cut out. The length of the bottom of the bailer is laid out in the middle, the bottom being about one-half of the total length. Then a square notch is cut in the middle of each short side, which is then bent up. Then the sides are gathered fan-like and attached to the handle. When the sides are gathered, the bottom assumes a curved form.

_Structural Work._ — In many of the structures erected by the Kwakiatl, heavy logs are used, and considerable skill has been developed in handling these heavy burdens.

The framework of the house, for instance, consists of very heavy beams and posts. The posts are up to three fathoms long and from three to four spans in diameter. The method of raising the house-post is illustrated in Fig. 59.

---

\(^1\) See Chapter VI, Travel and Transportation, Fig. 119, a.
A hole is dug at the place where the post is to stand, and it is continued in the form of a ditch towards the centre of the house, where no other posts are to be erected. The front side of the hole where the post is to stand is protected by heavy planks that are driven into the ground. Then the post is shoved into this hole, and is gradually raised from the slanting side of the ditch, being supported by logs of proper size as it is being raised.

Much more complicated is the machinery used for raising the heavy roof-beam, which is sometimes from eight to ten fathoms long, and five spans thick at the front end, and three spans thick at the rear end (Fig. 6o).

![Method of raising Roof-Beam](image)

After the post (a) has been raised, a strong slanting pole (b) is tied sideways against it. Along it the beam is raised, the front end first. The beam (c) is placed at the foot of the slanting pole, a log (d) being placed about a fathom back from the post. This serves as pivot for a lever (e), which has a mortise (f) near its short end, into which a lifter (g) fits which raises the beam when the lever (e) is pressed down. At the same time the beam is guided so that its end slides up along the slanting pole (b) towards the top of the post. Then its raised end is held in place by a temporary support (h), and the lever and lifter are re-adjusted so as to raise the beam still higher with the following movement.

Sometimes two poles tied together near their upper ends are used as guides. Their lower ends, which rest on the ground, are brought nearer and nearer together as the beam is raised up higher and higher.

When the beam approaches the top of the post (a), a stout plank is tied on the opposite side of the post, reaching a couple of feet higher than the post. It is to prevent the beam from rolling down on the other side. When it is in place, a similar plank is tied on that side of the post where the beam was rolled up. Then the opposite end of the beam is raised in the same manner.

The wall-beams of the house, which are not quite so heavy, are generally shored up, and are guided by men standing on top of the post, who hold the beams with ropes.

The cross-piece on the two door-posts is raised on boxes. These are
covered with planks, and more boxes are put on until a sufficient height has
been reached. Generally the heavy roof-beam is first lifted so high that the
cross-piece can be placed over the door-posts under it. This is done to avoid
knocking down the cross-piece when the heavy beam is raised. The top of
the cross-piece is slightly notched where the beam rests on it. The beam is
placed on the front posts first. For this reason the posts always tend to lean
slightly forward towards the front of the house, the beam while being raised
up in the rear pressing them forward.

In all heavy structural work where simultaneous effort is required, the
men use rhythmic cries to time their movements. Thus, in raising the roof-
beam, the leader of the work gives the signal for his men by shouting "Wo!"
The men respond with the shout, "We, we, we, we, we!" uttered in quick
succession. Then they shove up the beam by pressing on the lever as
described before, each effort being accompanied by a shout, "Ho!" As soon
as the beam rests on top of the post or of the cross-piece, the leader shouts,
"Hahaha!" thus indicating that the work is finished.

Other structural work is required for building dams across rivers, and embankments which hold up the street of the village. All of these are made
of interlocked beams. Embankments (χwā'laqē) are made by placing heavy
short logs into the slope that is to be built up so that their ends stick out.
These logs are notched, and another heavy beam is laid across, which is to
form the front of the embankment. Over this beam others are placed which
are parallel to the first pair. These are also notched so as to fit the front
beam and to support the next higher beam. Thus the whole front of the
embankment is raised in a manner similar to our log-cabins. Then the space
that is thus enclosed is filled in with hemlock-branches and with soil. This
method of building foundations is also applied in building dams across rivers.
In some places artificial dams are made, which are used for purposes of fishery
(see Fig. 139). Here the foundation is made in the manner just described.
Heavy posts are driven into the river-bed above the foundation logs, and
planks are tied against these. Then the whole upper side of the dam is
covered with hemlock-branches in order to facilitate the desposition of gravel
above the dam.

Evidently this method of construction is very old, because it appears as
one of the characteristic traits in the Ō'maxt'ala'af tradition, one of the most
important origin traditions of the Kwakiutl Indians. It is stated in this tale
that Ō'maxt'ala'af was given a house with interlocked foundation by his father-
in-law, Qa'wadēlēqala, who belonged to the Knight Inlet tribe.1 It may also
be mentioned that the name of the old village Xulk'u of the Ne'mgis, at the
mouth of the Nimkish River, means "interlocked foundation."

Here may be mentioned also the old method of erecting plank walls.

---

1 See Vol. III of this series, p. 277.
These were held in place between pairs of poles, one set of poles being erected in front of the wall, another set behind it. These pairs of poles were connected with loops of cedar-withes that were twined around pairs of poles. The lowest plank was set down horizontally on the ground. The loop of cedar-withes was attached just over this plank, and the second plank was put up so that it rested on these cedar-withes overlapping the lower plank. Walls of this kind were used particularly in house-building. They were protected against the pressure of the wind by the heavy framework of the house.

In the modern house the method of wall-building has changed entirely. The planks are not put up horizontally, but vertically. A very heavy plank is put down edgewise, and is provided with a groove on its upper narrow face. The boards are cut off square, and are put up in this groove; while on top they are held together by a long cross-plank, against which they are nailed. The sides of the houses are also built of planks standing on end. These are put up below in a ditch, while above they fit into a groove in the lower side of the side-beam. Then the ditch is filled up again.

**Examples of Wood-Work.** — The method of wood-work may be illustrated a little more fully by describing the making of a number of utensils.

**Digging-Stick.** — For making a clam digging-stick (Fig. 61) a hemlock-

![Fig. 61, a (1 3/4), b (1 1/2). Digging-Sticks. Length, 123 cm., 111 cm.](image_url)

tree about 35 cm. thick is selected. A straight branch about 7 cm. thick and up to 1.5 metres long serves for making a long digging-stick; one of the same thickness and about 80 cm. long, for a short digging-stick. The under side of the branch is then cut off with an adze until the whole lower half of the branch has been removed. Then both sides of the branch are trimmed off so as to make it nearly square, while the upper side of the branch is hardly trimmed down at all. This side of the branch is called "the back," or "brittle back" (l!emwe'g-e); while the lower side is called "stomach" (o'k!waédzé) or "soft stomach" (tsé'1q!wédzé). After the branch has thus been squared, it is rounded, and the ends are sharpened in such a way that the upper side of the branch forms the point of the digging-stick. The tapering end has three faces, and is about 35 cm. long. After it is thus roughly shaped, the whole stick is finished with fine adzing (tséxwa'). The tapering points of the short
stick are made correspondingly shorter, about 25 cm. long. The sticks are
kept over the fire for a number of days, until they are thoroughly dry and
brittle.

_Tongs._ — Two types of thongs are used, — the fire-tongs, which serve
for handling fire-wood and for lifting hot stones out of the fire; and tongs
which are used as roasting-spits and for various other purposes. The former
(Fig. 62, _a_) are used in the hand, and for this reason have a handle, which

is cut off square. Small tongs which are used with one hand are about 80 cm.
long, while large fire-tongs are 150 cm. long. Roasting-tongs (Fig. 62, _b_, _c_)
are stuck into the ground, and have a pointed end. All tongs are made of
red-pine wood (wuná’gul). This is generally taken from fallen trees, which
break up in falling and make it easy to pick out a long straight piece. Medium-
sized tongs are about a metre long. A piece of wood about 7 cm. square is
cut out and split through the middle at one end, about halfway down. Then
the handle end is whittled out, either square or pointed, according to the
kind of tongs that are to be made. Next a twisted cedar-withe is wrapped
firmly around the piece of wood just above the handle, beginning with the
thin end. The thick end of the withe is tucked under the wrapping. After
this has been done, the central split, by means of which the legs of the tongs
are formed, is continued down to the binding.

Tongs with square end have no ring of cedar-withes, because the end is
so thick that it does not readily split.

_Boxes._ — It has been stated before that boxes are bent out of wood.
The plank that is used for an ordinary box is one finger or a finger and a
half in thickness. The plank is made straight by sighting along the edge.
The method of measuring and of laying off the kerfs will be described in the
chapter on measurements. After the sides have been laid out, the last side
of the box, which meets the first side after it has been bent over, is made
shorter than the first side by an amount almost equal to the thickness of the
wood; so that when the wood is bent over and the ends are joined together,
the opposite sides will be of equal length. The laying-out of kerfs to make
boxes of various forms is a highly developed art. By a combination of slanting
kerfs the peculiarly shaped hunting-boxes with flaring sides are made (see
Fig. 122). Slanting kerfs are used also in making the cradle. I have not seen any specimens of boxes with wide bulging sides, such as were made by the northern tribes, and which required kerfs of very complicated form to secure accurate joints. After the kerfs have been made, the board is steamed. A number of small ditches are made in the floor of the house, as wide as the board, and each ditch under one of the kerfs. Stones are heated on the fire, and are taken up with tongs and put into the ditches. Then water is sprinkled on the hot stones, as described before (p. 331). The board is placed on the ditches, and when it is hot it is bent over. The bend at each kerf is carried so far that the sides form somewhat acute angles; so that in the final adjustment the wood does not need to be bent any more to bring the ends together, but may be slightly bent back. The methods of sewing the box have been described (p. 336). When the sides have been finished, the box is turned bottom-side up, and if necessary the bottom is planed with a crooked-knife. Then the board for the bottom is made. It is two fingers or more thick, and is split off from near the outside of a tree, so that the rings of the tree run nearly parallel with the surface of the board. The sides of the box, which have been sewed together and adjusted so that they are square in cross-section, are placed on this board, and both the inner line and the outer are marked with the back of the knife. Then the bottom is cut, following the outer line which has thus been marked. Next the thickness outside of the inner line is reduced to one finger-width; so that the sides of the box, when put on to the bottom, slide over that portion which is to form the bottom of the inside. The bottom inside is slightly hollowed out. After all this is done, the bottom of the sides is blackened as described before (p. 337), and is pressed on, and the bottom board is shaved off until a continuous black line is marked on it by the blackened bottom of the sides. After this the bottom is pegged on (see p. 337). Next the box is put on its side, and the carpenter kneels down and presses the box against his knees and shaves off the broken fibres that stick out at the edges. Next a rather deep line is cut parallel to the bent edges and to the top of the box at a distance of from one to three finger-widths from the edges and top (see Fig. 97). The space surrounded by these lines is fluted by being shaved down with a crooked-knife.

The plank for the top of a large box is as thick as the distance from the tip of the first finger to the interstice between the thumb and first finger. It is so selected that the high end of the cover is a radial section of the tree, while the surface of the cover is a tangential section. After the sides of the plank have been marked off in the same way as the sides of the bottom, the peculiar curve of the top is indicated with the marking-wedge (see p. 324 and Fig. 52). Then small carpenter’s wedges are driven in slowly along the line marked with the marking-wedge until the superfluous part of the wood has been split off. Then the cover is completed by adzing. After
all this has been done, the top of the sides of the box is blackened, and the lid is put on. In this way the outlines of the inner side of the box are marked. The portion of the lid which lies outside of this line is whittled off in the same way as was done with the bottom. Thus the lid is made to fit on tightly, and does not wobble even when it is not tied on.

*Canoes.* — The making of a canoe was described to me as follows:—

When a man wants to make a canoe, he goes into the woods to look for a large cedar-tree. He carries his chisel. As soon as he finds a large tree, he cuts a small hole in it. He tries to reach the heart of the wood in order to see if it is sound. That is what the canoe-builder calls “feeling into it.” If the heart of the tree is not rotten, he goes home at once, and on the following day he goes out, carrying his axe in order to fell the tree.

When he arrives, he looks for the branch side of the tree, and cuts it, that the tree may fall on the branches. The canoe-maker takes his chips and throws them at the place where he wants the cedar-tree to fall. As soon as he hears the wood cracking, he prays, “Do not fall too heavily, else you, great magician, will be broken.” Then the cedar falls.

At once the canoe-builder measures off the length of his intended canoe, and cuts the tree. Then he chops off the branches, and cuts out what is to be the stern of the canoe. This is called the “rough cutting-out.” Now he goes home.

Then the canoe-maker stops lying with his wife, for the first men said...
that canoe-makers must not sleep with their wives, lest they find rotten places in the cedar-tree; people who split boards also do not sleep with their wives. They never comb their hair, else the ends of the canoe would split, or the board would split.

On the following morning the canoe-builder starts; and, as soon as he arrives, he chops out the sides and ends of the canoe. When this has been done, he chops the outer sides. As soon as this is done, he chops the inside, and makes it level with the sides of the canoe. Then he turns the canoe over with a lever; and when the canoe is turned over, he chops the outside of the canoe, chopping off the sap of the cedar-tree. The first to be chopped by the canoe-builder is the bottom of the canoe, and all the sap of the cedar is off. Then he tries to make (the bottom) straight. When this is done, he adzes the outside of the canoe, for the outside of the canoe is first finished, for the inside is shaped according to the outer side. When the outside is finished, the canoe is turned right-side up, and is supported by poles on each side. Then he goes home.

In the morning of the following day he walks and searches for a yew-tree for his crooked wedge. Its name is "lifting up the head of the canoe." He finds a yew-tree, chops it down, and finishes twelve wedges. Then he takes cedar-withes for the crown of the wedges. He twists them. And when he has finished, he goes home. As soon as he arrives at his house, he adzes the wedges, making the wedge that is called "lifting up the head of begwā'nema qa k'ł'ė'ses ku't'le da le'el-qlēnoxwē le'wis qegēnemē a'la qul sameq̓nulał'xēda w'il'kwē; le'wa la'-tlāēnɔxwē, k'ł'ė's'em'xaa ku'il'le'wis ganemē. K'ł'ė's'em'xaa xaple'nɔxwē 5 a'la'laेअ xo'xobalaxēda xw'ā'kl'una, a'la'-laē xā'laēda sa'o'kwē.

La nā'x-ul'dxxa ga'āla, la'ėda le'qle-noxwē qa's'ida. G'tlmēs la'gewa, la'e sō'plidxxa o'gwāq̓ elastə xw'ā'kl'una lō 10 o'ba'yas. La gw'āla la'e sō'plidex ő'sgəma'yasə ogwā qa'ge. G'tlmēs gw'āla la'e sō'plidxxa o'sxe qa ńemā'-g'eqēs le'wa ogwā qa'yasə xw'ā'kl'una. La gw'āla, la kłwe'tl'deq qa q̓aple'ses. 15 G'tlmēs qa'plesə'də xw'ā'kl'una la'e sō'plidex ő'sgəma'yasə xw'ā'kl'una; sō'palałə xo'/tsēk'atayasə w'il'kwē. He'emis g'il sō'plitsōsa le'qleñoxwēda a'wāb'á'yasə xw'ā'kl'una, la'e w'il'ėda xo'dže-20 qa'yasə w'il'kwē. La'em nā'naq̓elalaq. G'tlmēs gw'āla la'e k'ł'mi'xil'dex ő'sgəma'yasə xw'ā'kl'una, qaqs hē'ma's g'il a'e'k'asa'wēda ő'sgəma'yasə xw'ā'kl'una qaqs hē'ma'hē mēsō wa'x'sēda ő'sgəmə 25 ma'e. La gw'āla'de ő'sgəma'e la'e tla'xelxxa xw'ā'kl'una qa q'eqatənutse-x. La nā'nakwa.

La nā'x-ul'dxxa ga'āla la'e qa's'id qa's lē a'łäs le'məqla qa's le'mg'a'yuxa 30 qō'lela. He'em le'gades wi'xtō'lexs. La ql'a'xə le'mqle. La sō'plideq. La gw'ālaxa ma'tsla'qeq'ul'le'mg'a'yu. La ax'è'dxxa dewe'xē qa wu'łxtowesə le'mg'a'yu. La se'plideq. G'tlmēs 35 gw'āla la'e nā'nakwa. G'tlmēs lā'-g'aa la'xës g'o'kwē la'e k'ł'mi'midxxa le'mg'a'yu. La'em le'mgila. He'em wi'xtō'lexsə. La wu'łxtōtsa dewe'xē lāq qa k'ł'ė'ses xo'xtō'xwidēda le'm- 40
the canoe." Then he puts on the ring of cedar-withes, that the top of the wedge may not split. He finishes them, and burns the end of the wedges, and hangs them up over the fire of the house, so that the wedges become brittle.

On the morning of the next day he starts, and arrives at the canoe that he is making. Immediately he chops out (the wood) in lengths of three spans from the inside of the canoe. Sometimes it takes four days, and sometimes it takes twelve days, for the canoe-builder to chop out the blocks from a large canoe. When he finishes chopping out the blocks, he goes home to get his wedges. On the morning of the following day he carries his wedges, and arrives at the canoe he is making. Right away he wedges out the bow of the canoe, while the canoe-builder is saying, "O supernatural one, friend, you shall rest easy on the ground!" Thus the canoe-builder says while he is at work with his wedges. He takes out the blocks and chops the inside of the canoe. As soon as the canoe begins to be thin, the canoe-builder goes home. Immediately he asks his friends (to help him) pushing the canoe out of the woods.

On the morning of the following day he starts with all those whom he has asked (to help him). As soon as they arrive, they push it; and when they get there, they at once turn the canoe over, and poles are across the ends to keep the canoe off from the ground. Then he adzes the outside of the canoe. Now it is nice, for the outside is finished.
h. As soon as this is done, he drills holes through the outside. The drill-holes are two spans apart. When he is through with his drilling, he measures the bow of the canoe, a length of more than a fathom; and he measures the stern of the canoe, also more than one fathom; and he adzes it so that it is nice. As soon as this is finished, he turns over the canoe. He takes his adze and chops down the inside to the ends of the drill-holes. As soon as he reaches the drill-holes, it is done. He does so at all the holes that he had drilled; and as soon as he sees all the drill-holes, he measures with a hemlock-twig through the holes. One thickness of our forefinger is the thickness of the sides of the canoe, and two finger-widths is the thickness of the bottom; and the side of the bow is just the same as the bottom, and also the side of the stern. He finishes adzing the places between the drill-holes. He finishes when he has made nice and when he has adzed the inside of the canoe.

When it is finished, he goes to get much fire-wood and stones, and he builds up the wood and the stones. He does not put fire under it at once, but he splits cedar-wood. He draws water and pours it into the canoe,—twelve bucketfuls of water and four bucketfuls of urine. When this is finished, the canoe-builder sets fire to the wood and stones. The fire blazes up. The canoe-maker does not allow any person to look at the canoe, lest the canoe crack when it is spread. Then he ties up the cedar-wood to burn the bottom.

La gwâla, la'e anê'qaxa qlé'nêmë leqwa' le'wa tle'semë. La tle'qwapidl. K'lës hë'x-êid melâbodeq. La xo'x-êwidxa klwaxlâ'wê. La tsê'x-êidxa 25 wâ'pê qa's gux'â'lexselès lâ'xa xwâ'kluna. Mâ'tsema'gi nâ'gatsëda wâ'pê, la mós'qem nâ'gatsëda kwâ'tse. La gwâla, la'êda le'qlénoxwë më'nâbôdëxa tle'qwapë. La xïx'ëdëda gu'îta. 30 K'lë'sëda le'qlénoxwê hë'qalaxa bgwà'nêmë gr'ax x'i'tsxâ'îlaxa xwâ'kluna, â'la'lae hô'xwidëda xwâ'klunax la'ê lepa'sëwa. La yâlîtîa klwaxlâ'wê qa's tsë'nâbôyûl.
When this is done, he makes tongs of red pine, for it is hard. When this is done, he takes a rest. As soon as all the stones are red-hot, the canoe-builder takes the tongs, picks up the hot stones, and puts all the stones into the canoe. Then the water begins to boil. He takes a bailer and sprinkles both sides of the inside of the canoe and its ends, and he sets fire to the sticks with which to burn the bottom. As soon as they catch fire, he burns the bottom of the canoe, and he continually sprinkles the inside with the water. As soon as the whole canoe is hot, he spreads the inside of the canoe with thin pieces of cedar-wood. Then the canoe begins to spread out.

When this is done, he takes the canoe-seats and sews them on. When this is done, he takes the strip for the gunwale and pegs it on. He cuts out with his adze the bow-piece and pegs it on, and also the stern-piece. Then he grooves the bow-piece. When this is done, he puts in the mast-thwart. That is the end.

The following detailed description of the building of a canoe was given to Mr. Hunt by a Na'k'l wax-da:x:

Now the cedar-tree lies on the ground on its smooth side. That is referred to as the smooth side,—the best side, that has no branches. That is the belly of the cedar. And the side with branches is its back.

And first the canoe-builder chops down a slim, long, young cedar, sometimes three or four fathoms is the size (length) of the young cedar. He clears off the branches while it is lying on

La gwá'la, la'ë tšle'slälag-ilaxa wuná'-gul quaxs plë'saë. La gwá'la, la'ë x'o's'ida. G'í'l'mës 7ná'wa x'i'x'sem-x'idëda tle'semë, la'ëda le'q'lënoxwë d'a-x'idxa tšle'släla qa's k'lapë'dëxa 5 tšle'pqwa tle'sem qa's ax'á'lexsele's lëxa xwá'kluna. La 'wi'ëda tle'semë, la'ë'm medë'l-xwëdëda wâ'pë. La dâ'-x'-idxa tsë'xla qa's x'o's'idëx wâ'xsanë-guxsasa xwá'kluna. Le'wa o'ba'yaš. La më'x'-bendxa tšënabo'yûtë. G'í'l'mës x'i'x'ëdaxs la'ë tse'nàpaxa xwá'kluna. He'ëmena'lä'mës la x'o'sasa tšle'pqwa 'wâp lë'xa o'xšë. G'í'l'mës 7ná'wa tšle'lx'wëdëda xwá'kluna la'ë qati'ë'sa 15 të'stësë klwaxl'awë lâx o'x'sasa xwâ'-kluna. He'ë'mis la lepe'nà'ku'flatsa xwá'kluna.

La gwá'la la'ë ax'ë'dxa lë'x'xšlé, la tle'mg'aaëlëloëq. La ax'ë'dxa xwá'- 20 xul'qëqë qa's lep'lëlëloëq. La k'lä'ml'-ìdxä 7megug'twilë qa's lepl'lëlëloëq le'wa o'x'ta'è. La xul'x'-ìdxä 7megug'-t'wa'è. La gwá'la, laë ax'á'lelôdxà kwâ'wo'yo. La'ë'm gwá'la. 25

Wá, la'ë'më hëx't'së'ëla wìlkwaxës wile'më. Wá, hë'ëm gwó'yo' wilemë è'x:k'l'ëléna'yaxsa k'le'a'së lëna'k'a. 30 Wá, hë'ëm tek'lë'sà wałkwe. Wá, hë'ëmes a'wìg'ë'sës lënx'k'l'ëléna'ë.

Wá, hë'ëmis g'il è'tlëd sò'plëxotsò'sa le'q'lënoxwa wìlë g'í'l'la dze'se'wä', yëxs 7nà'ñæmpëlaë yù'dùç'plënk tòxä 35 mò'plënk'ë la'xëns bâ'l'iqë awâ'sge-masasa dze'se'wä'. Wá, le è'kwët'lëd-
the ground, so that all the branches are off from its body. As soon as all the branches are off, he chops off the top, so that it comes off.

Then he shoves it into the rotten hollow of the cedar. As soon as it

Fig. 63. Diagram illustrating the Making of a Canoe.

1. Tl'embësa kwawoysa la'sa la'mpëqë. Sewing at end of "mast-thwart with hole."
2. Tl'embësa lexegëksa kwawoysa la'sa la'mpëqë. Sewing at end of thwart off of the one with hole.
3. Tl'embësa nego'ywe lexeks. Sewing at end of middle thwart.
4. Tl'embësa lexegëwewëwë. Sewing at end of thwart in between.
5. Tl'embësa lexexkëte. Sewing at end of bailing-thwart.
6. Tl'embësa lexegëkëte. Sewing at end of stern-thwart.
7. lexëks. Stern-seat.
12. lexexkëte. Bailing-hole thwart.
13. lexëks. Thwart in between.
14. nego'ywekëks lexeks. Middle thwart.
15. lexegëksa kwawoysa la'sa la'mpëqë. Thwart behind the one with hole.
17. Awëlëksa. Slanting part of bow.

27. O'k'ëgëmës k'ëgëmë. Rear end of water-cutter.
31. E'wawanë. High sides inside of canoe.
32. lexëks. Stern-thwart.
34. lë'eqëm. Bow-seat.
35. O'k'ëgëmë. Side of stern.
37. O'nu'më. Cheek (see 28).
38. Q'axqaxsa. Straight-line mark inside of canoe.
41. O'ta'ta'giwë. Inside of bow.
42. Ix. Cut away.
43. Ge'bësaa la'me. Cross-piece of stern-seat.
44. Ge'bësaa lë'dë. Cross-piece of bow-seat.
46. Wë'gwumë. Strengthening of stern.
47. Tl'ëgëkëte. Stern back-rest.
reaches the hard (wood), he drives in the end of his measure of the depth of the rotten hollow of the cedar, — for all cedars of the woods have rotten hollows.

As soon as the young cedar measure ceases to go in, he pulls it out. Then he places it lengthwise on the cedar, beginning at the butt-end. As soon as he sees how far the top of the young cedar measure goes in, he adds one fathom to the end, beginning at the end of the young cedar measure. Then he chops into it at the end with his axe.

He does not chop in deep, then he chops off the branches of the cedar, beginning at the place where he has chopped into it. As soon as he has removed all the branches, he measures the length of the small spearsman’s canoe that is to be made. The length of the small spearsman’s canoe that is to be made is just four fathoms, and he chops into (the tree) at the end of the four fathoms. There he chops it through. As soon as it is (cut) through, he goes to the thick end of the cedar and cuts it through also.

As soon as it has been cut apart, he measures one fathom from the thick end of the cedar and chops into it. As soon as it is deep enough, he stops chopping it. That is to be the bow of the small canoe.

As soon as he has chopped in deep enough at the thick end of the cedar, that is to be the bow of the canoe that is being made, then he measures one fathom from the outer end of the thin end of the cedar and chops into that also. As soon as that also is


deep enough, he stops chopping it, for he finishes his splitting beginning at the outer end and sloping down. And he does also as he has done at the bow. Then it is thus.

As soon as he finishes chopping, then he measures off three spans, and he chops into it there. As soon as he reaches four finger-widths deep with his chopping, he splits off the block (that he has made). And where it is all split off down to where he has chopped, then he chops again into it at the same place where it was first chopped. As soon as it is down to the depth of the first chopping (of the bow), he splits it off again.

Then again he measures three spans. Then he chops again, starting from that place, for every time he splits off two blocks. And as soon as his chopping is deep enough, he splits it off again. And when it comes off, he measures again three spans from where he measured before. And he chops into it again; and he chops it off again when it is deep enough. He continues doing this, and does not stop chopping off until it is thus.

As soon as the measuring goes straight to a branch, then he chops close along the right-hand side of it, for the canoe-builder stands on the right-hand side of the cedar, when he stands at the butt end, facing the top end. (That is where he stands — by its side, the right-hand side — when he is chopping, for all the Indians use the

---

1 That is, towards the middle of the canoe from the end of the curved surface of the bow-piece.
2 That is, he cuts down at this place until the curve of the bow is continued towards the middle.
right hand when chopping. He begins to chop at the same [right] side of the branch at the thin top end of the cedar.)

As soon as he chops is four fingers deep, — at his new chopping, — then he splits off both sides of the knot to start (the direction) of the splitting. When the splitting reaches the line of the bark, he splits it off under the knot. And at once it comes off, and the block falls on its back.

Now the whole branch-side of the cedar is off. Then a cedar-bark rope is taken by the canoe-builder, for he wants to measure the middle of the bow of the canoe he is building and the middle of the stern, for it is in this way, (for I have turned it over in the drawing, so that you can see how the rope is stretched from the bow right through to the stern; but when the little canoe is upright, it is this way.)

Then he marks the place where the rope is stretched from the bow to the stern. As soon as he has finished marking it, he takes off the measuring-rope. Then he measures, beginning at the outer end of the thick end, and at (the distance of) half a fathom he chops into it, in this manner. Then he narrows to a point [squeezes] the bow. As soon as he has finished bringing down to a point the left-hand side of the bow, then he also brings down to a point the right-hand side, and he does the same to it. After he has done so, he goes to the stern. Then he measures half a fathom from the outer end of the canoe.

$talaks sò'pəæ. Wa, la hë sò'pletsō̝se gwënəⁿ'yasa lə'len'k-è la'xa wìhë'taⁿ'yasa wî'lkwe).$

$Wà, g'il'mëse lə mə'dənbetë sò'betenda'yas la'xe sò'pə'ya la'è k'īl'e'wàx'ù'dex wà'x'sanə'yasa lə'len'k-è qàf'ma'tsè xo'x'wikə. Wà, g'il'mëse la la'g-æ k'è'wàq'ya'yas lax awun'xa'yasa tsla{k'-emsè la'è k'è'wàq'lextëndəx lə'nà'k-è. Wà, le hë'x'idaen a'em nà'na-klwax'la, nelele'te te'mkwə'yanas.$

$Wà, la'me 'wìl'æwè lə'ne'n'k'łọ'tëna yìsə wîl'kwə. Wà, hë'mis la a'x'e'tsōsa lə'q'enoxwè 'me'n'yauyuwe de'sen dën'ëma, qaxs hë'măe 'me'nsè-15 lasèxə 'ne'g'ëksŁasa o'g'iwa'yasës lë'qase'wë 10 'neg'ęksŁasa o'x'laë qaxs g'æ la gwàl'ëdə wîl'kwə'g-a, (yıxs qo'g'wàl'ëg'in k'la'te{k qa's do'qwa'la'osax gwàf'asasə dën'ëmax 20 la'è do'x'lame'dłədayu lax o'g'iwa'yas la hë'belləlax o'x'ta'yas, la'ta-qëxə hë'nælaëdə xwa'xwagum'lä g'a gwàl'ëg'g-a).$

$Wà, le xu'l'tëdëx xi'ma'tałəsəsə de'ñë'me la'xa o'g'iwa'én le'wa o'xla'ë. Wà, g'il'mëse gwàl'ë mə'màltëk'la'yasëxə la'è la'wi'yōdxës 'me'n'yauyowë dën'ëma. Wà, le bà'fɪdxə g'ä-g'łëla lax mà'x'ba'yasa lo'x'baëë. Wà, 30 la e'seg'iuyuwe bà'la'yasëxə la'è sò'betendeq, g'ä gwàl'ëg'g-a. Wà, laem qlwe'saxə o'g'iwa'yasə. Wà, g'il'mëse gwàl'ëqwa'xə'xə'xə'xə'xə 35 k'łō'deq'Iwa'ë. Wà, hë'em'xæe gwë'x'-ideq. Wà, g'il'mëse gwàf'asə la'è la'xa o'xla'ë. Wà, la'xæe bà'fɪdxə e'seg'iuyuwe g'ä-g'łëla la'xa mà'x'ba' lýasa wìhë'ta'ë. Wà, la'xæe sò'beten-40 deq. Wà, g'il'mëse hë'kə'tətxəs la'è
the thin end, and he chops into it. As soon as he gets in far enough, he brings it to a point. And after he has done so, he goes to the opposite side of the stern and does the same to it. As soon as both ends have been brought to a point, the canoe-builder tries to make both sides alike, from end to end of the canoe that is being built.

As soon as he has done this, he puts one wedged piece of fire-wood on the ground near to the side of the bow of the canoe; and he also puts another one near the stern. Then he turns over the canoe that he is making, so that it lies bottom up on them, in this manner:

Then he measures one fathom and a span and a half, and he chops into the thick end of the cedar (at the bottom of the canoe). The chopping reaches in to the depth of four finger-widths. When the chopping at the bow goes deep enough, he chops off (the wood) at the under side of the “chin.” As soon as all under the chin is off, he goes to the stern and chops off under the stern, until he reaches the stern end. As soon as it is all off, it is this way:

Then he chops off the sides so that there are no lumps and so that they are flat, — thus: V, — up to the bow, beginning at the hole in the middle where the mast-thwart is to stand.

As soon as it has all been chopped off, he goes to the opposite side and tries to chop it off in the same way, so that it is like the other side. As soon as they are alike, he goes to the

Wā, gílámese gwá'lexs la'e ká'-thelsxa n'emtslaq'é lé'mg-ék'a leqwá la'xa n'exwá'la láx ó'nó'dzá'yasa o'g'í-wá'če; wā, hē'misa n'emtslaq'é láx 10 o'xla'ya's. Wā, le qepl'ntséš lé'qa láq qa qepá'šes; g'a gwá'leg'á.

Wā, la'x'm bát'idxa n'emplenk'é lā'xens bā'tax. Wā, hē'misa n'emplenk'é lā'xens qwá'qlwax-tsłána'èx 15 e'seg'iwe'sexs la'è ső'bëtëndxxxx Lëkuma'ya'sa wil'kwé. Wā, le mó'dënba la'xen qwá'qlwax-tsłána'èx wā'lab-desas sô'pa'ya'sa. Wā, la'mè hē'l'abote sô'pa'ya lax o'xawa'ya's. Wā, le sô' 20 pálax awā'b'ya'ya'asawá'bósx'áte. Wā, gílámese wí'láwe' awā'b'ya'ya'asawá'bósx'áte, yixs la'è o'xla'è le sô'pálax awá'bóxl'exla'ya's, là'g'aa la'xə o'xla'è. Wā, gílámese wí'làxs 25 la'è g'a gwá'leg'á:

Wā, le sô'pálax o'nulema'ya'sa qa k'le'ses bō'tala qa a'mèš tsá'qemg'alsa g'a gwá'leg'á: V, la'g'aa la'xə ā'g'iwá'e, gá'g'tela lax a'x'a'slása 30 kwa'wóyó, yix la'atsë lé'pla'ęqē.

Wā, gílámese wí'láwe' sô'pase'wa'sexs la'è la'k'łődse'g'yöd qa's n'á'na-max'ų'yex sô'pālaq qa n'emā'x 'isëš lē'wa apsö'de'g'iwa'é. Wā, gílámese la 'nè 35 mā'x'sexs la'è lā'x'laend qa's o'gwáqē
sō'p'ledeq qa tsaqemg'ax'e'ses g'axatl gwa'łeg'a: V, g'a'gl̓e la'xa ə'x̌ə'te g'a'x̌əlela la'xa seg'extde'm. Wa, g'íl'mešə gwaťəxə la'e la'k̓l̓ otəle xənətqa's o'gwaqeq nā'nxətləwaxəs g'a'le 5 sō'p'letse'wa.

Wa, g'íl'mešə la 'nemə'x'ıseks la'e gwał sō'paq. Wa, la'et'ėd sō'pəlaxa tsə'qemspə lax wáx'sanəda'yasa wílkwe qa 'wilə'wese. Wa, g'íl'mešə 10 'wílənxas la'e dō'qwalaq qə'latedəsa wílkwə, yixs wá'kalə. Wa, hë'mis la wáx'wilasəs sōpa'lasəs. Wa, g'íl'mešə 'nā'qə'staxs la'e wáx'wilaxa sō'pəlax xə'dzəg'əyas qa 'wilə'wise. Wa, 15 laəm awu'lxə'sem la xwə'kunəla xə'xes gwə'gə'masa. Wa, le tla'xə'deq qa ha'nə'xəlsəs.

Wá, lae'm sō'p'ledxa witlə qwa'waxasa qa's qé'qedələmdəs lax əwani'luema-20 yasəs lə'qasə'we. Wá, la'gəxə qé'qedələxe'deq yisə sō'pəašəkwe qwa'waxasa qa k'le'esəs nəla qo tə'mgutəhsəxə lax'ədłeq.

Wá, g'íl'mešə gwaťəxə la'e bəl'idxa 25 e'seg'ayasə 'nəqlebo'de g'a'gl̓e'xə laax a'g'iwa'yasa xwə'klunəxəs la'e tə'mə'x'wədeq g'a gwa'łeg'a:

Wá, g'íl'mešə la wungg'ulə tə'm-kwa'ya̱seqə xəsəs sō'bayuwə 30 łaq g'a'gl̓e'xə la'xa a'g'iwa'ə (1). Wá, le hì'xałəxəsə la'xa a'x̌ələxəsə. Wá, g'íl'mešə wila'wəda seqwa'lašəwasəxs la'e la'xa ə'x̌ə'te. Wá, la'gəxə bəl'idxa e'seg'eyuwasə 'nəqlebo'de. Wá, la'gəxə 35

sō'p'ledeq qa tsaqemg'ax'e'ses g'axatl gwa'łeg'a: V, g'a'gl̓e la'xa ə'x̌ə'te g'a'x̌əlela la'xa seg'extde'm. Wa, g'íl'mešə gwaťəxə la'e la'k̓l̓ otəle xənətqa's o'gwaqeq nā'nxətləwaxəs g'a'le 5 sō'p'letse'wa.

As soon as they are alike, he stops chopping them. Then he chops off also the bark on both sides of the cedar, so that it comes off. As soon as it is all off, he looks for crooked places on the cedar, for it may be bent. That is what it is tried to chop off entirely. As soon as it is right all around, he chops off all the sap so that it comes off. Then the form in which it is makes it clear that it is to be a canoe. Then he puts it down flat, so that it is open (right-side up) on the ground.

Then he chops a thin hemlock-tree to support the sides of the canoe he is making. And he also supports the sides of the stern with chopped hemlock sticks, so that it does not shake when he cuts out the blocks from the inside.

As soon as he has done so, he measures one fathom and a half from the bow of the canoe, and he chops blocks out, this way:

As soon as the blocks that he is chopping are deep, then he chops slanting down (parallel with the sides of the canoe), beginning at the bow (1). He goes all the way along inside slanting down along the inside. As soon as he has everything off slanting downward, he goes to the stern. Then also he measures one fathom and a half, and he chops out blocks (2). As
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soon as the chopping-out of his blocks reaches the place of the harpoon in the canoe, he chops it out in a slanting direction with his adze.

As soon as everything is off, he measures three spans at (3) and he chops it out in blocks. And when his blocks reach down too deep, he measures three more fathoms at (4). And as soon as his blocks reach again too deep, he measures again the same length as the size of those before, of the blocks, which he chopped out at (5); and also at (6), (7), and (8). As soon as he has chopped it all, he stops.

Then he takes his wedges and puts them down at the place where he is working in the house. First he takes up the marking-wedge and puts it standing into the wedge-bag. Then he takes also the starter-of-the-end-of-the-inside-of-the-canoe and puts it standing into the wedge-bag. Then he takes also the lifter-of-the-end-of-the-inside-of-the-canoe and puts it standing into his wedge-bag. Then he takes also the one-like-the-lifter-of-the-end-of-the-inside-of-the-canoe and puts it standing into his wedge-bag. Then he takes also the small-lifter-of-the-end-of-the-inside-of-the-canoe and puts it standing into his wedge-bag. Then he takes also the imitation-lifter-of-the-end-of-the-inside-of-the-canoe and puts it standing into his wedge-bag. Then he takes also the crack-opener and puts it standing into the wedge-bag [of the wedges]. Then he takes his canoe-builder's hammer and puts it into the wedge-bag [of the wedges]. Now he is ready for the next morning.
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wa, ga'lm'esê wîl'axs la'e ba'pîdxâ yû'du'x_plênk'ê lâ'xên qîwâ'qîwax'tsâ'na'êx, lax (5). Wa, lâ'xên te'm'x_wî-dxq. Wa, g'îl'm'esê aò'dzak!'âla te'm-kwa=qêxs la'ê e't'êd bâ'pîdxâ yû'du'x_plênk'ê lâ'xên qîwâ'qîwax'tsâ'na'êx, lax (4). Wa, g'îl'm'esê xaa'wisê aò'dzak!'âla te'm-kwa=qêxs la'ê te'm'x_wî-dxq (5). Wa, le e't'êdê (6), (7), le'ô (8). Wa, g'îl'm'esê wi'la la te'm'gwa=kuxs la'ê gwâ'la. . . .

wa, lâ'mêsê ax'e'dxê le'm'kmg'-a-yuwê qa's g'â'xê lô'x'wâlîhas lâ'xês e'axtelasê. Wa, he'mis gîl da'g'îllîmsê ma'èlbânuwê qa's qîwâslô'dês lâ'xa 20 qîwâ'ats'êle. Wa, le e't'êdê da'g'îllîflax wîxtâlag'îhse qa's qîwâslô'dês lâ'xa qîwâ'ats'êle. Wa, le e't'êdê da'g'îllîflax wîxtâlag'îhseqa's qîwâslô'dês lâ'xa qîwâ'ats'êle. Wa, le e't'êdê da'g'îllîflax wîxtâlag'îhse qa's qîwâslô'dês lâ'xa qîwâ'ats'êle. Wa, le e't'êdê da'g'îllîflax wîxtâlag'îhseqa's qîwâslô'dês lâ'xa qîwâ'ats'êle. Wa, le e't'êdê da'g'îllîflax wa'wîxtâlag'îhse naqa's qîwâslô'dês lâ'xa 30 qîwâ'ats'êle. Wa, le e't'êdê da'g'îllîflax wîxtâlag'îhse qa's qîwâslô'dês lâ'xa 30 qîwâ'ats'êle. Wa, le e't'êdê da'g'îllîflax wîxtâlag'îhse qa's qîwâslô'dês lâ'xa qîwâ'ats'êle. Wa, le e't'êdê da'g'îllîflax wîxtâlag'îhse qa's qîwâslô'dês lâ'xa qîwâ'ats'êle. Wa, le e't'êdê da'g'îllîflax wîxtâlag'îhse qa's qîwâslô'dês lâ'xa qîwâ'ats'êle. Wa, le e't'êdê da'g'îllîflax wîxtâlag'îhse qa's qîwâslô'dês lâ'xa qîwâ'ats'êle.

1 It has been described before how he makes the wedges.
As soon as it gets day he arises. He only takes his breakfast and carries his wedge-bag on his back, and he goes carrying his canoe-builder's adze in one hand. As soon as he arrives at the canoe that he is making, he puts the wedge-bag down from his back, he takes out his wedges and puts them down. They are always in their proper order, from the first to the seventh.

Then he takes out his canoe-builder's hammer, carries it and puts it into the canoe that is being built. Then he takes the marking-wedge and the second one and the others and places them in the canoe that he is making. He takes the marking-wedge and marks around the block that he has chopped out at the stern. He drives (the wedge) with his hammer. He drives it in twice only, then he pulls it out and puts on again the marking-wedge at the end of the place that is now cracked. Then he drives it in again twice and pulls it out again. He only stops doing this when he has gone around his work, thus:

Then he takes the seventh (wedge) and drives it in. And he takes the others and drives them in. As soon as all the wedges have been put on, he drives in each once with his canoe-builder's hammer. Thus the blocks of cedar-wood in the canoe begin to crack all at once. ("Blocks of cedar-wood in the canoe" is the name of the blocks that are wedged off in the canoe that is being made by the canoe-builder.)

As soon as the block of cedar-wood in the canoe is off, then he does the same to the next one. He goes on

Wä, g'it'mësë la 'nä'x-idxa gaà'läxs la'e ṭà'x-wida. Wä, a't'mësë gaà'x-s talax-rida. Wä, g'it'mësë gwå'tëxs la'e o'xlex-idxës q'waat'släxs la'e qa's-rida dä'k's-trelaxës lé'xsa'yasë sō'bayà. Wä, 5 g'it'mësë la'g'raa lâ'xës lê'qàks la'e o'xleg-aaxsës q'waat'släxs la'e axwútslå/läxës lem'le'mg'ayuwë qa's lek-lwë'isle'éq. Hê'xsaem lês gwè'gwàgawayasa lâx 1-7.

Wä, le axwútsló'idxës le'xsa'yasë pe'lpelqà qa's le dà'laq qa's le 'mes-x-wülex'sas lâ'xës lé'qæse'we. Wä, la ax'e'dixa maë't'banö le'mg'ayö io (2). Wä, hê'misës wao'kwë qa's le ló'o-gwülex'sas lâ'xës lé'qæse'we. Wä, le dà'x-idxa maë't'banö qa's qa'ëndës lâ'xa te'mkwaë lâ'xa o'xlaë'. Wä, la'më deguto't'sës pe'lpelqë lâq. Wä, a't'mësës, maë't'maëna deguto'dqës la'e le x'widaq qa's xwe'laqë axe'n'tsa maë't'banowë lâx o'ba'yasë la xo'x-wida. Wä, la'xaë maë't'maënxto'dëm dëx'wir'd-qëxs la'e xwe'laqa le'x'widaq. Wä, a't'mësë swal hé gwè'gri. 25 lâx la'e lâ'x'te a'xayas, g'a gwà'léga.

Wä, lë dax'ë'dëx (7) qa's dëx'wir'dës. Wä, le ç't'ëdë dax'ë'dëx wa'o'kwë qa's dëx'wir'dës. Wä, g'it'mësë wílig'aale-30 le'da lem'le'mg'ayaxs la'e 'nà'x'nemplënxto'dâla deqwà'naqëlsës lé'xsa'ya'së pe'lpelq lâq. Wä, hê'mis la'g'ilas nema'ñà'kula xo'nà'kulëda klaw'gwà'gëfëxsas'wa'sas. (Wä, hê'mém le'g'adës klaw'35 gfëfëxsadà la le'mg'êfëxsës te'mkwa'xys le'qæse'waëda xwà'kłunàsa le'-qlênóxwe.) Wä, g'it'mësë la'wëe klaw'gwà'gëfëxsas'wa'sas'ës la'e ç't'ëdë hé

1 That is, the second block from the stern.
this way to the end of the canoe that he is building.

As soon as all the blocks of cedar-wood in the canoe are off, he begins again to chop out blocks as before. As soon as he thinks that the thickness is four finger-widths, he stops chopping it. And he chops it again, all in blocks of the same number as in his first chopping.

As soon as it has all been chopped into blocks, he takes his wedges again, and he only puts them in as he did before when he split out the blocks of cedar-wood in the canoe that he is building. Then the canoe that the canoe-builder is building has the name "rough canoe" in the state in which it then is.

Then the canoe-builder takes his adze and makes a trail for the roadway of the canoe that he is making. He cuts thin young cedars and hemlock-trees and lays them down crossways over the trail. Two fathoms is the distance of the young cedars. As soon as they reach down to the beach, he hires young men to push out the canoe he is building. The stern of the canoe always goes out first, so that it goes backward when it is pushed out. As soon as they arrive where the rough canoe stands, the canoe-builder at once takes cedar wood and splits it (into pieces) three finger-widths square. Their length is the width of the rough canoe. He shaves them round on the back, and not round on one side. Three of these are made. Then he twists six cedar-withes. He takes his largest round drill, carries one of the shaved

\[ \text{gwé'x̂-idxa mák'ílág. Wá, lé he'ben-dálañex lé'qase'wē.} \]

\[ \text{Wá, g'ílméšé 'wíla'we k'wá'g'ílaxsasax'wañexta l'è'etłèd néqeq'm'gltà te'mkwaq. Wá, g'ílméšè k'òtaq la 5 mó'den l'åxëns q!wä'qwaxt'sláná'ex, ytx wågwasasèx la'è gwát te'mkwaq. Wá, l'åxèn 'wíla'wem te'mguñexáx wå'xaasasèx g'á'le te'mkwa'ya.} \]

\[ \text{Wá, g'ílméšé la 'wíla te'mgexuxs 10 la'è é'etłèd ax'e'dxes lem'm'g'ayuwë qa's} \]

\[ \text{20 wí's-wułë dzešeqwa' lë'wa q!wä'xasè qa'g'gëg'ale'solès l'åxa te'x'íla. Ma'ë'ma'ë'plènknè awå'lag'ioldzas dzešeqwë l'åxëns bå'laax. Wá, g'ílméšë la'xstails l'åxa lëm'm'isaxs l'èh'jaxa hâ'yâ'ëna 25 qa's wíxwultalódxes lë'qa'të. Wá, hé'x'ida'mësa hâ'yâ'ëna la lâ'g'eq. Wá, hé'menå'hea'mësa o'x'la'yasa xwá'kłuna hë g'ålag'iwa'ë qa's k'la'x'ułtlałëksa l'è'wé'qwa'sëwa.} \]

\[ \text{Wá, g'ílméshë la'g'aa låx hándzasañex xetsla'ë xwá'kłunaxs la'è hé'x'í-dà'ma lë'qënóoxwe ax'e'dxa klwałä'we qa's xo's widëxà ya'yiyúdux'ëñë lë'xëns q!wä'qwaxt'sláná'ex k'ëwe'lëuna.} \]

\[ \text{Wá, lé he'ëm wå'sgemë wå'dzeg'gaa-sasa xetsla'ë xwá'kłuna. Wá, lé klá'x'-wëdxq qa lenë'gës. Wá, lé k'ës lë'xënë apso'tílañex. Wá, la yù'-dux'ëslaqë axà'ya's. Wá, lé sk'iplèdxà 40} \]
the mast is stick of the one take hold to the sticks and he canoe. And he canoes. stick of the young men go, one to each end of the shoving-stick of the bow of the canoe, and take hold of it. And two young men go, one to each end of the shoving-stick of the middle of the canoe, and take hold of it. And two young men go, one to each end of the shoving-stick of the stern of the canoe, and take hold of it. Then the canoe-builder pushes at the bow of the canoe.

It does not take long until they get it down to the beach. Then the canoe-builder goes aboard the rough canoe which is now floating, and punts it along towards the beach of his house. Immediately he hauls up the rough canoe and puts it in front of his house on the beach out of reach of the spring tides.

Then he takes two blocks of firewood, not very thick, and places (one) crosswise on one side (of the canoe). It is to be the crosspiece under the bow of the rough canoe. And he places the other crosswise under the stern.

As soon as this is done, he turns

As soon as this has been done, two young men go, one to each end of the shoving-stick of the bow of the canoe, and take hold of it. And two young men go, one to each end of the shoving-stick of the middle of the canoe, and take hold of it. And two young men go, one to each end of the shoving-stick of the stern of the canoe, and take hold of it. Then the canoe-builder pushes at the bow of the canoe.

It does not take long until they get it down to the beach. Then the canoe-builder goes aboard the rough canoe which is now floating, and punts it along towards the beach of his house. Immediately he hauls up the rough canoe and puts it in front of his house on the beach out of reach of the spring tides.

Then he takes two blocks of firewood, not very thick, and places (one) crosswise on one side (of the canoe). It is to be the crosspiece under the bow of the rough canoe. And he places the other crosswise under the stern.

As soon as this is done, he turns

q'El'etslaqə dəwə'xə. Wə, le ax'e'dxəs le'kwə sele'ma qa's le də'laxə 'nəem'tslaqə la'xa k'lo'kwə kləwxə'wa qa's le k'atə'lətə lax 'nəqəla'is axə'sla'sa ya'apləxləsa xwə'kluna. Wə, le 5 sel'lx'sdləqə ə'gwəgə'yasa A'g'iwa'yasa xwə'kluna. Wə, lə'xəe sə'lx'sdxə ma'Its'la'qə lax wə'x'sba'yas. Wə, le mə'mələx'ndəq lax ə'gwəgə'yasa xwə'kluna. Wə, lae'm læ'gədəs w'gwa-10 dzəg-iwəxa xwə'kluna. Wə, le hə'em'xat! gwə'x'sdləqə w'gwa'dzəgoyawa'xə xwə'kluna; le hə'em'mat! gwə'x'x̣dləqə w'gwa'tsləxə xwa'k'una. Wə, g'lə'məsə gwə'təxs lae'da ma-15 Ilo'kwə ha'ya'tə wə'x'sbəndəxə w'gwa-dzəg-iwəxa xwə'kluna də'laq. Wə, le'da ma'lo'kwə ha'ya'tə wə'x'sbəndəxə w'gwa'dzəgoyeya'xə xwə'kluna də'laq. Wə, le'da ma'lo'kwə ha'ya'tə wə'x's-20 bəndəxə w'gwa'tsləxə xwa'k'una də'laq. Wə, le'da tə'lə'nənxə wə'q'lug-iwəx a'g'iwa'yasa xwə'kluna. Wə, la'x'-35 da'x'wə'də qə'al'ak'we ha'ya'tə ne'xaxəs lə'ala' wə'q'lug-iwəya læ'q'lenoxwə. 25 Wə, k'lä'sta gə'x'sdləxə lae læ'xəstalisa la'xə la'ləmahisə. Wə, le la'xəs lae'q'lenoxwə la'xə xetsla'qə xwə'klunaxə la'ə hanw'la qa's le tənə'čələs lə'laas lax la'ləmahisəs g'ə'kwə. Wə, hə'x'-30 idə'məsə wə'twusdəsxə xetsla'qə xwa'k'una qa's ha'ŋ'ralisəs lax 'nəqentslé'sas la'ləmahisəs g'ə'kwə lax wə'gu'yasaasā 'wə'la'se yləxwa'. Wə, le ax'ə'dxə ma'Its'la'qə te'mg'i'ku 35 ləqwa' xa k'le'se a'ləem le'slekwa'. Wə, le gə'g'la'saq lax apə'sx'axə'yas. Lae'm xwa'k'eg-iwəlxə lax awə'ba'yas a'g'iwa'yasa xetsla'qə xwa'k'una. Wə, læ e'tləd xwa'la'sasasə 'nəe'mtslaqə lax 40 xu'ltə. Wə, g'lə'məsə gwə'təxs lae qə'plə'z-
over the unfinished canoe and places it upside down on them. When this is done, he takes his adze and adzes (23) the "under-chin" (Fig. 61) until it is straight to (24) the neck. And he adzes also (25) the water-cutter. As soon as this is done, he goes to (8) the stern and adzes it, beginning at (33) "under the stern," to (8) the stern. When it is straight, he stops adzing it and begins to adze (35) the side of the stern and (10) the side near the stern. As soon as both sides are alike, he goes again to (22) the bow and adzes (37) the side of the bow, so that there are no irregularities on it, up to the bow and to (27) the stern end of the water-cutter.

As soon as this is done, he goes to the other side of the bow and adzes it, so that it is like the opposite side. When this is done, he begins at the water-cutter and adzes along under (29) the bottom of the canoe, making it straight all along to the lower part of (39) the "turning-out of the stern." When it is straight beginning at the water-cutter and as far as the lower part of the turning-out of the stern, he puts away his adze and takes his long-handled adze, the large one for two hands, when he adzes.

Then he adzes across the grain of the cedar at (27) the stern end of the water-cutter. Then his adzing is in grooves. Now the canoe-builder adzes off all the sap, so that the canoe has a rounded bottom. He reaches (42) the place cut away under the bow of the harpooneer's canoe at (15) the

\[ \text{tsa xetsla}^e \text{è xwà'kluna làq, qa qeplena'-èseq. Wà, } \text{g'il'mesè gwà'tsx} \text{è ax'e6dxès sò'bayuwę qa's sò'plèdëx (23) awà'bòsx'a'è qa 'neqe'lı'sà'g'a'à lax (24) o'xawè}. Wà, là'x'aè sò'pàxödëx (25) k'li'gëmë. Wà, g'il'mesè gwà'tsx \text{è là'xìlend là'xa (8) o'xìla'è qa's sò'plèdëq g'ä'g'ëtëlë là'xa (33) awà'bòsxìlxë, là'g'aa là'xa o'xìla'è}. Wà, g'il'mesè la 'neqe'lı'sà'g'a'à gwàñ sò'paxöx (39) là'è sò'plèdëx (35) o'nuilexla'è le'wa (10) asö'tilexla'è. Wà, g'il'mesè la 'nemà'x'is le'wa apso'tilexla'ayxs là'è etléd là'xa (22) à'g'ìwa'è qa's sò'plèdëx (37) o'nuilemë'è qa k'li'gësës tát'.

\[ \text{15 tense'mèlë làq, là'g'aa là'xa à'g'ìwa'è, là'g'aa là'xa (27) o'xìla'elësà k'li'gëmë.} \]

Wà, g'il'mesè gwà'tsx là'è là'k'l'ödenülemd là'xa a'pànùilemë'è qa's sò'plèdëx'axaq qa 'nemà'x'is le'wa a'p-sànùilemë'è. Wà, g'il'mesè gwà'tsx là'è g'ä'g'ëtëlë là'xa (25) k'li'gëmë sò'plèdëq qa's lë hê'na'kula sò'pax (29) awà'bá'yása xwà'kluna 'nà'naqëlaqaq là'g'aa là'xa be'nà'yasa (39) k'letilex-25 là'è. Wà, g'il'mesè 'neqe'la hë'tënd-ëla g'ä'g'ëtëlë là'xa k'li'gëmë là'g'aa là'xa be'nà'yasa k'letilexla'ayxs là'è g'ë'xaxës sò'bayuwę qa's ax'e6dxès qè'ndzayuwę, yi'xa wà'lašë wà'x'sól 30 tsìnsasë'ëxs qè'nsaë.

Wà, lë gé'ge'x'asàlax klwà'k'a'yasa klwaxl'axwà'xàs là'è qè'nsaxödëx (27) o'xi'tàlëla'sà k'li'gëmë. Wà, là'mè tèn-tlex'nxenlëlë qè'nsa'yas. Wà, là'mè'dà 35 lë'qënoxonwë wîla qè'nsàlax xò'dzëg-a'yas. Wà, hè'qës qa's lë'nàplèdës awà'bà'yása xwà'kluna. Wà, là'g'aa (42) là'xà'yasa ał'e'wałtslëlë xwà'wxagum

---

\[ ^1 \text{This is an adze-blade attached to a handle consisting of a branch with attached part of the trunk of a tree, the latter being split off so that it has a flat surface, to which the blade is tied.} \]
thwart behind the place where (the mast) stands. As soon as he reaches (33) the under side of the stern, he stops. Then he goes to the opposite side and tries to make his adzing the same as the adzing he has done before.

As soon as all has been adzed, he stands by the bow of the canoe and sights along it (to see) if one side of the canoe he is making is just like the other.

When it is really even, he puts away his long-handled adze and takes his hand-adze to give it the fine adzing beginning at (25) the water-cutter of the canoe straight along (29) under the bottom to (33) the under side of the stern. As soon as he comes to the end of the length of the bottom and to the end of its width, he starts adzing in the middle of the side and goes towards the bow. Then he adzes all over (37) the sides of the bow and over the bow.

As soon as he has adzed it all, he begins again in the middle, adzing towards (35) the sides of the stern, and he goes on adzing towards the stern and to the place stretching out under the stern. As soon as one side is all adzed, he goes to the other side of the canoe. And he begins to adze it at the middle, going towards the bow. When this is all adzed, he begins again in the middle and adzes towards the stern.

As soon as the outside of the canoe is adzed all over, the canoe-builder takes his thickest drill and drills forty-seven holes all over the outside of the canoe. These have the name *feelers
of the thickness of the canoe." As soon as the outside has been drilled, the canoe-builder turns the canoe over and places it on the two blocks of fire-wood.

Then he places a support of split cedar-wood on each side of the bow. And he places a support of split cedar-wood also on each side of the stern, so that it does not shake. He takes his adze and starts at the bow adzing, so that it gets a good slant down to (16) the hole in which the mast stands. Then he continues to (13) the thwart in the middle, and he stops.

Then he goes to the stern and adzes it so that it has a good slant to the bailing-hole. And he goes on trying to make his adzing straight to the middle thwart, at which he started. Then he finishes one side of the inside. Then he goes to the opposite side and does the same to it.

Now the canoe-builder is getting ready to put grooves on the inside of his canoe that is being built. He takes a thin piece of yew-wood and shaves it down to the right thickness, so that it can pass through the drill-holes on the outside of the canoe, and at a distance of two finger-widths he cuts it off. Then he measures the measure to be four finger-widths long, and he cuts it off with his knife. Then he measures one finger-width and the thickness of a finger at the other end of it, and cuts it off. This will be a measure for the bottom, the length of two finger-widths for the thickness from the bow to the bailing-hole. That (thickness of 1 ½ finger-widths) will be the measure for the rounding under the

Wä, he'em le'gadës ple'xulax wä'gwasa'x wä'k'łuna. Wä, ga'ímesë wïla la se'lkwa o'sgëma'yasa'x la'ëda le'qëno-xwe tl'a'xëdaxa wä'kluna qa's sës hän-klents la'xä ma'ñitsa'që te'm 'kg'la'xäle'qwa'.

Wä, le qe'qëdeniëmëxtsa xo'kk'we kl waxlax' lax (28) e'wanulémëya'ya' s. Wä, la qe'qëdeniëllexlënda'xaasa xo'kk'we kl waxlax' laq qa k'le'sës nehl'a. Wä, le axë'dxës so'bayuwe. Wä, le gä'-g'ëlela laxa a'g'ëwa'ya'xax la'ë sëp'ïda qa e'k'ës qële'xa'nä'kulaëna'ya' s la'g'aa laxa (16) kwa'woyo l'asä la'p'ëleqë. Wä, le hë'nä'kula laxa (13) lex'ëgo'yewä'ya'xas la'ë gwä'la. 15

Wä, le' laxa o'xla'që qa's sëp'ëdëq qa e'k'ës qële'xa'nä'kulaëna'ya' s la'g'aa lax o'stwëfëxs. Wä, le hë'nä'kula në'na'naqëla'xës sëp'ase'wë laxës gä'-g'ëlelasë lex'ëgo'yewä'ë. La'më gwä'la 20 aps'o'tagaë. Wä, le la'xdënd laxa apsä'xdzaë. Wä, la'xäë he'em'xat! gwëx'ëdeq.

Wä, he'em'raxës laëe xwä'na'këlëdëa le'qënoxwë qa's tlënxëlënxësxësëxës le'-qasse'wë. Wä, le axë'dxa wëtë i'Ic' m'qla qa's k'lä'x'ëwidëq qa he'adzëqglës lax si'lë'ya' lax o'sgëma'yasa xwä'kluna, yì'xa ma'ëdenë la'xës qëla'qwa'qwa'ts'lä'na'ya'xax la'ë që'm'tëdeq. Wä, le 'men's'ëtïdxax mat'ënyayuwe qa mo'dënësë wä's-gëma'sàësx la'ë që'm'tëslëndia'qës yì'së k'lä'wayuwe. Wä, le 'men's'tisa k'lo'-denësëla la'xëns qëla'qwa'qwa'ts'lä'na'ëx lax apsä'ya'xasëx la'ë që'm'tëdeq. Wä, 35 la'më 'me'ne'nyu'fxa awä'ba'ya ma'ëde'nas wä's-gëmasë që wä'gwå'les he'ben-dåla laxa a'giwë'cë la'g'aa laxa o'stwëfëxsë. Wä, le 'me'ne'nyayû'fxa dëg'txëxëmasa xwä'klunë. Wä, la'r'm 40 tek'lë qëgëga'yasa 'me'nyayuwe la'xä selaë lax o'sgëma'yasa xwä'kluna.
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canoe. The middle part of the measure cannot pass through the drill-holes on the outside of the canoe. One name of the measure is "feeler of the thickness of the canoe that is being built."

As soon as this is done, he takes another piece of yew-wood and measures three finger-widths for its length; then he cuts it off. And he makes a notch at a distance of one finger-width, and cuts into it. Then he shaves it thin enough for the distance of one finger-width, for the drill-holes on the side of the canoe. That is to be the measure for the side of the canoe, for the canoes made by the canoe-builders have three (measures for the) thickness (in different parts).

As soon as his measures are done, he takes his large two-handed adze, and also the two measures, and goes into the bow of the canoe. Then he adzes the inside of the bow across the grain, and adzes the length of one short span, beginning at the bow, along the inside of the bow.

As soon as he comes to a drill-hole with his adzing, he pushes his shortest measure into the drill-hole, and he puts his first-finger against the hole from the outside at the place where his measure will come out. As soon as he feels its point, he stops adzing. And one finger-width is the thickness at the line marked (Fig. 63, above, 1). And one finger-width and a half is the thickness at (15), the whole length of the canoe.
And two finger-widths is the thickness of (28) the rounding. And the thickness of (15) the rounding is also the thickness of (39) the bottom.

As soon as it has all been grooved, for that it is how it is after the adzing, he adzes off again between the drill-holes. And he adzes it off well, so that the inside becomes smooth. As soon as this is done, he puts away his (long-handled) adze and takes his hand-adze.

Then he first adzes (38) the straight line (Fig. 63, below). Its width is four finger-widths. He starts at (18) the nape of the neck and adzes it. As soon as he comes to the middle, he stops and goes to the stern and adzes it. The width of his adzing is again four finger-widths. He goes straight on to where he stopped in the middle of the canoe.

As soon as one side is done, he does the same to the other side. When the straight line (38) has been finished, he begins to adze it from (41) the inside of the bow at the edge under the straight line. He goes straight on to the middle of the canoe.

As soon as this is done, he goes to the stern, and he adzes it going to the middle of the canoe to where he stopped before. As soon as he comes to the place that he has adzed well, he stops, for one side has been adzed to the middle of the bottom of the canoe; and he does the same to the other side.
As soon as the whole inside and outside of the canoe have been adzed, he puts away his adze and takes easily-splitting cedar-wood; and he takes his straight-edged knife and splits the cedar-wood into thin square pieces. He shaves one end down so that it is sharp. The width of our hand with the thumb is the length of the split cedar-sticks; thus he cuts them off. As soon as he has forty-eight of these, he stops shaving.

Then he takes a stone, goes into the canoe, and, beginning at the inside of the bow, he takes one of the closing-peg of split cedar, and drives it into the drill-hole. He drives them in with a stone. As soon as they have been driven in enough, he takes his straight-edged knife and cuts them off. He does this with the whole number of drill-holes.

Now the canoe-builder goes to get fire-wood to spread the canoe. As soon as he has enough fire-wood, he returns home and puts it down close to the canoe that he is going to spread. As soon as he has taken all the fire-wood out of his [fuel-gathering receptacle] canoe, he starts again, and goes to gather new stones in his [gathering-receptacle] canoe. As soon as he has gathered enough, he returns home.

Then he takes (the stones) out of his canoe and puts them down near the canoe that is to be spread. As soon as he has taken them all out, he looks (to see) if the inside of the
canoe that he is making is bent inward. When he discovers a place where it is bent inward, he lays down the fire-wood for spreading the canoe close by its side.

Then he puts the fire-wood cross-wise. The fire on the beach for spreading the canoe is half a fathom long and half a fathom wide. As soon as there is enough fire-wood, he puts the stones on top. Then he lights a fire under it.

As soon as it blazes up, the canoe-builder takes easily-splitting cedar-wood and splits it into pieces. They are half a finger thick and one finger wide; and they are much longer than the width of the inside of the canoe. These are to be used for spreading the canoe when it gets warm when the hot stones are put into it.

As soon as this is done, he takes long tongs and two large buckets, and also a bailer. Then he takes also the long split cedar-wood and ties it (in a bundle tying it) in places. This will be used for burning the bottom of the outside of the canoe when the water inside begins to boil. As soon as this is done, he takes the two large buckets and draws fresh [real] water, for salt water is not good for [water inside] the canoe that is to be spread. As soon as the depth of the water in the canoe is four finger-widths, he stops pouring into it.

Now the stones are hot. Then he

gil'mesè dòx'walexas qe'telálaxs la'è he'em k'atal'dzaxa wà'ýunöwí-lasa lepdmà'1è legwë'sxa wà'k'łuna.

Wà, le ga'yi'lálaxa léqwà'x x'seg'e-yúasa neqlebo'dè lá'xen b'à'laqè 5 wà'sgemasas lepdmà'1è legwë'sa. Wà, le neqlebo'dè wà'dzósgemamas lá'xen b'à'lax. Wà, gil'mesè he'la-le'da léqwà'x la'è xequyíndà'lasa tle'-semè lág. Wà, he'x'ìda'mesè mena'-10 bôtsa gu'ila lág.

Wà, gil'mesè xí'k'óstàxs la'èda lé'q'énoxwè ax'e'dxa e'g'aqwà k'lwx-wà'wa qa's xo'xoox'sendeq. Wà, le k'ë'dëné wìwá'gwasas lá'xen q'wà'-15 q'iwax'ts'ána'èx. Wà, nà't'emendëné awá'dzewasas lá'xen q'wà'q'iwax'ts'ána'èx. Wà, le awílæm gil'sg'iltagwës wà'dzeq-tempdasasaxà wà'k'łuna. He'em qetela'ìtsxsà xwà'k'łuna qò lát ts'ë'qum-20 sàłò qò lát k'lepstalá'tsaxà x't'x'ëxse-màla tle'-semè lág.

Wà, gil'mesè gwà'tëx la'è ax'e'dxes gil'tla k'ilplà'la; wà, he'ß'mesè ma'tstse'-mè awà' na'ngatsla; wà, he'ß'mesè tsa'-25 tab'yuwe. Wà, là'xeax ax'e'dxa gil'sg'il'tla xökù k'lwx-wà'wa qa's yile'tendeq. Wà, he'em tse'nabalsëx o'sgema'yuasa xwà'k'łuna qò lát ma'e-mdelqulata wà'pè' lax o'xasas. Wà, g'il'-30 'mesè gwà'tëxs la'è ax'e'dxa ma'tstse'mè awà' na'ngatsla qa's lé tsás la'xa wì'waplemè, qaxs k'ì'saè è'kà de'm-sx'è lax wà'paxsasia lepa'sëwe wà'k'łuna. Wà, le gug'x'gasas xàl'xèx lepa'35 xó' na'wà'k'łuna. Wà, gil'mesè mo'dèn lá'xen q'wà'q'Ìx'ts'ána'èx yìx wà'laë-dzasasa wà'pè' là'xà xwà'k'łunàxs la'è gwà'l gug'x'gelaq.

Wà, la'mè ts'ë'lx'wid, na'x'wëda 40
takes his tongs, picks up the red-hot stones, and puts them into the canoe. As soon as the water in the little canoe boils up, he takes his bailer and goes from one end of the little canoe to the other, sprinkling the inside with the boiling water, so that the heat goes really through it. Then he lights the ends of his torch and burns the bottom of the canoe.

As soon as the body of the canoe is heated through, he takes the split cedar-sticks and spreads the inside of the canoe. That makes the canoe open, so that its back is wide.

As soon as it is wide enough, he stops spreading it. Then he takes the thwarts. The width of the mast-hole thwart is four finger-widths; but all the other thwarts have a width each of three fingers. The thickness of the split cedar-wood (for the thwarts) is one finger-width. After he has split it, he shaves it down. As soon as he finishes shaving it, he fits the end in the inside of the canoe, just under the line (38).

As soon as he has fitted them all in, he takes his thickest drill and drills one finger-width from the end of the thwart underneath it, so that it goes through the canoe, four drill-holes at the end of the thwart with the mast-hole. And he drills through the sides of the canoe above the [hole] thwart. But there are three drill-holes at the
ends of the aft-thwarts. Then he takes twisted cedar-withes and sews the thwarts to the canoe.

As soon as this is done, he splits long (chips of) cedar-wood. Their width is two finger-widths, and their thickness one finger-width. Two of these are split. Then he takes his crooked-knife and shaves them. As soon as this is done, he puts them down one on each side of the canoe.

Then he takes red-pine wood and splits it into thin pieces of square shape. Then he takes his straight-bladed knife and shaves them to a point at one end. When the length of each of them is four finger-widths, he cuts them off. Now they are sharp at one end and thick at the top.

Then the length-strip is put on, reaching not quite to the end of the nape of the neck (18) of the canoe. He drills a hole in its end, and pegs a red-pine-wood peg into it. Then he measures two spans and drills another hole. Then he takes another pine-wood peg and drives it in, having for his hammer a stone. He goes along doing this the whole length of the canoe as far as the lower end of the stern-block (9), and the drill-holes for the pegs are all two spans apart. He does the same also on the other side.

As soon as this is done, he splits a piece of cedar-wood. When he has split it, he takes his adze and adzes
it on one side, so that it is smooth. After this is done, he measures one fathom and adzes it, so that one end is pointed. He measures it according to the inside of the bow of the hunting-canoe. When it fits, he puts a cross-piece at its end. Now it is the bows-seat for the inside of the bow of the hunting-canoe. He cuts a hole through it just under the hole in the thwart for the mast to go through.

As soon as this is done, he takes a piece of cedar-wood three finger-widths wide, one finger-width thick, and four finger-widths long, and he notches it in the middle, in this manner. He makes four of them, all this way. Then he drills six holes in them. These are the supports of the cross-piece at the end of the bows-seat. (The bow-seat has three names; it is also called "lying flat" and "spreader.") As soon as they are done, he puts in the bow-seat and he measures where the cross-piece stops inside the canoe. Then he takes the supports, puts them in under the cross-piece, and drills through the same holes (continuing) through the canoe. Then he takes pegs of split pine-wood and pegs them through the support. He takes a stone to hammer their tops. And he does the same to all the others.

As soon as this is done, he goes to the stern and does the same again for the stern-seat. The only difference is, that the stern-seat is shorter, the cross-piece reaching as far as under the stern-thwart.

k:l'ë'mlayuwë qa's k'l'emlélzdidôdex ap-sâ'dza'yas qa ณëmâ'dzowës. Wâ, le gwâ'texs la'ë bâ'ë'dixa ณë'mplenkee la'xens bâ'lax. Wâ, le k:l'em'dìdxex qa wîl'înëq. Wâ, a'nåxwa'mëse mën-5 s'its la'xa o'tsâlag-îwa'yaqa âl'ê'watslë xwâ'k'luna. Wâ, la bêng'aa'ëlaaxs la'ë gë'ben'ëeq. Wâ, lâx'm lâ'deg-îwa'ya(34) la'xa o'tsâlag-îwa'yaqa âl'ê'watslë xwâ'k'luna. Wâ, le k:l'ë'x'sodxa kwóخ-10 sâ'wë lâx ณegâ'bë'yasa kwå'woywuë qa xâxâ'latsa xaplë'që.

Wâ, g'l'mëse gwâ'tëks lâ'ë axë'ë'dxa yû'dux'dene lâ'x'ën qû'wë qû'w'ax'ls'âna'ëlex, yix wâ'dezwawas kllwaxlâ'wë. Wâ, le 15 ณem'dene wâ'gw'asas. Wâ, le mô'denë wâ'sgemas. Wâ, le qem-të'dex 'nego'yâ'yas, g'a gwâ'tëg'ë.

Wâ, le mô'wë axâ'yas hëx'sïa gwëx'së. Wâ, la s'k'ë'ëtsa qal'ldedzë'që lâq. 20 Wâ, lâx'm maeg'nguxë qa kâ't'demas gë'gëba'yasa lâ'deg-iwa'ë. (Yû'dux lë'gemasa lâ'deg-iwa'ê, le'wa pa's-këna; wà, hë'misë k'exsô'wë.) Wâ, g'l'mëse gwâ'tëks lâ'ë ax'shë'ëxsà lâ'ë 25 deg-iwa'ë qa's ณem'sïdëx wàlla'asas gebâ'yas lâx o'xxasà xwâ'k'luna. Wà, le axë'dxa maeg'nguxë qa's ax'shë'ëldsë ãxwâ'bâ'yasa gë'gëba'yas. Wà, le sêk'mstô'dxa s'ê'sxlë lâq qa hëx: 30 sâ'les la'xa xwâ'k'luna. Wà, le axë'dxa wî'wùnë'gul'ëné k'l'âk ù'bëma qa's xap'la'hëx'sësa maeg'nguxë. Wà, le axë'dxa tle'semë qa's dë'xwidës lâx o'xtâ'yas. Wà, le hñxwàrn hë gwëx'35 ãtixa waô'kwë.

Wà, g'l'mëse gwâ'tëks lâ'ë la'xa o'xla'ë. Wà, la'xàë hë'em'xat! gwëx'-tëdaq qa lâ'delës. Lë'xa'mës ã'guqàlayô'ësxs tseklwà'ës lâ'dëxta'ë, yixs 40 hë'màe wàlalë gëba'tasë awà'bâ'yasa lex'ëge'ë.
As soon as this is done, he takes a block of cedar-wood and adzes it. It is to lie on the bow of the canoe. As soon as it is done, he fits it on. Then he takes his drill and drills four holes close under the neck of the canoe. As soon as this is done, he takes pine-wood pegs and pegs them in. And he drills four holes between the bow-piece and the bow of the canoe, in this manner. When this is done, he takes twisted cedar-withe and sews (the piece to the canoe) crosswise. When this is done, he cuts a groove in it for the harpoon-shaft to rest in. This is called “resting-place-of-the-harpoon-shaft-groove-in-bow-of-hunting-canoe.” If it is a large travelling-canoe, it is called “resting-place of mast.”

When this is done, he goes to the stern to put on the stern-block, which is pegged and sewed across in the same way. But there is no groove in the stern-piece.

There is also no protector of the water-cutter of the small-canoe, for they always shave it off, so that its rounding is sharp, so that no eel-grass may hook on to it when the harponeer goes hunting porpoise.

P"reraraf of Fibres. Bark of Yellow Cedar. — The yellow cedar is peeled about the last week in July. The bark is made to fall on the sap side. It is bent over until the outer bark cracks, which is then pulled off; and the strips of bark, which are about of the width of a hand, are folded. These bundles are placed in salt water, at a place where it is always calm, the ends being weighted down with stones. It is left in the water for from ten days to a month, until it gets spongy. Every now and then it is tested; and when it is soft enough, it is taken out and put into a pool of salt water on the beach.
Then a mat is spread on the beach; a round stick of yew-wood, or a board as wide as the cedar-bark, is laid on it; and while the bark is wet, it is beaten across the fibre, the bark side outward, with a bark-beater of bone of whale (Fig. 64). The beating-surface of these implements is grooved. They resemble in general character the tapa-beaters of Polynesia and of Central America. After being beaten, the bark is hung over poles to be bleached and dried. The outer layer is pulled off; the inner part is kept and put away. Sometimes the fibre is used mixed with that of the red cedar.

Nettles. — Nettles are cut in October. Formerly a bone knife was used for this purpose. The plants are cut off close to the ground. Fifty stems of nettles are placed in a heap, and are tied together with split cedar-bark in four places, at about equal distances. These bundles are taken home, the tying is undone, and the stems are split with the nail of the thumb. Then they are spread out and coiled up. The coiled nettle-stems are hung over a long pole such as is used for punting canoes, the pole being laid with one end on the ground, while the middle rests on the edge of a box. Then the pole with the nettles on it is placed on a drying-frame, where it is left exposed to sun and wind. In the evening the nettles are covered over with mats so as to keep the dew off. After from four to six days the nettles are dried and are taken to the house. There they are uncoiled and placed on a mat which is spread on the drying-frames over the fire, but a little aside from the fire, so as to prevent them from becoming too hot. Next the nettles are broken, and the inner part is pulled off from the cortical fibres. As soon as the fibres are clean, they are put down on a mat. The fibres of fifty nettle-stems are thus placed together. Then they are bent over in the middle and the two parts are loosely twisted together. They are placed on a board and beaten with the butt-end of a small wedge until all the fragments adhering to the fibres drop off, and the fibres themselves are entirely separated. Then the nettle is placed in a basket, untwisted, and rubbed thoroughly. Then it is combed over the rib-bone of a bear, which is held in the right hand, while the lower end of the fibre (that is, the end taken from the lower end of the plant) is held in the left hand, the second, third, and fourth fingers of the right hand pressing the fibre at the same time firmly against the edge of the
The Kwakiutl of Vancouver Island.
rib-bone. Then the fibre is pulled up and down over the edge until it is quite clean and well separated.

*Wool.* — The fine hair of the mountain-goat is used for spinning. First the coarse hair is plucked off, and the skin is prepared so that the hair can easily be removed with the nail of the thumb, with a large mussel-shell, or with the sharpened end of a branch. The material that is thus obtained is used for spinning, as will be described later on.

*Red-Cedar Bark.* — The bark of the red cedar is gathered by the women. They make a cut in the bark of a young tree, near the bottom, and make a split on each side extending some little distance upward. Then the bark is pried up with a large wedge made of hemlock or bone of whale. After it has been started, it is pulled off upward in a long strip, which finally tears off from the tree. After the material has been obtained in this way, the outer rough bark is removed; and the inner bark is dried, and folded up in bundles about 40 cm. long, which are tied near each end with a strip of bark. When it is to be further prepared for weaving mats and basketry, the bark is split into three layers with a splitter made of a deer's ulna. While this is being done, the bark is covered with mats, to keep the light off. The outer layer serves for making very coarse mattings, while the innermost layer is used for the finest mattings. The middle layer is used for making ropes. When the bark is to be used for making matting, it is soaked in water and split through with the nail of the thumb or with a bone needle.

The same material serves for making shredded cedar-bark. When this is to be made, the bundle of bark is unfolded and placed over the edge of a paddle (Plate xxvii, Fig. 1) which is put up so that it rests with the handle on the ground and with the grip (the part next to the blade) on a forked stick. The woman holds the bark over the edge of the paddle, sitting on the handle. With the right she holds the shredding-implement (Fig. 65), with which she beats the bark right along the edge of the paddle, thus severing and softening the fibres. The material that is thus obtained is used for towels, for infants' bedding, and for making cedar-bark.

---

1 See Harlan I. Smith, Shell-Heaps of the Lower Fraser River, etc., Vol. II of this series, p. 171.
rings used in purification ceremonials. When dyed red in alder-bark, this material is used for making the cedar-bark rings used in the winter ceremonials.

The type of shredding-implement here represented is characteristic of the Kwakiutl. Those used by the Nootka vary considerably in type (Fig. 66).

Spinning. — The process of spinning is practically the same for all the various kinds of fibre heretofore described. As an example of the method of treatment in spinning, I will describe the making of nettle-thread.

When the nettle-fibre has been prepared, a stake of yew-wood a little over a metre long and 5 cm. in diameter is carefully polished, and driven into the ground so that it stands in a slanting position. The woman who intends to spin the fibre sits on the floor in such a position that the pole slants away from her. The nettle-fibre is tied to the top of the stake with cedar-bark, so that the lower part of the fibre is on top. Then she gathers the loose fibre in her hands and winds it around the stake spirally. A small box about 25 cm. long and 15 cm. high is put down on her left-hand side, and a dish containing fine sand is placed on her right-hand side. Then she takes a number of fibres out of the bunch, pulling them out from below, and coils them in the box on her left. While she is holding the end of these fibres in her left hand, she takes out another small bunch of fibres, according to the thickness of the thread that she intends to make, and twists the ends of the first and of the second bunch together. Thus she continues until a long string is coiled up in the box. After about one fathom of string has been coiled up there, she sprinkles some sand over it. A number of boxes

are filled in this way. The fibre which is thus prepared is then spun by means of a spindle (Fig. 67).

The shank of the spindle is two spans and four fingers long. It is made of maple-wood, which is quartered. The shank of the spindle is made out of one quarter. The shank is a little thicker in the middle than at the points, and is thoroughly dried before it is used. The spindle-whorl is made of bone of whale, the anterior part of the skull-bone being preferred. It is ground down on gritstone. Then it is polished, and finally rubbed with deer-tallow. The size of the spindle-whorl differs somewhat, according to the size of the thread to be made. The sizes of those in the Museum collection range from 7 cm. to 8 cm. in diameter. They are not decorated. Many of the spindle-whorls from the west coast of Vancouver Island (Fig. 68) are decorated with geometrical and realistic designs. Most of these are also made of bone of whale, while a few are made of wood and of stone. Geometrical motives, like those represented in Fig. 68, $b, d, e$, do not seem to occur in spindles made by the Kwakiutl. All those I have seen are flat, like Fig. 68, $f$ and $g$. The human figure on the specimen shown in Fig. 68, $a$, corresponds in style to other decorated tools of the Nootka.

It is remarkable that the spindle-whorls from this whole region are all small, while the spindles used by the tribes of the Fraser River region are very large.¹

When spinning, the woman holds the spindle in her right hand. The end of the nettle-string is hung over the edge of the box, and the end is twisted around the spindle-shank close to the reel. Then she rubs the spindle down the shin of her right leg, first resting the tip of the shank between thumb and first-finger of her left hand, but holding the thread, as soon as the spindle begins to twirl around, at a distance of about 30 cm. above the spindle (Plate xxvii, Fig. 2). Thus about 30 cm. of fibre are twisted into a fine thread, which is then wound up close to the reel. Then she takes another 30 cm. of fibre out of the box, and proceeds in the same manner until a large ball of thread has been wound on the spindle. Then the ball of thread is taken off and put aside. In spinning nettle-fibre, four different sizes of thread are recognized.

The thread that is used for netting and for other purposes is made up of two of these single threads spun together. This is done in the following manner. Two balls of the single string are placed in a box on the left-hand side of the woman. The ends of the thread are tied on the shaft of the

¹ See Teit, The Lillooet, Vol. II of this series, pp. 211, 212.
spindle close to the reel. Then she holds the two threads in her left hand,— one between thumb and first-finger, the other between the third and fourth fingers. As soon as she holds them this way, the spindle is twirled along the right leg of the woman, but upward instead of downward. Thus the two strings are twisted together, and the twine which is thus obtained is rolled up on the shank of the spindle.

This method of spinning is also used for making thread of yellow-cedar bark and of mountain-goat wool. In making the first thread of yellow-cedar bark, the beaten fibre is often hung over the right arm instead of over a yew-wood stake. The fibres are taken off, their ends twisted together, and the thread coiled up in a box.

Thread of mountain-goat wool is either all wool or made around a central thread of yellow cedar. Often two women join in preparing thread for spinning. The loose wool is piled up on a mat. One of the women holds the cedar thread and puts some wool around it. The other one takes the prepared fibre
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out of the hand of the first one and rubs it down her thigh with the palm of her hand, thus covering the cedar-bark more firmly with the wool. This thread is spun in the same way as described before.

I was told that sometimes four women work together to make the double thread very tight and strong. The first of the women spins the double thread with a spindle on her shin. The second one sits at her right side, but facing her. She works the same twine, rubbing it upward on her thigh. The third one sits farther to the right, facing the second one; the fourth one, still farther to the right again, facing the third one. Each continues the twisting of the thread on her thigh. In olden times dog-hair was mixed with wool for making yarn. Thread for sewing and tying is also made of whale-sinew.

CEDAR-WitheS. — The thin twigs of the red cedar are cut off and heated fresh over a fire until steam forms in the sap of the wood, which loosens the bark. Then the twigs are pulled through small improvised tongs, and thus the bark and the leaves are removed. The workman begins to twist each twig at the tip while it is still warm. The cedar-twig is held firmly with the left at the tip, with the right at a distance of about half a metre or less from the end; and the part up to this point is twisted, the left hand being held steady, and the twist being made with the right hand, which holds the twig firmly and turns it away from the body. After this section has been firmly twisted, it is wound around the left hand. The right hand again takes hold of the twig a little farther down, and continues to twist. When the twig begins to be too thick to be readily twisted, it is turned over at a distance of from 25 cm. to 40 cm. from the butt-end, according to the strength and length of the twigs. At this point it is sharply bent over by biting, so that the untwisted thick end of the twig lies close to the twisted part. Then the twisted end is taken off from the left hand, and, on being released, at once twists itself around the standing thick end of the twig. When the free twisted end reaches the thick end, it turns over and winds itself backward. Generally the twigs are made so long that the free end twists up and down four times. In this form the twigs are kept, and keep the twist (Fig. 69).

They are generally kept in bundles of three or four pieces, which are tied up with thin cedar-withe, often with the end of one of the pieces, and they are tied together. The Indians reckon that a piece of withe as long as the width of the hand requires four full twists.
Cedar-withes are also used for making open-work baskets (see Fig. 79). Withes are used particularly for large, roughly-made baskets of this type, which are used for carrying clams. The withes are gathered by women, who split them in two. The halves are split again. For smaller baskets these quartered withes are used for making the corner warp.

This process of splitting and preparing cedar-withes to be used for basketry was described to me as follows: —

And this is first, cedar-withes are searched for by the woman in the woods. As soon as she has found them, she pulls off the withes, which hang down at their ends [downward]. When she thinks that she has obtained enough by pulling off downward, she twists the two slimmest and longest withes. When she has done so she puts the two twisted withes on the ground about three spans apart. Then she takes the withes one at a time and places them on the withes with which the (others) are to be tied. She continues putting them on, and stops only when they are all finished. All the thick ends of the withes are at the place where the woman is sitting.

Then she takes the ends of the twisted withes, pulls the ends tight, and ties them together. She also does the same at the other end.

As soon as this is done, she goes home carrying them on her shoulder. As soon as she has entered the house, she puts them down from her shoulder. At once she unties the tying at each end. Then she takes up one of the withes, with the slim end towards herself, and splits it in two, beginning at the thin end. Then she splits it, following down the heart, splitting along as far as the big end.

As soon as it has been split, she
splits the one side into two again. And when it has been split in two again, she takes the other side, and splits it again. Now there are four pieces out of one with. Now this is done with the whole number of withes. When all the withes have been split, she puts them away.

Spruce-Root. — Long slender spruce-roots are dug out with the root-digger. They are coiled up and carried home, and, while still fresh, they are split with the nail first into two parts, and each half is again divided, so that the whole root is quartered. Coarse material of this kind is used for the warp-strands of baskets; while finely split spruce-root is used for various kinds of binding, for the wrapping of open-work baskets, for tying the barb of the hook to the shank, and for strong twinnings.

The treatment of spruce-root has been described to me as follows:

She goes again into the woods to look for spruce-roots. As soon as she has found them, she digs them up and pulls them out of the (hole) she has dug. And as soon as she thinks [again] that what she has gathered is enough, she ties them in the middle. And she just comes carrying them in her hand. And she also takes them into her house and puts them down next to the fire.

Immediately she unties the band in the middle. Then she takes red pine and measures three spans [of our hands]. Then she cuts it off (there); and she splits it so that it is like a pair of fire-tongs. Then she takes the thinnest root and winds it around the lower end, perhaps four finger-widths from the end is the place of tying the roots. She puts them on firmly and ties them on.

Then she whittles down the end so
that it is sharp. As soon as she has finished, she puts it up by the side of the fire. This is to be the means of scraping off the bark of the roots. Then she takes one of the roots and puts it over the fire. However, she does not leave it over the fire long, then she takes it off with the fire-tongs.

Then she puts it down and takes its end in her hand and puts it into the split of the scraping-tongs, close to where it is being held. She squeezes together with her left hand the top of the scraping-tongs, and with her right hand she pulls the root. At once the bark begins to peel off. Then the root is white [bodied]. She does the same with all the others.

As soon as all the bark of the roots has been scraped off, the woman begins to split them right through the heart; and when she has gone to the end of the (whole) length, she splits the one half in two, so that it is split in two split (pieces). And when she has gone to the end of the (whole) length, she puts it down and takes the other side of what has first been split and splits it in two also. Now she has split one root into four parts.

Then she coils them up and puts them down on her left side. And she again takes one and splits it in two as she did with the one that was first split. She does so with all the other roots.

This is what is done in making a nice fish-basket or basket. When the woman does not make a nice fish-basket, she splits the roots at once with the bark (on).
Some of the warp-strands used in baskets are made of rather thick roots, which are split by removing the outer part on two opposite sides, so that the split root has two parallel faces.

**Ropes.** — For making heavy rope of cedar-withes, very long slender twigs are selected. Only a few suitable twigs are found on each tree, and it requires considerable time to get a sufficient supply for making a large rope. The twigs are collected, and tied up in bundles with thin cedar-withes, which are tied around the bundle in four places. The man carries them home on his shoulder, and places them in the corner of the house, where they are protected against the heat. Then a pair of tongs are driven into the ground near the fire, so that they slant towards the fire; while the man who is making the withe-rope takes his seat facing the fire and in front of the tongs, so that they slant away from him. The withes are heated over the fire by moving them to and fro until they are thoroughly heated. Then they are pulled through the tongs with the right hand, while the left hand is used for squeezing the legs of the tongs close together. Thus the withes are pulled through several times until all the bark is removed. After this is done, the withes are twisted, the thin end being held in the left hand, while the twisting is done with the right hand; and the twisted ends are turned around the left, as described before. After the whole withe has been twisted, it is not doubled up, as described before, but is put down lengthwise on the floor of the house. Next it is beaten with a small wedge on a short piece of cedar-board. The wedge is held at the point, and the withes are beaten with the thick end. Next a fire for heating stones is made near the corner of the house, and dulse and a number of old mats are piled up near the door of the house. Early in the morning the fire is lighted; and when the stones are red-hot, they are covered about 25 cm. thick with dulse. The cedar-withes are placed on top, and are covered again with dulse about 25 cm. thick. Two large bucketfuls of fresh water which has been warmed by the fire are poured out over the pile, which is then covered with old mats, and is left for about ten minutes. Then one end of the mats is lifted, the withes are pulled out as needed, and the man begins to make his rope. Two pairs of cedar-withes are placed down on the floor, the withes in each pair side by side, so that the thin end of one is next to the thick end of the other. Then the farther ends of the two pairs are tied together with a piece of rope, which is turned around a forked hemlock-stick, about a metre long, which has been driven into the ground near the fire. The workman then takes hold of the near, free ends of the two pairs of cedar-withes, — one pair in the right, the other pair in the left hand, — and twists them to the right. After each pair has been twisted, they are twisted together into a two-stranded rope. When about two-thirds of these withes have been used up, another heated withe is taken out of the pile, and its thick end is spliced to the thin end of one of the withes that form
part of the rope. When the other withe gives out, the thin end of a new withe is spliced to its thick end. After the required length of rope has thus been completed, the workman begins again at the beginning, and puts in a third double strand. This is begun in the same way by putting two withes together, the thick end of the one being next to the thin end of the other. These are tied in at the beginning of the rope, twisted, and then turned in. This strand is spliced in the same way as before described. After the rope has thus been completed, it is stretched out between two stakes in front of the house, and is left there to dry.

A specimen of very rough cedar-withe rope of this kind, collected at Rivers Inlet, is made in a similar manner. The long withes are twisted as here described, but the rope consists of three single strands. The three strands are coiled together; and when the thin end of one of the withes nearly gives out, a new strand is simply put in. This rope has a very loose texture. Much better rope of the same sort is made by the Nootka and Quilleyut, who use it extensively for whaling-lines. A few specimens that I have examined do not appear to be made of double withes, as here described, but simply show a very strong and even twist of strong cedar-twig withes, each withe being about 13 mm. thick, and the whole rope having a thickness of about 25 mm.

Crowns for wedges and chisels are made of cedar-withes in the following manner: A long withe is turned into a ring about 5 cm. in diameter, beginning at the middle of the withe. First the thick end is twisted in and out through the ring until one circuit has been completed. Then the thin end is treated in the same way, so that a complete ring, consisting of a three-stranded rope, is made. This ring is placed on the slightly sharpened butt-end of the wedge, which is battered down until it is quite flat and the ring is held firmly in place (see p. 323).

Cedar-withe rope is also used to make an elastic support for the bedding of the cradle. The cradle is made of wood, and the two opposite long sides are connected with cedar-withe ropes, which are made in the following manner: Two holes are drilled, one above the other, on opposite sides of the cradle. A cedar-withe is pushed through the upper hole on one side of the cradle from the inside, leaving the thick end standing out on the inside of the cradle for a distance greater than the width of the cradle. It passes along the outside of the cradle to the drill-hole just under the first one, and the thin end is pushed through this hole to the inside, and is carried straight through the cradle to the upper hole on the opposite side. From there the thin end passes along the outside to the lower drill-hole on the same side, and is brought in again through this lower drill-hole; so that now there is one strand of cedar-withe connecting the two holes, and two free ends on the inside of the cradle, standing out each from one side and running in opposite directions.
These are twisted over the central strand into a three-stranded rope, the ends, bring tucked in between the two drill-holes on each side.

Other ropes are made of cedar-bark. These are made by women. The bark of the red cedar is cut into strips from 3 mm. to 5 mm. wide. A bundle of these, which is to form one of the strands of the rope, is held firmly in the left, and twisted to the right. Three bundles of this kind are started, and are then tied together. About 30–40 cm. of each strand are twisted in this way, and then they are coiled firmly together; the end from which the rope-working begins being generally held with the big toe of the right foot. While the twisting of the rope continues, the untwisted cedar-bark which is to be made into the strands is folded up and tied in the middle; and when the twisting of the strands continues, the untwisted end of one of the strands is tied firmly around the unfinished rope to prevent it from untwisting (Fig. 70). This kind of rope is used extensively for fish-lines, carrying- straps, and also for heavy ropes. These are often made of five strands. The material is easily spliced by putting in additional strands of bark. In carrying-straps the free ends of the woven part of the strap are twisted directly into ropes (see Fig. 124). The ends of anklets and bracelets often consist of fringe made of two strands twisted together. These are generally held in place by a knot at the end.

Another type of cedar-bark rope (Fig. 71) is made by braiding together three strands, each consisting of three layers of strong cedar-bark about 5 mm. wide. In some necklaces nine-strand braidings occur (Cat. No. 139). Some thin, wide ribbons are made of cedar-bark which is woven like diagonally-woven belts and straps (see Fig. 127).

Thin fish-lines are also made of human hair, which is twisted and braided. These are used particularly for the small hooks with which kelp-fish (Pleurogrammus monopterygius) are caught.

Lines are also made out of the hide of sea-lion and of deer. When making thongs out of sea-lion hide, the piece of hide is put down flat, and a strip
about 10–15 mm. wide is cut off all round the circumference, the cutting continuing spirally towards the centre. After a long strip has been removed, it is pulled taut. A slit is cut through the end and a stick is pushed through. Then one man takes hold of each end and begins to twist. When it is nearly dry, the twisting is continued some more. Then the two ends are held tight by two men, while a third one drives a stake into the ground at the middle of the twisted thong, to which it is tied. Then the two men bring the ends of the twisted thong together, and one of them lets go. Then one end twists itself around the other one.

Deer-skin for making lines is treated in the same way, except that it is twisted at one end only, one stick being braced in the crack of a rock. After the deer-skin rope has been made in this manner, it is plaited.

Bear-guts are also treated in the same manner; but it is considered difficult to make ropes out of them, because the two opposite sides are of uneven lengths.

Light harpoon-lines are made of the sinew of the porpoise.

Trolling-lines are made of young kelp (Fig. 72). These lines are prepared by men. The kelp is dried over a fire of alder picked up as driftwood on the beach. The kelp shrinks to a very even thickness, the fibre twisting to a certain extent. The method of splicing parts of the fish-line is shown in the illustration.

For tying, thread of nettle-fibre, made as described before, is used. For holding splices of wood, the bark of Prunus emarginata, v. villosa Sudw. (he'n*wum) is used. It is peeled in spiral lines around the tree, a cut slanting upward being first made. It is kept wound up on reels (Fig. 73).

For tying harpoon-heads, nettle-fibre unspun, or porpoise-sinew, is used. Sewing is done with deer-sinew. The holes for passing the thread through are made with awls made of the ulna of the deer or of splinters of bone.1

Basketry. Square Weaving (dzā'-gwil). — Only coarse mats and coarse or large baskets are woven in such a way that the strands run parallel to

---

1 See Harlan I. Smith, Shell-Heaps of the Lower Fraser River (Vol. II of this series, Fig. 35, p. 171).
the edges (Fig. 74). Thick cedar-bark is used for this purpose; and the width of the strands is considerable, ranging from 1 cm. to 1.5 cm. In making a mat of this kind, the cedar-bark is middled and hung over the batten. Then one side of the pieces of cedar-bark is split into strands of the width that is to be used in weaving. A very narrow thin strip of cedar-bark is twined in along the batten so as to hold the strands in place. Generally this twining is done so that in each twist of the twining two strands are held together. Then other pieces of cedar-bark are split in the desired width, and are woven in up and down. The weaver begins on the left-hand side and works to the right. In beginning the first row, part of the first woof-strand is doubled over the edge of the mat, and the double woof which is thus originated is woven in. The mat is finished off below by turning over the warp-strands and twining them in with a very narrow double strip of cedar-bark just over the lowest woof-strand.

Other mats of this kind are finished off with a broad strip of cedar-bark (Fig. 75), and the loose ends are woven in at the bottom; while at the sides the woof-strands are twisted around the outermost warp and turned back, thus forming the next lower woof-strand. This method of weaving is employed for the long mats which are used as seats at feasts. The mats are used doubled over along the batten edge. They are made in the same way as described before. When the warp is hung over the batten, split, and twined, the twining is left in, and first a broad strip is inserted. One of these mats, when doubled over, is 47 cm. wide and 170 cm. long.

**Diagonal Weaving.** — Most of the finer mats, baskets, and all woven belts and straps, are woven diagonally (Fig. 76). The weaving is started in the same way as that of the mats the warp and woof of which run parallel to the edges. The cedar-bark is hung over the batten and twined
as shown in the illustration. The essential difference in the hanging of the cedar-bark in the two cases lies in the fact that in the diagonal mat the bark is doubled in twining, because the same piece has to serve as woof and warp. This stitch is called q'ulë'dzo; that is, "flat on itself." When the edge of the mat is reached, the strands are turned over at a right angle, and the weaving is continued in the same manner as before; the strands which ran first from left above to right below running now from right above to left below. The same method is followed in weaving narrow straps. When the lower end of the mat is reached, the strands that run from right above to left below are left standing, while those that turn from left above to right below are turned over and woven in for about three or four stitches. In this manner the whole lower edge is finished off; and after the mat has been completed, all the loose strands are cut off. The edge of this matting is called mäl'agaxstånd. When making mats of this kind, the weaver finishes a space that can easily be reached without moving from the place where she is sitting. In order to avoid the entangling of the strands, the loose ends that are not in use are tied up. A small dish of water is kept next to the worker, from which she fills her mouth and blows the water over the mat (Plate xxviii, Fig. 1).

Open-Mesh Weaving. — A third stitch which is used for open matting is called yibëlo' (Fig. 77, a). In this stitch the cedar-bark is split into strips of the desired width, which are twined together with another double strip of cedar-bark. The lines of twining are from 1 cm. to 3 cm. apart, so that the whole mat is quite open. Bags are made in the same stitch (Fig. 77, b). Larger bags of this kind are started in the same way as a mat, the upper end of the warp-strips of the cedar-bark being turned over and twined in. The first few rows are made in this manner. Generally the first and second lines of twining are quite close together. The second and third may be from 5 cm. to 7 cm. apart, while towards the bottom of the bag the distance between the lines is decreased. While the bag is making, the strip of cedar-bark which

---

Fig. 77, a (e$\frac{4}{4}$), Detail of Open-Work Matting; b (e$\frac{3}{4}$), Bag for melting Spruce-Root (width, 14 cm.).
The Kwakiutl of Vancouver Island.
is used for twining is folded up on the left-hand side of the mat, and is generally tied to the loose ends of the next higher line of twining, so as to be out of the way while the work is being carried on. As soon as the work on the mat has proceeded so far that the bottom of the bag is reached, the warp-strands are turned over completely; and the twining is now continued on the opposite side, the ends of the twining which have been folded up being undone and used for continuing the work. In all the lower rows the twining is carried back so that it joins the next higher row of twining; and in this way the rows of twining are made into a continuous spiral.

This stitch is used for food-mats, covers to protect the canoe against the sun, covers used in steaming food. They are used under salmon that are being cut, and very large mats of this kind are used for the sides of camping-tents. Bags of this kind are used for holding clam-muscles, fern-roots, and clover-roots.

A similar kind of open matting is made by crossing two adjoining warp-strands once between two lines of twining (Fig. 78).

_Bird-Cage Weaving._ — Spruce-root baskets are made in bird-cage stitch (k'ihg'ik'um) (Fig. 79). Sometimes the spruce-root with which it is tied is wrapped around twice, as shown in Fig. 79, b; but generally the wrapping between the warp-strands is single, as shown in Fig. 79, a. The direction of the wrapping alternates, one line turning to the left, the next one to the right. In some of the fine baskets of this kind, a number of lines — from two to five — turn to the left, then a number of lines to the right. At the corners the wrapping is carried twice
around the corner-rod, — once to the left, and once to the right. At one of these corner-rods the direction of the wrapping is changed, as just described. In order to give greater stiffness to the basket, these corner-rods and a warp-strand near the middle of the long side are made of cedar-twigs. The spruce-root woof which is tied to the warp runs spirally around the basket. In order to give added strength to the bottom, three or more of the middle warp-strands of the short sides are joined together, and are firmly tied with spruce-root. In some of the baskets the bottom of which is rather narrow, the bird-cage stitch continues down to the bottom bar, while in others the spruce-root warp of the long sides and that of the short sides are interwoven (Fig. 80). The upper rim of the basket is made by turning over all the warp-strands along a stout spruce-root, and tying the whole with spruce-root wrapping. The warp of this basket is called č'k̓leba; the woof, xwem; the corner-branches, L̓əl̓flexenitslexsed; the bottom stick, gʷ̓ilgʷ̓a̓lls kʷ̓ilx̱de̓ma.

Carrying-baskets of this type have sometimes a very fine weave, and are provided all along the rim with a continuous series of small loops made of cedar-withes, and used for laceing the top of the basket with cedar-bark rope. The Kwakiutl put the basket upside down on a stake when weaving (see Plate xxviii, Fig. 2), while the Koskimo put the basket down on the ground.

The making of a fish-trap by this method of weaving is described in the following lines (see Fig. 147): —

As soon as all (the spruce-root and cedar-withes) have been split, she takes the split withes and puts them down at the place where she is going to weave the fish-basket that she is going to make; and also the split root which is to be the means of tying them together; that also she puts down at her place where she is about to weave the fish-basket that she is going to make.

First four thick split roots are taken. She puts them down this way. This has the name of “beginning of the stiff side,” these four long ones with their

Wə, gʷ̓ilmesə wi'ila la paa'kuxs lə'axe̓dxə paa'kwə texe̓ma qa's gʷa'xə gʷ̓ilgʷ̓alling lə'axəs kʷilx̱asaxlə̓s leq̓elə̓ləe. Wə, həemisəda kʷilgʷ̓ensəda dzedə-kwə lə'oplek’a. Həeməkəxat! gʷ̓ax gʷ̓i'l.g̓alelemən lə'axəs kwa'elsələq̓ə ləl kʷil'k̓̓̑x̱'a̓x̱əs leq̓elə̓ləe.

Wə, hə'emə gʷi'l axe̓'tsə̓ksəda mo'ks̓̓tslaqə ləsəlektləgəsa paa'kwə lə'oplek’a. Wə, le axə'ltləaqg’a gwə'leg’a. Wə, 10 hə'em le'gədəs gʷə'llədxəm lə'laxen-

1 Crossing at right angles.
tips apart. Then she takes a pliable root and puts the (thin) end on one of the stiff-sided ones; and she takes a split root and ties it with a knot to the stiff-sided one, with the means of tying the stiff-sided ones.

And first the ends of the stiff-sided ones are tied together. As soon as this is done, she puts on the means of tying the stiff-sided ones, and she ties them on. She continues to add warp-strands in this way.1 Now she ties (the wood) around the warp-strands. She only stops adding warp-strands when she arrives at the widest part in the middle of the fish-basket.

As soon as her tying arrives near the narrow neck, then she takes warp-strands of the fish-basket out again, one by one, and the mouth of the fish-basket gradually narrows.

As soon as the place where the kelp-fish are to enter is of the size of one of our flat hands, it is finished. Then the place where the kelp-fish are to enter the inside of the fish-basket is of the size of a flat hand.

Immediately she goes into the woods to look for a maple-tree. As soon as she finds one that grows straight up, she pulls off the bark. Then she also splits off the bark on the [back] outside, and removes it. But she keeps the white inner bark. When she has enough, she goes home to her house. Immediately she splits it into narrow strips, and she ties the ends of three of them together.

1 Putting in warps between the foundation of roots that cross at right angles, and tying on the woof spirally.
After she has tied the ends together, she twists two of them together; and when (the piece) is eight spans long, she twists the (third) one on to it. Now the twisting of the thin string is in three strands.

As soon as she has finished, she twists one more of the same thickness and also the same length. These are to be the suspenders of the fish-basket. As soon as the rope-making is finished, she takes her fish-basket and pulls the end of the suspender — for that is the name of the two ropes — through at one side of the fish-basket, beginning at the place where it first bends inward toward the place where the kelp-fish go in. She ties the end of the suspender there firmly; and she ties also the other end to the opposite side of the fish-basket.

As soon as this is done, she takes the other (rope) and ties one end to the other side\(^1\) of the fish-basket; and she also ties the other end at the opposite side. Then they are measured so that the suspenders are equal distances apart on the sides of the fish-basket, so that it does not tilt over when it is put into the water at the place where kelp-fish are caught.

As soon as this is done, she takes cedar-bark and splits it into narrow strips. They are long. As soon as they are in thin strips, she twists them so that they are a twofold twisted thin rope. When it is four fathoms long, it is finished.

Then she ties (this) float-line to the suspenders. When it is done, she

\(^1\) Crossing the first rope.
takes dry cedar-wood and whittles it with her knife. Its length is one span and four finger-widths. The lower end is thin, but it has a round knot at the end. And the top of that float is bottle-shaped. When it is done, she ties it to the end of the float-line just over the knot at the end. That is all about this.

Twilled Weaving. — The finest baskets of the Kwakiutl are made of twilled weaving in cedar-bark. A variety of methods of twilling are used. In some rather coarse mats and baskets the stitch shown in Fig. 81 is employed (má'waqlku). The specimen here illustrated shows the bottom of a basket and the adjoining portion of the sides. The bottom is made by a simple inter-weaving of broad strips of cedar-bark. After the bottom is completed, it is twined together with a narrow strip of cedar-bark, and then each strip is divided with the nail of the thumb into three parts. The weaving of the woof is done spirally; and the particular method of twilling here described consists in weaving two down and one up. In the present specimen this method originates through the endeavor to keep the central one of the three strips into which each wide cedar-strip has been divided over the woof-strand. Diagonal mats are made in the same manner. This weave is used for mats for bedding, for pillow-bags, and for sacks in which dry salmon and herring-roe are kept. Most of the baskets made in this way are narrow and high. They are used like boxes, but are considered as more convenient to handle when travelling by canoe.

The ordinary method of diagonal twilling is shown in Fig. 82, a. It will readily be seen that this method of twilling is practically the same as that used in making diagonal mats; and the lateral edges

---

1 e'mas is also the name for a grave-front put up for a person whose body has been lost owing to his death by accident.
and the bottom are also treated in the same way as those of the ordinary diagonal mats. A sitting-mat of this kind, when doubled up for use, is 60 cm. wide and about 180 cm. long. The width of strips in large twilled mats is about 5 mm. In bags the diagonal bottom is often made of wider strips of bark, which are split on the sides and twilled (Fig. 82, δ).

Ornamented Grass Baskets. — The ornamented grass baskets of the Makah, which have been described in detail by Professor Mason,¹ are not used by the Kwakiutl, although a few rough specimens of this kind are made by the Koskimo. The few baskets of this kind that I have seen are very small. They have no inner rod, like the lattice-work of the Makah, but are made by regular twining of grass around a cedar-bark warp. Ornamentation is made by inserting twilled woofs of cedar-bark dyed black. A thin strand of white grass is wrapped around each strand of black cedar-bark, passing always diagonally over the two warp-strands under which the black cedar-bark passes.

Spoon-Baskets. A peculiar kind of stitch is used for the baskets in which spoons are kept. All of these are made of cedar-bark, with warp running straight up and down, and horizontal woof (Fig. 83). The baskets are quite wide and very narrow, with flat sides. One specimen (18”), for instance, is about 36 cm. wide and quite flat. The lowest part of the basket is always made in the ordinary up-and-down weave, while the sides are made in open-work. This is made by crossing two warp-strands, and then weaving them together, as before, by two or more woof-strands. A repetition of this device gives an open-work effect to the whole side of the basket. The rim of the basket is also in open-work. The last woof row is regular twining. Then the warp-strands are twisted, crossed, and woven into the border presently to be described.

Varying effects in this open-work are brought about by inserting a greater or less number of solid lines between the twisted open meshes. While the specimen here illustrated has four rows of solid weaving between the open meshes, another specimen (14”) has the bottom made of checker-work, each

strip of which is split into two parts for the sides. The sides begin with nine rows of solid weaving, followed by thirteen rows, each consisting of three solid lines separated by open meshes. The top of the basket is formed by nine rows of solid checker-work, followed by the regular type of border.

Still another basket of this kind (\(\frac{16}{8} \times \frac{3}{3}\)) has also wide strips in the bottom. The sides begin with eight rows of solid weaving, followed by six lines, each consisting of two rows of solid weaving separated by very open meshes. The top consists of six lines of solid weaving followed by the same kind of border. The specimen \(\frac{16}{8} \times \frac{3}{3}\) has a very coarse bottom, each strand of which is split into three parts for forming the sides. These begin again with eight solid lines, followed by four bands, each consisting of two solid rows and a line of meshes. The top has six solid lines and the same finish, except that the twisted warp-lines are not crossed. The specimen \(\frac{16}{8} \times \frac{3}{3}\) is quite similar to the last. It begins again with eight lines, followed by fifteen solid double lines separated by meshes. The top is finished off with a solid weaving of eight lines and the same uncrossed border.

Somewhat exceptional is a square basket from the Koskimo \(\frac{16}{8} \times \frac{3}{3}\), in which the sides give an irregular appearance owing to the fact that the twisted strands are sometimes turned in the wrong direction, which has the effect of making the last woof-strand seem to be enclosed in the open meshes. The general plan of the side of this basket consists of a beginning with four solid rows, followed by six solid rows of three each, divided by lines of open meshes. The basket is finished off on top with three rows of solid work and untwisted border.

A large wedge-basket of the Koskimo \(\frac{16}{8} \times \frac{3}{3}\) is quite similar to those heretofore described. The bottom is narrow, and made of broad strips of cedar-bark, which are split into three parts on the sides. The sides begin with nine lines of solid work, followed by nine rows of solid weaving, consisting of two lines each, and divided by open meshes. The top is finished off by five rows of solid weaving; and the border is as usual, with crossing warp-strands.

It appears from these examples that the general design of the spoon-basket consists of a rather wide beginning, followed by a regular alternation of open meshes and solid work, and generally finished off by a broader strip of solid work; while the meshes on top are formed by the twisted warp, which is either crossed or uncrossed. It is worth noticing that exactly the same number of stitches occurs in a number of these baskets, which shows clearly that the type of decoration is handed down by a strict tradition.

**Borders.** — The border of these baskets is made by a simple kind of wrapping (Fig. 84). The warp-strand is twisted for some distance, and a rope consisting of a number of untwisted strands of cedar-bark in five or six layers is laid against these strands on the inner side of the basket. The strands
are held by a wrapping (a), by means of which the warp-strand is tied firmly from the outside against the rope. Then it is turned over to the left over the wrapping. The wrapping is carried over the rope, and catches the next warp-strand, which is then laid over to the left in the same manner. In this way a peculiar braided effect is obtained on the outside, while on the inside a simple wrapping appears. In some cases where the cedar-bark is rather thick, only a part of the twisted warp-strands is braided into the border, while part is cut off. The effect of the border differs considerably, according to the width of the binding that is employed.

_**Double Basket.**_ — There is one double square basket in the collection (Fig. 85) which was obtained at Knight Inlet. It is made in the following manner. The bottom of the two baskets has been woven in one piece. In the middle, where the two baskets join, a set of additional cedar-bark strips of about the same length as the bottom-strands have been laid on, and are woven in two rows, so that the warp of the bottom at this point is double. After the bottom was completed, these warp-strands were turned up, and in this way warp material was supplied for finishing each basket separately all around in the same way as an ordinary square basket. The sides of these baskets are
ordinary checker-work. The top is finished off with a twining of spruce-root, over which the warp-ends are strongly twisted, and braided over a rope, as described before. The effect of this braiding is a little different from the usual style, on account of the appearance of the spruce-root which was used for the wrapping.

Rain-Coat. — The ordinary method of square-mat weaving is also used for the manufacture of the rain-coat. This is ordinarily made in the style of a long double mat (see Plate xxxIII), the upper part of the mat being cut out in the middle so as to form the two shoulder-pieces of the garment, the lower portion of which forms a large square sheet, which is worn on the back.

Decoration of Basketry. — Designs made by twilling are arranged in such a way that on part of the surface the twilling runs in vertical lines, while on adjoining parts the twilling runs in horizontal lines (Fig. 87). Fields of this kind are fitted together in various ways. In one mat broad zigzag bands (Fig. 87, a) are produced by this method; another one is decorated with an alternation of squares (Fig. 87, b); while in a basket the series of squares are arranged diagonally (Fig. 87, c). Since the contrast of these fields appears only in reflected light, the grouping of squares gives just as much the impression of groups of right-angled triangles meeting at the right angles. A small pouch of this kind (Fig. 87, d) is decorated with a broad vertical band in the middle. In the finest old baskets made by the employment of these methods, the width of the cedar-bark strip is sometimes less than 2 mm.

The occurrence of these patterns is interesting in view of the theories relating to the origin of patterns that have recently been propounded. There is a certain similarity between the surface-ornaments brought about by adzing, which were referred to before (p. 330), and those made by twilling. The distinction of the adzed surfaces is also seen, in reflected light only; and the difference between adjoining surfaces lies in the fact that the lines of adzing are at right angles to each other, — one set running with the grain, the other across the grain. Although the carpenter-work is done by men, the basketry-work by women, it may be that these two styles of surface-decoration are related. It is certainly just as conceivable that they have exerted a mutual influence as that pottery-decoration depends upon basketry-decoration, as has so often been claimed. In joining the vertical and horizontal rows of twilling, the square patterns divided by diagonals appear which have been so fully discussed by Max Schmidt.1

---

1 Indianerstudien in Zentralbrasiliien, pp. 330 et seq.
of these patterns in cedar-bark basketry and in adzing shows clearly that their origin is not necessarily given by the technique of palm-leaf weaving, — although their origin in South America may have been facilitated by it, — but that they easily develop in all kinds of twilling. The use of the motive also shows that Schmidt's square is — at least among the Kwakiutl — not at all felt as a decorative unit.

I have not seen any mats of square weave among the Kwakiutl that are decorated, while mats of diagonal weave sometimes show geometrical designs.

These are made in cedar-bark which is dyed black in mud (see p. 404). An additional decoration is sometimes made with cedar-bark which is dyed red. Almost the only kind of decoration used by the Kwakiutl consists in designs made by weaving in black strips alternating with undyed strips. In this manner black checkers are produced on the surface, which stand in rows (Fig. 88). By intercrossing designs of this type, diagonal squares are produced. I have also seen a few mats with chevron designs made in the same way. On baskets
made in square weaving, designs are sometimes formed in a similar manner. In one twilled basket made by carrying a woof-strand over two warp-strands and under one, a design is made by an alternation of three undyed strands and two blackened strands, thirteen such double rows of blackened strands occurring on the side of the basket.

The decoration of mats of this kind made by the Nootka is much more elaborate. Some square mats are found the edges of which are finished off in the same way as the baskets, and which are surrounded by one broad strip of cedar-bark, followed by three black lines made by weaving in three single black strands separated by two undyed strands. Other square mats are divided into squares by broad color-bands consisting of narrow black and red strips of cedar-bark. In still others both warp and woof consist of alternate black and undyed strands, by the interweaving of which continuous vertical and horizontal black stripes are produced. These are sometimes worked out in more complex designs consisting of squares and right angles.

Weaving. Methods and Materials. — The only method of weaving used by the Kwakiutl consists in the twining of loose material with thread, and in the simple interweaving of coarse threads. The material most commonly used for weaving is the fibre of the yellow cedar, from which blankets, capes, and aprons are made.

Cedar-Bark Blankets. — The blanket is woven on a loom similar to that used by the Tlingit for weaving their woollen blankets. It consists of two stakes about 60 cm. high, which are put up a little farther apart than the width of the blanket. They are sometimes carved. The stakes are connected by a batten four fingers wide, with a groove in the upper edge, and holes in the lower edge. The ends of the batten are fastened to the tops of the stakes with loops of cedar-withes. A narrow strip of cedar-bark is hung from stake to stake, and the ends of the loose yellow-cedar bark which is to be used as the warp are hung over it, and are held in place by a twining of two coarse threads of yellow-cedar bark, which is applied just under the strip over which the warp is hung. The warp is long in the middle, short at the sides, so as to give the lower border of the blanket a curvature. Generally one finger-width or more of the warp at each end consists of thread of mountain-goat wool. The strip over which the bark has been hung is taken off, pressed tightly into the groove of the batten, and sewed on, the sewing-thread passing through the holes in the batten. Next a fine double thread of yellow-cedar

---

bark is twined around the cedar-bark about 5 mm. under the top thread. Each bundle that is enclosed in the twining is about one finger in width. The bundles are twisted a little, to make it easier to separate them. The successive lines of twining are about a finger-width apart. Every two fine threads are followed by one coarse thread. When working the blanket, it is gradually rolled up over the batten. In order to make the curvature at the lower part of the blanket, the twining-threads are placed farther apart in the middle, and a sufficient number of additional ones are added there. Finally a strip of skin — often mink-skin — is sewed to the upper edge. The lower border is called "the wood edge." Sometimes it is made of wool. The lower edge consists generally of four lines of twining, which are close together. At each lower corner a woollen tassel is attached, which hangs down to the level of the lowest part in the middle of the blanket. Finally a leather strip is sewed to each upper corner for tying the blanket together.

From an examination of the specimens in the Museum, some additions to this description may be given. The lateral borders of all the cedar-bark blankets are woven of thread made either entirely of mountain-goat wool or of an inner body of cedar-bark covered over with mountain-goat wool. The border consists of a number of warp-strands which are hung in the same way as the body of the whole blanket. The method of weaving is illustrated in Fig. 89, and corresponds exactly to the method of weaving the border of the Chilkat blanket described by G. T. Emmons,1 the only difference being that there is no border-string passing through the terminal loops, which appear in the general view of the blanket like a finishing cord. The texture of the border-strip differs considerably in various specimens. In some the border is very coarse, and consists of a few warp-strands only, eight being the smallest number that I have counted; while in the more elaborate specimens I have counted thirty and more. It is only in these elaborate specimens that the edge is set off distinctly in the form of a rope.

In some cases this edge is further ornamented by running down one line of weaving, skipping two strands; while others are run down, skipping one
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strand. In the illustration to the left, in Fig. 89, a border is shown in which three ridges are brought about by this procedure.

In most specimens the head-line (the first woof-line) seems to consist of a stout band of cedar-bark, over which the warp-lines are hung, being twined immediately under the head-line with a strong string. About half a centimetre under this twining is another twining made of coarse stout cedar-bark. Under this is a series of four lines of twining made of mountain-goat yarn. While in the upper twinings larger bundles of warp are held together, the wool twining starts the division of the warp material into bundles of the same width as is carried down through the blanket. The lower border consists also of four lines of wool twining. Sometimes there are as many as three of these borders. The fur border around the neck is made of skin cut into a long narrow strip, which is passed through the meshes between the first and second twining, and wrapped around the head-line.

There is one blanket made of red-cedar bark in the collection which differs from all the others. The head-line consists of a rope of red-cedar bark, over which shredded red-cedar bark is hung and twined in, the ends of the shredded cedar-bark bundles being quite near to the twining. This material is woven in exactly the same way as the diagonal cedar-bark mats, and is held together at the lower end by twining with very coarse cedar-bark string, the loose ends of the shredded bark hanging down as a fringe. This specimen is a ceremonial blanket, and was evidently made very hastily.

_Cedar-Bark Cape._ — In weaving a cedar-bark cape, two posts are driven into the ground, converging upward. The distance between the poles at the top is just large enough to allow the head to pass through the finished cape (Plate xxix, Fig. 2). The length of the side equals the distance from the elbow to the shoulder. The inclination is determined by the spread of the elbows in paddling. A strip of bark of red cedar, which forms the upper edge of the cape, is tied around the top of the frame. The work proceeds as described before. As the cape widens downward, new strips of cedar-bark are inserted. To the lower edge a number of woollen tassels are attached.

The capes in the collection of the Museum are all made in the same manner as the blankets. Many of them have throughout a twining of wool. The twining is carried spirally around the cape. The fur around the neck is applied in the same manner as the fur of the blankets. One of the capes is lined with long fur, which is slit into very narrow long strips, which are put on the inner side over the bundles of cedar-bark, and are thus twined in. Not all capes begin with the four lines of twining just under the upper end which are characteristic of most cedar-bark blankets.

Garments of the same kind are described by Vancouver. He says, “The clothing of the natives here was either skins of the sea otter, or garments made from the pine bark; some of these latter have the fur of the sea otter,
very neatly wrought into them, and have a border to the sides and bottom, decorated with various colours. In this only they use woollen yarn, very fine, well spun, and dyed for that purpose; particularly with a very lively and beautiful yellow."¹ It seems from this that in former times the borders which are now plain white, or sometimes decorated with a single line made of red yarn, were made in designs of dyed mountain-goat wool. I think there can be little doubt that the two blankets in the British Museum described by George T. Emmons in his discussion of the Chilkat blanket were old blankets from this region.²

**Aprons.** — Aprons are made of coarse double thread of yellow-cedar bark or of yarn of mountain-goat wool, which is wrapped tightly around a board equalling in length the distance from the elbow to the knuckles of the bent fingers. This is the length of the apron. Then the first turn is taken off from the board, the rope which is to form the waistband is pulled through, and just under it a twining is inserted. Thus they continue taking off one turn after another, at the same time pulling the belt through the turns. The belt is long enough to go one and a half times around the waist. The apron is made wide enough to cover the whole front of the body. After the whole apron is done, the lower ends are cut open and knotted. Generally there is only one twining at the upper end, but as many as three twinnings are sometimes used.

All the aprons in the Museum are made of shredded red or yellow cedar-bark or of wool. In the better specimens the shredding is not carried quite so far as in cedar-bark that is to be used for towels. Each shredded piece is from 2 cm. to 3 cm. wide, and these are strung on the braided waistband, and are twined together. Immediately under the twining the shredded pieces are divided up into a considerable number of small bundles, each of which is twisted to the left, while the lower ends are loose. A few very coarse specimens are strung on a waistband of shredded red cedar; and the part of each bundle under the twining is allowed to hang down loose, without being twisted into strings.

Waistbands of mountain-goat wool are made in the same way, a number of threads being kept together immediately under the waistband by twining. The thread consists of two strands, and is sometimes left unknotted at the lower end.

In one specimen in the Museum collections (\(\frac{15}{47}\)), each bundle that is held together by twining consists of from three to four pairs of warp-strands, which are middled by the belt-line. There are three lines of twining immediately under the belt-line, very close together. The belt-line of another

---

specimen \((\frac{16}{12})\) consists of a three-strand braid of mountain-goat-wool yarn. By means of four lines of twining a band about 5 cm. wide is woven just under the belt-line, while the lower part consists of loose fringe.

A man's apron \((\frac{1}{3})\) is made of yellow-cedar bark woven in the same way as the ordinary diagonal mat. It is about 25 cm. square, and is finished off at the lower end by two lines of twining, so that the loose ends of the cedar-bark stand out at the lower end like a short stiff fringe.

**Netting.** — Netting-needles are made of alder or willow. A piece of wood between two branches is cut off, and is halved for large netting-needles, while the smallest ones are made out of quartered wood. The largest size is one span and one hand-width long and two fingers wide; the next size is one span long and one finger and a half wide; the third size, a short span and one 'finger wide; and the smallest size is as long as the width of the hand and as wide as the little finger. The middle part of the netting-needle is made very thin, so that the light shines through (Fig. 90).

Large mesh-measures are made of maple. These are simply flat pieces of wood with long rounded edges, cut off square at the ends, about 4 cm. wide and 7 cm. long; while the next size is a little smaller. The smallest ones are made of rib-bones of deer, which are cut off in suitable lengths. The larger of these sizes is made of the large ribs, while the smallest consist of pieces of the smallest ribs.

In making the large olachen-net, the woman begins with the finest nettle-twine, using the small netting-needle, on which the thread is wound. First the twine is turned twice around the smallest net-measure. Then it is tied and pulled off from the measure. With this mesh the net is started. A string is tied to the first mesh, and is attached to the end of a short stake which is driven into the ground. The woman nets sitting in front of this stake. In netting, the woman puts the shuttle through the mesh downward, and every mesh is secured by a half-hitch knot. In this way a circle of forty meshes is made. This is to form the end of the olachen-net. When the net is about twenty rows of meshes long, a cedar-stick about 30 cm. in length is pushed through every other mesh of the first row. A line is tied to the middle of the stick, and it is hung from the poles on which the salmon are dried in the house. When the net gets longer, it is hauled up by means of this line, and finally it is thrown over the poles. The work is then continued with the next larger net-measure and with a little heavier twine. In beginning work with
the heavier twine and the larger net-measure, a piece of red-cedar bark is tied in to indicate the beginning of this portion of the net. Two fathoms and a half are made in this manner. Then the third net-measure and a still heavier twine are used for continuing. After two fathoms of this size have been made, the largest netting-needle, the heaviest twine, and the largest measure are used, and three fathoms more are made. The edge of the large net is made of double twine with the large netting-needle, the size of the mesh being the same as that of the end of the net. After one round of these meshes has been made, they are tied up with a double knot and cut off. A further description of nets will be found in the chapter on fishing.

Preparation of Skins. — All work on skins is done by the men. Elk-skin which is to be softened is placed in a brackish pool on the beach into which fresh water runs, but into which kelp also drifts at high water. There it is left for four days. Then it is taken out; and if the hair comes off readily, a board is put up edge downward, under which the hide is pulled through, so that the hair is all scraped off. Then the skin is put up on a frame of the same shape as that used by the inland tribes. The edge of the hide is perforated, and it is tied to the frame with cedar-witches. First it is stretched from head to tail, then crosswise. After it has been stretched, it is left for a short while in the sun to dry a little. The frame is put up in a somewhat slanting position; and the woman takes a scraper, consisting of a wedge of yew-wood, and scrapes it downward on the hair side. Thus all the water is squeezed out. Then the flesh side is scraped with the back of a cockle-shell which is fastened to a long handle. When all the fat and tissue have been scraped off and all the water has been pressed out, it is scraped down once more with the shell scraper. Next the whole hair side is rubbed thoroughly with a little oil of the silver perch, and is scraped once more with the yew-wood wedge until all the oil has been pressed out again. The skin is put in the sun; and after this, it is scraped once more until it is quite dry. Next it is taken out of the frame. A stake with wedge-shaped top, about six inches wide, is put up, and it is pulled over this to soften it. Then it is rubbed between the hands. Elk-skin is never smoked by the Kwakiutl, although the coast tribes farther to the north do so. 'Bear-skin that is to be prepared so that it will retain the hair is placed in fresh water, where it is weighted down with stones. After three days it is taken out of the water and put into the drying-frame, being spanned as tight as possible. Next the flesh side is thoroughly cleaned with a knife made of a mussel-shell. Then it is scraped with a cockle-shell. A mixture of two thirds urine and one third fresh water is heated so that the hand will just stand the heat. This is sprinkled over the flesh side of the skin, which is scraped again with the cockle-shell. The skin is stretched still tighter, because the stretching and scraping have expanded

\(^{1}\) See Vol. I of this series, Plate xiv.
it somewhat. Next the hair side is turned upward and is thoroughly wetted. A scaffold is put up, on which the drying-frame is placed horizontally, the hair side upward. Stones are put on it to stretch it still more. Water is thrown up against the flesh side from below. On the following morning the stones are taken off, and the skin is stretched again. First the head-end is drawn towards one side of the frame, then the tail-end towards the opposite side, and finally the two sides are spanned firmly. Two people always pull on opposite sides at the same time. Now the frame is put up with the tail-end downward, and the flesh side is scraped once more with a cockle scraper after having been wetted with urine. This is continued until water which is sprinkled upon it runs off perfectly clean. After this, it is scraped with the yew-wood scraper. When no more liquid can be pressed out, it is rubbed down with the back of the cockle-shell scraper. It is put in the sun for a couple of hours, and then placed in the shade, where it is worked again with a yew wedge to soften it. Then the flesh side is oiled and once more scraped with the yew wedge. When the end of the yew scraper remains entirely dry, the skin is taken out of the frame and pulled over the wedge-shaped stake, like the elk-skin. Bear-skins, after being prepared in this manner, are generally cut square.

Small skins are scraped in the same way. The scraping is generally continued until the roots of the hairs show on the flesh side.

While at present the skins of sea-otters and land-otters are cased, in former times the sea-otters were treated differently. The process was described to me as follows: The man who works on the sea-otter skin has the hair over his forehead tied up with hemlock. After the sea-otter has been flayed, the skin is cut square and put into water. The whole layer of fat remains attached to the skin. While it is in the water, the hair is placed upward. On the following morning a board is put up, which leans against two slanting stakes. Then the skin is thrown over it so that the head hangs down in front and the tail-end hangs over the upper edge of the board. A mat is spread in front of the board. Then the workman cuts down through the fat until the blue color of the skin begins to show; and the whole layer of fat is removed, dropping down on the mat in front of the board. Then the skin is turned over, and the fat is removed from the other half. A cedar-withe rope is pulled through the eyes, and the skin is hung by it to a horizontal pole. The legs and the tail are also tied together with strong ropes of cedar-withes. Next four heavy stones are tied with loops to cedar-withes, and these are hung to the tail-end. While being tied on, the stones rest on a box just under the otter-skin. After they are tied to it, the box is removed. The skin is left to stretch for a whole day. Then a frame of hemlock-poles about 10 cm. in diameter, tied with cedar-withes, is made. The skin is taken down, placed on a board, and holes are cut near the edge. Then carefully smoothed
hemlock-sticks about a finger thick are pushed through these holes; thin curved sticks being pushed through the tail-end and head-end, while straight sticks are placed along the sides. The head-end, and then the tail-end, are tied to the frame with a soaked kelp line. These are pulled alternately until the skin is well stretched. Then the sides are stretched in the same way. The sides are tied to the frame in two places. The skin is stretched so tight, that the liquid begins to ooze out of it. Then the flesh side is scraped with the cockle-shell scraper. It is also soaked in a mixture of two thirds urine and one third water. When all this has been scraped off, it is soaked again in water. It is stretched still more; and heavy stones are put on one end of the skin, while the other end is scraped again. Then the stones are pushed over to the other side, and the side that was before weighted down is scraped, first lengthwise, then crosswise. Then the stones are taken off and the skin is again tightened. First one side, then the other, is pulled so that it presents a perfectly straight edge. After the whole skin has again been wetted, the frame is put up horizontally and the skin is weighted down with stones. Thus it is left every night. On the following morning the weights are taken off, the skin is tightened and scraped again, and finally smoothed with the back of the cockle-shell. After all this, it is scraped with a mussel-shell knife, from the head downward. If there should be any blood left, it will be pushed out by this procedure. Then the skin is put outside the house to dry, but every evening it is taken in. A small fire is kept burning during the night, and the skin is placed some distance away from it. It is covered with a mat to keep off the soot. When the nose-end is dry, the whole skin is ready.

Painting, Decorating, and Dyeing. Painting.—The following materials are used for paints. Powdered coal is used for black. Graphite is also used for painting wood. It is mixed with about one-third of its own amount of salmon-roe. Sometimes coal is mixed in.

For painting coppers, graphite, which is found in Knight Inlet, mixed with mica and coal, is used. First some water is put into a paint-dish, and mica is rubbed into it. Then coal and graphite are rubbed in. Finally this is mixed with salmon-roe.

Red is obtained from red ochre found in Knight Inlet, Koskimo, and in a few other places. It is roasted in the fire; and when red-hot, water is poured over it, and it is covered over with mats. By this process the large pieces of ochre are broken up. The material is put first in a high pile; and when it is done, the pieces fall apart, and the mat which covers it sinks down. This is an indication that the process of preparation has been completed. It is taken out, powdered, and kept in a long slender skin bag (Fig. 91). Another kind of red paint is made by steaming in a pit a fungus (k'lets) which grows on alder. The fungus is placed on hot stones which are covered with leaves of Asplenium cyclostrum Rupr. (gems). Then water is poured
on, and it is covered with another layer of the same kind of leaves. Over these, mats are placed. Thus it is left all night. Then it assumes a red color. After this, it is scraped fine or rubbed on a gritstone.

Green is made of a copper salt found in Knight Inlet. Generally a fine clay is mixed with this salt. A green is also obtained from the rotten wood taken out of the knot-holes of old alder-trees.

A light dull blue is obtained from a bluish clay found in Koskimo, where it occurs in a broad vein in which pieces of metallic lustre are embedded. This bed is about three metres wide, and on each side of it ochre is found.

White is obtained from burnt shells. Although all kinds of shells are used for this purpose, those of small clams are considered best. They are put on logs and covered over with other logs. These are burnt, so that the shells come to a white heat. Then all the coal is carefully removed, and the shells are taken out. They are placed on wet moss and sprinkled with water, so that they fall to pieces. The paint is kept in boxes.

Another white paint, which is used particularly for painting paddles, is made from a black soil found at the head of Drury Inlet. When it is burned, it becomes white, and is used in this condition. — Brown paint is obtained from sepia, which is dried.

All these paints are mixed in paint-dishes. Those for black paint are generally made of dolerite, while those for green paints are often made of serpentinoids (Fig. 92). The painter keeps in his mouth a piece of dried salmon-roe which is wrapped up in some shredded bark of the red cedar. He chews this, and spits the saliva which gathers in his mouth into the paint-dish. The paint is rubbed in this fluid. The painter ascertains whether the paint is thick enough by putting a little with a brush on a piece of wood. If the wood should show through, he continues to rub more paint into the dish.

Brushes are made of split cedar-sticks which are cut off in a slanting
direction (Fig. 93). Stiff bristles are inserted in the split stick, which is then wrapped with spruce-root.

Decorating. — Inlaying is used particularly in the decoration of the rims of dishes, and sometimes in decorating wood with abelone-shells. The places to be decorated are cut out carefully in the form of the piece of shell or of the opercula to be inserted. The inlaid pieces are fastened with gum. Glue made by boiling skin of old dog-salmon in water is used for fastening mica on surfaces to be decorated.

Dyeing. — Young alder is used for black and red dyes. To obtain a black dye, the bark is boiled until the water gets black. Then the cedar-bark and skins to be dyed are soaked in it.

Alder-bark to be used for dyeing cedar-bark red is first chewed. Then it is rubbed in the hand, mixed with water, and after it has been rubbed well, it is thrown into a large dish. Then urine is poured upon it, which makes it thick, and brings out the dark-red color. Then it is rubbed again in the hands. Hot stones are thrown in until it is as hot as the hand will stand. Then the alder-bark is removed from the dish, and the cedar-bark which is to be dyed is rolled up in loose coils and put in. The alder-bark is spread over the coils until they are all covered with it. After it has been in the solution for a short time, the cedar-bark is rubbed as hard as possible, and it is squeezed with the hands to make sure that the fluid soaks in well. Then an old blanket is spread over the dish in which the cedar-bark is steeping, and is wetted. After a little while the fluid is poured off, and the dish is placed near the fire, leaning on its side, so that the fire strikes the wet cover. It is left there for a couple of hours, and is watched until the cedar-bark assumes a dark-red color. Then it is hung up and dried slowly. The quicker the cedar-bark dries, the darker it will be. For making cedar-bark striped white and red, those portions which are to remain white are tied around firmly with shredded bark. This protects them against the fluid, and they remain unaffected by the dye. — Cedar-bark is also dyed black by being placed in the mud of ponds.

Cedar-withes are dyed in urine. — Fresh grass is gathered in spring and rubbed on abelone-shells to give them a brighter color. Hats made of
spruce-roots are also dyed with it until they attain a light-green color, which, however, is not permanent.

Objects made of shell. — Mussel-shells (lae's and xo'le) are used as tweezers. They are used to scrape hemlock-sap and cedar-bark and to clean spruce-roots to be used for making baskets. Large shells of this kind are also used for scaling fish. When provided with a wooden handle attached to the concave side of the shell, they are used as knives to split salmon.

The shells of small clams (Saxidomus) are cut off along the convex side, and are used as spoons (see Fig. 111). The shells of large clams (Tresus) are used for loosening the soil in clover-root beds, for digging the sand away in clam-digging, and also for skimming fat. They are never used with handles. Cockle-shells (dzâ'le) are used for scraping kelp bottles (see below), and, when hafted in long handles, for skin-scrappers (see p. 400). Shells of various sizes are also used as measures for medicines. The shells of Acmae (hamô'-dzena) are placed on the breasts of adolescent girls.

The edge of the large clam Tresus is used as a knife for opening clam-shells. A large shell is placed on a piece of driftwood, and the whole thick part from the hinge on is knocked off, leaving only a crescent-shaped piece of the edge, which is used as a knife (elg'ayu).

Abelone-shell is used particularly for nose-ornaments. Some spoons inlaid with abelone-shell have been collected among the Kwakiutl, but these are probably of northern manufacture. Shells are also used as rattles, which are put up near salmon-weirs for the purpose of frightening away bears and wolves.

Kelp Bottles. — The best kelp (wa'wade) for making oil-bottles grows on rocks where there is a swift tide. The kelp is collected by women in the fall, after the berrying-season is over. They go out in their canoes, carrying a long salmon-hook shaft which is made of red pine. To the end of the shaft a bone knife such as is used for splitting cedar is tied crosswise with a long strip of cedar-bark. The Kwakiutl generally go to Green Point to gather kelp for making bottles. They try to reach the place at low water. Then the canoe is anchored about ten or twelve fathoms above the kelp, which is slowly drifting with the tide. The anchor-line is slackened until the canoe is just above the kelp. Then the kelp is cut off from the rock with the bone knife attached to the pole. It is taken into the canoe, and the long leaves are cut off with another knife. This work generally takes so long that it is high water when the women get home. The kelp is dragged ashore by the head, and is placed on the beach with the head towards the house, the thin end towards the sea. Next the kelp is scraped (k'ila'xwa) with a scraper made of cockle-shells. To make the scraper, a large cockle-shell is placed on a stone, and a concave section is cut out of its outer side, so that it fits as nearly as possible the rounded shape of the kelp. Then the woman sits down on the left-hand side of the kelp, looking up from the beach, and scrapes it,
beginning at the head, down to the thin end, scraping with the right hand, in which she holds the cockle-shell scraper, and holding the kelp with the left hand. While doing so, she turns the kelp around, scraping all sides, and pushes it up towards the house. The scraped kelp is called "k'owē'kă". While the woman is doing this, her husband gathers fire-wood and makes a frame of hemlock-poles, on which the kelp is to be dried. This frame is put up in the house, or, if the weather is still fair, outside. It consists of two pairs of poles six metres apart, and connected on top by a cross-pole. The distance of the one pair of poles from the other pair is nearly five metres. The kelp is placed side by side over the horizontal cross-poles connecting each pair of uprights. All the heads are directed one way. Then a long fire is built under them. The man takes his place at the head-end of the kelp. The woman takes her place at the thin end of the kelp, and they watch them and pull them along over the frame, if one part of the kelp should shrink too much. The fire is kept up for about two days, until all the kelp is properly shrunk. Then it is taken down and laid out on the floor. The man next cuts some pieces of cedar-wood about 5 mm. thick and 3 mm. wide, and breaks them into pieces about 6–8 cm. long, which are thrown into a small root-basket. The man and the woman each coil up one of the pieces of kelp on the floor, so that the head lies in the middle, and the thin end on top. They each take one of the short cedar-sticks, take up the thin end of the kelp with the right, and begin to blow into it. When it is as full of air as they can get it, they close the end with the left hand and push the air down with the right hand, taking hold of the kelp between the thumb and first finger, squeezing the tube together firmly, and pushing the hand down towards the thick end. Then more air is blown in, and this is continued until the whole kelp tube is as full as possible. Then the small cedar-stick is put crosswise over the thin end of the kelp, and a few turns of the thin end are wrapped around it so as to close it tightly. Then it is tied up with a strip of cedar-bark. This makes the closure perfectly air-tight. In this way any leaks in the kelp, either made by animals that live on it or that have been made in the process of scraping, are discovered. After the stems of kelp are filled with air, those that are found to be good are taken outside on a day when the sun is shining. They are scattered in coils on the gravel above high-water mark, or are hung up on poles (see Plate xxix, Fig. 1) and dried by the sun and wind. About noon they are turned over. When they get dry, they are quite white from an efflorescence of salt. In the evening they are gathered together and covered up with mats to keep the dew off. On the following morning they are washed with a rag of an old mat or with soft red-cedar bark dipped in salt water to remove the efflorescence. This is done as quickly as possible to prevent them from being soaked with water again. Then they are dried again above high-water mark. Next a peeled yew-wood
stake is driven into the ground on the beach, close to the place where the kelp is drying. The stake is about 60 cm. long, and it is driven about 30 cm. deep into the ground. The woman dampens the kelp with shredded cedar-bark. The cross-piece with which the kelp is tied up is cut off, and the air is let out. The husband next places the kelp around the stake and pulls it back and forth over it until all the salt comes off and it is quite soft. Then it is folded up in four turns and tied in the middle with the thin end, and is thus ready for use.

When a kelp tube is torn, it is cut off straight at both ends near the cut, and a tube cut of elderberry-wood and called tsle'x'mesala (Fig. 94) is inserted. The kelp is tied firmly around the tube with split kelp. The joint is rubbed with ashes, and is then covered with spruce-gum, which in its turn is covered with pulverized coal to make it smooth.

Funnels (a'nalas) for pouring oil into bottles are made of the head of a large kelp with a short piece of the stem attached. The upper part of the head is cut off, and the stem is inserted in the mouth of the bottle that is to be filled.

Kelp bottles provided with a mouthpiece of elderberry are also used for giving injections of salt water, catfish-oil, or dogfish-oil.

Fire-Making. — Fire is made with a fire-drill, which is made entirely of cedar-wood. The drill itself is a long piece of wood a little thicker at the point than at the upper end. It is used with a hearth consisting of a long and broad piece of cedar-wood provided with a number of holes along its edge, in which the drill is twirled. A notch is cut out along the side of the hearth, and tinder made of shredded cedar-bark is kept under it, so that the sparks drop in and ignite it. Sometimes the hearth is made of a very soft driftwood, which is claimed not to be indigenous. When the shredded bark begins to smoulder, it is put into a hollow piece of stiff cedar-bark. Then it is covered with more shredded cedar-bark, and is blown upon until it bursts into flame. Rotten bark of cedar is used for starting the fire.

The best fire-wood is obtained from fallen trees that are found in the woods. These are considered better than driftwood, which, however, is generally used. Spruce-wood furnishes the best fuel, but alder is also used to a great extent. When a fire is built, one end of the logs is generally supported by a wet log or by a stone.

Particular care is taken in building fires in which stones are heated that are used for cooking. For ordinary cooking, the fire is built on the ground, generally of crossing layers of wood. Stones of about the size of a fist, preferably a tough stone that does not crumble and crack when heated and
thrown into water, are placed on top of the fire-wood. When red-hot, they are taken out of the fire with tongs. It has been stated before that red-hot stones are used for burning through wood (see p. 327). They are most extensively used for cooking.

Ovens in which roots or other food is to be prepared are made by digging a hole in the ground. The following description of an oven in which fern-root is cooked was given to me by Mr. Hunt.

She takes her yew-wood digging-stick and a large clam-shell, and she digs a hole in the corner of the house, at the place where men do not walk. The length of the hole is one fathom, and its width is half a fathom, and its depth is three spans. The hole has square corners. As soon as she has done so, she takes dry split cedar-wood and she puts it in the bottom of the hole, and she takes large pieces and puts them crosswise over these. She does not stop until the hole is full of fire-wood. Then she goes down to the beach and carries stones on her back, and pours them over the fire-wood. Thus she has made a pile of stones on the fire. Now it is ready for the next day. In the morning, as soon as day comes, she lights the fire under the stones. . . . Now she watches for all the stones to be red-hot. As soon as they all get red-hot, the woman takes the tongs and takes the fire out of the hole, and puts it down in the middle of the house. . . . Then she levels down the stones in the place where she is going to bake.

Slow-matches consist of ropes made of soft shredded cedar-bark, which is wound around spirally and loosely with strips of the same material. The end of this
slow-match is lighted, and the fire keeps in it for a long time. Fern-root (sā'gum) and a fungus growing on fir (mō'muṣ'adē) are used for the same purpose.

Torches are made of pitch-wood, which is split up and tied into bundles. These are generally used when walking at night on the street. In some traditions it is mentioned that the people go out in search of a lost person in the woods, carrying torches. Torches for burning off the rough splints of the outside of canoes are made of bundles of split cedar-stick.

1 See Vol. X of this series, pp. 433, 434.
III. — MEASUREMENTS.

Measurement of Space. — The measures all depend upon the body, the longer measurements being derived from the fathom; that is to say, the distances of the tips of the fingers of the left and right hands, the arms being held extended horizontally. Shorter measurements are derived from the span of the hand, and still shorter ones from the width of the hand and thickness of the fingers. The series of measurements of length is as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measurement</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>k’lō’den</td>
<td>Thickness of finger from palm to back.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6ne’mden</td>
<td>1 finger-width.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>seg’ínō’dzē</td>
<td>1½ “ (literally, “one-half between two”).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mā’lde’n</td>
<td>2 “</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sā’g’ínō’dzégāla</td>
<td>2½ “</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yū’duxa’den</td>
<td>3 “</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mō’den</td>
<td>4 “</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sek’lā’den</td>
<td>5 “ thumb put alongside of first finger and measured across hand.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lā’qwa</td>
<td>Span from thumb to first finger bent in at first joint.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sex’utsl’a’</td>
<td>From interstice between thumb and first finger to tip of first finger.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ts’ex’utsl’a’nē</td>
<td>Short span, thumb to tip of first finger.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>g’y’ltsl’a’na’ bā’l’a</td>
<td>Long span, thumb to tip of second finger.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lā’qwabal’a</td>
<td>Long span and full width of hand.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lā’kwal’l’āla</td>
<td>Long span and “bent” span (lā’kwa).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ts’ex’utsl’a’nēbāla bā’l’a</td>
<td>Long span and short span.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lā’kwagāla bā’l’a</td>
<td>Two spans and one “bent” span.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ma’lple’nk’</td>
<td>Two spans.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hamō’dengāla</td>
<td>Two spans and four finger-widths.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lā’kwa</td>
<td>Point of fingers to bent elbow of other arm.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6neq’lebō’t</td>
<td>Half a fathom (literally, “middle of chest”).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bā’l’a</td>
<td>Fathom.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ē’seg’u</td>
<td>A little over a fathom.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bā’belāla</td>
<td>A little over two fathoms.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bā’belal’asa lā’kwa</td>
<td>Two fathoms and stretch from fingers to bent elbow of other arm.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

These measurements are used in all industries. The length and thickness of the stone hammer, the sizes of the box, the length of cedar-withes,—
all are measured by these means. It seems that no account is taken of the
difference of these measurements in tall and short individuals.

In laying down measurements, pieces of wood are used as standards of
length. For longer measurements, ropes are used in the same way. Some
of the methods of measurement that are used at the present time are quite
complicated. Thus in making the sides of a box, devices are employed to
obtain an exact rectangular form for the side. These boxes are bent of wood,
as already described (p. 342). The sides consist of a single board, which is
kerfed and bent over in the kerfs so that the two ends come together. In
doing this work it is necessary to lay out the sides accurately, so that they
are of equal size and exactly rectangular. In preparing the board that is
used for making the sides of a box, one edge is made straight by sighting
along the edge and cutting off all irregularities until the straightness of the
edge is satisfactory. Then the width is marked at two points with a strip
of cedar-bark, and the opposite edge is marked by joining the points thus
determined by a line cut along a straight-edge of yew-wood. The ends are
cut as near as possible at right angles to the long edges. The rules for the
sizes of the sides are as follows: If the sides of the box are to be one span
high, the long side is one span and four finger-widths wide, while the short
side is one span wide. If the long side is a long span (thumb to middle
finger) wide, the width of the short side is the distance from the tip of the
first finger to the interstice between thumb and first finger.

In laying out the sides, a strip of cedar-bark is laid lengthwise across
the plank. It is divided in the middle, and thus the position of the middle
of the length of the box is marked. A cross-line at right angles to the edges
is marked at this point, and the middle of this line is found by measuring
the total width by a strip of cedar-bark, which is then divided in the middle.
Then the length of one half of the long side of the box is marked off on
one of the long edges, and a small cedar-stick is laid from the centre of the
line to the corner that has been marked off, and is cut off this length. Its
length is therefore one-half of the diagonal of one of the long sides of the
box. The three other corners of the long side are then marked off by turning
this stick around the centre of the box and marking the points were it inter-
sects with the long edges. In this way an exact rectangle is obtained. The
three other sides are laid off in the same way.

After the sides of the box have been laid out, the kerfs cut, and the
wood bent so that the ends of the board come together, it is necessary to
make the cross-section of the bent board exactly rectangular. This is done
in the following way. Two cedar-sticks of equal length are cut, and tied
together in the middle. Their ends are pointed, so that they will fit into the
angles of the bent board. As long as the box is not exactly rectangular,
this cross will not stand parallel to the edge of the box, and the adjustment
is continued until the cross is as nearly as possible parallel to the upper edge of the box.

Similar methods of measuring are used in laying out the plan of a house. The houses of the Kwakiutl Indians are square (see plan, Fig. 95). In laying out a house nine fathoms square, for instance, a line running from the centre of the door back to the centre of the rear of the house is measured with a cedar-bark rope and staked off. Then the rope is middled. The half-length is staked off to the right and to the left from the middle of the front of the house. Then the distance of these stakes to the one in the centre of the rear of the house is measured, and the distances are made equal. In this way the front line is made to be exactly at right angles to the medial line. The rear corners are determined in the same manner in reference to the stake in the middle of the front of the house.

In other cases where complicated figures are to be reproduced, patterns are applied. For instance, when a heavy beam is to be placed on top of a post which is notched so as to receive the beam, an expert wood-worker makes a pattern of cedar-bark by bending a piece of bark around the beam and securing it in its curved position. Then this pattern is placed on top of the post, and the outlines of the notch are marked with a chisel in accordance with this pattern. After the pattern has been marked on one side of the post, the opposite side is marked by measuring the proper distances from the top of the post to the bottom of the groove with a strip of cedar-bark, and laying them off on the opposite side. Patterns are also used in wood-bending; for instance, bent halibut-hooks are steamed and bent in patterns, so that all those made in the same pattern have exactly the same shape. Sometimes four hooks are made in the same pattern at the same time (see p. 332).

Patterns are also used for laying off complicated painted designs. These patterns are generally cut out of cedar-bark, which may be used right and left, so that symmetrical forms of exactly the same shape can be produced.

For measuring liquids clam-shells, and for larger quantities buckets, of various sizes, are used.

**Measurement of Time.** — Here may be mentioned the division of the year into months. I have not been able to obtain quite satisfactory information on this point. On the whole, I have received twelve names which indicate that the name of one moon covers really two. It seems that the re-adjustment is made in midwinter. The solstice moons are called tsła'tabla, which means probably "split both ways." The knowledge of the moons seems to be disappearing, and it was difficult to obtain quite satisfactory evidence. I give here the names as obtained from several, tribes — the Nimkish, Mama-lelekala, Nakwartok, and Koskimo — without, however, claiming that the arrangement is quite accurate: —
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>About</th>
<th>Ma’malèleqala</th>
<th>Na’kwaxdaxa</th>
<th>Gò’sg’imuxa</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>March</td>
<td>(Raspberry-Sprouting Season)</td>
<td>Tékwałé</td>
<td>Qinu’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>or Gwá’tenx (Olachen-Fishing Season)</td>
<td>(Under [elder brother])</td>
<td>Gwá’tenx</td>
<td>(Raspberry Season)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>April</td>
<td>Qimdzeklux (Raspberry Season)</td>
<td>E’daba’</td>
<td>Gò’imnx</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May</td>
<td>Gwá’tenx (Huckleberry Season)</td>
<td>Se’mx’säm</td>
<td>(Huckleberry Season)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>June</td>
<td>Niklu’nx (Sallalberry Season)</td>
<td>N’nmálá</td>
<td>Nklu’nx</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>July</td>
<td>Wule’tstenx (Season of?)</td>
<td>A’’sta’ya</td>
<td>Met’alasg (Ts’al’tapla)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>August</td>
<td>Xe’mnsxmde (Past [i.e. empty] Boxes?)</td>
<td>Gò’imnx</td>
<td>(Sokweye Moon)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>September</td>
<td>Lèxem (Wide-Face)</td>
<td>(Raspberry Season)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>October</td>
<td>Gwá’xsem (Round one underneath, i.e. Moon after Wide-Face)</td>
<td>(Eldest Brother)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>November</td>
<td>Wule’tstenx (Season of?)</td>
<td>He’latsa</td>
<td>(Right Moon)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gwá’xsem (Dog-Salmon Month)</td>
<td>Xe’kwalit</td>
<td>(Sweeping Houses, i.e. for Winter Ceremonial)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>December</td>
<td>Qia’xala (Cleaned i.e. of leaves)</td>
<td>M’a’nya</td>
<td>Wa’mitsem</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Winter Solstice</td>
<td>Tsal’tapla (Staying in Dance House?)</td>
<td>Wa’x’na</td>
<td>(Fish-in-River Moon)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>January</td>
<td>Wa’x’na (Spawning-Season)</td>
<td>Tsal’tapla</td>
<td>Tsal’tapla</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6m’wàlitstenx (Season of Floods?)</td>
<td>Wa’x’na</td>
<td>Wa’fwa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>February</td>
<td>Tsyx’sk’m (First-Olachen-Run Moon)</td>
<td>6m’mawalitq’x’m (Spawning Season)</td>
<td>Q’in’uy’ta’ (Nothing on it?)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(Near to Olachen-Fishing Season)</td>
<td>6n’la</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 First month of the count.
IV. — HOUSE AND HOUSE-FURNISHINGS.

HOUSES. Permanent Houses. — I have described the houses of the Kwakiutl Indians elsewhere,1 so that it will be sufficient to give here a few supplementary notes. The method of laying out the plan of the house was described on p. 412. The method of raising the heavy framework has also been described.2 The posts are placed vertical by the eye. All the notches in the posts are cut before they are erected. The side-beams on which the lower ends of the rafters rest are high and rather narrow. They are raised in the same way as the central roof-beams. The clear space between the two heavy door-posts is one fathom and one cubit. The posts stand one fathom back from the line of the house-front. The height of these posts is about two fathoms and a half above ground, and the buried portion is as long as the distance from the sole of the foot to the navel. The thickness of the beam is about five spans in front, and three spans in the rear; while among the Koskimo it is customary to place the thick end in the rear. The door-posts have also five spans diameter. The beam is so laid that its top is horizontal. The height of the ridge of the house is about three fathoms (Plate xxx).

It is claimed that the pitch of the roof of old houses was steeper than that of modern houses.

After the side-beams have been raised, and the rafters put in position, the side-walls of the house are put up. These are made of heavy planks (ts'q'em, “plank;” ts'g'enoe, “side-plank”). The back is either made in the same manner as the sides, or a long crosspiece is put down on the bottom, to which the boards are nailed.

Next the roof is put on. It is supported by rafters running from the ridge-beam to the side-beams, over which a number of horizontal poles are laid. The roof-boards are split so that their edges turn up. The lower roof-boards are turned concave side up, forming in this way gutters through which the rain runs off. These are placed about three finger-widths apart. Then the upper roof-boards are placed over the lower ones, convex side up, and covering the spaces between the bottom boards. The best ones are put over the places where the seats of the families are. The row of roof-boards which rest on the side-beams and form the lowest part of the roof are about three fathoms long (ts'l'a'ts'lay'sem). Next to these, towards the ridge of the roof,

1 The Social Organization and the Secret Societies of the Kwakiutl Indians (Report of the U. S. National Museum for 1895, pp. 316 et seq.).
2 See p. 339.
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is placed a row of roof-boards about a fathom and a half long (së'wéstowë). Along the ridge of the house, boards that are still shorter (mâ'xwî'we) are used.

After the framework of the roof has been finished, the embankments which run around the house are built. The rear embankment is from one to two fathoms wide. The side and front platforms are a fathom or less in width. The inner wall of the embankment is formed of planks about half a fathom in width, but in some of the houses the embankments are much higher. In one house in Koskimo they are nearly one fathom high. The boards are put down edgewise, in a ditch as deep as half the width of the planks. Then the middle of the house is levelled down to the depth of this ditch, and the dirt that is thus removed is thrown behind the planks and levelled down. If there is more than is required for making the embankment, it is carried out of the house. After all this has been done, the front of the house is built.

These houses had no wooden floors. In winter the walls were sometimes covered with mats as a protection against snowdrifts.

It is claimed that no houses were erected on piles; but this is an error, since Vancouver expressly describes pile-dwellings.1 In a tradition of the Nimkish, pile-dwellings are also distinctly mentioned.2 Houses erected at least partly on piles occur among the more northern tribes; for instance, among the Bella Coola. Summer seats are almost always erected on piles (see Plate xxx, Fig. 1).

The parts of the house are named right and left (Fig. 95), according to the positions they have in relation to a person looking in at the door. The rear of the house is called its "forehead." Thus we have the terms "neqë'walît ("middle forehead of house") for the middle of the rear part (a); hëlk'îtë'walît and gemxöte'walît respectively for the right (b) and left (c) of the rear part; hëlk'îdëne'gwïl and gemxödenë'gwïl for right (d) and left (e) rear corners. The rear part of the sides (f) is called "up river;" the front part (g) of the sides, "down river;" and we have "nëlk'îdôdo'yalîl and gwak'îdôdo'yalîl, "up-river and down-river middle of house,"

---

1 Vancouver, Voyage of Discovery, etc., Vol. II, p. 268.
and more specifically these terms combined with ḥēlkʰiˈədōˈyālīf and gəˈmxōdōˈ-yālīf ("right and left sides"). Right and left sides of the door (k, i) are ḥēlkʰiˈlōtsəˈlīf and gəmxōtsəˈlīf respectively. The four fires (j) are called accordingly right and left, front and rear, house fires (for instance, gəmxōtəˈwałīf leˈgwəl, "left-hand rear fire"). The fire in the middle of the house, which is used at feasts, is called leˈqaˈwałīf.

The place of honor is the middle rear of the house, then the right side, next the left, and finally the door-side. The bedrooms (k) which stand on the embankments are arranged accordingly, the owner having the middle room in the rear. It is said that in former times there were no rooms in the rear, which tends to be smoky, but the owner lived on the right-hand side. In former times the doorway of the bedrooms were as low as a box. They had sliding-doors attached to a rope which passed along the walls of the house to the bedroom, in which the house-owner lived. When the rooms were closed, the door was tied to a post in this room.

For novices, hunters, and others who had to be guarded against defilement by chance contact with impure persons, or against any one stepping over their belongings, rooms were erected on a staging in the rear of the house, which were reached by a ladder that was pulled up by the occupant when he was in his room.

Fire-wood is kept between the bedrooms (l) and at the sides of the door. Boxes containing provisions are kept on the side and rear embankments (m). There are also separate sheds (gəˈyatsəˈlē) on the embankment, in which personal property is kept. Provisions that must be protected against dampness are kept on platforms of poles which are suspended from the rafters (dāˈgəˈlīl or qəˈləˈlīf). Clover-root and cinquefoil-root are kept in a deep hole made under the settee near the fire. This hole is about one metre wide and two metres long, and is lined with fern-leaves, on which the basket containing the clover and cinquefoil-roots are placed.

In the house are kept also the long frames on which berries, salmon-roe, etc. are dried. These will be more fully described in connection with the treatment of food.

There are seats on three sides of the fire. The seat of the housewife is generally in the rear of the front fires (n) and on the medial sides of the rear fires (o). Her cooking-utensils (p) stand on the left-hand side of her seat. The other seats (q) are generally so arranged that the medial side of the front fires is open, while the front side of the rear fires is open. The seat for guests is opposite that of the housewife. The seats are either settees (see Fig. 113) or planks supported by posts driven into the ground so that they slant slightly backward, and mat-covered planks placed in front of these. The divisions of the house are sometimes shut off by mats hung from horizontal poles which are tied to rough posts that are driven into the floor of the house.
During the celebration of festivals all these divisions, the family fires and the family seats are removed.

In olden times houses with many embankments (tsō'yagik) were also built. The platforms were covered with planks, and only the fireplace in the middle of the house remained free. These houses must have been quite similar to those of the Haida and other northern tribes.

Temporary Houses. — The houses in Knight Inlet, which are occupied only during the olachen-fishing seasons, are built like winter houses, but they are only about two fathoms square and a fathom and a half high. The roof-boards for these houses are brought along in the canoes of the fishermen. Often they travel on rafts made of two canoes tied together. Then these boards form the platform of the raft. The sides of the houses are made of old mats. The beds, which are made of grass spread over boards, are at the sides. The man sleeps on one side of the door, his wife on the other side. Houses of similar kind are used by clam-diggers.

In bad weather, hunters will sometimes build small houses for their protection. A framework is put up similar to that of the permanent house; the side-posts being about one metre high, the middle post about a metre and a half high, and the beams about three metres long. The width of the house is about the same. Then pieces of cedar-bark are placed on the roof, the under row with the sap-side up. The joints of this row are covered with pieces with the sap-side down. Then a fire is built under this shelter; and as soon as the cedar-bark becomes hot, it begins to curl, and the upper piece hooks firmly into the turned-up rim of the lower piece. The sides are left open.

Another kind of shelter is built over a similar frame, only with a steeper roof-frame, which is covered with four or five layers of spruce-branches.

The shamans of the Koskimo build a shelter with a steep roof made of four or five layers of spruce-branches, like a hunter's shelter. The ground is covered with the same kind of branches, which are so arranged that the tips are at the place where the men lie down.

When sea-hunters are overtaken by bad weather, they will turn the canoe upside down and use it as a shelter.

Women who go berrying, and hunters, may also protect themselves by building a lean-to. A number of poles are laid against a low horizontal branch of a tree, and are than covered with matting.

Household Utensils and Furnishings. Boxes, Baskets and Bottles. — For keeping provisions, blankets, and other valuable property, large boxes are used, the sides of which are bent of cedar-wood, as described before (see pp. 331, 342). The old type of box is represented in Fig. 96. The peculiar designs on the sides of this box are all made by adzing, only the upper rim is carved. The carving is confined to the front of the box and to the front part of the one side shown in the illustration. The type of modern
boxes is shown in Fig. 97. All these are made in the same manner as described before. The top has always the characteristic high edge shown in Fig. 97, a. The boxes are always tied up with cedar-bark netting, as shown in the same figure. The upper loops of this netting serve for tying the top down. Some of the carefully made old boxes have a curved top like the one shown in Fig. 97, b. The sizes of these boxes differ considerably, according to their use. Some are quite large, about 80 cm. high, while others are only 15 cm. high. Small boxes of this kind are used as work-boxes, for keeping small household utensils, etc.

Open boxes almost square in cross-section, and somewhat higher than the storage-boxes just described but similar to the cooking-boxes, are often used for work-boxes. The top of two opposite sides is generally curved (Figs. 98, 99), and the upper part of the better class of these boxes is painted. They are provided with a top made of basketry.

Large cedar-bark baskets also serve for keeping dried provisions and clothing in (Fig. 100). These have a square bottom and are quite large. One of them measures 53 cm. by 40 cm., and 40 cm. in height. Another measures 53 cm. by 35 cm. and is 35 cm. high. The top of this kind of basket is always made with a strong rope of cedar-bark and the open meshes
described before (see p. 392, Fig. 84). These meshes serve to pull cedar-bark rope through, by means of which the full basket is laced up.

Most kinds of winter provisions are kept in boxes, but sometimes dried salmon and other staple foods that are kept without difficulty are placed in cedar-bark baskets. Herringroe is always kept in large baskets.

Olachen-oil (lélé'na), dogfish-oil (xu'łq'wë̂s), and oil made of seal (mè'gwatlës), porpoise (k'òlötës), whale (gwë'gës), and bear (lë'ntsës), are also kept in kelp bottles. Catfish-oil (dzë'k'lwis) is kept in small kelp bottles. The method of filling and keeping the kelp bottles may be described here. First a small amount of oil is poured into the small end.

Fig. 98 (116). Woman's Work-Box. Height, 23 cm.; length, 21 cm.; width, 21 cm. The extension to the right represents the side of the box.

Fig. 99 (116). Woman's Work-Box. Greatest height, 39.5 cm.; length, 33 cm.; width, 27.5 cm. The extension to the right represents the sides of the box.
This is pushed down between the fingers to the closed end of the bottle, and then it is pushed back again and poured out. This is to remove the peculiar taste of the kelp, and the bottle is cleaned out thoroughly in this manner. Generally the oil is poured in through a funnel (see p. 407), being dipped out of the kettle with a large clam-shell, the contents of which are poured into the bottle by letting the oil run along the finger. In filling the bottle, the oil is always pushed down to the closed end with the hand. The mouth of the bottle to be filled is held about a metre above the ground. The woman who fills in the oil generally sits on a box. When the bottle is full, the mouth is twisted and tied up with cedar-bark. The bottles are kept in a box (q'a'was, "coiled into"), the bottom of which is covered with mats, and in the middle of the box a large clam-shell is placed. The kelp bottles are coiled up in the box, the mouth lying in the centre, just over the clam-shell; so that if they should leak, the oil would collect in the shell. A large box will hold as many as twelve bottles. The oil should keep sweet in the bottles; but if they are not carefully washed out, the oil will take the taste of the kelp. Then it is generally sold to other tribes who are short of oil.

When the oil-bottle is empty, it is heated over the fire, so that all the grease melts. Then it is pulled firmly over the edge of a small box, beginning at the closed end, and pressing it down against the edge with the palm of the hand. This is continued until all the oil is squeezed out (dənə'). After this procedure, they are perfectly dry inside. They are folded again and put away in a dry box. When kelp bottles get moist, they begin to rot: therefore they are always kept near the fire.

Spoons are kept in open-work baskets, which have been described (see Fig. 83, p. 390). Small cedar-bark pouches (Fig. 101) serve for keeping ornaments, and other valuable objects.

**Food and Water Receptacles.** — Ordinary food-dishes are carved out of a single block of wood, and have the characteristic form shown in Fig. 102. The smallest kind (\( \frac{1}{4} \)) are only 28 cm. long, while the longest dishes measure 76 cm. in length. They all have the same characteristics of form. The bottom
is flat, and the ends curve up somewhat towards the point, and are flattened. Often the outer sides are set off sharply from the narrow ends, and bulge very considerably in the middle of the sides of the dish, where they are lowest. The outside is generally adzed off somewhat irregularly; and three or four grooved lines, according to the size of the dish, run along the upper outer rim. The edge in almost all the specimens shows groovings in a transversal direction, although in some the long sides of the rim are rubbed down so that they show no adzing, while in others designs are made along the edge by an alternation of grooved parts and smoothed parts (Fig. 102, d). On the inner side the ends form a sharp angle with the sides, and the inner side of the ends shows distinct grooving. This is generally continued over about one-fourth of the bottom of the dish, where it is sharply set off from the middle part by a straight transversal line. The middle part is either left smooth or grooved diagonally. In old specimens the edge is often set with opercula, the place of which is taken in modern specimens by brass-headed tacks.

Small dishes of this kind are used by a single person or by husband and wife, while large dishes are used by as many as three people at a time, all three sitting in front of the dish. For children very small dishes with thick walls are used.
Oil-dishes called dze'ba'tsle (Fig. 103), which are used for dipping dried halibut and salmon in olachen-oil, are similar in form to the large trays just described. Some of them are as short as 11 cm. They are correspondingly wider than the large dishes, the inner bowl being sometimes nearly square. I have also found a single shallow oil-dish made of mountain-goat horn (Fig. 104).

Bent boxes are also sometimes used as dishes (Fig. 105), particularly for holding water. Dishes of this kind are used, for instance, by the mat-maker to keep water in with which the cedar-bark is kept moist. The type of these dishes resembles somewhat the type of the bucket, but the high ends are much more strongly curved than the ends of the bucket.

The bucket also consists of a box, two opposite sides of which generally show a slight curve upward (Fig. 106). These buckets also vary considerably in size. Large buckets, about 40 cm. high, are used for carrying water into
the house, while small drinking-buckets are only from 10 cm. to 15 cm. high at the corners.

Open boxes are used for boiling food. These are rather high. The sides are bent in the usual way, and the surface is fluted horizontally except a narrow rim all around each side. When in use, these boxes are half filled with water, then red-hot stones are thrown in with fire-tongs, and the water is brought to a boil.

Three kinds of spoons are used, — wooden spoons carved of alder, hemlock, or yew wood (Fig. 107), spoons made of the horn of the mountain-goat (Fig. 108), and shell spoons. The form of the spoon depends upon its use. Men's spoons are large; while those used by girls, particularly by girls belonging to the nobility, are shallow and sharp-pointed, because it is considered bad manners for a young girl to open her mouth wide. The illustrations show that the form of the spoons is fairly uniform. The principal differences in type are in the form of the handle. While most of the wooden spoons have the tip flattened off on the upper side (Fig. 107), most of the horn spoons have
the tip of the horn for the handle (Fig. 108). I have not made particular inquiries regarding the method of making horn spoons, but probably these were made in the same manner as the horn spoons of the northern Indians, the horn being split, steamed, and pressed in a mould while hot.

A very well carved spoon mode of yew-wood is shown in Fig. 109, a. In the same figure is shown a horn spoon which was inlaid with abelone-shell. This specimen is probably of northern manufacture. There is also a spoon made of mountain-sheep horn in the collection, which was probably made by the inland tribes northeast of the Gulf of Georgia (Fig. 110). The Koskimo, and in olden times presumably other Kwakiutl tribes also, use shell spoons very extensively (Fig. 111). These are made of the shells of *Saxidomus*, the outer edge of which is ground off. Sometimes carved horn spoons made by the tribes of northern British Columbia are also found among the Kwakiutl, but these are rather rare. All kinds of spoons are kept in spoon-baskets (see p. 420), each of which holds from twenty to twenty-four spoons.

Large long-handled ladles are used almost exclusively at feasts, and most of them are elaborately decorated. These will be described later on.

For lifting fish and meat out of the kettle, the Koskimo use strainers made of rib-bones of the seal, which are tied together along three sticks (Fig. 112).
Arrangement of Living-Rooms. — The general arrangement of the fireplaces and the settees around the fireplaces has been described before. The family seat consists often of a large settee (Fig. 113), which is generally carved with the emblems of the family. On the other sides of the fire, planks are spread on the floor; while the back-rest is formed by a plank which rests against two or more short posts driven into the ground, leaning slightly backward from the fire.

When these settees and planks are used, mats are spread over them. The settee-mats are almost all diagonal mats. Those used by a single person are almost square, and when in use are doubled over in the middle. When friends are invited in, a single long mat is spread for them, which is also doubled over, and is wide enough to afford a comfortable seat for the people, who sit leaning back, with the knees drawn up. Another kind of seat used in the house is the wood-carver’s working-chair (til'e'x'dze'was), which is made like a settee, but so narrow that the person sitting in it with knees drawn up rests his elbows on the sides of the chair. The same kind of chair is used by the cannibal in his ceremonial purification when he must sit for a long time without moving.¹ The bare floor of the house serves as fireplace. Generally a few stones are put on one side so as to keep the logs in a slanting position and to insure a draught from below. The housewife generally has a small food-box at hand for every-day use. Berries, clover-root, and dried salmon are kept in it. A kelp bottle containing olachen-oil is kept by the side of the box. The box is generally filled in the evening, and the food is used on the next morning. A number of implements are always kept near the seat. These are the stone hammer, house wedges for splitting fire-wood, and formerly the fire-drill, hand-tongs of two sizes for handling the fire and hot stones, a dish with water into which the tongs are immersed every time before they are used, stones for cooking, and pointed tongs for roasting. A long pole for

¹ Compare F. Boas, Secret Societies, etc., p. 537.
pushing the roof-boards aside is also kept near at hand. In the evening, when people retire, the roof-boards are closed with this pole. As soon as the fire is started, the roof-boards over it are pushed aside, and a temporary smoke-escape is made in this manner. Small buckets are also kept near by.

There are a number of coarse mats on which kettles and dishes are placed. Another coarse mat of cedar-bark, woven with strands parallel to the edges, is used for all kinds of dirty work. Some soft shredded bark of the red cedar is kept in pouches and used as towels.

Open-work mats serve as dish-mats. The common dish-mat is 80 cm. long and about 25 cm. wide. When in use, it is doubled up crosswise. Dried salmon and similar kinds of food are served simply on these mattings.

The bed consists of cedar-branches which are covered with deer-skin, the tail-end of which is placed at the head-end of the bed, so that the hair runs upward. Otherwise the sleeper glides down. Mountain-goat skins and bear-skins are used as quilts. Pillows are made of skin filled with the down of the sea-parrot. These are considered very expensive, and poor people used down of ducks and geese instead. Small square boxes (Fig. 114) with wide rim serve as chamber-vessels.
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It has been stated that the housewife sits on one side of the fire, her cooking-utensils standing on her left. After the meal has been cooked, she spreads a food-mat before her husband and guests who may be present, and the food is served. Dry food is simply put down on the food-mat, while liquid or mushy dishes and such as consist of small fragments are served in food-trays. When olachen-oil is served with the food, it is placed in small oil-dishes (dipping-dishes), which are placed in the inside of the food-trays, on the side away from the person eating. Then the housewife herself, or one of her children, draws fresh water, which is offered to the guests in small drinking-buckets, out of which they drink from one corner. At breakfast the guests first rinse their mouths. Then they drink. After drinking they eat. Then the housewife, or one of her children, draws fresh water, and the guests drink again.

In eating with a spoon, the people squat down, the right elbow resting on the right knee (Plate xxxi). The food is taken up on the point of the spoon, and is sipped. After eating, most people dip the point of the spoon in water that is passed about. Then the spoon cannot be used for purposes of witchcraft.

While eating, the left hand is kept under the blanket. It is considered improper to eat with both hands.

Noblemen, and particularly girls of noble descent, must not eat much. When eating, they hardly open the mouth. They use pointed spoons, from which they sip. They must not show their teeth when chewing. Girls, while eating, must look into the fire and avoid looking about in the house.

When the food that has been served is eaten with the fingers, rubbed shredded cedar-bark is passed about, with which the guests clean their hands. Then trays filled with water are passed about, and the guests wash their hands, and dry them by the fire or with some clean shredded cedar-bark. Finally they drink some more water which is passed about.

It is considered improper to drink water during meal-time. Therefore people who stand on their dignity, like middle-aged men and members of the nobility, do not eat certain kinds of food that irritate the throat and induce spells of coughing. Thus roasted salmon-backs are eaten only by young men. I received the following remarks on this subject:

There is always a bucket of water standing in front of those who are eating the roasted salmon-backs; for, as Wä, la ḥe’menil’smxat! ha’në?la na’gatslę lāx la’sex’tslamâlîtsa ha-mâ’pxa l.ɬ’ébdzowē xa’k’ladzâ, qa’s
The housewife herself does not eat until her husband or her guests have nearly finished their meal. When the guests have finished, she takes the dishes back and cleans them. When guests have been invited, larger dishes are used.

As long as there are not more than four men present, the procedure is about the same as at a family meal, and the woman passes the food-trays and the water about. When there are as many as six guests, the meal is more formal. The guests are given a drum. The man highest in rank sits in the middle, and the others according to rank, at his right and left sides. The person who sits at the right-hand end of the row of guests has the drum. Before the meal a number of songs, not less than four, are sung. The singing is accompanied by beating of the drum and by hand-clapping of the guests. At small feasts of this kind the host himself passes the dishes about and draws water, while his wife attends only to the cooking. When the guests have finished eating, they take the rest of the food home to their wives and children.

I will insert here a few characteristic descriptions of meals. The first is a description of the cooking of quarter-dried salmon. After an account of the manner in which the woman prepares the meal, the description continues:—

...
And after she has done so, she puts the (food) in front of the one to whom she is going to give breakfast. Then she takes water and gives it to the one to whom she gives breakfast. Then the man takes the water and rinses his mouth; and after he has done so, he drinks of it. Then, after he has finished, he begins to eat the quarter-dried salmon with oil poured on it; and after he has eaten, the woman takes some rubbed shredded cedar-bark and gives it to the man to wipe his hands with, for there is really much oil on his hands; and after he has wiped his hands, the woman pours some water into another dish, and she puts that down before the man, and he washes his hands; and after he has done so, he dries his hands by the fire of her who gave him food. When his hands are dry, the woman takes some water and gives it to him, and he drinks much of it. That is all about the quarter-dried salmon.

Another description is that of a family breakfast. First the preparation of the food by the housewife is described.

After she has done so, she places it before him who is going to eat. The woman spreads the dish-mat and puts the dish on it, and then she puts it before him who is going to eat. Then she puts the oil-dish down inside of the dish, away (from the one who eats); and as soon as all this has been put down, the woman draws water and gives it to the one who is going to eat; and the one who is going to eat takes the bucket of water and takes a mouthful of it and rinses his mouth; and after he has rinsed his mouth, he drinks of it. Then, after he has finished, he begins to eat the quarter-dried salmon with oil poured on it; and after he has eaten, the woman takes some rubbed shredded cedar-bark and gives it to the man to wipe his hands with, for there is really much oil on his hands; and after he has wiped his hands, the woman pours some water into another dish, and she puts that down before the man, and he washes his hands; and after he has done so, he dries his hands by the fire of her who gave him food. When his hands are dry, the woman takes some water and gives it to him, and he drinks much of it. That is all about the quarter-dried salmon.

Wā, la'łm gwāfxełs la'łe k'a'x'tslamōts lā'xēs ga'ałxstalamā'tse'wē. Wā, la'em xaa'wisę ax'e'dxa wā'pē qa's 1 təsλas lā'xēs gwāfxstalamā'tse'wē. Wā, la'em ax'e'dēda begwā'ñexaxa wā'pē qa's 5 təsλe'wē'łξo'dē. Wā, g'tl'mēsē gwāfxełs la'łe hə̈məx'ya'da, la'łxə klu'nq̱le'gəkwe dze'dzəłamə. Wā, g'tl'mēsē gwāł ħa'ma'pexs la'èdə təsλdá'qē ax'e'dxa qλ'o'yaakwē k'a'dezkwa qa's təsλā'wēs 10 lā'xə begwā'ñemē qa dəďex'tslənəndə-yās qaqs a'la'qē'λnemē q'e'λq'|e'ltlsənə'ya. Wā, g'tl'mēsē gwāł dē'de'λx- tslənəxəs la'èdə təsλdá'qē guxtsλ'o'tsa wā'pē la'xə o'g'ulu'me lo'q'wa qa's 15 k'a'x'tsamōts lā'xə begwā'ñemē. Wā, la'em təsλe'tsle'nəx*we'da. Wā, g'tl'mēsē gwāłqə la'łe pē'pex'tslənəx*id lā'xə legw̱i'λasəs ħa'amaasē. Wā, la le'm* wield e'c'yəsə's la'èdə təsλdá'qē ax'e'd la'xə wā'pē qa's lə tsə'x'its ləq. Wā, 20 la'em qē'k'le's nā'x*itd ləq. Wā, la'em gwāł lā'xə dzə'dzəłamə.
drinks; and when he finishes tirinking, she washes the dish. As soon as it is clean, she pours water into it, and she takes it back and places it before the man. Then he washes his hands in it. As soon as he has finished, he dries his hands by the fire, so that his hands become dry; and after he has done so, he goes back and sits down.

When a family has a supply of fresh provisions, visitors will sometimes drop in of their own accord to get a taste of the food. When middle parts of salmon have been dried by a family, the housemates will appear to get a meal. This was described to me as follows:

Now I will talk about the way in which she gives it to eat to her housefellows. When the men come, they sit down near the woman who, as they know, owns middle-parts (of salmon). Immediately the woman takes a mat and spreads it at the place where she thinks the men should sit when she gives them to eat. After she has spread the mat, she requests the men to move away from the place where they had been sitting, and sit down on the seat-mat that has been spread out. The men rise at once and sit down on the mat that has been spread out.

When there are four guests the procedure is similar to those just described:

(And after she has done so,) she takes a food-mat and spreads it in front of those to whom she is going to give to eat. After she has done so, she takes up the dishes and puts them down in front of the four men, and the woman tells each two of them to eat out of one dish. Thus she says: When she takes two oil-dishes and puts
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one into each dish at the far side (from the eaters). Then the woman takes water and gives it to those who are going to eat. The men rinse their mouths; and after they have rinsed their mouths, they drink water; and when they have nearly finished eating, the woman draws fresh water, for, as soon as the men have finished eating, the woman gives them fresh water. Then the woman takes the dishes and the oil-dishes to the place where she sits.

When the man invites six friends, as soon as he comes home, he tells his wife about having invited his six friends. His wife at once takes a mat and spreads it out in the rear of the fireplace. As soon as she has done so, the man goes again (to call) his friends; but he does not stay long before his friends come in. Then the woman leads them up to their seats, to the place where the mat has been spread. Immediately they sit down on the mat. Now, six men are enough to sing. Immediately the host takes the drum, and he puts it down on the righthand side of his six guests. One of them begins to sing the songs of their ancestors. As soon as they begin to sing, the woman takes the kettle and puts it down near the place where she is sitting, and her husband takes a bucket and goes to draw water. As soon as (the food) is all out of the water (of the kettle), the woman counts six pieces of soaked middle-parts of salmon, and puts them into one dish; and the eaters). Then the woman takes water and gives it to those who are going to eat. The men rinse their mouths; and after they have rinsed their mouths, they drink water; ...
and she puts also six pieces into the other dish. The guests finish singing; for they do not sing only four songs; sometimes there are twelve songs that the guests sing, for the songs of the first people are very short. That is when they learn the songs of the first people, for they do not want to forget them; and that is when the young men hear them, — when the old men are singing at a feast. Then the man takes the drum and puts it down near the door of the house, and the woman gives the food-mat to her husband to go and spread it in front of his friends. Then he takes up the dish and puts it down in front of three men, and again he picks up the other dish and puts it down in front of the other three. Then the man draws some water. Then the men rinse their mouths; and after they have finished rinsing their mouths, they all drink water; and after they have finished drinking, they eat; and after they have eaten, the man takes the bucket and draws some fresh water; and then the guests drink afterwards when they have finished eating. As soon as he comes after having drawn water, his friends stop eating; then he at once takes up the two dishes and puts them down at the place where his wife is sitting, and he takes the freshly drawn water and puts it down in front of his friends. Then he gives a cup to them, and they drink. The woman washes out one of the dishes from which they have been eating, and she pours water into it; and the man

tsleda'qē hō'sidxa q'lä'se'q'laq'le' qa axts'öt'sa là'xa 'nem'é'xla tō'q'wa. Wā, là'xa axts'öt'śa q'lä'se'sa'tsaxan lá'xa 'nem'é'xla tō'q'wa, là'ē gwāl d'nx'eldx ke'xe'le' qa'm k'le'saē 5 ḋ'em mó'sxen qle'mdeme d'nx'ida'yās.  ḋ'n'ńemplixa'śe'mtsemag'iyowe qle'mdeme d'nx'diayōsa k'wē'le', qa'm x'k'x'elndx sles'stelsk'wē' qle'mdemasa g'a'le' begwā'nema. Wā, ḋ'n'me'se'xq'la'q'enaxa q'le'stlesex qle'mqle'mdema gwā'qla'tle' fēnē'stαq. Wā, ḋ'n'mis qa wule'se'a tô'stō'sa qu'slqulakwaxs k'wē'lalaē. Wā, le'da begwā'nema axt'édxa mën'atsle qa's lē axstō'lılq 15 lá'xa ostā'lilasa g'ō'kwē. Wā, le'da tsleda'qē tsla'sa ha'ma'z'eloxe le'we'la'xē'sa la'wunemē qa's le'steplā'mō'lılilas là'xē's 'nēnemō'kwē. Wā, la k'ā'g'itlixā tō'q'wa qa's lē k'ā'x'tśelmō'lılās 20 lá'xa yūd'ukwē. Wā, laem'xa'wisē k'ā'gilīlixā 'nemē'xla tō'q'wa qa's lē k'ā'x'tśelmō'lılās là'xā yūd'ukwē. Wā, le'da tsleda'qē tsla'sa ha'ma'ız'eloxe le'we'la'xē'sa la'wunemē qa's le'steplā'mō'lılilas là'xē's 'nēnemō'kwē. Wā, laem'xa'wisē begwā'nema tsā'x'itsa waphē làq. Wā, la'em'sa bébegwā' 25 nemē tśelwē'l'exō'da. Wā, g'ıt'me'se gwas tśelwē'l'exō'dexs lē 'nā'x'wa nā'x'id lá'xa waphē. Wā, g'ıt'me'se gwas nā'q'axs la'ma'x'ida. Wā, g'ıt'me'se hamx'it'dexs la'eda begwā' 30 nemē ax't'édxā nā'gatsle qa's lē tsā'x'tidex a'tā waph'pa qa nage'g'eltese le'ēlāmē qé gwāel ha'mā'plo. Wā, g'ıt'me'se g'as'x'axa lá'x'de tsāxs la'as gwāl ha'ma'pē 'nēnemō'kwas. Wā, le'he' 35 'tsem lá k'ā'g'ālīlixā mǎt' ex' lēfō'q'wa qa's lē k'ā'g'ālīlixā làx k'wāel'lasasēs genē'mē. Wā, la ax't'édxes ālt'me tsānem waph'pa qa's lē ha'ngemilis là'xē's 'nēnemō'kwē. Wā, la tsla'sa 40 klwa'sta' lāq. Wā, là'x'đa'x'wemē nákx'ida. Wā, le'da tsleda'qē tsło'xug'indxa
puts it down in front of his friends, and they wash their hands.

Now we will talk about the split-down when it is dried; and then I will talk about the way in which it is given to eat to eight men who are invited. Early in the morning, when the man arises, he desires to invite his clan, and he goes out to invite eight men of his clan. As soon as he has invited them to come into his house, he says to his wife, “Don’t stay there in this manner, but clear out the rear of the house, for I have invited my clan!” Thus he says, and goes to get an eagle-wing broom and sweeps out the rear of the fireplace. Then his wife takes a mat and spreads it out there. Then her husband goes to get fire-wood, and splits it and makes a fire. As soon as he has done so, he goes to call his clan again; and it is not long before he comes back, and it is not long before the men of his clan come in. As soon as they all come and sit down, the man takes a drum and puts it down at the right-hand side of his guests; and when he goes to the door, he does not say aloud “Go ahead!” to those whom he has invited, [that they go ahead and sing]. At once the one song-leader begins to sing; and as soon as they begin to sing, the woman goes back to where the basket with the split-down is, and she counts sixteen pieces of split-down. She carries

\[nem'e'xla la'xa ha'maats'lex'de to'q'wa, qal's guxts'lo'desa wa'pë lâq. Wâ, la'x'mxa'wisë bêbegwa'nême k'a'x'tslamôts la'xës nê'nemô'kwê. Wâ, la'x'-da'xwë tlënts'lews'wida.\]

\[Wâ, la'em'lews gwa'gwëx'sâla la'qëxsa la'ê le'mxwasë'wa le'qwa xa. Wâ, la'më'sen gwa'gwëx'salat la'qëxsa le' ha'mgtlayo la'xa ma'tguns'lôkwe bêbegwa'nëms le'lanemë. Wâ, hë' 10 'maaxs la'ê ga'al la'ê lâx'widëda le'lalaëxsdaxës nê'nemô'môte. Wâ, la qüs'Êd qa'ss ë le'ëlalaxës ma'tguns'lôkwe nê'nemêmôta. Wâ, g'tl'më'seg wë'lx-tôd la le'ëlalaxës g'a'xâë laël lâxës 15 g'o'kwê. Wâ, la nê'x'sës geen'më: "Gwa'llas hë gwa'èl qa'ss ë'x'widësa-xëns ë'gwïwali'fëx qa'sg'ë'n lelalëg'axën nê'nemô'môtâlen," nê'k'ëks le'ë ax'ë'dxa k'a'mása kwe'kwë qa'ss xê'x'widëxa 20 ë'gwïwali'laës'egwi'ëlë. Wâ, le geen'mas ax'e'dxa ë'wäle'qa'ss le'mlëxesendëq qa'ss leqwë' lax'-idë. Wâ, g'tl'më'seg gwa'gëxes la'ë 25 ë'tse'stâxës nê'nemô'môte. Wâ, k'le'sta g'âlaxs g'a'xæe aë'daaq. Wâ, la k'le'semmaxt! g'âlaxs g'a'xæe hò'gwi'lësës nê'nemô'môte. Wâ, g'tl'më'seg wi'la klus'la'fëxs la'ëda begwa'nêmë ax'e'dxa 30 mena'tslë qa'ss le ax'a'litas lax hëlk'lô-denôtem'laëlsës le'ëlanemë. Wâ, g'tl'-më'seg la'stolifëxs la'ë k'ës ha'sela wâ-xaxës le'lanemë qa wâ'g'is de'nx'ëda. Wâ, hë'x'ida'mësedå 'nemô'kwê nå'-35 qlâgës dòq'ëla. Wâ, g'tl'më'seg de'nx'-ëdëxsa la'sa tsëxda'që a'të'sta lax ha'nê'lasës le'qwaaxa'tslë la'ba'ta, qa's hò'wëlts'lôdëxa q'â'lëxesag'i'yowë\]

1 A kind of preserved salmon.
them in her arms and puts them down at the place where she is sitting. Then she takes two dishes and two oil-dishes, and she puts them down at the place where she is sitting. Then she also takes her oil and puts it down at her place. Then she sits down and puts eight pieces of split-down into each dish, and her husband breaks them to pieces, and the woman breaks other eight pieces into the other dish. After they have done so, the woman takes the oil-dishes and pours oil into them. After she has done so, her husband orders his guests to stop singing. He takes the drum and puts it down by the door of his house. Then the woman takes the food-mat and spreads it out in front of the guests. Then she takes one dish and puts it down in front of four men; then she takes up the other dish and puts it down in front of the other four; and she also takes the two oil-dishes, one in each hand, and puts them down on the outer side in the dishes, and then he goes and draws water for them. The one of highest rank first takes the cup with water in it and rinses his mouth; and after he has done so, he drinks of it, and then he gives it to his friends, and they all do the same way. After they have finished, the one highest in rank takes the split-down and folds it up and dips it into the oil and puts it into his mouth; and the guests all do the same way when they are eating; and as soon as they begin to eat, the man takes up a bucket and goes to draw fresh water; and as soon as he enters his house, he puts down the water that he has drawn; and when the guests
finish eating, he takes the dishes and puts them down on the door-side of the fire. Then he draws water and gives it to them.

When a man wishes to invite ten men of his clan, he asks his wife to put some backbones into the soaking-box in the evening. Then the woman opens the backbone-receptacle and counts twenty pieces of backbones out of it. She puts them as well as possible into the soaking-box, which stands in the corner of the house. As soon as they are in, she pours water over them, and she only stops pouring water over them when it begins to overflow. Now she is ready for the man when he invites in the morning. Therefore, as soon as daylight comes, the man arises and wedges fire wood to pieces and builds the fire; and as soon as he finishes, he goes out and calls the members of his clan. When the man goes out of the house, his wife gets ready and cleans the rear of the fireplace. Sometimes the woman spreads the mat for the guests to sit on when they come in. Sometimes the man clears the house, when his wife is bad; but the man goes to draw water, and also the kettle is washed out by the man. As soon as this is finished, the man goes to call his ten friends again, and it is not long before they come in. Then the woman leads them to their seats; and as soon as they sit

la'eda bagw'ānemē ax'e'dxa nā'gatsē qa's lē tsāx əltā ʷwā'pa. Wā, gri'l-mēsē g'ax laē'i. lā'xēs g'o'kwaxs la'ē ha'ng-alitsēs tsānemē. Wā, gri'l-mēsē gwāt ha'mā'pē klew'lekwāsēs la'ē 5 ax'e'dxa əlō'qiwē qa's lē kā'galīlas lā'xa əstāli'ases legwīlē. Wā, lā'wista la tsā'x'i'dxa ʷwā'pē qa's lē tsā'x'i'ts lāq.

Wā, hē'gmaaxs lā'ē nē'k-ėdā bagw'ānemē qa's lé'gla'xēs nəqo'kwē nê' 10 nē'mōta; wā, la'mē's axk-lā'la'xēs gene'mē qa axst'āndēses xā'k'ladā lā'xēs tē'li'ats'āxa dā'qwa. Wā, la'mē'sa tśle'dā'qē x-ō'x'widēs xā'k'ladātsē. Wā, la'mē's hō'swults'ōdxa ma't- 15 tsē'mg'ustōwē xā'k'ladā. Wā, la'mē's aē'k'lamōt'sālas lā'xēs tē'li'ats'āxs ha'ne' 10 laē lā'xa ənē'gwīlēsēs g'o'kwē. Wā, gri'l-mēsē gwāt ha'nts'ālas la'qēxs la'ē k'pleqa'sa ʷwā'pē lāq. Wā, a't'mēsē 20 gwāt qepa'sa ʷwā'paxs lā'ē tsē'tsex'ula. Wā, la'xem gwā'lit qa'eda bagwānemams lē'gla'xēs gaa'la'xē. Wā, gri'g'il'mas nā'x'i'dxa gaa'la'xē lā'x- 30 ʷwid qa's lē'mel'mex'sēndēsā leqwā'. 25 Wā, la'mē's leqwe'la'xī'da, wā, gri'l-mēsē gwā'la lā'ē qa'sdē qa's lē'le'la'xē nē'mē'mōtē. Wā, gri'l-mēsē la'welsēda bagwānemams lā'ē gene'ma 35 xwā'na's'īda. Wā, la'xem e'x'widē 30 o'gwīvalīlēsēs legwīlēsē. Wā, la'mē'se nā't'nemplēna'm hē'mēdā tśle'dā'qē 35 lepl'ālīlī'x lē'wa'ē qa klwē'dzēwə'λsītas klwē'laa'g-əx't hōgwī'lo. Wā, la'mē's nā't'nemplēna hē'ma bagwānemē e'x- 40 ʷwidē 30 g'o'kwaxs yā'x'se'mašēs gene'mē. Wā, la'xem'ī'eda bagwānemē tsā'x'i'dxa ʷwā'pē. Wā, hē'mēsē ha'nx'lanōwē lā'xat! tso'xug-intsē'wa, yī'sa bagw'ānemē. Wā, gri'l-mēsē gwā'lexs lā'eda 40
down, the man at once takes the drum and puts it down on the right-hand side of his guests. Then the song-leader at once begins to sing; and as soon as they begin to sing, the woman and her husband take the kettle and take it to the place where she is sitting. . . . The woman at once divides the backbones which were broken into three pieces, into equal lots, so that there are twelve pieces of broken backbone in each dish. When it is all done, the woman pours oil into the five oil-dishes, and her husband takes a long food-mat and spreads it in front of his friends. Then he takes the drum and puts it down by the door of the house. Only four songs are sung by the guests, for there are ten guests; and when the man comes back, he takes two dishes and puts each down in front of two men. Now there are only two men (to each dish) when there are ten men and five dishes. When he finishes, he takes up two oil-dishes and puts them on the farther side in the dishes; and then he also takes up the others and puts them on the farther side of the other dishes. As soon as he has done so, he takes the bucket with water in it and places it in front of the guests. Then the one of highest rank takes the cup first and dips into it, and rinses his mouth; and after he takes the bucket with water in it and has done so, he takes the kettle and put it to the place where she is sitting. . . . The woman at once divides the backbones which were broken into three pieces, into equal lots, so that there are twelve pieces of broken backbone in each dish. When it is all done, the woman pours oil into the five oil-dishes, and her husband takes a long food-mat and spreads it in front of his friends. Then he takes the drum and puts it down by the door of the house. Only four songs are sung by the guests, for there are ten guests; and when the man comes back, he takes two dishes and puts each down in front of two men. Now there are only two men (to each dish) when there are ten men and five dishes. When he finishes, he takes up two oil-dishes and puts them on the farther side in the dishes; and then he also takes up the others and puts them on the farther side of the other dishes. As soon as he has done so, he takes the bucket with water in it and places it in front of the guests. Then the one of highest rank takes the cup first and dips into it, and rinses his mouth; and after he
has finished, he drinks; and then all the others do the same who are going to eat with him. After they have finished drinking water, they all begin to eat. At once the man goes to draw fresh water for them to drink after they finish eating. When he comes back from drawing water, he waits for his friends to finish eating; and when they finish eating, the man takes up the dishes and puts them down at the place where his wife is sitting; and so he puts the bucket with water in it in front of the guests. Then they drink water. After they have finished drinking, the woman washes two dishes. As soon as they are clean, she pours water into them, and the man places them before those whom he has given to eat. Then they wash their hands.

Now I will talk about roasted backbone (of salmon) that is to be fed to twelve men. When the man goes to invite his twelve friends in the morning, then as soon as he comes back, he asks his wife to get ready and help him clear the rear of the fireplace. After he has cleared it, he spreads out three mats. Then the woman goes and takes four dishes and four oil-dishes, and kelp with oil in it, and puts them down at the place where she sits at the doorside of the fireplace of the house. Then the man goes again for those whom he is going to invite. It

Wä, la'me's'en gwa'gwex-s'alał la'qëks la'ë hamp'tlay' la'õbedzö x'auk'la'dzo la'xøa mal'o'gwig'eyowë bë'begwë-25 nema. Wä, hë'maaxs la'ë lë'lalëda begwà'nemæxës mal'o'gwig'eyowë nê'nemö'kwaxa ga'ãla. Wä, g'tl'mësë g'ax ae'daadëda begwà'nemæxës la'ë hëx'idaem axk'la'axës gene'më qa 30 gwa'na'idës qa giwa'tëseqëx laë e'kwaxa o'gwiiwælåsës legwi'sasà. Wä, g'tl'mësë gwa'ëkkwaxa la'ë lepa'la'ltsa yu'dûxwe te'el'wa'ya. Wä, la'me'sa tseldà'që ax'e'dxa mo'wëkxla lo'ëlq'wa 35 le'wa' mo'wëkxla dzëdzeba'ts'la le'wi's wà'wadë le'nats'laa qa's g'axë ax'a'litës la'xës klwa'ëôsëda o'ta'litës le-gwi'lasasà legwi'sasà g'o'kwë. Wä, la'me'sa begwà'nemë ë'tse'staxës le'la-
is not long before he comes back. Then he wedges the fire-wood and builds up a fire. Then the fire-wood in the house is piled up. When all his twelve friends have come in, and after they have sat down, the man takes a drum and puts it down at the right-hand side of the guests, and the song-leader begins to sing; then all the twelve men begin to sing; and as soon as they begin to sing, the woman takes the fresh roasted salmon-back, and her husband takes the roasted salmon-back out of the tongs. He takes out twelve salmon-backs and puts them on the mats that are spread at his wife's seat. Then the woman puts down the four dishes, and her husband breaks the roasted salmon-backs into the dishes. Then he takes off the flesh of the backs and puts what is taken off of three salmon-backs into one dish. Then the woman puts oil into the four oil-dishes; and as soon as she has finished, she waits for the end of the four songs that are sung. They are traditional songs; and after they finish the four songs, the man takes the drum and puts it down by the door of the house. Then he takes along a food-mat and unfolds it in front of his guests. After he has done so, he takes up two dishes and puts one dish in front of each three men, and he only stops when he has put down the two others before the other guests.

nemlé. Wá, k'le'stla gá'ı̱laxs gá'xaë a'ë'daaka. Wá, la le'mleksx'endx̌a léqw̌a' qa's leqw̌lax'xdče. Wá, lae'm la la'gawalaťe legwi'las. Wá, gá'x̌-mësë' na'xwa ho'gwidľë malo'gug-y̌o'wë' nè'nomó'x̌̌s, wá, g'í'lëmësë wi'la g'áx klus'á'liltax̌a la'eda begwà'nëmë ax̌e'dxa mena'ts'la qa's le ax̌a'litax̌a lax hë'lk'lòdenü'te'ma'yasaxa klwè'ta. Wá, hë'xi'da'mësë nà'qëqla'gas dá'qála. 10 La'më'së' na'xwa de'ňx̌'e'dex̌a'x̌wa ma'lo'gug-iowë' bë'begwà'nëma. Wá, g'í'lëmësë de'ňx̌'e'dex̌ax̌a la'sa tsleda'që ax̌a'x̌ódx̌a a'x̌wa'se lo'o'bedźa. Wá, la'më'së' la'wunemæ x̌k'í'lë'x̌da lò' 15 bedzowë lë'xes lo'o'psayö. Wá, lae'm x̌k'í'lë'x̌dæx̌ ma'ho'gug-iowë' lo'bédźa qa's axdzō'dès lā'x̌a le'wë'cë la lebë'ta lax klwà'likes gëne'më. Wá, la'më'së' së'da tsleda'q mex̌á'lilxa mëwë'xla 20 lo'o'q̌łwa. Wá, le la'wunemæ le'ňx̌-tsłálax̌a lo'o'bedźawë lā'xa lo'o'q̌łwë. Wá, lae'm ax̌a'łax qa's meltsľa'yasaxa qo'- quyâ qa's axtstå'lesi y̌a' dúx̌së' lo'o'bedźo lā'x̌a na'ňxemëxľa lo'o'q̌łwa. Wá, 25 la'łe'da tsleda'që kluxtstå'lasa lê'qëna lā'xa mowë'xla dzëdzedba'ts'la. Wá, g'í'lëmësë gwà'lës na'ë e'sa'lıh qa wi'les de'ňx̌'e'dayuwe mō'sgëmë që'mqëmdëmaxa nènewiltàla qëmlëmdëma. Wá, g'í'lëmësë wi'là la de'ňx̌'e'tsa mō'sgëmë që'mqëmdënx̌ la'ë hë'x̌'iđa- mëda begwà'nëmë ax̌e'dx̌a mena'ts'la qa's le ax̌a'litaxa lā'xa tlex̌'læsës g'o'kwë. Wá, la ax̌e'dx̌a g'ylëdzedwë le'wë' 35 ha'madzà' qa's le dá'lalax̌a lax oq̌'xtsla- mā'lil Sax̌a klwè'ta. G'í'lëmësë gwà'lës la'ë k'á'g'å'liłtxa ma'ñëłx̌a'lo'o'q̌łwa qa's le k'á'x̌'tśalòlitx̌a na'ňxemë'x̌la lā'xa ya'ë'yù'dukwë bë'begwà'nëma. A'ëmësë 40 gwà'lës na'ë wi'làm la k'á'x̌'tśa ma- ñëłx̌a'maxa'tl lā'xa wa'o'kwë klwè'ta.
When all the four dishes have been put down, the man takes a bucket with water in it and places it in front of the one who is of the highest rank among (his guests); to him the cup is given first; then he draws water and rinses his mouth; and after he has done so, he drinks; and after he has finished, those who are going to eat with him do the same. (I have forgotten about the four oil-dishes. The man takes them up and puts them down in the farther side of the dishes. Then he takes the bucket with water in it.) After they have finished drinking the water, they begin to eat. Then the man takes the two buckets and goes to get fresh water; and it is not long before the man comes into his house, carrying in each hand a bucket with water in it. He just puts them down and waits for his guest to finish eating. As soon as the guests finish eating, the man takes the dishes and puts them down at the place where his wife is sitting. As soon as he has brought all the dishes, he takes up one of the buckets and puts it down in front of the one highest in rank among his guests. Then he takes a cup and gives it to the one highest in rank among those whom he had invited, and he drinks first. After he has finished drinking, he gives the cup to those who have eaten with him, and they all drink water; and after they have finished drinking, the woman takes cedar-bark rubbed soft and gives it to the guests to wipe their hands; and after they have wiped their hands, they just wait for the second course.

Wä, g̱'l'meses la wi'la k'ae'la me-we'xla lo'elq'lwaxs la'eda bgwa'ne'me ax'e'dxa wa'betxëla na'gatsla qa's le ha'nx'slamolitas lax na'x'salaga^ya. Wä, he'mis g'il tsl'sosa kwa'sta'. Wä, 5 la tsä'x'id la'xa wa'pê qa's tšëwe'-l'exööde. Wä, g̱'l'meses gwâ'tëxs la'ë nâ'x'sida. Wä, g̱'l'meses gwâ'tëxs la'ë o'gwaqë ha'mo'ttas. (Wä, he'xo'ëla mewe'xla dzedzeba'tsla. Lâ'me' be gwâ'ne'me k'ai'gililafa qa's le kâ'tsîlts lëx lâ'sanëqwa'sa lo'elq'wa. Wä, la-wî'sta la'sa wà'betxëla la'ëgatsla la'-xëq.) Wä, g̱'l'meses gwâ't na'qaxa wà'paxs la'ë hamx--idxe'daxwa. Wä, 15 la'më'sa bgwa'ne'me ax'e'dxa ma'ntsë-më na'gatsla qa's le tsä'x'ëlta wa'pa. Wä, k'i'ë'sta gâ'la'xax g'âxëdaxa bgwa'ne'me g'âxëlëla la'xes g'o'kwë wà'xe'-sgëmxwa na'gatsle' wà'betxëla. Wä, 20 a'meses hanemg'a'lilaq, qa's e'sëlexa klo'wä'te qa gwâ'ës ha'mâ'pa. Wä, g̱'l'meses gwâ't ha'na'ma'pa klo'wä'taxs la'asa bgwa'ne'më ax'e'dxa lo'elq'wë qa's g'a'xe k'â'g'âllitas lax klo'wä'lasa-25 sës gëne'me. Wä, g̱'l'meses wi'lg'a-lîlëda lo'elq'wëxwa la'ë k'l'ô'quolitla ne'msgemë na'gatsla qa's le hänx'tslamolîlitas la'xa nax'salaga'yasa klo'wë'te. Wä, la'më'se ax'e'dxa klo'wa'sta' qa 30 tšëwe's la'xa nax'salaga'yasës le'lâne-më. Wä, he'mis g'il na'x'ëda. Wä, g̱'l'meses gwâ' na'qaxs la'ë tsl'sa'a kwa'-sta' la'xes ha'mo'tdë. Wä, lax'daxa-месë wi't'la na'x'ëdax'da'xwa wa'pë. 35 Wä, g̱'l'meses gwâ' na'qaxs la'eda tšëdà'që ax'e'dxa qo'yaakwë telq a k'a'dëkwa qa's tšëwe's la'x'x'dax'waxa klo'wë'te qa de'denxwi użyös. Wä, g̱'l-meses gwâ' de'denkwaxs la'ë å'êm la 40 awu'lgem'g'alit qa's he'leg'ntsëwe.
Now we will talk about roasted salmon-back when it is brittle. In winter it is really dry, and it is still (called) roasted back of dog-salmon. This is also done in the same way as we first talked about the fresh roasted salmon-back, when young men are invited to a feast. When old men are invited by the person, old dried roasted salmon-back is soaked in the soaking-box, which stands in the corner of the house. Then the man makes a request of his wife when he is going to invite sixteen old men, — in the evening, when he thinks that he will invite them on the coming morning. The woman at once takes the basket in which the old roasted salmon-backs are kept. It is in the corner of the house. Then she counts out of it sixteen pieces of old roasted salmon-backs; and she puts them into the soaking-box, which stands in the corner of the house. Then it soaks in it during the evening, that it may be soft the next morning. As soon as day comes, in the morning, the man arises and splits fire-wood for his fire; and when the fire that he makes blazes up, he awakens his wife (and asks her) to arise, then the man goes out of the house to call the old men. Immediately his wife takes the wing of an eagle to sweep out the rear of the fireplace. After she has finished sweeping, she takes four mats and spreads them; and after she has finished doing so, she goes and takes four dishes and four oil-dishes, and also kelp with oil in it, to put them down at her seat by the door-side of the fire. Her husband does not stay out long before he comes back, and he
goes at once to draw water. When he comes back, he takes the kettle and puts it on the floor at his wife's seat. When everything is ready, the man goes again for those whom he has invited; and it is not long before he returns, and following him come the sixteen guests. Then his wife leads them to their places, and the men of lower rank sit on both sides of those of high rank [among them]. Immediately the man takes the drum and puts it down at the right-hand side of the guests. Then the song-leaders begin to sing the old songs.

The woman takes out of the water in which they are soaking the sixteen pieces of soaked roasted salmon-backs, and she puts them down on the mat spread by her seat. Her husband breaks them into three pieces and puts them into the kettle. After they are all broken, the man takes up the kettle and puts it on the fire; and when the kettle is on the fire, he takes a bucket with water in it and pours (the water) into the kettle. After the guests finish singing the four songs which are sung, the man at once takes the drum and puts it down near the door of the house, and that which is being cooked does not boil long before he takes it off.
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Immediately he takes the four dishes and puts them down on the floor. He takes the tongs and takes out of the water what has been cooked. He counts sixteen pieces of salmon-backs. In each dish, after they have been broken into three pieces, there is one roasted salmon-back. After the four dishes are filled, the woman takes the four oil-dishes and pours the oil into them; and after the oil has been poured in, the man takes the long food-mat and spreads it in front of his guests; and after he has spread it, he takes up the dishes and places them in front of his guests; and after he has taken up the four dishes, he takes the oil-dishes and puts them in the farther corner of the dishes. As soon as this is done, he draws water and gives it to the one highest in rank among the guests. Immediately the one highest in rank among the invited ones takes the cup with water in it and rinses his mouth with it; and after he has rinsed his mouth, he drinks of it; and after he finishes drinking, he gives it to the one next to him, and they pass along the cup to the other guests. After they finish drinking, the one who drank first, the one of noblest rank among them, begins to eat, and then the host takes up two buckets and goes to draw water; and when he comes back, he puts down the water that he has drawn, for his guests have not yet finished eating. After they have eaten, the man takes away the dishes and puts them down at his wife's seat, and the woman pours out the food that is left by the guests. Now the two dishes
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are emptied. Then she washes the inside and she pours water into them; and her husband takes them up and puts them down, — one before the one highest in rank among his guests, the other one before his other guests. As soon as the two dishes for washing the hands have been put down, they wash their hands; and when they finish washing their hands, the woman gives them a towel (made of soft cedar-bark); and after the guests have wiped their hands, the host takes up the water that he has drawn and places it before the one highest in rank among his guests, and he drinks. After he finishes drinking, he gives the cup to the next one, and he drinks; and they pass the cup along to the other guests. After this has been done, they wait for the next course.
VI. — TRAVEL AND TRANSPORTATION.

The most important means of transportation is the canoe. The method of making the canoe has been described before. At present two types of canoe are in common use, — the northern canoe (šwé'dełk₃), with slanting stern and sharp vertical bow under the water-line, and with a long prow corresponding in form to the stern; and the Chinook canoe which is originally characteristic of the Nootka, with vertical stern and long bow, which is often worked out in the form of a bird's head.¹ Two models of the Chinook canoe (ku'mtsala) are shown in Fig. 115. Like all models, these are out of proportion, being too wide as compared to the length. The one shown in Fig. 115, δ, has a modern rudder attached to the stern.

The Kwakiutl, however, claim that in olden times their canoes were of a different style. Fig. 116 represents what is claimed to be the typical old Kwakiutl canoe, called g'á'q'lam. It is characterized by a very heavy bow and a large high stern. The exact proportions of this canoe are of course unknown. Fig. 117 represents a model of the ancient war-canoe (mε'nga). The type of this canoe is evidently somewhat similar to the Chinook canoe, although the stern is more slanting. The bow is worked out in the form of a bird's head, and the two perforations are claimed to be characteristic of this

type of canoe. It looks very much like the Lkuñgēn (Songish) war-canoe.¹

The paddles of the Kwakiutl (Fig. 118) are pointed, and have an angle at the widest part of the blade. In this they differ from the more northern paddles, which are always rounded. The paddle is used with one hand on the grip, while the other hands holds the shaft around its narrowest place, which is rounded. The paddlers sit on the thwarts, close to the side on the canoe, and the paddle is dipped deep into the water. The steersman sits in the stern, and uses a long paddle, of the same kind as the ordinary paddles. Generally he holds the paddle on the left-hand side of the canoe; but when turning sharply to the right, the paddle is held on the right-hand side of the canoe.

Small canoes are sometimes propelled by a single paddler, who sits in the stern and paddles, generally on the left-hand side. After every stroke of the paddle, the paddle is turned in the water so as to bring the bow back into the right direction.

Modern canoes are propelled by spritsails, the sail being made of canvas. It is extended by means of a sprit, the lower end of which is inserted in a loop attached to the lower part of the mast. The sail is managed by means of sheets attached to the clews. It seems that the Northwest coast Indians had sails before the advent of the whites. During the middle of the last century the people of the west coast of Vancouver Island used mats for sails. These were made of regular square matting, and had the open-work border at the

¹ See model figured by me in Sixth Report of the Committee on the North-Western Tribes of Canada (Report of the British Association for the Advancement of Science, 1890, p. 566).
upper end which has been described on p. 391. A rope was passed through the meshes of the border, by means of which the sail was attached to a yard. The clews of the sail had very large meshes of the same kind, while the whole lower border was finished off like an ordinary mat. These meshes in the clews serve for attaching the sheets. Sails were also made of thin boards which were sewed together.

Sometimes the gunwale of the canoe was raised by the attachment of a board intended to prevent the waves from swamping the canoe.

In the bottom of the canoe there are generally some boards and mats to keep the freight dry, and intended to protect the walls of the canoe. When not in use, the canoe is kept wet, and is protected against the sun by spreading branches, boards, and old mats over it. In summer some water is poured into the canoe every morning, while in winter, when the water is liable to freeze, the canoe is kept dry.

The canoes are kept on the beach, in front of the house (Plate xxxii, Fig. 1; see also Plate xxx, Fig. 2); and all larger stones are removed from the landing-place thus making a runway for the canoe, leading from high-water mark down to low-water mark. Old village sites may often be recognized by the presence of such canoe-runways. When the canoe is on the beach, it is generally supported on both sides by sticks, which keep it upright. The canoe should make a landing stern first.

The greatest danger in travelling by canoe lies in the liability of the cedar-wood to split, so that a canoe which sails close to the wind and strikes the waves may open and founder. In recent times some canoes have been provided with ribs made of barrel-hoops or similar material, which are nailed on from the inside, and which lessen the liability of the canoe to split. On the whole, however, this precaution is not liked by the Indians, because they claim that the canoe thus protected is too stiff, and is not easily sailed. For ascending rivers, punting-poles are used, the length of which depends upon the depth of the water (Plate xxxii, Fig. 2).

Particular care is taken with the hunting-canoe which is used in hunting porpoise and seal. This canoe also differs somewhat in type from the ordinary canoe, its sides being hardly spread at all.

Bailers are made either of cedar-bark or of wood. The type of cedar-bark bailer is represented in Fig. 119, a. A flat piece of cedar-bark is folded over at the ends and the ends are gathered, by which process the bottom of the bailer is rounded, and the gathered ends are tied to a cross-bar. Types of wooden bailers are represented in Fig. 119, b and c. A heavy stone, often grooved in the middle, serves as an anchor (Fig. 120); the anchor-line is generally made of cedar-rope.

Goods to be transported by canoe are generally packed in baskets or wrapped up in mats. Twilled mats and bags are preferred for this purpose,
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because they offer better protection against moisture than ordinary matting. Fresh water is carried along in travelling-buckets. These differ from the ordinary buckets in having a flat top which is covered with a lid which is pegged on to the sides. The lid has a hole in the middle, through which a tube of elderberry-wood reaches down nearly to the bottom of the bucket, and projects slightly over the cover. The travellers drink by sucking up the water through this tube (Fig. 121).

Small tools, particularly fishermen's hooks and other utensils and the hunter's harpoons, are carried in a box of peculiar form (Fig. 122). These boxes are made of bent wood, which is kerfed in the manner indicated in Fig. 122, c. The box has a long narrow bottom, and a short, almost square opening, and it fits in the bottom of the bow of the canoe. A few boxes of this kind are cut out of a solid block of wood (Fig. 122, b). Hunter's boxes are often
square (Fig. 123). The top slants upward from the four sides, and is hollow below. The box is closed by means of two loops which are attached in the middle of the long sides, and which, when the box is to be closed, are tied up with a string.

When leaving with all their household goods, travellers sometimes make a raft of two canoes. This is done particularly when the whole tribe move to the olachen-fisheries of Knight Inlet in the early spring. Poles about four fathoms long and one span thick are adzed off on one side so that they are flat. Two canoes are placed on the beach near high-water mark, about one fathom apart. Cedar boards about two spans in width are sewed to the outside of the gunwales of the canoes to make them higher. The space between the board and the canoe is caulked with soft yellow-cedar bark. Then the poles are placed on these boards flat side downward and just over the thwarts, to which they are tied firmly. This platform is covered with boards, which are tied to the poles. In the stern of the boat is the seat for the steersman. The boxes containing household goods are placed along the sides of the platform, the small ones towards the bow of the canoes, the large ones towards the stern. Bags and baskets are deposited on the front part of the platform. The front boards of the houses, which are taken along, are laid crosswise over the boxes. When there is a
moderate favorable wind, these boards are put on edge and are used as sails. The men generally sit in the canoes and paddle, while the children and women sit on the platform. When it is very windy, the boards of the platform are removed, because the raft might be broken by the waves rising between the canoes.

Driftwood which is to be used for fire-wood is transported in the form of rafts. The logs are placed side by side, and heavy logs are placed cross-wise over and under their ends. Then these pairs of poles are tied together with stout cedar-withes. The raft is propelled with paddles.

I have been told that beaver-hunters sometimes use canoes which are made of bark of the red cedar. These are about 4.5 metres in length. A tree of proper size is selected; and after a cut has been made around the tree near the bottom, and at a height of about 5 metres, a strip of bark about 10 cm. wide is taken out all along one side of the tree. Then a heavy wedge made of hemlock, or sometimes made of bone of whale, is pushed under the bark to peel it off, and the whole bark is removed all around the tree. The bark is put down sap-side down. At the points where the bow and the stern of the canoe are to begin, about one fathom from each end, poles are laid down under the bark, projecting somewhat on both sides. Another pair of poles are placed at the same places over the bark, and each pair of poles is firmly tied together with strong cedar-withes. Then several men stand on these poles and bend the ends of the bark completely over. After this has been done, the rough outer bark is split off. Then the whole piece of bark is turned over. Meanwhile a large fire has been started, and a number of round poles are cut as long as the width of the canoe. Then the sap-side of the bark is heated by the fire; and when it is hot, the bark-side is also heated. Then the sticks which hold it flat are removed, and the bark is folded up in the same way as the bark used for bailers. The bow and the stern are gathered together and tied up. Then the poles are sewed in at the edges of the bark. These serve as thwarts. No poles are inserted at the places where the bark has been folded over to mark the beginning of bow and stern pieces. These canoes evidently correspond to the "shovel-nose" canoes of the river tribes of the mainland, which are dug-outs with flat sides and flat stem and stern.

Transportation of goods by land is done entirely by means of carrying-baskets. These are made of spruce-root and cedar-withes, and are carried with a wide tump-line woven of bark of the red cedar (Fig. 124). Nearly all the carrying-baskets of the Kwakiutl are of the same type (see Fig. 79). The bottom is rounded. Carrying-baskets which are used for picking berries are made of a very fine bird-cage weave, while those used for carrying clams are very coarse. Two kinds of these baskets are distinguished, the large carrying-basket which is carried on the back; and the small one, which is
carried in the hand. The bottoms of the Kwakiutl basket are all rounded, with a "keel," while those of the Nootka have a square, flat bottom. Clam baskets, however, are sometimes made with a flat bottom (LEQlx'xsd), because they stand better. When the basket is very heavy, two carrying-stra\-ps are sometimes used, one passing over the chest, the other passing over the forehead. The carrying-strap is always woven like a diagonal mat, and the loose strands at the ends are twisted into ropes. In the specimen here illustrated two such ropes are made, while in heavy carrying-stra\-ps there are sometimes as many as four ropes, which are then twisted together into a single heavy rope at the end.

Mountain-goat hunters use a strap of the same make, which, however, is double (Fig. 124, $\delta$). It is made double the length of the ordinary strap, and a section in the middle about 25 cm. long is twisted into a rope in the manner just described. This strap is doubled so that the short rope in the middle forms one end; and the loop which is thus formed on one side is used for tying up the load of meat by means of the two long ropes in which the ends of the strap terminate. In mountain-climbing, hunters use a long pole.

I have not seen any snowshoes among the Kwakiutl, but it seems likely that rough broad snowshoes like those of the Nootkâ were used by them also.
VII. — CLOTHING AND ORNAMENTS.

CLOTHING. — The clothing of the Kwakiutl seems to have always been very scanty. They cover themselves only with a blanket and an apron. Even in the year 1900 it was not rare to see old men sitting in the summer seats or walking on the beach, covered only with a blanket. While the northern tribes may have worn undergarments reaching to the waist, the Kwakiutl of the present day claim that in olden times they never wore anything except blanket and apron. In olden times the blankets were made of skin, but these have entirely gone out of use. Woven blankets made of bark of the yellow cedar are also extensively used. The upper straight edge of the blanket is generally about 150 cm. wide. The length from the neck to the lower border in the middle is from 105 cm. to 120 cm., from which point the lower border curves upward, leaving a straight edge at the sides, which is from 80 cm. to 100 cm. long. It has been pointed out before (see p. 396) that the technique and form of this type of blanket are very much like those of the blanket of the Tlingit, and that evidently the beautifully ornamented Chilkat and the cedar-bark blanket have had the same origin.

The apron (see p. 398) is made either of mountain-goat wool or of bark of the yellow cedar, which is twisted into strings (Fig. 125).

No moccasins or shirts were worn. It seems that the men had a custom
of wearing fur bands around the head to keep back the hair. In later times fur caps (Fig. 126) were also worn, but most of these belonged to ceremonial dances. In rainy weather the upper part of the body was protected by a cape (see Plate xxix, Fig. 2) made in the same way as the cedar-bark blanket, with a hole just wide enough for the head to slip through, reaching down to the elbows, and wide enough at the lower end to give ample room for the arms to move (see p. 397). This cape was worn by women who went clam-digging and by hunters who went out in the canoe.

A belt was worn over the blanket. Formerly belts were made of seal-skin, those of the men of heavier skin than those used by the women. Others were woven of bark of the red cedar, and were made in the same way as diagonal mats (Fig. 127). These belts were sometimes finished off by twining with spruce-root, and the ends of the cedar-bark strips of which the belt was woven were made into a number of ropes, one for each stitch of twining. The belt was tied up with these ropes (Fig. 127, c).

The rain-coat, made of matting, was also used (Plate xxxm). When this coat is worn, the large double mat is put on the back, the shoulder-pieces are drawn down over the shoulders, and a string is passed through the right shoulder-piece under the left arm, over the back, and then through the end of the left shoulder-piece. Formerly a front-piece reaching down to the knees was sometimes attached to the back-cover.

When clam-digging or carrying baskets containing wet material, the woman wears a long mat, which is put on the back so that it reaches from the head down to the feet. Then the belt is put on rather high, and the top of the mat falls back over the belt.

Hats for protection in rainy weather were worn by the women. All the old hats were made of coarse cedar-bark, but in later times spruce-root hats of the same kind as those used by the Haida and Tlingit came into use (Fig. 128).
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Fig. 127, a (§§§), b (§§§), c (§§§). Belts made of Twilled Cedar-Bark. Length of belt in a 75 cm., of belt-rope 110 cm.; width, a-c, 9 cm., 7 cm., 7 cm.

Fig. 128 (§§§). Spruce-Root Hat and Cover.
In former times only few and large hats of this kind were found among the tribe, and these were worn by chiefs. Even now these hats are considered so valuable, that, when not in use, they are protected by a cover of cedar-bark.

Ornaments and Care of the Body. — At the present time very few ornaments are worn, but women always wear very tight anklets made of cloth. The Indians say that the object of this custom is to make the legs of women look different from those of men.

Ordinary arm-rings, wristlets, knee-rings, and anklets, which were worn by the women, were made like the belts of red-cedar bark. They were also woven of mountain-goat wool or yellow-cedar bark, which was handled in the same way as the strips of red-cedar bark. Rings made of wool were sometimes decorated with dentalia. Dressed skin (wà’ḍékʷ) was also used for making arm and leg rings. The fringe of the anklets is always outside, hanging down over the ankles. In former times, copper and brass bracelets, arm-rings, anklets, and knee-rings were used extensively. The copper bracelets were made either of stout copper wire, somewhat rectangular in cross-section, or of twisted copper wire, which was sometimes turned around a stout central wire (Fig. 129).

In olden times, bracelets were made of split and flattened mountain-goat horn, which was decorated by gluing on dentalia.

The septum was often perforated, and ornaments made of haliotis-shell were worn suspended from it (Fig. 130).

Strings of dentalia provided with tassels at their ends were used as hair-ornaments. The one here represented (Fig. 131, a) has tassels of blue and yellow crewell. In olden times, hair-ornaments similar to those of the Tlingit were worn. One of these, made of copper, was found by Mr. Smith at Fort Rupert (Fig. 131, b).

Combs were made of yew-wood (Fig. 132). The prevailing forms have

---

1 See Niblack, The Coast Indians of Southern Alaska and Northern British Columbia (Report of U. S. National Museum for 1888, Plate VI, Fig. 11).
either a square or a two-pointed handle-part. In Fig. 132, \( c \) and \( d \) show that the style of decorating the opposite sides consisted of vertical and horizontal designs, — one of the few cases of geometrical designs occurring among the tribe.

Men used to wear feathers in their hair, but I have not seen any feather ornaments in use. The hair of the face was removed by means of tweezers (klulä’yü). In olden times a pair of small mussel-shells were used for this purpose. For painting the face, and particularly the eyebrows, small paint-sticks (Fig. 133) were employed. The face was generally first greased, and the paint was then applied with the paint-stick. Red ochre is commonly used for face-painting. Women use it also for painting the part of the hair, the hair being divided over the middle of the head and plaited into two braids. For face-painting a fungus (k’lëts!) that grows on alder is also used.\(^1\) It is roasted near the fire until it turns black. Then it is mixed with hemlock-gum and used as a protection against sunburn. This face-paint is called klawä’kunwayu. Sometimes the gum is smeared on the face, and the

\(^1\) See p. 402.
burnt fungus is powdered on; but generally both are mixed and heated in a clam-shell before being used. If no fungus is available, ochre or charcoal is used instead. This paint is removed with olachen-oil and soft white cedar-bark. Men powder the eyebrows, mustache, cheeks, and chin with spores of the puff-ball when they wish to have plenty of hair on their faces. Catfish-oil, which is used for anointing the hair, is scented with *Heracleum lanatum* L., which is boiled, pounded, and dried.

Women wash their faces with tallow which is kept in a basket (qā'pāla). First the face is rubbed with soft cedar-bark, then the tallow is smeared on and is rubbed off again with clean cedar-bark. Sometimes they wash the face with urine; but this is mostly done by old people, because it is believed to improve the eyesight. Young people also wipe their faces with sphagnum (dâ'deqam). After washing, the moss is put back in the place from which it was taken, then the skin will be as light as the color of the moss. All these materials are kept in pouches (see Fig. 101).

In washing, they proceed in the following manner. They sit down and wash their hands. Then they sprinkle water four times on the right shoulder, and next on the left. After this they rise and wash the chest. Then the face is washed, which is rubbed with the thick of the thumb. In washing the back of the head, they lean backward and wash it from below. Then the sides of the head are washed, while the head is leaned sideways. Then the hair is tied up on each side of the head until it is dry. Sometimes urine is used in place of water. In this case the body is rinsed with fresh water after washing. The root of a plant called nūⁿśēlāa is rubbed in water and gives a foam. This is also used for washing, and serves at the same time as a love-charm.

The teeth are not cleaned, but the mouth is rinsed every morning before the first meal.

Young people generally bathe in fresh water, and only old people bathe in the sea. Young people should bathe every morning before breakfast, on account of their prospect of coming into contact with the supernatural world. Bathing removes the human smell; and when they are fresh and clean, the spirits will come to them and warn them of approaching danger. Ceremonial purification generally requires washing in ponds, and rubbing the body with hemlock-branches until blood is drawn. This ceremonial purification appears very frequently in the traditions of the people.¹

Hunters and warriors must not comb their hair. After having washed, they pull up the hair in bunches to muss it, so that their head will look large. Sometimes the hair is all smoothed down backward. Warriors smear their faces with tallow, over which they rub coal made of soft red cedar. Other kinds of wood are not used, because they produce itching. After

¹ See Vol. III of this series, pp. 61, 124.
painting, they shut their eyes, hold both hands in front of the face, and blow against them to remove the loose particles of paint. Then they rub the face until it begins to shine. Finally they wet the nail of the little finger in the mouth, and with it put on designs by scratching lines on the background of black paint. A warrior who has killed a person will paint with the blood of his victim. As a protection against mosquitoes, the hair is divided in the middle, the two parts are crossed over the forehead, and are then tied around hemlock-branches.

The Kwakiutl have been in the habit of deforming the head until quite recent times. I shall describe the methods of head-deformation in connection with the description of the cradle. On the whole, the result of the pressure as applied by the Kwakiutl is that of narrowing the forehead and lengthening and raising the occiput, producing the so-called "sugar-loaf" forms of head (Plate xxxvi). It would seem that particularly strong pressure was applied by the tribes of the extreme northern part of Vancouver Island and by the Koskimo, while the deformation of the head practised by the southeastern Kwakiutl tribes was not so strong. It seems that everywhere the deformation was more marked in women than in men, although I have seen a number of old men with markedly deformed heads. I have published a number of deformed skulls of this type before, and shall discuss the modification of type brought about by this procedure in connection with a discussion of the physical anthropology of the North Pacific coast. I have also pointed out before that the peculiar method of deformation brings it about that the "sugar-loaf" head is confined essentially to the northwestern Kwakiutl, while the more southern tribes use types of deformation resulting in a flattening and broadening of the head.1

Among other deformations, the perforation of the septum of men for the suspension of nose-ornaments is particularly noticeable. Perforations of the ear do not seem to have been as prominent as among the northern tribes.

Tattooing also does not seem to have been prominent in former times. I have noticed among a few people a line connecting the two eyebrows. The Si'sinle group of the Nimkish used a tattooing representing the sun, which was made on the lower arm (Fig. 134).

IDEAS OF BEAUTY. — A flat forehead is considered pretty, and people with a flat forehead are called "well-cradled." A handsome man should have a round face, the nose and adjoining parts of the cheek not too prominent,

---

and a delicate nose. Some people like a fair complexion, but others prefer a dark complexion. Long brown hair is considered a mark of particular beauty. The cheeks should show a nice rounding towards the neck. The ears should be neither too large nor too small. The lobe of the ear should be well developed. The tongue ought to be small. On the other hand, men are considered ugly who have a hump in the middle of the nose and a hanging point. A snub nose, a nose with thick end, and a long straight nose, are also considered ugly.

The ankles must be small, so that they hardly project above the adjoining parts of the foot. The instep must be high and taper suddenly down to the toes. The calves of the legs of women must be strong, but the lower part of the leg must be thin. The wrist also must not be prominent, but smooth. By wearing tight bracelets and anklets the attempt is made to give the wrist and ankles the desired form. The tips of the fingers must be pointed, while the fingers should be thick near the knuckles. While some people think a small waist pretty, others prefer a large waist. The hips should be broad. The hands of a man should be neither too large nor too small. On Plates xxxiv and xxxv are presented a man and a woman who are considered particularly good-looking.

Cradle. — The cradle of the Kwakiutl (Fig. 135) has the well-known boat-shaped form which is characteristic of the cradles of most parts of the North Pacific coast. The sides of the cradle are bent of two pieces of cedar-wood; the head-piece, which is considerably higher than the sides and the foot-piece, being generally made of a separate board.

In the cradle here illustrated the bedding is supported by a framework placed inside of the cradle, about 8 cm. above the bottom. This framework rests on three ropes made of cedar-withes, which pass through the sides of the box. Their ends can be recognized in the illustration. The ropes have been described before (see p. 380). This support of the bed gives it some
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elasticity. Next a cross-bar of cedar-wood is placed alongside of each withe rope. A number of thin pieces of elder-wood are laid over the three strips lengthwise of the cradle, and are lashed to the cross-bar and to the ropes by means of long strips of cedar-rope (in the present specimen cloth), which is crossed over each twig and under the cedar-withe ropes and cross-bar. These elder-twigs extend as far as the cross-bar nearest to the head-board of the cradle. The head-rest is made in the following manner. A rope of cedar-withe is carried on each side of the head-piece from the end of the cross-bar nearest the head to a drill-hole made in the lower corner of the corresponding side of the head-board in the manner before described. These ropes are connected by a cedar-rope, which crosses from one side to the other in zigzags, and forms a half-hitch knot whenever it turns back from one cedar-withe to the one on the opposite side. Thus an elastic rest for the head is formed, which slants downward toward the head-end of the cradle. Along each side of the cradle, near the cross-bars runs a rope to which a number of loops are attached with half-hitch knots, by means of which the child can be laced in. Attached to the middle of the cedar-withe ropes supporting the head-rest are, on the left side three strips of soft deer-skin about 6 cm. wide, on the right side four such strips. Under the zigzag rope which forms the head-rest some soft shredded bark of the red cedar is placed. The frame, made of elder-berry-twigs, is covered with a number of broad strips of the best kind of bark of red cedar, which are placed lengthwise. These are covered with a thick layer of shredded cedar-bark laid crosswise, which is cut in pieces as long as the cradle is wide. This material extends up to the cross-bar nearest the head, and forms the bedding of the child. The head part is also covered with bedding made of shredded cedar-bark. This consists of a considerable number of layers of shredded bark of the red cedar, the first layer lying lengthwise, the next layer crosswise. After four layers of this kind, a couple of strips of unshredded cedar-bark are put in, and over these more bark is placed lengthwise. Then the child is placed in the cradle, the head slanting a little downward, and resting on the thick cedar-bark pillow. Then the two innermost strips of deer-skin are drawn tight around the forehead, the one on the left side, which is longest, being put on first. Next a small bundle of shredded cedar-bark folded over in the middle and tied at two points (Fig. 134, b) is placed over the skin band on each side of the head, so that the doubled end rests against the temples. Then the next skin band is laid over the forehead; and a larger bundle of doubled cedar-bark, consisting of a number of layers placed one over the other and tied together near one end, is placed over the forehead, the doubled end resting just over the nose. This is held down by means of the last skin strips. Finally a plaited cedar-bark rope is tied over the head, being laced through the loop nearest the head-end. Then the quilt, made of skin or of cedar-bark, is placed over the
child, and the infant is laced up with plaited cedar-rope, one rope being attached to the foot-end. This is used for lacing up the legs of the child. A separate rope is used for lacing up the upper part of the body. This is attached near the middle of the cradle.

A small hood made of cedar-bark matting is placed over the head of the child as a protection against light and insects. The whole cradle is suspended by means of four cedar-bark ropes from a small yew-tree with a single branch. A rope is attached to the extreme point of the branch, by means of which the cradle is rocked up and down. Very often, when the mother is working, she will tie the rope to the toe of her foot and rock the child by moving the foot up and down (see Plate xxvii, Fig. 2).
VIII. — FISHING, AND HUNTING SEA-MAMMALS.

Fishing is carried on by means of traps, nets, hooks, and with the spear. In some cases also combinations of fish-weirs and nets are used, or fish are speared or hooked in pounds connected with traps.

Fish-Traps. — A considerable number of distinct types of fish-trap are used by the Kwakiutl. One of the most complicated and characteristic types is represented in Fig. 136. A number of hemlock-stakes are driven into the bed of the river, and frames made of split wood or of poles are tied against them. Generally this fence (a) extends some distance beyond the low-water banks of the river, in order to prevent the salmon from passing it when the water is high. In the middle of the river, below the fence just described, a large box (b) is built of frames tied to stakes. The entrance to this box is formed by two converging frames, which leave only a narrow entrance. When the fish swim up the river, they enter through these converging frames, and find themselves in the large box. On each side of the converging frames there are two short frames with openings that lead into long fish-baskets (c) from three to four fathoms long, which are so narrow that the salmon cannot

Fig. 136 (§§§). Plan and Elevation of Salmon-Trap in Nimkish River (x0'w̓s and m̓a'lls).
readily turn in them. The entrance to these fish-baskets is square. The fish swim into the baskets, and are unable to turn back. This kind of trap is called $x6g\acute{\text{o}}s$. The cylindrical fish-basket which is used with it is called lë'xsid.

On top of the fish-basket, near its narrow end, is an opening through which the fish can be removed without taking the trap out of the river.

In combination with this trap another one is used, called mā'l's. It consists of a circular stone dam with flaring entrance, which forms a shallow basin. In the narrow entrance to the basin a platform of slender, smooth poles is placed about 7 cm. under water at the end turned towards the basin, while the upper end is considerably deeper. The salmon which do not enter the box above the basin turn back, and are guided by the wings of the stone dam into the basin. They are carried over the pole platform, and find themselves in the shallow water of the basin, from which they are unable to make their escape again. The baskets used by the Kos-kimo and by the Kwakiutl in Hardy Bay are from a fathom and a half to two fathoms long, while in Nimkish River very long baskets are used.

Sometimes the Kwakiutl also make a wooden basin instead of the one made of stone which I have just described. This is fenced in with stakes and poles or frames, while the bottom is entirely filled with long poles, so that the fish have not water enough in which to move. The basin is covered with hemlock-branches to protect it against attacks of eagles and bears. These basins are used only in water with very strong current.

Sometimes in place of the basin a fish-basket is used.

A trap used in narrow rivers is illustrated in Fig. 137. It is called dëgwa'is. Here the salmon enter a large closed basket with converging entrance, from which they are turned into a long fish-basket. This trap is kept in place between stakes, and is anchored with heavy stones.

The Dëná'x•dax̱ often use a large fish-basket (Fig. 138), which is placed
either in the middle of a dam, as shown in the illustration, or at the apex of two converging fences. In both these cases the fish are led right into the conical entrance to the fish-trap, from which they cannot escape. This trap is also used in rivers with a strong current.

A trap similar to the xo’łxs is also used in the inlets of the mainland, particularly in G’iō’xu. It is called *mewa. It consists of a framework forming a box of the same type as the box of the xo’łxs. The frames, however, are attached to a bottom, which is anchored on the rocky ground of the river. The box is about twelve fathoms long, and six fathoms wide at the widest part, while the distance from the entrance of the converging frames to the upper fence is about two fathoms. This trap has no fish-basket attached to it, but the salmon are speared in it. The frames are more than a metre high.

Related to this type is a trap of the Koskimo, which is put up on the beach above the low-water line. Four frames are tied together in a square, and covered with poles or with another frame, which is weighted down with stones. At the land-side there is a small entrance. Herring-roe is put inside as a bait. The fish enter the trap, and are left dry when the tide goes out. This trap is used by poor people for catching perch.

The mā’lls is also used under small cascades; for instance, in La’wu’nł, at the north entrance of Drury Inlet, where a deep pool is formed under a small cascade. Under the pool there are very shallow rapids. Here large stones have been put down across the river, and under these a number of basins of the mā’lls type have been built. The fishermen throw stones into the pool just under the cascade and drive the fish into the mā’lls, where they
are killed with clubs. Similar places are found in Shelter Bay (Â’watslé) and at Ô'ya in Drury Inlet.

A trap related to the mâ’îls is shown in Fig. 139. Here a fish-dam (amâ’la) is built across a narrow river, thus creating below the dam shallow water and rapid current, and preventing the salmon from ascending over the dam. For this reason the dam is generally built so that it overhangs. The salmon are either speared just at the pool under the dam or a xö’îlós and a mâ’îls are built under the dam.

A peculiar trap called simply Î’a’wayu is used in the Nimkish River at Ôdzâ’îlís. On its lower side a stone dam is built which reaches to the surface of the water. Just above this stone dam a box eight fathoms wide and two deep is built, consisting of frames tied to stakes (Fig. 140). On one side of this box two stout poles are driven into the river-bed, which serve the purpose of tying up the fisherman’s canoe alongside of the trap. The salmon jump into the trap across the stone dam. Near the side where the canoe is tied up, the bottom of the river is covered either with white clam-shells or with a rough matting made of white wood, which is weighted down with stones. The salmon are easily seen over the white ground, and are speared by the fishermen.
Traps are also used on the banks of rivers in tide-water (Fig. 141). They consist of simple wing-dams extending sometimes sixty or seventy fathoms out from the beach (płaö's). The salmon get into the pools formed by these wing-dams at high water, and are cut off from retreat with the receding ebb-tide. Then they are speared or clubbed. The dams are built on places where the salmon are in the habit of congregating before they go up the river. They are also built of stakes which are driven into the river-bed, reaching to about 40 cm. under high-water level. In some rivers a great many wing-dams are built close together (Fig. 142).

It is said that the Koskimo sometimes put up traps in cascades. These are large, square boxes made of frames, open at the top, which are hung up by ropes from the sides of the cascade. The salmon which ascend are sometimes swept back by the river, and thus fall into the trap.

Nets. — Nets are used particularly in fishing for olachen. I have described before the method of making the large olachen-net (tā'gal). This net is made of nettle-twine, and is conical in form. Its tip is open and about 30 cm. in diameter; while its mouth, when stretched out, is more than 2 metres in diameter. It has been stated that the thin or “tail end” of the net
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is made in very small meshes, and that the sizes of the meshes increase towards the mouth of the net. The various parts of the net are called by the Indians "the mouth of the net" (a'waxsta'yasa tā'gałē); the next portion, "the small of the back of the net" (a'wagoxta'yasa tā'gałē); the third part, where the net becomes still narrower, "the knee of the net" (ōkwā'x'a'yasa tā'gałē); and the end, finally, "the tail of the net" (ō'xsda'yasa tā'gałē). The mouth of the net is attached to a strong rope made either of cedar-withes or of cedar-bark. Five-strand ropes of cedar-bark are used for this purpose. This rope is of the same length as the mouth of the net. It is spliced in the form of a ring. When the "mouth of the net" is to be hung to the rope, it is put extended over the ends of two sticks which are driven into the ground, it is laced on with a netting-needle and heavy nettle-twine, being hung on with every second mesh. While the net is hanging this way, the net-rings (was-wuk!łatsa tā'gałē, "ear-rings of the net") are attached to the rope forming the mouth, one at each pole along which the rope is extended. These rings (Fig. 143) are made of cedar-branches about four spans long. Near the end of the branch a square notch is cut out, and a corresponding notch is cut on the other end, but on the opposite side of the branch. The branches are steamed, and a form is laid out on the floor of the house by means of strong stakes, which are driven deep into the ground. As soon as the branch is pliable, it is bent around this form, and the notches at the ends are hooked into each other. After the branches have cooled off, they are heated again over a fire and rubbed with tallow. Then they are tied with cedar-withes and put back over the mould until they are quite cool. When the net is in use, the mouth is spread open by means of a pair of sticks with two notches (Fig. 144), made of red pine, and about five spans long, which have been kept for some time over the fire until they have become quite sooty, so that they are waterproof.

Two other small nets are used in olachen-fishing. The first of these, called xo'dayu, has a square mouth. The net is made with very small meshes, and its standard measurements were given to me as four spans long and six spans around the mouth. In former times the handle of the net consisted of a
hemlock-pole about two fathoms long. Near the end of it a notch was made, and a little over a span above this notch a second notch was made. Into these two notches fitted the two spreading-sticks of the net, which were at right angles to the handle, and which had corresponding notches. They were about half a fathom long, and were tied to the handle-pole at their middle, so that the handle-pole extended right across the centre of the net. The net itself was strung on a fairly strong rope, which was laced to the spreading-sticks, so that the sides of the net were held apart only by the rope on which it was strung. Since about 1860 a change in type of these nets has been made. Instead of the rather insecure attachment of the spreading-sticks to the handle, the spreading-sticks are placed between two curved poles (Fig. 145). About one span from the end these are slightly enlarged, and have a mortise into which the spreading-stick is inserted with a tenon. The net is attached to the spreading-stick and to the curved ends, while the lower end of the net is stretched only over the string to which it is attached. The curvature of the side-sticks, and the length of the net, are such that when the handle-ends are drawn together, the mouth of the net is very taut. The curved side-sticks are pointed at their ends, so that they can be pushed into the bed of the river, the net being extended along the bottom.

Another olachen-net is used without a handle-pole. It is called pëg'wayu by the Kwakiutl, or dëx-wëlayu by the Nimkish, Mamaleleqala, Łauitsis, Må'dīlbë, and Qwē'qos'tënoxo. This net also has meshes of small size, but it is larger than the one just described. It is extended between two diverging poles, which are about three metres long and have forked points. About half a metre from the handle-end of these poles, notches are cut, over which a cross-pole about 60 cm. long is laid. It has notches about 40 cm. apart, corresponding to the notches in the net-holders. At these places the long net-holders and the crossed stick are firmly tied together with cedar-withes. Then the net is attached to the long net-poles, and the handle-end is drawn firmly together, by which means the mouth of the net is opened and fully extended. It is held at the cross-bar and at the end of the net-poles where they are tied together.
In olachen-fishing a combination of weirs and nets is used. In the river of Knight Inlet a long fence is built, extending from one bank down river at an angle of about 45° to beyond the middle of the river. Starting at the opposite bank, another fence is made running downstream, and also forming an angle of 45° with the bank. At the place where these two fences converge, an opening about two metres in width is left; and here four stout poles are driven into the river-bed, between which the canoe is fastened (Fig. 146). A number of pairs of wing-dams are built in this manner, each pair belonging to one fisherman. These fences are made of hemlock, spruce, or alder trees, which are driven into the bed of the river and interwoven with wicker-work of hemlock and spruce branches. The stakes of the fence stand about one metre apart, and are about a metre and a half long. On top they are often held together by long poles which are tied on with ropes of cedar-withes. This fish-weir is used when the tide is running out strongly. The fisherman stands in the middle of his canoe at the outlet of the two converging wing-fences, holding the bag-net (ple'gwayu), which has been described. The fish drift with the tide into the net, which is emptied every few minutes into the canoe. As soon as the tide begins to rise, the canoe is untied, and the fish are taken home.

Another kind of olachen-fishing is done with the large net (tâ'gal). In fishing with this net, a place is selected where the falling tide runs very strong. The canoe is anchored or tied to a stake about ten fathoms above the place selected, and is allowed to drift down with the tide. Two net-posts are driven into the river-bed. These are generally driven two or three feet into the ground. The distance between the two net-posts equals the width of the mouth of the net. Then the rings of the net are put one on each post. The net is tied to the rings, and its mouth is spread with the spreading-sticks. Then the rings are pushed down under water with a long pole which has a hook and a notch at its lower end, and which serves both for pushing down the net and for lifting it. When the net is pushed down, its thin end is tied up with a strong rope. The strong tide takes the net down river, and the...
fish drift in towards the tail of the net. The fish are taken out in the following manner. The net is taken up with the hook about 1.5 metres from its tail-end, which is then lifted into the canoe. Then the end is untied, and the fish run out of the net into the canoe. Then the end is tied up again, and it is thrown into the water. Sometimes the fish are so plentiful that the mouth of the net has to be pulled up over water, or the spreading-sticks have to be taken out, because the fish run in so fast that they cannot be taken out quickly enough. If this is not done, the net-posts are liable to be torn out of the ground.

The dip-net (plk'gwayu) is also used in a different manner. The fisherman and his wife go out together, and the canoe is headed downstream. The woman at the same time holds the canoe against the stream by poling. On the upper end of her punting-pole a piece of hemlock-wood about 20 cm. long is tied crosswise. The man, who stands in the bow of the canoe, facing the stern, puts the dip-net down into the water on his righthand side, at the same time steadying the canoe with a punting-pole held in his left, which prevents it from swinging out. As soon as he puts his net into the water, the woman strikes the water with the top of her pole, thus driving the olachen down into the net. When the fish are in, the man lifts the net out of the water, resting it against the gunwale of the canoe. Then the fish are thrown into the canoe. Sometimes a whole canoeful may be obtained in this way in half a tide.

The small bag-net (x6'dayu) is used particularly at the time when the olachen first arrive at the river. The first sign of the coming of the fish is the appearance of swarms of gulls which follow the shoals of fish. At flood-tide, when the tide runs against the river, the men go out in their canoes to a place where the tide is running strongly, and where the water is therefore

---

Fig. 147 (F147). Fish-Basket. Diameter, 45 cm.
rather deep. The canoe is tied to a branch of an overhanging tree or to a
snag, and the fisherman takes his seat in the stern of the canoe, facing the
incoming tide. Then the net is pushed up river through the water like a
paddle, care being taken that the points of the net-holder reach the bottom
of the river. When the fish are plentiful, the net will come up half full of fish.

Round fish-baskets are used for catching kelp-fish (*Pleurogrammus mono-
terygius*). These baskets (Fig. 147) are made in the same manner as
spruce-root baskets, the warp and woof consisting of cedar-withes or halved
spruce-root tied with red cedar-bark. The warp-strands are all placed radially
and tied firmly together with a thick wrapping of cedar-bark. The warp-
strands are all placed with the bark outward except one strand, which is
wrapped around crosswise, and which serves as a starting-
point for changing the direc-
tion in which the woof-strand is wrapped. This strand is
marked a in the illustration.
The woof-coil is placed with the bark-side inward, so that
the halved flat sides of warp and woof lie against each
other. A twisted rope made
of two strands of cedar-bark
is tied to each side of the
fish-basket.

When the fish-basket is
being made, the mouth stands
outward. After it is finished,
it is pressed inward. The
dge of the mouth is made
in the same way as the edges
described before. The basket
is attached to a cedar rope
which is fastened to a float.

Mussels and sea-eggs are put
into it as bait, so that the bottom is nearly covered. Then it is let down to
the bottom of the sea. Sometimes devil-fish are also caught in these baskets.
This kind of fishing is called *leqa*. 

Crabs are caught in rough nets made of cedar-bark (Fig. 148). These
are let down to the bottom of the sea, bait being placed in the net. When
the crab is in the net, it is hauled up.

 Hooks. — Halibut, codfish, and kelp-fish are caught with hooks. The
bending of the shank of the halibut-hook has been described before (see p. 332). When the hook is finished, a groove is cut in the barb-end; and the barb, which consists of a splint of a long bone, is tied in firmly with spruce-root (Fig. 149). These large halibut-hooks are always used in pairs, being tied to a double cross-piece, the making and use of which will presently be described (Fig. 153). Hooks used for codfish are smaller than those used for halibut, but they are also used in sets of two. Kelp-fish are caught with a very small hook of the same kind (Fig. 150), which are attached to a long twisted or plaited cedar line. The hook is tied to the line in the same manner as the halibut-hook, with a string which is wrapped around the lower end of an elastic stick, often made of whalebone. The thin hook-line is spliced to the lower end of this piece of whalebone by means of a wrapping of spruce-root. The upper end of the piece of whalebone is attached to the long cedar-bark line also by a wrapping of spruce-root. The hook here illustrated is one of a set of seventeen hooks, all attached to one line at distances of about 40 cm. Near its ends the cedar-bark line is turned back upon itself and closed with a frapping of spruce-root. The loops at the end serve for the attachment of sinkers and buoys, the line being thrown overboard and set so that the hooks are near the bottom of the sea. Sinkers are attached at both ends. At one end a piece of light wood is fastened to the end of the line about 50 cm. away from the sinker, to hold the line up from the bottom of the sea. To the other end a line and buoy are attached. The barb is baited with halibut or olachen. Sometimes ducks are also caught with this kind of a hook. It is claimed that this type of fishing-tackle was originally
used by the Dena’x-da’x. The floats of this line, as well as those of the halibut and codfish hooks, consist of seal-bladders (Fig. 151).

Fig. 151 (444). Seal-Float. Length, about 50 cm.

The following description of fishing halibut and codfish illustrates the use of the hooks.

**HALIBUT-FISHING.**

When the fisherman gets ready to fish halibut, he takes the bark of spruce-root and devil’s-club (*Fatsia* horrida), and he takes the box, the receptacle of halibut-hooks, and he takes out the halibut-hooks, which are referred to as “bent hooks,” and whatever is in the box; and he takes the bark of the spruce-root and breaks it into small pieces. Then he puts it into the empty hook-box. As soon as the bottom of the box is covered, he takes his four hooks and puts them on the bark.

Then he also takes water and pours it over it, and he only stops pouring water over it when the water is as deep as the width of four fingers. After he has finished with the water, he takes four large stones and puts them on the fire of the house. As soon as they are really red-hot, he takes the tongs and he takes up the red-hot stones and puts them into the box into which

**Lo’qwaxa pl’a’xe.**

Wä, hë’maaxs la’e xwawánhlëda lò’qwënexwaxa pl’a’xe. Wä, la ax’e’dxa xeklu’mas lò’plek’asa là’wa c’oxmë. Wä, la ax’e’dxes g’ìmlatsë g’ìldasa qa’as ax’wults’ò’dexës g’a’g-imłë, yixa gwò’yò’ yek’a’, là’wa wào’kwë g’ay’ints’åq. Wä, la’më’së ax’e’dxa xeklu’masa lò’plek’asa là’wa c’oxmë qa’as plö’pëxåså qa am’amayastò’wës. Wä, la ax’ts’òts la’xa la lò’pëts’å g’ìmlatsë g’ìldasa. Wä, g’ìlmë’së wì’la tl’ë’xìdë pà’qëlexs’då’yåsa g’ìldasaxs la’e ax’e’dxes mò’sgëm g’a’g-imłë qa’as axay’’ndës la’xa xeklu’më.

Wä, là’xax ax’e’dxa wà’pë qa’as 15 gwq’sqë’s låq. Wä, a’ìlmë’së gwa’l guq’’sa wà’pë la’qëxs la’e mò’dëntësa wà’pë la’xëns q’wa’q’wax’ts’là’nà’çë, wä, g’ìlmë’së gwa’l’tsa wà’paxs la’e ax’e’dxa mò’sgëmë awà’kwä sòlë’sëma qa’as xë’xu-20 là’ndës la’xa legwï’la’sës g’ò’kwë. Wä, g’ìlmë’së a’lak’làla xì’xì’xës’màlaxs la’e ax’e’dxa k’ëpë’a’la qa’as k’ëpë’ëdës là’xa xì’xì’xës’ëlaxs tõ’sëma qa’as le
he has put his halibut-hooks; and he only stops when the four red-hot stones are in the water. Then he takes the cover of his hook-box, and puts it on, so that the steam may not come out.

As soon as the water ceases to be hot, on the following day, he takes off the cover and takes out the halibut-hooks, and he hangs them up so that they become dry. Then he washes his hands in the place where he has steamed his hooks.

As soon as this is done, he takes the box and pours water into his small fishing-canoe. As soon as he finishes doing so, he goes up from the beach and goes to the place where his halibut-hooks are hanging. He takes them down, and takes devil’s-club, and, after measuring four finger-widths, he cuts around its bark. Then he warms it by the fire; and when it gets hot, he peels off the bark. He does so with four pieces. Then he takes twisted whale-sinew, and he takes his halibut-hooks, and he wraps the devil’s-club around the place where the bait is to be (Fig. 152).

Then he ties it on with the twisted sinew. He does so to his four halibut-hooks. As soon as he finishes, he puts them into his hook-box, and puts the cover on, that the smell of the spruce and of the devil’s-club may not go out.

After he has done so, he goes back
into the woods to take thin spruce-twigs — four of them. As soon as he has found four of these, he measures three spans of our fingers and four finger-widths. Then he cuts them off. At the thin end three stubs of branches stand out — and this is his reason that it is so, that the forward line of the halibut-hook may not come off (Fig. 153). As soon as he puts on the forward line of the halibut-hook, he ties it on with a half-hitch, and it does not come off when the halibut bites. After this is done, he cuts on one side the butt-end, so that its side is flat, and he cuts a notch at the end, so that it has a knob.

After he has done this, he digs at the butt-end of a spruce-tree, and takes

1 In the set here represented the ends of the twigs are knotted.
long thin roots. Then he splits them, and takes his knife, the sharp edge turned upward, and he puts the end of the split root under his heel. Then he puts the back of his knife on it, and he pulls the split root over it, and presses out its juice. He only stops doing this when it begins to be nearly white. Then it begins to be dry.

Then he takes the two spruce-twigs and puts their big ends together. Then he takes the split roots and ties the big ends together. After he has done so, he takes the split roots and twists them together in the same way as in making a rope. He puts (this rope) on the "stiff cross-piece," for that is the name of what he has made; and he ties it on tight on the middle of the stiff cross-piece; and this one on top is called "attachment of fishing-line," and the one below is called "attachment of sinker."

After he has finished this, he goes home and puts them into his small fishing-canoe. As soon as the tide goes out, he goes to get devil-fish for his bait. When he has obtained a large devil-fish, he goes home. As soon as he arrives outside of his house, he hangs up the devil-fish and takes off its skin. Then he cuts off its tentacles, and he also cuts off the body between. He cuts the tentacles into two pieces, and he hangs them up at the place where halibut is dried. Now this is done. Now the cedar-bark line which his wife has twisted for the fishing-line is done.

As soon as the tide comes in, in the morning, he goes to his canoe and puts in its place roots to which the spruce-wax is attached. Then he goes into the canoe and takes the spruce-wax and the spruce-twigs and ties it below. Then he puts the other end in the canoe. And when he has tied them together, he puts on his wife's fishing-line in place of the spruce-wax, and it is done. Then he begins to be dry.

When he has obtained a large devil-fish, he is dried. Now he makes a sinker. After he has finished this, he goes to the canoe and goes fishing. As soon as he has finished this, he goes back to his canoe and goes fishing. Now he made the fishing-line in the way he had finished the fishing-line. Then he goes to his canoe and puts it in place. Then he goes back to his canoe and goes fishing.
puts his club and his rope aboard, and also his hook-box. Then he starts and goes to the fishing-ground. As soon as he lands on the landward side, he stops on a rock, takes the devil-fish and hangs it around his neck. Then he takes his hook-box, opens it, and takes out his four halibut-hooks. He puts them down in the canoe, and he plucks off some seaweed that grows on the rocks and rubs it on his hands. Then he puts it into sea-water and rubs it. As soon as the bladders at the end burst, he rubs them and washes his hands with them. Then he puts it into sea-water and rubs it again. Then he puts it into sea-water and rubs it a long time, and when he has cut off four pieces, he puts them for a long time under the water. Then he speaks, and says, praying, while he keeps his hands under water, "O old woman! look at my work on your behalf. Now this is clean with which I am going to catch my brother here." Thus he says; and then he says, "Yes, yes!"

And he rubs his hands and washes them; and after he has finished, he takes his knife and takes the two pieces of devil-fish off his neck. Then he measures it, spanning with his fingers, and he cuts off one span and two finger-widths. When he has cut off four pieces, he cuts them down on one side and spreads them out. After he has cut them, he bites off the slippery inside, which is just like the jelly-fish. After it is all off, he takes his round-knobbed halibut-club, and he spreads the devil-fish on the stern [end] of his fishing-canoe. Then he strikes it with his halibut-club, and he only stops striking it when it is flat and wide and it is also very thin. Now he finishes it with his club and his rope aboard, and also his hook-box. Then he starts and goes to the fishing-ground. As soon as he lands on the landward side, he stops on a rock, takes the devil-fish and hangs it around his neck. Then he takes his hook-box, opens it, and takes out his four halibut-hooks. He puts them down in the canoe, and he plucks off some seaweed that grows on the rocks and rubs it on his hands. Then he puts it into sea-water and rubs it. As soon as the bladders at the end burst, he rubs them and washes his hands with them. Then he puts it into sea-water and rubs it again. Then he puts it into sea-water and rubs it a long time, and when he has cut off four pieces, he puts them for a long time under the water. Then he speaks, and says, praying, while he keeps his hands under water, "O old woman! look at my work on your behalf. Now this is clean with which I am going to catch my brother here." Thus he says; and then he says, "Yes, yes!"

And he rubs his hands and washes them; and after he has finished, he takes his knife and takes the two pieces of devil-fish off his neck. Then he measures it, spanning with his fingers, and he cuts off one span and two finger-widths. When he has cut off four pieces, he cuts them down on one side and spreads them out. After he has cut them, he bites off the slippery inside, which is just like the jelly-fish. After it is all off, he takes his round-knobbed halibut-club, and he spreads the devil-fish on the stern [end] of his fishing-canoe. Then he strikes it with his halibut-club, and he only stops striking it when it is flat and wide and it is also very thin. Now he finishes
doing this with the four measured pieces of halibut-bait.

As soon as he finishes, he takes the twisted string, three spans long, and ties it to the end of the devil's-club. This is called "tying of the bait." As soon as he has done so, he takes one flat piece of devil-fish and spreads it over the devil's-club. Then he wraps it around it, so that none of the devil's-club shows. The bone barb of the halibut-hook hardly shows over the devil-fish bait. Then he ties it all over with the bait-string. Now, the devil's-club is inside of the bait.

As soon as he finishes doing so with his four hooks, he takes the stiff cross-piece and puts on his sinker. Then he takes his fish-line and ties it with a half-hitch to the stiff cross-piece, and he takes his baited halibut-hooks and ties them with a half-hitch on each end of the stiff cross-stick.

As soon as he finishes doing so, he starts to go to the fishing-ground. As soon as he arrives there, he takes one stiff cross-stick and throws it into the water. As soon as it reaches the bottom, he takes a small bladder of seal and hauls his fish-line tight, so that it is straight down in the water. Then he ties it with two half-hitches to the mouth of the bladder. This one is named "sitting below." Then he measures four fathoms, and he takes another large bladder of a seal, and puts two half-hitches on, and ties it to its mouth, and he does the same as with the other one. (The name of the large bladder is "bladder on top.") Then he does the same with the other one.

As soon as the fishing-tackle is in
the water, he speaks, and says, "Top-bladder, go on, old woman! Crawl up to it. Now it is well prepared. This is your sweet food. You, Squint-Eye! Go on, go on, go on, else I may be stiff when I leave this place, old woman!" Thus he says, and stops speaking.

As soon as the flood-tide stops running, the lower bladder goes down. Then he has a bite. At once the fisherman starts and takes the large bladder, — the "top-bladder," for that is its name, — and hauls it up. Then he takes hold of the lower one; and as soon as the two bladders are in his canoe, he pulls up the fish-line; and while he is pulling up the line, he says, "This is what I was wishing, old woman, — not to wait long on the water for you. Now hold this (my) younger brother. Don't let go this (my) younger brother." Thus he says while he is haulimg it up.

As soon as he sees the halibut, he takes his club (Fig. 154) and puts it on his lap, and he again pulls. When the halibut hangs by the side of the canoe, he speaks again, and says again, "Now come, old woman! Now you have enough to eat, but now you have tasted your sweet food. Now I shall give you this sweet (food) as your second course." Thus he says, and clubs its nose.

As soon as the halibut is dead, he hauls it into the canoe, and he lays it on its back when it is in the canoe; and its head is turned toward the fisherman, for, when its head is turned away from the fisherman, he will not get gwayösëxs la'ë ya'qleg'a'la. Wä, la 'në'k'a; P'o'xutæwë, wë'g'illa ḥekwanâ' g'ïg'ili, láqowa; la'möë aëk'laakwa. Y'ëms dzamë's plöwxwâ', yul ũnhec-lexwâ', yul sëq'wëtsâ'. Wë'g'a, 5 wë'g'a, wë'g'adzâ, a'len læglë'tax ḥekwanâ', "në'k'ixs la'ë ṣl'wë?ida.

Wä, g'ílmëšë qlo'qwaqâwëda yixu'-läxs la'ë le'ns'ëdëdå kłwaabâ'të. Wä, lær'm qlex-ty'sëwa. Wä, hëx-ëdë 10 'mësa lö'q'lënooxwë la së'x'wid qa's dâ'x'-ëdixa wâ'lašë pô'xuns, y'ixa pô'-xutâ'të, qaxs hë'maë të'gëmsë. Wä, la de'nx'-ëdeg. Wä, lâ'xaë dâ'x'-ëdixa kłwaabâ'të. Wä, g'ílmëšë wë'la g'ax 15 gë'ësa ma'ëtsë'më pëp'ùnsëxs la'ë dëng'ustâlaxës lö'gwayowë. Wä, la 'në'g'tëwë'ëxs la'ë dë'na, "Hë't'em gwayö'x'dë ḥekwanâ' qen k'ë'së gë'-wâ'la e'selol. Wä, dâ'laqo tslâ'tsla'yâ. 20 Gwâ'k'as nó dâwâ'qo tsâ'tsla'yâ, "ñë'-gitâ'yëxs la'ë de'naq.

Wä, g'ílmëšë dô'x'-wâlelaxa plå'-'yaxs la'ë dâ'x'-ëdixa tle'łunangowë qa's g'ë'k'-llig'indësëxs la'ë e'tëd de'nx'-ëdë 25 wódë. Wä, g'ílmëšë g'ax têkwâ'g'-inde'da plâ'ë tâx lö'gwatslaxës la'ë e'tëd ya'qleg'a'la. Wä, la'x'aa në'k'a, "Wä, gë'la ḥekwanâ'; la'x'aa pô'ëdïlô'dô'; la'x'maas plex'âlëxtaxs dź'amësplaqs. Wä, 30 la'më'sën hë'läg'ëndëts'gada 'ex'plak; "në'k'ëxs la'ë de'lxwîdëx x'înts laxas.

Wä, g'ílmëšë hë'le'da plå'-'yaxs la'ë në'x'-ëlës. Wä, la'r'm nél'ëlaxs g'ä'xaë lâxs láx x'å'g'watstë. Wä, 35 la'x'aa gwâsto'la lâxa lóq'lënooxwë, qaxs g'ílmësëw gwa'saxsdâla lâx lö'-gwânenâ', lâ'laë k'ë'së e'tëd qlex-
another bite while fishing for halibut, and also if he should put it on its belly. They always do this way.

He only goes home when his canoe is full. As soon as the fisherman arrives on the beach of his house, he hauls the halibut out of his fishing-canoe; and when they are all out of it, he goes back to his fishing-canoe and takes off the bait from his hooks, and he hangs up what has been used as bait on the side of his canoe. As soon as all the bait is off, he unties the fore-line of his hooks from the cross-piece and puts them into the hook-box, and he also unties the sinker and hangs it up on the drying-place for halibut, and he also unties the fish-line and coils it up well, and he unties the bladders and puts them into the canoe. Then he hangs up the fish-

Fig. 154, a (§14), b (§15). Halibut-Clubs. Length, 28 cm., 30 cm.

mitë läxa lô'gwatsë. Wä, g'i'l'mësë w'ilå'wa tê'têlaxs la'ê mâ'x'-ôdax hê'g'-iwa'yasës g'å'g'imôla lâ'xa l!â'k'!ôse qa's g'itslô'dês la'xa g'îmlatsë. Wä, lâ'xaxa mâ'x'-ôdax qê're'iyayayuwë qa's lê 15 tê'x'-wâlisaq lâ'xa lë'mô'dëmaixa k-lâ'-wâse. Wä, lâ'xaxa mâ'x'-ôdax lô'gwana-nâë qa's æè'k'-ë qesë'deq. Wä, lâ'xaxa mâ'x'-ôdax pépô'xunë qa's ax'a'ìëxseq. Wä, la ā'e'wa lô'gwana-nâë lë'wa 20
line and the four bladders on the beach, also on the drying-place for halibut. At last he goes up from the beach and enters his house. As soon as he enters his house, his wife quickly gives him something to eat. I have forgotten that when the fish-lines of the fisherman are all in the water, he takes his travelling-provisions and quickly eats, that the halibut may also quickly bite. Then the halibut is also greedy for the bait. Therefore he does so. That is all about this.

While the tribes around Cape Scott and Newettete attach the sinker firmly to the tackle, the Kwakiutl attach it loosely to cedar-bark, so that it is shaken off by the halibut when it bites.

RED COD.

Now we will talk about “the-one-who-pulls,” the red cod.1... 

As soon as (the man) finishes, he goes into the woods to search for thin cedar-branches; as soon as he finds them, he pulls off as many as he needs, and he also takes some spruce-roots. As soon as he gets them, he goes home to his house; and after he has entered his house, he strips off the leaves of the twigs, and he puts the thin end over the fire to warm it. When it gets warm, he twists a short piece. After he has done so, he puts a knot at one end. As soon as he has done so to all the twigs, he measures the right length, two spans and four finger-widths long, and cuts them

---

1 Here the description of the bending of the hooks, given on p. 332, has been omitted.
off. He makes a notch in the end, and there is a knob at the big end. Then he puts a notch by its side.

As soon as he has finished doing so, he splits the roots and scrapes them; and when all the juice is out of them, he takes his cross-piece and puts the flat sides together and ties them together with the roots. After this is done, he splits cedar-bark into strips one finger wide, making four pieces. He ties their ends together in the middle of the cross-piece. He is going to put the sinker at the end of the four, for it is always deep where the codfish stays.

After he has finished this, he goes to get devil-fish for his bait. After he has caught a devil-fish, he takes off its skin, and he does the same with the devil-fish as he did when it was to be bait for fishing halibut. Only this is different, that he puts the devil-fish bait on the bone barb of the codfish-hook.

After this is done, he watches until the tide nearly stops falling. Then he starts. He puts many medium-sized stones into his small fishing-canoe; and when he has many stones, he paddles away. He goes to the place that he has noted, where there are many codfish. As soon as he arrives there, he ties the codfish-hooks to his cross-piece, and he takes four stones and ties them to the ends of the four strips of cedar-bark. Then he ties his fish-line to the cross-piece and throws it into the water; and when it gets to the bottom, he gets a bite; and as soon as he gets a bite, the four sinkers come off. Then he

la k'îmt'ledex ọ'ba'yas qa me'x'ba'tisa lęx'ba'tə. Wā, la k'â'x'widxa apsọ'tlena'yas.

Wā, gî't'mesē hē gwe'x'idqéxs la'ē pā'x'idixa liőplek'-e qa's k'ęx'edeq. 5 Wā, gî't'mesē iddleware wâ'paga'yasexs la'ē da'x'idxés lâ'k'-lösa qa's ax'ódë pé'pe'xk'tödëna'yas. Wā, la yilō'tsa liőplek'-e lâq. Wā, gî't'mesē gwâ'texs la'ē dzex'y'dxa dena'se 'nâ'l'memden-10 dzâ'yaakwe lâ'xens qîwa'qlax'tslna-sëx. Wā, la mō'xse axâ'ya. Wā, la 'nâ'ne'mgax ọ'ba'yas qa's lē yilâ'lêlots lâx neg-a'ga'yasa laâ'k'-lōsē. Wā, hē'em axbâ'la'lxwa mō'sgëmen që'yaga'ya, qaxs 15 hē'menala'ma'wə wun'qtelə ayə'sasa nē'-tsla'ę.

Wā, gî't'mesē gwâ'ta la'ē nē'sax teql'wā'q qa's tē'lə. Wā, gî't'mesē lâ'bxwa teql'wâ'xsa la'ē hē'x'idæxem sapō'drəx 20 lî'e'sena'yas. Wā, la hê'em gwe'gilaxa teql'wâ'x gwe'g'ilasasa tē'łasa łoqwâ'x plâ'ę. Wā, le'x'amēs o'gu'qala'yosëks â'nma' hē'tema'eda teql'wa' tē lâ'xa xaxx'a'yasa nā'netsla'yə gâ'mōla. 25

Wā, gî't'mesē gwâ'texs la'ē dō'qwa'la qa elâ'qēs walemwa'xsdelis x'ə'tslax'-lāx la'ē alex'wida. Wā, lâx'm xeqe'q'slasa ha'yâ'la tî'sem lâ'xes bà'kula'-tasle xwa'xwaguma. Wā, gî't'mesē 30 që'nema tî'semxsa la'ē se'x'wida. Wā, lâx'm lâl lâ'xa qla'walas'o'më qâ'ya'yasa nē'tsla'ę. Wā, gî't'mesē lâ'g'laq'a'qëxs la'ē mō'x'ale'lotsa nā'netslæ'ya'yowe gâ'gimōla lâ'xa lâ'k'-łōsē. Wā, 35 la ax'ę'dxa mō'sgëmen tî'sema qa's mō'x'endələs lâ'xa mō'tslaq' dena's. Wā, la mā'xuyōtās bâ'kula'nā' tē'la'xa lââ'k'-łōsē. Wā, la ax'ęstne'deq. Wā, gî't'mesē lâ'g'ilisexs la'ē qlex'ıtse'wa. 40 Wā, gî't'mesē q'lex'-tsōxsa la'ē 'wîla
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it is not heavy when he pulls it up; and after he has taken off what he has caught, he ties on four other stones to the ends of the four narrow strips of cedar-bark; and when this is done, he throws it again into the water.

He continues to put on again and again four sinkers [stones] whenever he has had a bite; but he does not touch the bait, for it is tied on tight, and it does not get spoiled every time he gets a bite. When the small fishing-canoe is full, the fisherman returns home. When he arrives on the beach in front of his house, he unties his codfish-hooks and his fish-line, and he coils it up well. Then he gets out of his canoe and hangs them up at the place where the drying halibut is hung up. Then he carries up his codfish-hooks and hangs them up in the corner of the house.

Following is a description of the method of fishing *Pleuragrammus*. After a description of the capture of devil-fish for bait, the description continues: —

And so (the man) comes home. As soon as he reaches the beach of his house, he carries the devil-fish that he has obtained by pulling it out (from under the stones) and hangs it over a post standing on the beach, so that the skin of its body gets dry.

As soon as the skin is dry, he takes a straight-edged knife and strips off the skin of the devil-fish. When the skin is all off, he cuts off from the body the tentacles, each in two pieces, and hangs them up also on the staging for drying halibut. As soon as all the

---

lawā'yōda mō'sgəmə qēlqēlyaga'ya. Wā, la k'łes la gu'nltaxa la'e de'nx'-nīdeq. Wā, g'lt'mesē la'wijōdxəs yə'-nemaxs la'e xwe'laqa mō'x'bentsa mō'sgəmaxat tł'e'sem lə'xaxa o'ba'yaса 5 mō'xsa tse'lı'tsxqəla dənə'sa. Wā, la gwə'łeks la'e xwe'laqa ax'st'e'ndeq. Wā, a'em xwə'xwəlaqəla ax'a'lələdxa mō'sgəmə qēlqēlyagə tł'e'tl'seməx lə'naχwa qex'ał'se'wa. Wā, lə'la k'łes 10 lə'balaxa tə'lı, qaxs a'eləax'kwaа yıle-lə'lela k'le' scaleXə o'dexəł'dexə lə'naχwa qēlqēlyagə qex'ał'se'wa. Wā, g'lt'mesē qo't'leda bā'kutulstå xwə'xwagumxs la'ε nän'nakwa bā'ku'lıenoxwē. Wā, g'lt-15 'mesē lə'g'-alis lə'xə lə'mə'ı'ı'səsəs g'ə'-kwē la'ε max'ə'la xwəlaxə nän'etsləa-yuwe gə'g'ı'mōla lə'We's bā'kulaa'nəč de'ne'ma. Wā, la a'ε'k'a qes'e'deq. Wā, la'ə'q'ta lə'xēs yə'ya'tsəs qa'q's lə 20 tə'x'walisəq lə'xə gə'x'ex'deməxə kə'la'wasē. Wā, lə'la da'laemxəs nän'e-stləa'yuwe gə'g'ı'mōla qa'q's lə tē'x'wa'liñas lə'xə ə'ne'gwi'tasēs g'o'kwē.

---
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tentacles are off, he takes the body and the head and hangs them up in his house. The legs of the devil-fish, however, are all white.

As soon as they are dry, he measures three finger-lengths, and cuts them all in pieces of the same length. As soon as they have all been cut up, he cuts them also lengthwise in two pieces. When they have all been cut up, he takes his short wedge and also the stern-seat of his little canoe. He puts it down flat on the floor of his house. Then he takes the devil-fish and lays it down on the stern-seat of his little canoe. He takes his short wedge and pounds it. His hand holds the piece of devil-fish, and with his right hand he holds the flat point of the wedge; and he pounds the devil-fish with the other end of the short wedge.

He only stops pounding it when it is thin. He does so with all the (pieces of) devil-fish. As soon as it is all done, he takes the small bait-basket and puts into it the pounded devil-fish bait that he has made.

Then he takes his fishing-line and stretches it out in front of his house. The fishing-line is not close to the ground, for the height of the fishing-line above the ground is five spans. It is stretched out so that it is taut.

Then he takes the little bait-basket and places it under one end of the fishing-line. And he takes one piece of pounded devil-fish and wraps it
around the hook attached to the fishing-line. And he takes the bait-string and ties the bait to the bait-holder. As soon as this has been done, he does the same also with the next one, and he does so with all the others. He only stops when all the bait is on the (whole) number of hooks.

As soon as they have all been baited, he unties one end of the fishing-line and coils it up. When it has all been coiled up, he puts it in his little fishing-canoe. Then he takes his bladder for a top-float of one end of the fishing-line, and also a stone for an anchor for the other end.

Then he paddles and goes to a place where there are many kelp-fish (Pleuragrammus) at a place where the tide runs strong. Then he throws into the water the anchor at one end of his fishing-line. As soon as it reaches the bottom, he lets [run] out the fishing-line while he is drifting along with the tide. Then the fishing-line is stretched along the bottom, down below.

As soon as it is all in the water, he lets [run] out another long rope, that is tied to the end of the fishing-line, so that it is all stretched along the bottom. That is the place to which the bladder is tied. As soon as it is done, he leaves it. However, the fishing-line does not remain on the water a long time, before he hauls it up and takes off all the kelp-fish from the [points of the] (hooks). Sometimes there is a kelp-fish on each of the (whole) number of hooks. As soon as they are all off from the hooks, he coils up

nö'px'amabendës la'xa yílköklu'në'ysa penä'yuyë. Wä, lé ax'ë'dixa k'ë'llk'em-mäsa t'ë'le qa's k'ëllgë'ëna'ëxa t'ë'le la'xa t'ë'tëmaä'së. Wä, g'ël'mëse gwë'ksa la'ë tëlë'das apsä'le'lsë. Wä, 5 hë'ë'm'xä'a gwë'lsë. Wä, le n'ë'xwaem hé gwë'xë'dixa wao'kwë. Wä, a'të'mëse gwë'exs la'ë së'wë'la tëlë'dex wà'xaxasasa yiyek'ö'.

Wä, g'ël'mëse së'wë'la la tël'kuxs la'ë 10 qwë'ëlsax apsba'yasas penä'yuyë qa's që'se'deq. Wä, g'ël'mëse së'wë'la la që'dzekwa'xs la'ë ax'ëłëkësaxq là'xës pà'panayöxsëlatsë'të'le gwë'xwäguma. Wä, lé ax'ë'dëxes pö'xunsë qa pö'xut'wësës 15 apsba'yasas penä'yuyë, hë, hë'mësa tëlë'së'më qa që'ldzëmsa apsba'yas.

Wä, lé se'xwid qa's lé lëx glà'ya-sasas pext'ë të la'xa mà'kwë'matsasasas ts'la'la. Wä, hë'mës la që'ísëndasa-të'sxa që'sëb'sa'yasës penä'yuyë. Wä, g'ël'mëse la'g'ä'lisëxus la'ë tsë'ngwë-gë'ëxas penä'yaxs la'ë yölëg'ëxa ts'la'la. Wä, laë'm li'x'ali'sëdëna penä'yuyë la'xa banë'.
his fishing-line in his little fishing-canoe. As soon as everything is aboard, he returns home.

Hooks for trolling consist of a straight bone, sharp at each end, about 10 cm. long, or of a small barbed hook (Fig. 155). The fish-line, which is made of hair, is tied to the middle of the straight bone hook; and bait, generally herring, is tied around it, or is first attached to a stick and then tied to the trolling-hook. The trolling-line is made of kelp or nettle from sixteen to eighteen metres long. An elongated stone, which serves as a sinker, is attached to the line halfway between the hook and the canoe. Generally it is tied to the line with cedar-withes or spruce-root. In fishing, the line is wound around the hand, and the fisherman paddles at the same time. The trolling-hook is generally used for catching salmon.

After the hook has been baited, the fisherman says to it, "Now go at it, go ahead, it has been put on well!" (Wä, lagmE'sEnEnE'dzwa, la'xa. Wä, he'x a'g'onas la'xa g'a'yaxa la'xa le'xlwana'ya'q qa mëtle'seq qa la'ga'q'owes la'gaa'gays. 10 Wä, he'x a'da'mesä le'klwa'na'ë ax'e'd-xës x't'lplexsdowe. Wä, le he't'm gwë-g'ilaqë gwëg'ilasasa e'axelaxa gu'në
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an olachen-net (see pp. 370, 399). And it is the same thickness as the size of the twine for tying the mouth of the olachen-net. Sometimes the length of the fishing-line is twenty fathoms. As soon as it is done, the old woman returns it to the owner.

The man, however, takes the leg-bone of a deer; but the thigh-bone of the bear is best, for it is stiff (does not bend). He breaks it into thin pieces. As soon as he has broken it, he picks out a thin piece and takes it to a place where there is grit-stone. He grinds it so that it becomes round, and so that it is sharp on both ends. Its length is three spans. That is the same as the long bone that was dug up by Mr. Smith on the end-beach of Tsá’xis. This was also used for trolling for silver-salmon, before there were any white people with their hooks.

As soon as this is done, he asks his wife to pluck out some of her hair. That, however, is the way the hair of the former women was; it was long, and the women of the former people did not plait their hair; it just hung down loose. As soon as she sits down, she coils up the hair on the floor. (I only wish to mention this a little, for none of the new women have long hair.) As soon as the hair plucked out by the woman from the right side of her head is enough, she plaits it into a three-stranded line. When she has plaited it, she gives it to her husband. It is to be tied [next] to the fishing-line; that is, it is tied to the throat-qae’da ta’qiläxa tā’gale. Wā, lē hé’em wā’gite awá’gwidasas yig’exsta’yas awá’xsta’yasa tā’gale. Wā, lē nā’-nemplena ma’tsemg’ustá’plał: lā’xens bā’laqē wā’sgemasasa lā’gaaná’tē. 5 Wā, gí’t’mēsē gwā’txex la’e tsēw’da téklu’na’yas lāx axnō’gwadās.

Wā, lā’lêda begwā’nemē ax’e’dex xā’qas gō’g-eqweyāsas gē’wasē. Wā, hé’it’at e’k’agawa xā’xegenōg’a’yasa 10 lā’tē, ytxs lā’xa’xe. Wā, lē tēple’dex qa wis’wultowē. Wā, gí’t’mēsē gwāł tepa’qēxs lā’e me’nmaqaxa wi’s’wultowē qa’s lē dā’laq lā’laa lā’xa dena’xeklāwās tā’tsemē. Wā, lē g’e’xlalaaq qa lē’lêl-15 x’en-x’nādēs; hé’mis qa e’êx’bes wā’-sba’yas. Wā, lē yü’dux’den lā’xens q’wā’q’wax-tslā’na’çē, ytx wā’sgemasas; ytx gēw’ex’demas lā’lap’kenas Mr. Smith lāx 0’x’talisas Tsá’xisēxa lē’el-20 x’enē xā’qa. Wā, hé’em dō’kulaaxa dza’wun’asa gā’ta begwā’nema, ytxs k’le’s mā’ula mā’mal’ax gā’xa, ytxsōs gā’layōx. Wā, gí’t’mēsē gwā’txexs la’e axk’la’-25 lāxēs gene’mē qa klux-y’idēs lā’xes se’yā’. Lā’lax gēw’ex’demas se’yā’sa g’ā’ta tsle’daqexas g’ils’giltlaas se’yā’, ytxs k’le’saä q’la’xqla’xle qdā’taxqas g’ā’ta begwā’nema a’ma’e yā’akwa. 30 Wā, gí’t’mēsē klaw’txexs la’e qedzē’se’s se’yā la’xa a’wi’nagwil. (Â’men nēx-quin yā’was’dē guyyoyō’x’wīd lāq, qaxs k’le’saä la g’ils’giltlaox se’yā’xa a’tē tsle’dāqa.) Wā, gí’t’mēsē hé’lē klu-lā’nemasa tsle’daqē lāx se’yā’sēs hé’l-k’lōdenwa’yasēs x’ō’masaxs la’e hé’em qal’ter’deq qa yá’yūd’x’slagēsēs. Wā, gí’t’mēsē gwāł qa’laq’texex la’e tsīl’as lā’xes lā’wunemē. Wā, la’em ma’-ga’-40 anewiltsa lā’gayuwe, yf’xa yilba’yaa-

1 Riverside Beach, Fort Rupert.
crossing-bone-for-the-kelp-fish, for that is the name of the round bone.

Then the man takes the back-sinew of a deer and splits it, for it has been caught in a trap; and hide (without hair) is made of its skin. Then the sinew on the back between the shoulder-blades is cut, and it is pulled off down to the small of the back. The flesh on it is scraped off. As soon as it is all off, it is stuck on the front-boards of the house. However, it does not take long before it is dry. This is split by the man into thin lines the thickness of this thread.

Then he takes one of the round bones; and he also takes the plaited hair, and he puts its end a little to one side of the middle of the bone. Then it is tied on with sinew (as far as the middle of the bone). Now it is ready.

Then he goes to get bait; namely, mussels. As soon as he has the mussels, he ties the end of the nettle-line to the end of the plaited hair-line which is next to (the bone). Then he goes aboard the little canoe that is to be his fishing-canoe.

As soon as he reaches the place where he will fish, he throws into the water his stone anchor. The end of the anchor-line is tied to the canoe. Then he takes one of the mussels and breaks it. He takes off the mantle [the two flat pieces of dried halibut inside]. Then he takes his bone hook and ties the mantle [the two flat pieces of dried halibut inside] of the mussel around it. He ties it on [its back] sasa x'a'qə gə'galotləxəqəyəxa pəxti'tə, qaxs he'la'mə tə'gəmsədə lə'xənə x'a'qə.

Wə, lə'da beɣwavə'nməxəxədəxə adə'-
gə'a'yəsa gə'wa'sə qa's dzədxəxəndəqəxs lə'cə lemə'kwa, qaxs gi'lməxə k'li'ləx-5
təslowədə gə'wa'sə lə'xə k'li'lə'gə'ya'xa gə'wa'sə, lə'cə he'xə'tədaem saqətəswə'wa, qaxs k'li'ləxə'wa'kəla'səweə'əs pesənə'ə.

Wə, le tlo'bsentsə'we adə'gə'yas ləx ə'nə'qawa'yəsa ləqələnə's. Wə, â'məs 10 la quə'yə ləq'aa ləx awəgə'xəla'yə.

Wə, le kə̃xə'layowə e'ldzedzə'ya's.

Wə, g'ɪə'məsə wi'la'xə'ya's lə'cə kludədəzə'yo lə'xə'ya'mə'sə'yəsa go'k'wə. Wə, k'le'təla gə'mə'xə'id lə'cə le'məx'wida. Wə, 15 hə'məs la dzə'nxasə o'ba'nməqə qa wi'swultowə's, yə wə'gı'ta qəna'x'ə.

Wə, lə a'xə'dəxə nə'məlsqə lə'xə lə'xɨ'enə xə'qə. Wə, lə'xəə xe'xə'dəxə qa'la'xə'nə kə'xə yə'ya' qa's k'ə̃təlendəs o'ba'20
'yəs lə'xə gi'kə'lo'tstå'ələ'xə nə'gə'yə'yəsa xə'qə. Wə, lə xe'mənu'sə a'təlmə ləq. Wə, la'xem gwə'təla lə'xeq.

Wə, lə tə'təlaxa xo'le. Wə, gi'le'məsə lə'xə xo'la'laxə lə'cə he'xə'tədaem 25 mə'xə'bentsə gu'nə'k'lenə ləx o'ba'ya'sa qa'la'xə'nə kə'xə yə'ya' ma'gə'a'nnə'yə. Wə, lə la'xəs lə'xə'sə ləq�ə'sələlə mə'xə'xə'oa'xə. Wə, lə xe'mənu'sə a'təlmə ləq. Wə, la'xem gwə'təla lə'xeq.

Wə, gi'le'məsə lə'gə'a'lə'xəsə lə'gə'gas-30
laxə lə'qə'le'stə'ntəsə ti'e'memə qə'xə-
dzəma. Wə, la'mə mə'guxəsx o'ba'ya'sa qə'lxə'dza'nə'c. Wə, le a'xə'dəxə nə'mə-
qə'mə xə'la qa's te'spə'ndəq. Wə, le
axə'dəxə ma'həxsə k'la'qəwadzəsə. Wə, 35
le a'xə'dəxə xə'xənə lə'gəyxə. Wə, lə
qə'le'nə'pentsə ma'həxsə k'la'qəwadzəsə
xə'le ləq. Wə, lə yə'tə'g'entsə dzəxe-
with the split sinew. It is thus when it is baited.1

Then he takes a smooth long stone of the thickness of the little finger. That (the length of the little finger) is also its length. Then he ties it on with a half-hitch at each end at the place where the nettle-line and the plaited hair-line next to the hook are tied together. It is the sinker. Then he throws it into the water.

As soon as it reaches the bottom, he pulls it up a little, so that it is a short distance from [below] the ground. As soon as he has a bite, he pulls it up. Now the round bone is crosswise in the gills of the kelp-fish, or it is crosswise in the inside of the stomach. The man just puts his first-finger into the mouth of the kelp-fish and takes off the throat-crossing-bone, for that is the name of the hook. As soon as he has enough, he goes home.

cwe'a'tlem laq. Wa, la'g'a gwaleg'a-
daxs la'e te'lkwa.1

Wa, le ixe'dxa soxuse'me q'litsem
tle'sema, yu'em wagita se't!axsens
a'yas'ox; wa, yu'em'axal wa'gagmox. 5
Wa, le qldzemk'esnts a'g'ile lax
mo'mak'oda'yasa gu'nek'enene le'wa qla-
tena'kwê se'ya'k-len ma'g'anan'ya. Wa,
lax'm qile'es'us. Wa, le tslen'xste'ndes.

Wa, gr'lmësë la'g-alisxax la'e na-
ne'xostoda'taq qa waë'sës la'xa banë'.
Wa, gr'lmësë qlex'rtsöxs la'e denx-
ti'deq. Wa, la'më gälotlega'ëda lë-
x'enë xaq lax qlo'sna'yasa pex'ëtx laëx
la'e gälotalae la'xa a'wilela a'wä'ax. 15
sta'yas po'xunsas. Wa, a'mësë tslë-
më'lasës tslë'malax tsl'anaë lëx se'msasa
pex'ëtxax la'e laweyö'daxës gaga'lotle-
awayowë, qaxs he'ëmaë te'gemsa la'g-
gayuwë. Wa, gr'lmësë he'ëlëxs la'e 20
nâ'nak', la'xës g'o'kwê.

The Koskimo claim that in olden times they fished halibut with a trolling-hook, that the curved hooks which are used at present were obtained from the Newettee.

Harpoons. — The harpoon is used particularly for hunting porpoise, and also, to a certain extent, for catching salmon. The type used for both purposes is practically the same, except that the porpoise-harpoon is heavier than that used for salmon. The shaft is made of red-pine wood, which is obtained from fallen trees. To find a tree of this kind is considered a piece of good luck, and is celebrated by a feast, at which the finder presents pieces of wood to his friends.

The harpoon-point consists of three parts, — two flaring bone hafts which fit close together, and a point which is inserted between them (Fig. 156). Points of this kind have been found in considerable numbers in the shell-heaps of this coast.2 The one shown in Fig. 156, 6, was excavated on top of the

1 The mantle of the mussel is wrapped around the bone hook so that it is thickest in the middle, and so that the hair-line passes out between the two sides of the mantle. The sinew is tied around it spirally.

2 See, for instance, Smith, Archaeology of the Gulf of Georgia and Puget Sound (Vol. II of this series, p. 388).
bluff at the north side of Nimkish River. In olden times they were made of the ulna of the elk, and also of antler. They are used both for salmon-fishing and for porpoise-hunting. The points of the salmon-harpoons consist of a sharpened splint of bone or a wire nail, and are gummed over to prevent their tearing the salmon. The point and hafts used for porpoise-hunting are much larger (Fig. 157), and the point (leg-Tká Kwag-ul, from lêk-e', “barb;” gãltka [Nak!waxda'e]; dzân [Newettee]) is always barbed, or has at least a cutting-blade. It is claimed that the ancient porpoise-harpoon point had always seven barbs. It is noticeable that in the barbed points found by Mr. Smith along the Gulf of Georgia, points with from six to eight notches are of frequent occurrence. It is said that the point always has a flange in that portion inserted between the hafts, on the side opposite the barbs, and that the inner faces of the hafts are cut out correspondingly, thus holding the point securely. The barbs of the point are placed so that they stand in the plane of the joint of the two halves of the haft. A similar flange occurs in the specimen referred to before, which has been described by Mr. Smith. The two barbs are firmly tied together with a wrapping made of nettles or sinew, nowadays of twine. A line about three-quarters of a fathom long is attached to the harpoon-point, running off from the side on which the barbs are. It is made of the guts of sea-lions or of bears, and is plaited in five strands. When the line is pulled taut, the point turns over in such a manner that the flaring tips of the two halves of the haft act as barb-points.

The harpoon-shaft is two fathoms and a half long. It has two prongs or foreshafts of different lengths. The harpoon-points are so attached that the one on the shorter prong of the shaft is tied to the line of the one placed on the longer point of the shaft. The line to which both are attached is made of cedar-bark. It is from twenty to twenty-five fathoms long. The shaft of the salmon-spear is of the same form as that of the porpoise-spear, but is very light.

A loop is attached to the shaft, through which the harpoon-line passes. This loop has the effect of holding the shaft to the line after the point has been detached.
Following is a detailed description of the method of making the harpoon:

Now a pitchy pine-tree is searched for, one that is not crooked and straight when split. As soon as (the man) finds it, he measures off two fathoms and a half, and cuts into it. When he has chopped in to the heart (of the tree), he takes his wedges and places them against the thin end of what is to be split. Then he strikes the top (of the wedges) with his hammer to drive them in.

As soon as (the piece of wood) falls on its back, he wedges it into pieces, for he tries to get the pitch-wood inside. As soon as he gets it, he splits it so that it is three finger-widths wide; that is its thickness on each side, for it is square. As soon as it is done, he carries it home on his shoulder.

Then he puts it down on the floor of his house and he takes his adze. Immediately he adzes what is to be its grasping-end (a). Then he measures two spans, and (beginning at d), he adzes it going towards c, so that it becomes flat. Then he turns it over and does the same on the other side. That is called the end of the harpoon-shaft (c); and that (a) is the grasping-end; and these (d) are the holes for grasping, the two holes. And d is the small of the back of the harpoon-shaft, and e is the neck of the harpoon-shaft; and f is the upper prong, and g the lower prong; h is the body of the harpoon-shaft.

As soon as the end is flat, he adzes the body so that it is straight. Then
it gets thinner, beginning at the neck (e) and going to the small of the back (d). The thickness of the neck of the harpoon-shaft is two finger-widths after it is round. The thickness of the small of the back is one finger-width. Then he takes his crooked knife and shaves it until it is smooth, and also the grasping-end.

As soon as this is done, he goes to the bank of the river and gets wood for the prongs, for that is the place where the harpoon-prong tree grows. He looks for one that is thick and long and straight. As soon as he has found it, he chops it down at the butt-end so that it falls. He measures the length of three spans and cuts it off.

As soon as it is off, he splits it in two right through the heart of the wood. When it is in two pieces, he chops off the heart of the wood so that it all comes off. When it is all off, he chops off the sap. As soon as it is all off, he carries it home.

Then he puts (the pieces) down on the floor, not too near the fire of his house. He takes his straight-edged knife and whittles it so that it is thick at one end and thin at the other. Now it is round. Then he measures the length of one span from the thick end and cuts a notch. The depth of the notch is one-half a finger-width. Then he whittles it off, beginning at the thick end, and he stops at the notch. As soon as his whittling stops at the notch, he shaves it off towards

\[ \text{BOAS, THE KWAKIUTL.} \]
the thick end, so that it is thin. As soon as the prong he is making is done, it is like this.\footnote{A small notch is made around the prong, particularly on the outer side, which holds the wrapping of birch-bark. This may be recognized in Fig. 156, a'. The notch here described is made a little nearer the butt-end of the prong, which is from here on whittled down on the inner side so as to present a flat surface, which fits on the flattened neck of the harpoon-shaft.}

Then he makes also the lower prong, and he just does right in the same way as he did to the upper prong, and the lower prong is a short span shorter than the upper prong.

As soon as this is finished, he takes bark of \textit{Prunus} and the harpoon-shaft, and he shaves it off at the neck, where the prongs are to be. It is shaved off so that both butt-ends of the prongs fit on both sides of the neck of the harpoon-shaft. As soon as they fit on, he pushes the neck of the harpoon-shaft against the notches in the butt-ends of the prongs; and he takes a narrow strip of \textit{Prunus}-bark and ties it on firmly, beginning at the notches, and going towards the thin end of the prongs. As soon as this is done, he cuts \textit{through} the two finger-holes.

As soon as this is finished, he takes the [dog-fish] back-skin of the dog-fish, which has been dried, and rubs the harpoon-shaft, and he only stops when it is really smooth.

As soon as this is finished, he takes the squid-hook to pull out a squid. When he has a squid, he takes out the guts. Then he takes the [black] sepias which is close to the guts, and \textit{lex'a}yas lā'laa lā'xa ma'x'ba'yas qa pe'tbēs. Wā, g'i'lmēsē gwā'tē dzē'-qwēla'yasēxs la'ēg'agwā'tēg'a.\footnote{The notch here described is made a little nearer the butt-end of the prong, which is from here on whittled down on the inner side so as to present a flat surface, which fits on the flattened neck of the harpoon-shaft.}

Wā, le e'tlēdxā be'nk'ködxsta'ē dzē'guma. Wā, le a'em nek'x'm'g'īl 5 tiewēxes gwē'g'ilāsaxa e'k'ködxsta'ē dzē'guma. Wā, le 'n'em'lēnk' lā'xenst sīl'gxsts'la'ēnx q!wā'q!wax'tlānax, yix sīl'kwā'gawa'yas be'nk'ködxsta'ē dzē'guma la'xa e'k'ködxsta'ē dzē'guma. 10

Wā, g'i'lmēsē gwā'tēxs la'e ax'e'dxa lē'n'sωmē le'wa ma'stōwe. Wā, le k'lä'x'widex axā'laasalas dzē'gumē lāx o'xawa'yas. Wā, la'em k'lä'kwa qa be'nem'g'aa'-lēlaxā la'ē wi'waqātsa o'xawa'yas 15 dzē'de'gumē lāx wa'x'śol!e'xa'wa'yas ma'stōwe. Wā, g'i'lmēsē be'nem'g'aa'-lēlaxā la'ē wi'waqātsa o'xawa'yas ma'stōwe lāx a'wa'gawa'yas o'xil-a-'yasa dzē'de'gumē. Wā, le ax'e'dxa 20 tśe'qladzowē le'n'swumā qa's la'la'kutu'ē ylla'elōts gā'yabāla la'xa q'e'mde'kwē la guyō'əla lāx pē'pēlba'yasa dzē'de'gumē. Wā, g'i'lmēsē gwā'tēxs la'e k'le'yimx'sōdxa ma'q'dzeqē xaba-stā'ya.

Wā, g'i'lmēsē gwā'tēxs la'e ax'e'dxa x'ulgwē'g'a'yasa xu'lmāxas la'e lem'kwa. Wā, le xu'lxundxa ma'stōwe. Wā, a'tmēsē gwā'tēxs la'e álak'-lāla 30 la qē'sena.

Wā, g'i'lmēsē gwā'tēxs la'e ax'e'dxēs nē'dzayāxa teq'wa' qa's lē ne'xax teq'wa. Wā, g'i'lmēsē lā'xka teq'wa'xs la'e hē'x'ida'm la'weyōdex tsīlēnexas. 35 Wā, le ax'e'dxēs be'x'bek'läsaxa tsīlō'-tōwe axā'la lāx tsīlēnexas. Wā, le x'ix'tsō'īts lā'xa xo'xulk'lem'ot'asā wā'-
squeezes it out into the shell of a large clam. Then he goes home, carrying the shell.

Then he puts it down in his house, and he takes soft shredded cedar-bark and the harpoon-shaft, and he dips the soft shredded cedar-bark into the sepia and rubs it on the harpoon-shaft. As soon as it has been painted over, he takes it out of the house and puts it up against a board, so that it is blown on by the wind and (exposed to) the sun, so that the sepia which is painted on it dries quickly. As soon as it is dry, the harpoon-shaft is black. Then for a short while he stops working on the harpoon-shaft.

The porpoise-hunter also tries to get guts of the black bear and of the seal for his harpoon-line, (to be used) when he spears porpoises and seals. When he has a black bear or a seal, he takes his carving-knife and cuts open its belly. Then he takes out the guts; and as soon as they are all out, he cuts off the guts close to the stomach, and he also cuts off the other end close to the anus, and he squeezes out what is in them.

As soon as all that is in it is out, he stretches the guts outside of his house; and when they are nearly dry, he takes a short piece of cedar-wood and puts it crosswise to one end of it; but he never unties the other end. Then he holds the cedar stick across the one end and pulls it tight, turning at the same time the cedar cross-piece. As soon as it has been twisted strongly, lasē metlā'na'ya. Wā, he'x'ida'mēsē g'āx kā'laxa xo'xukl-ёмō'taxs g'ā'xaē nā'nakwa.

Wā, le k'ā'g'alīshas lā'xēs g'o'kwē. Wā, le ax'è'dxa qlö'yaakwē k'ā'dzekw 5 le'wa mā'stowē. Wā, le dzōp'stentsa qlö'yaakwē k'ā'dzekw lā'xa bē'x'ēk'la. Wā, le dzē'g'īfents lā'xa mā'stowē. Wā, g'rī'mēsē hāmē'xenxs la'e lā'wel-sas lā'xēs g'o'kwē qa's le lā'x'éq'g'īlsa 10 lāx tsā'gemas qa yā'lasē'wēsēsā yā'la le'wa lē'esēla qa hā'labālis lē'mx'wi-dēda ge'xena'ē bē'x'ēk'la'sa tsq'wa'. Wā, g'rī'mēsē le'mx'widēxs la'e tsō'nā mā'stowē. Wā, laem yā'wā'sēd gwa'la 15 mā'stowē lā'xēq.

Wā, he'x'mēs e'tī'ed qplā'ylā'sōsa alē'winoxwa tskli'y'masa lātē le'wa lē'xenē qa's sēg'ă'nxēxēs sk'ax'axa k'lo'tōlē le'wa mē'gwāte. Wā, he'x' 20 'maaxs g'ā'laē lā'xa lātē lō'ma lē'-xenē; Wā, he'x'mis g'il ax'è'tsōsēs qwā'-gayuwē k'lä'wayā qa's qa wāx'è' dex tek'la's. Wā, le ax'è'wutsō'dex tskli'y'mas. Wā, g'rī'mēsē wi'λāthls'āxax la'e 25 tśō'sōdxa tskli'y'mē lāx mā'g'āna'ya yasa pō'xunse. Wā, lā'xēl tśō'sōdxa a'Ms-pa'yas lā'xa mak'āla lāx me'ng'asas. Wā, le x̣ṭ'x̣-sēq qa lawā'yēs ge'-tslewāq. 30

Wā, g'rī'mēsē wi'tōlts'ālā g'tślēwaw-qēxs la'e tślś'elsaq lāx lā'sa'nā'yasēs g'o'kwē. Wā, g'rī'mēsē ełāq le'm-wemx'īdxex sā'le' ax'è'dex tsō'x'stowē klwaxlā'wa qa's gē'bbendēs lāxa aps-35 bā'yas. Wā, lā'xa hēwā'xəm qwel'-i'idxex apsba'yas. Wā, le dā' laxa klwax-lā'we la gē'bāsa a'psba'yaxs la'è ləklu'tā'la nē'xālaqëxs la'e x̣ṭ'l'paxa gē'baē klwaxlā'wa. Wā, g'rī'mēsē 40 ləklu'tsto'wē x̣ṭ'lpa'yasexs la'è ləklu'tle'd
he pulls it tight, stretches it, and ties it outside the house, so that it gets really dry. The same is also done with the guts of the sea-lion.

As soon as he has made much of this, he asks his wife to plait it, and his wife plaits it. Then it is made into a three-stranded line. As soon as it is twelve fathoms long, it is the right length. This is to be the harpoon-line for the harpoon-shaft of the porpoise-hunter and of the seal-hunter.

Her husband, however, makes the barbed harpoon-point in this way, of this bone (see illustration). And he does it in the same way of iron; and this is named the “barb point” (a), and this the “barb” (b), and this the “middle barb” (c), and this the “rear barb” (d), and this the “bone shaft-socket” (e), and this the “gut line” (f). This is the barbed point for the upper prong of the harpoon-shaft, but the barbed point for the lower prong of the harpoon-shaft is a little shorter.

As soon as this is finished, he takes a large stomach of a seal to be the float in the middle of the harpoon-line, and also a thin plaited line (made of sea-lion guts) two spans long, which is to be the guide-line of the harpoon-shaft for the harpoon-line to go through.\(^1\)

As soon as this is finished, he ties (the harpoon-points) on the harpoon-shaft; and when he has everything that belongs to it, he finishes; and this is the tying the half-hitch of the harpoon-line;\(^2\) and so as soon as the porpoise-hunter

\[\text{ne'x'e'deq qa tsla's'e'des'eks la'e mo'y-x'e'ulsaq qa a'lan'dides le'my'wid. Wa, la'a'xa'e he'em'xat! gw'e'gilas'e'we' t'sle'y'-masa le'e'xen'e.}\]

\[\text{Wa, g'it'mes'e la qle'hem'e axa'xas, 5 la'e g'a'g'ongas la'x'es gene'm'e qa qlai'-} ide'seq. Wa, le gene'mas qla'phi'seq. Wa, la'em ya'yutdx'sla'g'ese qla'a'la'es. Wa, g'it'mes'e g'a'g'iwalaplenk' la'xens b'a'taxs la'e he'lasgema. Wa, la'em 10 qle'lgwats'exsdet's ma'stasa al'e'wino-} xwa'xa k'I'o'lot'e le'wa' me'gwate.\]

\[\text{Wa, la'a la'wunemas leg-ekwilaxa le'g'ekwexa g'a gw'a'leg'xa (illustration), la'xwa xa'qex. Wa, le 15 yu'em'xat! gw'a'toxda dze-x'y'nex. Wa, he' mis le'-gades lex'ba'e (a); wa, he'mis le-} k'a'e (b); wa, he'mis leg'oge'wofe (c); wa, he'mis leg'ekluxle (d). Wa, 20 he'mis xa'qhe ma'ts'les (e). Wa, he'-} mis (f) g'a'g'ao'nayo tsla'lswes'sa. Wa, la'em ek'I'o'dexst'e le'g'x'esa ma'stow'e. Wa, la'a tsla'lsakwa'le le'g'ekwa'sa be'nk'Iodexsta'yasa ma' 25 }\]

stow'e.

\[\text{Wa, g'it'mes'e gw'a'texs la'e ax'e'dxa 'wa'lase po'xunsta me'gwate qa po'-} woyowose'q le'lkwe. Wa, he'mes'wa wile'ne qle'lenaw'kw tsla'lswes'axa ma'le'-} 30 plen'ka'wa'g'eg'mase la'xens gw'a'-} qlwax'tsla'na'ex. Wa, he'em tlamak'le'xa'wes'a ma'stow'e qa nev'sa'latas qle'lkwe. Wa, g'it'mes'e gw'a'texs la'e} me'n's'ale'lots la'x'es ma'stow'e. Wa, 35 g'it'mes'e wil'g'aalel' e gwei'gwla'ses'x la'e gw'la'la. Wa, he'em mo'xla'e, yix ma'xwa'laasasa qle'lkwe. Wa, g'it'mes'e sex'iy'deda al'e'winoxwa'xa kI'o'lotlaxs}\]

\(^1\) This is the loop attached to the neck of the harpoon-shaft (see p. 489).

\(^2\) It was shown here that the harpoon-line is attached near the middle of the harpoon-shaft with a half-hitch; that is to say, with half a bowknot.
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throws the harpoon and pulls the harpoon-line, (the knot) of the harpoon-line comes out when the barbed points go into the porpoise.

The salmon-spear of this type is used either in the canoe or by fishermen standing on rocks in the river, but only a few places are adapted to this method of fishing. On the upper course of the Nimkish River, salmon are speared even in muddy water. This method of spearing is called t’a’t’aq’wa. When the spear is thrown, the left hand holds the end of the line, and supports the spear as near the middle as the arm can reach. The right hand grasps the end, the fingers resting in the notches of the handle. The handle of the spear slides through the hollow of the left hand. The notched handle-end is a device clearly related to the throwing-stick. In some harpoons there are two holes placed side by side and about 2 cm. apart for the first and second fingers; these are also similar to the finger-holes of throwing-sticks. The porpoise-spear has a buoy made of the stomach of a seal, attached to the middle. The stomach is tied up at both ends. The anterior end is sometimes provided with a wooden blow-piece and stopper. After the porpoise has been hit, the harpoon-shaft slides back along the line until it reaches this buoy.

The harpooneer’s canoe is hardly spread at all. It has a long sharp, bow, long enough for the harpoon-shaft to rest in it when the end of the shaft lies next to the harpooneer on his seat. The bow is provided with a rest for the harpoon (Fig. 158), which prevents it from slipping off. This type of canoe is called l’a’tq’ala. The short, sharp, vertical edge under the bow of the canoe (see Plate xxx) is rounded off below in order to prevent its making noise when cutting through the water. The lower point of this edge is charred. The walls of the canoe are very thin.

The paddle is made of the best kind of yew-wood without any knots. It is polished carefully. It is one fathom and a short span long. The grip and the rounded handle-part are farther apart than in the ordinary paddles (see Fig. 118, d). The blade is very thin and elastic. It has a sharp point to prevent it from making a noise. The noise made by this paddle is called
plaq'la; i. e., emitting the short dull sound \( p' \) when the point enters the water. Each man has two paddles, because sometimes, with the sudden backing and vigorous paddling just before the harpoon is thrown, the blade of the paddle will break.

Following is a description of the making of the paddle:

Now I will talk about the making of the paddle to be the paddle of the porpoise-hunter and of the steersman. When the paddle-maker goes into the woods to search for yew-wood as material for his paddle, he carries his axe. As soon as he finds a good (tree) which is not twisted and is three spans thick, he chops it down and it falls. Then he measures one fathom and two spans and chops it off. As soon as it is off, he marks a line straight through the heart of the tree, and takes a new wedge and drives it into the heart (of the tree). He drives it in with the axe.

As soon as the (wood) splits, he takes one half and chops it so that the sap all comes off, and he continues chopping it until it gets thin, so that it is three finger-widths thick; and he chops off the heart so that it comes off. Then he measures three spans, beginning from the top downward, which is to be the upper part of what is to be the paddle. Then he chops it in so that it is notched \((a)\). As soon as it has been chopped in, he also does the same on the other side. Then it is this way:

---

\[ \text{Diagram of paddle-making process} \]
As soon as it is three fingers wide at \( a \), he chops at \( b \) so that it is a little wider than at \( a \); and he chops from \( a \) towards \( c \). Now it is thin in the middle. Then he chops at \( d \) so that it is pointed. Now this is called an unfinished paddle.

As soon as this is done, he takes the other half (of the tree) and does the same as he did to the one that was first made. As soon as this is done, he carries them home on his shoulder. He puts away his axe and takes his long-handled adze. Then he puts down the unfinished paddle, and, beginning at the neck (\( a \)), he goes along towards \( c \), adzing it on one side. Then he goes right on to \( d \). He continues his adzing to the edge of the paddle, which is made thin, while it is thick in the middle all the way to the end. As soon as this is done, he also does the same to the other side.

When this is finished, he turns it over, and he does the same as he did to the opposite side. Now the paddle has thin edges; and he adzes again, beginning at \( a \) and going towards \( b \). Then \( a \), that is the neck of the paddle, is round, and it is flat at the top (handle end). He does the same on the other side.

As soon as this is done, he puts away his long-handled adze, and takes his crooked-knife and smooths it down well. As soon as the paddle is really elastic, he takes red-pine wood and whistles it down so that it is round, so that it is just right for the hand to go around it when it is grasped.

Wä, g'1'mësë yú'dux^4den lā'xens q'wa'q'wa'xstāna^ex, yix wā'g'idasasa (a) la'c sō'pledx (b) qa ha'l'stna'mësë wā'wadžałagawës (a). Wä, le sō'pledx (a), lā'laa lāx (c). Wä, la'më wīl'ō-yux^5wida. Wä, le sō'pledx (d) qa wīl'bx^5idës. Wä, la'e'm lë'gades xetsla' sē'wayu lā'xëq.

Wä, g'1'mësë gwā'tëkses la'c axë'dxa apsō'xlë. Wä, a'em'xala'wisë 'naq'em-10 gw'iltōxes gwē'g'ilāsaxës g'i'lx'-dë e'axë-lasë'wa. Wä, g'1'mësë gwā'tëkses la'c yīl'x'seyaplentsës la'c nā'nakwa la'xës g'o'kwë. Wä, le g'xaxës sō'bayuwe qa's axë'dëxes qē'ndzayuwe. Wä, le 15 pax'ā'lifxa xetsla'cē sē'wayaxës la'c gā'yabāla la'xa o'xawa^yasë (a) qa's gwā'gwaqalë qē'nsaq lāx (c) la'xa apsë'nxa'cë. Wä, le hē'n'kula lāx (d). Wä, la'em' te's'ālal gwa'gwāqalë qē'n-sa'yas la'xa awu'nxa'yasa sē'wayuwe qa pe'lspełenxës qa tē'nxdzalës hē'ben-dalë 'negedzā'yas. Wä, g'1'mësë gwā'tëkses la'c hē'em'xtal. gwē'x'-dxa apsë'nxa'yas.

Wä, g'1'mësë gwā'tëkses la'c le'x'-15 deq. Wä, a'em'xala'wisë 'naq'em'g'iltewëxes gwē'g'ilāsaxa apsā'dzaxë. Wä, la'më pe'lspełenxə sē'wayuwe. Wä, le e'tëed qē'nsid gā'g'ilëla lāx (a) gwā'gwaqalë lāx (d). Wä, la'em le'x-enë (a), yix o'xawa'yas qa's peXenx'-y'dë lāx o'xtā'yas. Wä, la's'axa hē'em gwē'x'-dxa apsā'dzaxë. Wä, g'1'mësë gwā'tëkses la'c g'ē'xaxë5 qē'ndzayuwe. Wä, le axę'dxës x'ē'lwa'la k'la'waya qa's aē'k-kë k'la'x'-widxeq. Wä, g'1'mësë la a'laa. la'laa te'sēda sē'wayax la'c axę'dxa wuna'-gülë qa's k'la'x'-widxeq qa le'x-enës, qa a'mësë hē'tsle'stëns a'yasowë'x la'qëxes qiwë'salase'waë. Wä, le mō'dënē wā-s-
[squeezed]. The length of this is four finger-widths [when he cuts it off]. Then he cuts a hole in it which is two finger-widths and a half in length. First he drills it with a thick drill. The drill-holes are in two rows close together. As soon as he finishes drilling it, he takes a thin straight-bladed knife and cuts it out between the drill-holes. Then he cuts through, (making) a square hole. As soon as he has cut through, he takes the paddle and fits it to the cross-piece on top (see Fig. 118). Then he drills through the cross-piece (handle) on the top end of the paddle, and he nails it on with two pegs of yew-wood.

As soon as this is done, he takes really gummy pitch-wood of the spruce-tree, and oil of the perch, and he rubs (the oil) over the new hunting-paddle. As soon as it is greased all over with perch-oil, he lights the end of the pitch-wood in the fire of his house. As soon as it blazes up, he puts down the burning pitch-wood on the floor, takes the oiled paddle and places it close to the burning pitch-wood. Thus the paddle is blackened.

As soon as the paddle is really black, he stops; and when it gets cool, he takes a piece of old matting and rubs it down. Thus the black paint of the paddle never comes off. Then he puts it away.

Then the two paddles — the paddles of the porpoise-hunter — are finished. The paddle of the steersman is made in the same way. That is all about this.
After the harpooneer's canoe is finished, water is poured into it, spruce-twigs are placed inside the canoe, and then red-hot stones are thrown in. This gives the canoe a good smell. Then it is sprinkled all over with the bailer. The harpooneer's mat, paddle, and harpoon are also put into this water.

This treatment of the canoe is described as follows:

As soon as this is done, the ends of young shoots of the spruce-tree are taken, and he steams them in a steaming-box. Then he takes two large buckets and draws fresh water, which he pours into the clean steaming-box, and he gathers stones for a fire on the beach. Then he takes the spruce, puts it into the water in the steaming-box, and he takes his tongs, picks up the red-hot stones with them, and puts them into the steaming-box. As soon as the water begins to boil, he puts more spruce into it; and when it has been boiling a long time, he dips out the boiling water and pours it into the small canoe. He also puts the boiled spruce into the canoe. As soon as it is all in, he takes his bailer and sprinkles the boiled spruce all over the inside of the small canoe. When the small canoe is all wet inside, he sprinkles the boiled spruce and its liquid over the outside of the small canoe.

As soon as this has been done, he leaves it for a little while and takes matting of his wife — a good mat — and puts it into the water in the small canoe, in the boiled spruce and its liquid; and also his knee-cover, namely his blanket, is generally also put into the water in the small canoe; for it

1 Namely, fitting up the canoe.
is said the porpoise likes the smell of the boiled spruce, and therefore the porpoise-hunters do this to their hunting-canoes and to their things with spruce.

When the canoe is made ready for the hunting-season, its outer side is dried carefully, so that all the small splints turn outward. These are burned off with torches, which are afterwards moved once more slowly over the whole surface of the canoe until a layer of charcoal shows on the outside. Then the canoe is turned over and allowed to cool. When it is cold, it is rubbed down at right angles to the medial line. When it is quite smooth, the outside up to the water-line is smeared with tallow. Olachen-oil is not used for this purpose, on account of its odor. After this the bottom of the canoe is struck with spruce-branches to give it a good smell.

The canoe must never rest on the ground, that the surface may not get rough. It is always carried, never pushed along over stones. It must rest so high that a person can sit under the bow, and lift it on his shoulder. The hunter carries in his canoe two round cedar-sticks, about 10 cm. in diameter and a metre long. When a landing is made during ebb-tide, the stern is brought ashore first. The poles are then placed under the canoe to protect the bottom from the pebbles of the beach.

When the hunters make ready to start, they put on their capes of shredded cedar-bark. Pieces of split kelp are put upon the ends of the thwarts near the side of the canoe, and are turned up over the gunwale. The paddle, when not in use, is placed on these; and the kelp deadens the noise when it is put down, lifted, or when it happens to strike the gunwale.

When the harpooneer goes aboard, he pushes off the canoe with the handle of the paddle, not with the point. He puts down the harpoon with the point directed towards the middle of the canoe, and attaches the harpoon-points, making the line as tight as possible. Then he puts the line into the bow of the canoe, laying it in long turns, which are placed side by side. He counts off the middle of the coils before they are undone, and at this place he ties the bladder, which is first moistened by being immersed four times in the water. Then the rest of the line is put down in the same manner, and finally its end is tied to the short harpoon-line. After this the loop through which the harpoon-line runs is attached to the spear-shaft. Then the harpoon-shaft is turned point forward. To the butt-end a loop or a stout bone is tied, which is held when the harpoon is cast.

I insert here a description of the disposition of the harpoon and line:

This is where the hunter puts his harpoon-line and the bladder:¹ and Wá, hé’em g¬a’laats q’lx’kwasa ale’-winoxwé lé’wis po’xunsé.¹ Wá, hé’em

¹ In the bow of the canoe, just aft of the mast-thwart.
this is where the porpoise-hunter sits when he goes after a porpoise that has been heard spouting; and this is where he sits before he has heard a porpoise spouting, and while he is paddling; and this is where he coils up his harpoon-line and his bladder when he makes it ready in his canoe; for the only time when the harpoon-line and the bladder are (behind the mast-thwart) is when he is starting from the beach; and he puts them (in the very bow of the canoe) when he gets out to sea, where he expects the porpoise.

At another place the disposition of harpoon and line was described to me as follows:

And he puts his harpoon-line and the barbed points into the canoe-box (see Fig. 122), and he puts the canoe-box into the bow of the canoe, in front of the hunter’s seat, and there he coils up the harpoon-line. He puts down the bladder above it, in the bow of the canoe, and he also takes kelp and measures the length of the thwart next to the mast-thwart where he is sitting in the middle, and he cuts it off the same length as the thwart. Then he slips open one side of it, and he puts it over the edge of the thwart towards the bow of the canoe. That is where he puts down his paddle when he harpoons the porpoise. I think that is all I know about it.

The canoe is manned by the harpooneer and his steersman. The latter sits on the port side, while the harpooneer paddles on the starboard side. The harpoon lies on the knees of the harpooneer, who sits so that there is

---

1 On the mast-thwart.
2 Just in front of the mast-thwart.
3 In the very bow of the canoe.
room enough on his right to push down the paddle quickly. Both are as quiet as possible, because the ear of the porpoise is very keen, and it is scared away by the slightest noise. Hunters communicate by signs. They paddle with deep strokes, and throw the paddle rapidly in a wide circle through the air, letting the water drip off in a fine spray far away from the canoe and without noise. When the porpoise comes up on the port side, the harpooneer paddles, and the steersman steers to port by holding his paddle in the water so that the canoe swings around slowly and without noise. Only when the canoe is headed right does the steersman begin to paddle. The harpooneer directs the steersman by inclining his head in the direction that he wants to take. The porpoise must be ahead and a little to the left to enable him to hit it.

When about twelve metres away from the porpoise, he shakes the canoe by a jerk of his legs, puts down his paddle, rises, and stands with the right knee bent. Just before casting the harpoon he raises himself to full height. The harpoon is always held first a little towards the right, because otherwise the porpoise would see it. He tries to cast the harpoon when the porpoise is just under the surface of the water, swimming straight ahead. Otherwise it will hear the harpoon and turn at once. When the harpoon is cast, it is held so that the longer point is below. After being thrown, it turns around, and generally the shorter point hits the animal. As soon as the harpoon has been cast, the harpooneer sits down and steps firmly on the bone at the end of his line. The line runs out quickly, and soon the bladder falls overboard. Then he signals his steersman to back-water by pointing the palm of his hand backwards; and at the same time he must take the direction of a point of land, in order to be able to find again the place where the porpoise dived. Generally the porpoise rises again at exactly the same place where it went down, and for this reason the canoe is backed away. When the porpoise dives, the line is paid out; and when the canoe is far enough away, the harpooneer gives a jerk downward, which is a signal for the steersman to stop. The porpoise generally comes up so quickly that it reaches the surface before the float comes up which is attached to the middle of the harpoon-line. As soon as the porpoise emerges, the harpooneer shakes the canoe again as a signal for the steersman to paddle ahead. Porpoises, when wounded, always swim about in a circle. The harpoon-shaft glides back along the line until it reaches the bladder. The hunters paddle up to the bladder, and the harpoon-shaft is disengaged and is put down in the bow of the canoe. Then the harpooneer begins to haul in the line outside of the canoe, letting it fall back into the water. When the canoe comes near to the porpoise, he lets go of the line, and both men paddle, bringing the quarry to the left of the canoe. Then he stabs it with the harpoon-shaft either just behind the head or between the ribs. The stick often goes right through the body and
pierces the lungs. When the animal has received a deadly wound, it swims along in short jumps, and the steersman has to paddle backward, for just before it dies it causes a whirl of the waters. Females generally drift for some time, while males sink at once.

As soon as (the harpoon-points) enter the porpoise, they come off from the ends of the prongs, and the harpoon-shaft comes sliding along the harpoon-line until it reaches the bladder in the middle of the harpoon-line. That is where the hunter takes hold of his harpoon-shaft and unties the ends of the guide-loop at the neck; and he throws the bladder into the water; and he puts the harpoon in the bow of the small hunting-canoe, placing the finger-holes on his right knee. Then he takes up his hunting-paddle.

Then he paddles after the porpoise which drags the harpoon-line, going to the right side. As soon as he approaches it, he puts down his paddle on the right-hand side of the canoe, behind his seat. He grasps the harpoon-shaft at the finger-holes with his right hand, and holds it with his left hand (a little beyond the small of the back of the harpoon). Then he stabs it with the prongs, harpooning it behind the fins. Sometimes the porpoise dies right off when he hits its lungs.

As soon as it is dead, he puts his fingers into the blow-holes and pushes it down under water. Then he pulls it up and into his small hunting-canoe. Then he takes the harpoon end of his harpoon-points and twists them when he pulls them out. Then he washes them, so that the blood comes off, and he puts them back on the prongs of his harpoon-shaft, and then he listens | Wä, g'tv'méšə la'bêta la'xa k!ó'lo-tlaxs la'è lawä' lâ'xa o'ba'yasa dzêdzê'-gùmë qa's g'a'xë k'ëxuñna'yâ ma'-stowë la'xa qle'lkwë qa's g'a'xë k'â'-xatela la'xa po'xunsê lax 'negô'yâ'yasa qle'lkwë. Wä, hë'mis la dâ'x'ïdaatsa ale'winoxwa'xës ma'stowë qa's qwe'lìdë o'ba'yasa tlama'k'ëxawa'ë. Wä, le ts'ëxst'ëndxa po'xunsê qa k'â'deg'ëyô-dësa ma'stowë lax 'g'iwa'yasës ale'-10 watslë xwa'xwaguma. Wä, le k'â't-k'âx'æ xa'ba'tlëxsa'yas hëlk'ôt-k'-a-x'a'yasës lax e dâ'x'dëxs ale'x'ayuwwe se'wayâ.

Wä, le sâ'seyôx'widxa la dô'x'sem-15 lëxa qle'lkwë k!ô'lô'tla lax hëlk'ôdenô-dza'yas. Wä, g'tlv'méšë 'nexwä'x'id la'qëxs la'e kâ'tlëxsexs së'wayuwë lax hëlk'ôtåga'yasa xwâ'k'ëna la'xë gwaa'ple'xsa la'e xapstô'dëx xa'ba'ts'ëxsa'yasës ma'stowë, yisës hëlk'ô-lo-tlåna'ë. Wä, le dâ'lësa'x gënxol-tlsåna'ë lax (awâ'göxlâsa ma'stowë). Wä, le xwë'-dë'gwa'xse'xs la'e te'xsa lax e sex'ë't'ëdx gu'nx'ya'gës që'xlayâs. 25 Wä, le na'lëmple'na hëbë'xsa la'e he'la k!ô'lôtlaxs la'e qlabëkwë's kwa'xwa.

Wä, g'tlv'méšë hëlaxs la'e gelxstô'-dëx k'ëxwä'sasëxs la'e we'gunsaq la'xa de'msx'asës la'e në'vexstö'deq qa's nêx'ë-30 ts'ëxse'që la'xës alë'wasë'jëla xwâ'xwaguma. Wä, le da'x'ëdx ma'ts'ëxse'sës leg'ëkwë' qa's se'lx'ëxidëqëxs la'e nê'xödeq. Wä, le ts'ô'x'widxa qaw la'wâ'-yësa s'lkwa. Wä, le xwë'laqa axbe'nts 35 lax dzëdzê'gumasës ma'stowë. Wä, le xwë'laqa hëlex'sidxa k!ô'lô'të. Wä,
again for porpoises. As soon as he has four porpoises, he goes home.

The white (?) porpoises, which go in shoals, are hunted at night. They do not dive after they have been hit. Since they are very large and active, the hunter selects a small one, which he harpoons. When holding on to the line, he stems his feet against the thwart, and throws himself backward in the middle of the canoe. Sometimes the bailer is tied to the line as a drag. If this is not enough to decrease the rapidity of the movements of the animal, a mat is rolled up and tied to the line. If this is still insufficient, paddles and even the mast of the canoe may be used as drags.

Generally a number of harpooneers go hunting together. The one who proposes the hunt gets a seal or a small porpoise, and invites the other hunters to a feast, during which they agree upon the place and time of the proposed expedition. Generally they start on the evening following the feast. They do not eat before starting, and take no provisions along, but fast from the close of the feast until their return from the hunt. They keep, however, certain plants, wiwomaxtawē, k:š'lk'las ("tongue-on-ground"), or bark of spruce-root, in the mouth, in order to have a pure breath.

The principal places where the Fort Rupert tribes hunt porpoise are the following. The place where they generally go is Q'lk'lxstē, a place where there is a large eddy. Other places are Më'le's, Ek'l'x'ō's, Xeklu'ms (west of Duncan Island), Lā'qekwāwē (west of Miles Cone), Gïlsq'iltem, Lë'nxesba (Christie Passage). In all these places are eddies frequented by porpoises. The people of Newettee are allowed to hunt at all these places also.

When the harpooneers go out together, they keep time paddling. When they discover a porpoise, they spread out in a circle to prevent the escape of the animal. If a man thinks that he has a chance to hit it, he gives a signal indicating that he intends to make a start. Then all the others stop, ready to cast their harpoons if the porpoise should come up near their canoes. Whoever gets the first animal must distribute it among all the others. He goes ashore at once to prepare the meat for a feast.

Dog-fish are caught in the following manner. A piece of salmon is tied around a stick and let down into the water. Gradually it is pulled up until the dog-fish, which are attracted by the bait, are near the surface. Then the fish are simply taken by the tail and thrown into the canoe. Sometimes they are stabbed with poles without point.

HERRING-RAKE. Herring are caught with a rake consisting of a long flat pole, in the narrow end of which a large number of teeth, formerly made of bone, but more recently made of nails, are inserted (Fig. 159). The rake is made of red-pine wood. A piece about two fathoms long is split off from the standing tree, as described before (p. 328). Chips are placed by the side
of the tree, which break the fall of the piece split off. The latter is then split with wedges into two equal parts, so that the line of division forms the radius dividing into two halves the segment that has been cut off from the tree. Then a piece a little more than one finger thick is split off from this radial surface. This strip of wood is then whittled down and smoothed. The teeth of the rake are made of the tibia or ulna of a deer, which is broken up into splints by being hammered lightly at one end until it begins to crack. Then the crack is followed up with the hammer until the bone is broken up. The teeth of the rake are three finger-widths in length. They are rubbed down and sharpened on gritstone. The teeth are inserted in the handle in the following manner. The long piece of wood which is to form the rake is put down on the floor of the house edgewise, being held on each side by two stakes. Then drill-holes are made about two finger-widths apart along the edge of the rake, and the teeth are driven in by means of a piece of yew-wood. Then for four nights the rake is smoked over the fire, and every morning it is rubbed down with deer-tallow to make it brittle and so as to make the soot adhere to it.

The herring begin to run about the first week of March. When catching herring, the fisherman's wife sits in the bow of the canoe, facing the stern; while the fisherman takes his position in the stern, also facing aft. The woman steers and paddles the canoe, which moves stern foremost. The man paddles on the left-hand side of the canoe until the herring are reached. Then he puts down the paddle, takes up the herring-rake, and draws it towards himself along the right-hand side of the canoe with the same motion which is used in paddling. Then the fish that are caught on the points of the rake are shaken off and dropped into the canoe. The fishermen claim that it is very difficult to lift more than eight fish at a time, and that when there are more on the rake, they drop them back into the water.

When a fisherman has to go out alone, he weights the bow of the canoe down with stones, so that it draws more water at the bow than at the stern. Then he paddles forward to where the herring are, and rakes them in in the same way as described before.

Herring also come to the shore during the months of December and January. The arrival of a shoal of herring is recognized by the eagles flocking towards the sea and picking up the fish. At these times the herring are generally driven up by the black cod and other large fish,
and swim about near the surface in circles. At this time the fish are either caught with the herring-rake or are simply dipped up in baskets.

Sealing. — Seals have sleeping-places, which they use according to the state of the tide. Near Fort Rupert there are three on Deer Island, two on Little Island (Xwé'gats!è) just outside of Deer Island, three on De'mxadè, one on Peel Island, two on Má'k'awîlè. The one at the north end of the last-named island is used by seals at low water; the one at the west end, at high water. The seal-hunter and his steersman go cautiously to the nearest point of land, then the harpooneer gives a signal to the steersman to paddle quickly. When he gets near enough, he harpoons the largest seal that he discovers, and hauls in his line as quickly as possible. He tries to get the seal under the bow of the canoe. The seals turn about so often and so quickly, that unless the line is hauled in rapidly, it gets many kinks. Therefore the harpooneer tries to hold it tight. When the seal comes up to breathe, he tries to frighten it down again, so as to drown it. Finally, when it comes up near the canoe, he strikes it on the head, and thus kills it.

Hunters use a call for seal, which is a guttural sound produced by a rapid expulsion of the breath through the glottis, the mouth being closed. In olden times seal-nets made of cedar-withes were used, but no detailed information in regard to them could be obtained.

Sea-lions are killed while basking on rocks. The hunters try to approach them unobserved, and strike them down with a heavy club about a fathom long. They try to hit them first on the occiput, then between the eyes. Sea-lion meat is hardly ever eaten, but the hide is used for making thongs and wedge-bags. The bristles are used as ornaments. These are sometimes obtained in the following manner. On many sea-lion rocks are small hollows into which the dung is washed. They are called kwā'tsè ("chamber-vessel"). This puddle is washed out and filled with hemlock-branches which are attached to long poles. The sea-lions wallow in this hole, and some of their bristles are caught in the hemlock-branches.

Like the porpoise-hunters, sea-otter hunters go out together. They wear their blankets pinned up over the right shoulder, the right arm being naked. Hemlock-twigs are tied in their hair, or a bone or an arrow is pushed through the hair crosswise. When shooting, they have one arrow ready in the mouth, while the other is on the string. The steersman sits very high, that he may be able to see.
IX. — HUNTING LAND-MAMMALS AND BIRDS.

The principal method of hunting land-mammals is by means of traps. Bow and arrow and spear are not used extensively for this purpose.

TRAPS. — For deadfalls three principles of release are in use. Most of them have the release shown in Figs. 160, 161, and 163, while the release shown in Fig. 162 is rare. The first type of release consists of a pole (c) supporting a lever (d), which is connected by a thin withe (e) with a trigger (f). In baited traps (télku) the bait is attached to the trigger, which thus serves at the same time as bait-stick (tě’layū). In the unbaited traps the trigger is set free by the animal when it steps on a board or pulls on a string (Fig. 163, Ʌ). As shown in the illustrations, the trigger is held lightly in two notches of a forked branch, and the movements of the animal pull it out of the notches. The short end of the lever d is connected by a heavy ring of cedar-bark (n) with the beam (i) which forms the deadfall.

The second form of release is shown in Fig. 164. In this trap the lever d served at the same time as a trigger. The withe n, which connects its short end with the beam of the deadfall, is bent over the support c, which rests on the two posts a and b. The ring is so twisted that the
lever \( d \), when released, turns with its long end forward (in the position shown in the illustration). By its pressure it holds the trigger \( f \) in position.

As soon as the animal steps on the trigger \( f \), the trigger slips down, thus releasing the lever \( d \), and with it the deadfall \( i \).

Another form of release is shown in Fig. 162. Here the deadfall is
supported by a small post \((d')\), which rests on a trigger \((f)\). The lower part of the post \(d'\) is rounded, and the slightest movement of the trigger \(f\) causes it to slip down. The end of \(f\) is baited; and when the bait on \(f\) is touched, the supporting post \(d'\) gives way.

The deadfalls are either heavy roofs which fall down upon the animal and crush it, or they consist of a single beam which strikes a base beam. The animal is either strangled or crushed between these two heavy poles. The most common forms of the deadfall consisting of a roof are shown in Figs. 160 and 161. The first of these has the bait suspended close to one side, and it is closed by a fence \((\phi)\), which prevents the escape of the animal towards the side. In the illustration that portion of the roof situated just over the bait is shown cut out, in order to make the arrangement of the bait visible. The lever of this trap is supported on a post, and holds up the beam \(i\) in the same way as shown in Fig. 161. This trap is used for both small and large animals. When it is used for bears, the bait is always placed on the side to the left from the entrance to the trap, because the bear, it is said, always takes the bait with its right paw, which puts it in a more unfavorable position to release itself. If the fence were at the right side of the bear, it would have a better chance to break through and thus make its escape. For smaller animals this trap is often doubled, as shown in Fig. 161. It will readily be seen that the trap there represented consists of two symmetrical halves, each like Fig. 160, placed side by side, so that the bait is in the middle. Its name \((wá'xnáyaak' télkâ k'!é'lg'ayu)\) indicates that it is considered by the natives as a doubled trap. Sometimes it has a bottom beam on which the animal is crushed, while in other cases the weight of the roof alone is sufficient to crush it on the ground. All these traps are put up by the sides of the trails of the animals. The baited trap Fig. 160, when used for minks, has the following measurements: the lever \(d'\) is one finger long when the animal is to be strangled; it is made one span and four fingers long when the trap is to crush its abdomen. The falling beam \(i\) is made four spans long. The height of the beam \(i\) where it leans against the post \(\delta\) is the height of the fist.

When intended for raccoon, the beam \(i\), where it crosses the post \(\delta\), is one span high. When the chest is to be crushed, the lever is made one span and four finger-widths long; when the abdomen is to be crushed, one long span and one short span long. The weight placed on the roof is about seventy-five pounds.

The same trap, when used for bears, is of the following sizes. The bottom beam \(m\) is about 15 cm. thick, a tree as straight as possible being selected. It is about two fathoms long. The falling beam \(i\) has the same thickness. The posts are also about 15 cm. in diameter. At the place where the falling beam \(i\) crosses the post \(\delta\), its height is the same as the shoulder
of a squatting man. The lever has the length of an arm from the point of the fingers to the shoulder. It is made of hemlock, which does not bend easily. The roof is made of trees about 20 cm. in diameter, split in halves. They are a little over a fathom in length. Very often there are two pairs of guide-beams (h) instead of a single pair. These, as well as the posts a and b, are often tied together on top with cedar-withes at such a distance that the beam i will fall down easily, but will strike exactly on top of the bottom beam m. The bait used for the bear-trap consists of one male and one female salmon. The salmon Roe is broken up and scattered all round the trap. The salmon is put on the bait-stick, which is made of yew, by pushing the stick through the body of the fish close to the backbone. A loop of cedar-twigs is put around the tail, and cedar-withes are pulled through the eyes. With these the bait is tied to the bait-stick. The use of the trap shown in Fig. 163 is easily understood from the illustration. It is called "trap with release-line" (d0'gwilkx). The bottom beam m and the release-string are carefully covered, so that they are invisible, and the whole trap is put up in the trail of the animal that is to be caught. The falling beam appears like a fallen log. The release-string l is made of spruce-root, and is drawn very tight. In many cases the trap has two such release-strings, — one running to the post a; the other to the post b. In running along, the animal is sure to pull one of these two strings. The rule in making a bear-trap of this kind is to make the release-string l so tight that when it is pulled with the finger, it can be pulled up to a point three finger-widths from the falling beam and three finger-widths from the bottom beam. This type of trap is used also for land-otters, for which a single and very tight release-string is used. The falling beam, where it crosses the posts a and b, is one span high, while the distance between f and b is three spans. These traps are put up preferably next to a tree, in order to make sure that the animal will not go around it. Often the lower end between h and f is also weighted with logs and stones.

The trap shown in Fig. 164 is set up in the water, and used for beavers. When the beaver swims along and comes to the tree b, it tries to crawl across it; and when it touches the release f, the falling beam comes down. For catching swimming beavers a net is sometimes placed between f and b, closing the whole opening between the surface of the water and the bottom beam. The net, which is made of spruce-root, is set so loosely, that when the beaver strikes it, it pulls out the trigger, as, in Fig. 163, thus releasing the falling beam.

Spring-traps are also used for catching bear, deer, and for small animals as well. These are also partly baited, partly used without bait. The methods of release are about the same as those of the deadfalls. In the spring-trap (xwé'dayu) shown in Fig. 165 a tree is bent over, and is held in position by means of a rope made of twisted cedar-twigs, which is pulled over the branched
stake. The loop by means of which this rope is attached is baited, and a
noose lies just under the bait. As soon as the animal pulls at the bait, the
loop is released, and the elasticity of the tree throws up the
noose, which catches either the foot of the animal, or, more
frequently, its neck.

The type of trap shown in Fig. 166 is commonly used
for catching deer. The release is about the same as that of
the beaver-trap before described. When the deer steps
on the small platform made of
sticks, it pushes down the lower
one of the two horizontal poles.

Thus the trigger is released;
the tree, which is bent over,

snaps back; and the leg or neck of the animal is caught and held in the noose.

The release in the trap shown in Fig. 167 is even more simple. Here
a heavy tree is placed over a forked support, the heavy end being held up
by a long pole, which is put under it in such a way that
the least movement of the opposite end
throws the beam off from its support.

As soon as the animal tugs at the
bait, the beam is thus released, and
it is thrown up.

All the nooses
are made of twisted
cedar-twigs, while
the stakes of the
traps are made of
hemlock. For both
spring-traps and
deadfalls, fences made of bushes are used (l!a‘yaqikʷ), which lead the animal
towards the trap.
Deer are also clubbed. The hunters bend down branches of willows or cedars near the water, and some of them hide at these places. When the deer come along and browse, a number of drivers imitate the howling of wolves in the woods. Then the deer take to the water, where they are clubbed. Deer-meat is not eaten, because the Kwakiutl believe that it makes one forgetful.

**Bow and Arrows.** — The method of making the bow has been described before (p. 331). The length of the bow is from the tip of the finger of the left hand to the bend of the right elbow. The bowstring is made of twisted deer-skin or bear-guts. In olden times all bows had turned tips (Fig. 168, δ),
but in later times straight flat bows were much used. These were originally characteristic of the tribes on the west coast of Vancouver Island, whose bows are narrow at the tips and wide in the middle, while the Kwakiutl bow has a round grip and is wide and flat near each end. The back is sometimes slightly keeled. The bows of the west coast sometimes have a number of ribs all along the belly, while those of the Kwakiutl are smooth.

The arrows are made of red cedar. The shaft is three spans in length. Arrows for hunting small game (Fig. 169, e) have straight or barbed bone or wooden points. All sea-otter arrows have barbed points (Fig. 169, c, d). The specimens in the collection of the Museum, all of which were recently made, have a point consisting of a flat bone, which is inserted in the end of the shaft. The splice is wrapped with spruce-root, and the whole joint is then gummed over. I do not know whether these actually represent the old type of sea-otter arrows. The barbed arrows of the tribes of the northern coast of British Columbia, which have their barbs also on one side only, all have detachable points, which are held to the shaft by a thin line. In Fig. 169, a and b represent two small bird-arrows. These are made entirely of cedar-wood. Instead of the blunt end, which is commonly used by all the neighboring tribes, the point of this arrow is wrapped with a kelp line, which in one specimen forms a thick end, while in the other specimen it simply serves to weight the tip. The arrow is winged with two feathers, preferably cormorant-feathers, the quill of which is split and scraped. When tying on the feather, a wrapping is first applied to the nock of the arrow by pulling a piece of spruce-root through the nock and then wrapping from the nock up. At a

Fig. 169. Arrows. a, Bird-arrow; c, d, Sea-otter arrows (length, 80 cm.).

a (a b), b (c d), c (e), d (f g), e (h i).
place 3 cm. from the nock the feather is inserted, which is laid so that its tip is directed towards the point of the arrow. Then the wrapping continues for about 2 cm. more, and the end of the wrapping is tucked under the last turn. Then the feather is turned over towards the tip of the arrow and laid along the shaft, without quite touching it, however. Then the quill-end is wrapped with spruce-roots, and is thus held to the shaft. The place where the quill-end is tied is not quite in line with the tip of the feather, which is thus given a slight turn.

Arrows are marked by being wound spirally with cedar-bark, and then slightly burned, so that the covered places appear white on a dark background. Each man uses a definite number of turns, which thus serve as property-marks. Sometimes bits of quill wedged into the shaft near the point-end serve the same purpose. It is said that bone points were also provided with property-marks, but I have not seen any of these.

Bow and arrows were carried in wooden boxes. One of these in the
The Museum is made of two pieces of cedar-wood. The whole box is 130 cm. long, 8 cm. wide, and 6 cm. high. The box itself is made of one piece of cedar-wood, the corners of which are square on the outside, and hollowed out from the inside so that the walls are quite thin. The top fits over this like the top of a pill-box. It is held to the box by means of a string, which passes through a hole in one end of the bottom, where it is knotted in, then up through a hole in the corresponding end of the top, over the top to the other end, and down through two holes, being knotted again under the box. The box is charred all over; but while being charred, it was evidently wrapped with spirals of cedar-bark at each end and in the middle, wherefore it appears now decorated with some light stripes. The top is hollowed out in the same way as the box. It is chamfered all round.

Besides these, round wooden quivers were used, closed at one end and open at the opposite end, which sometimes widened a little. These were made of two pieces of cedar-wood hollowed out on the outside and then fitted together.

In shooting, the bow is held horizontally. The bowstring is pulled with the first and second fingers, the arrow resting between these fingers, and the hand being under the bowstring. If the nock of the arrow is not good, the arrow is held with thumb and first finger.

Lasso. — In hunting mountain-goat the lasso is used. This is made of a stout cedar-branch which is twisted near the end. The tip of the branch is made into a loop (Fig. 170), which passes around the stout end of the branch. The hunter watches on a narrow mountain-goat trail, and lassos the animals as they pass by. This method of hunting is referred to in several of the traditions from Knight Inlet.¹

Hunting Birds. — When catching geese (pā'qa), a fire is built on a clay-covered board placed in the stem of the canoe. The steersman sits in

¹ See Vol. III of this series, p. 36.
front of the fire, and holds in his mouth a stick to which a mat is attached. This serves as a screen, by means of which the geese are kept in the light, and the canoe in the dark. When the hunters approach a flock of geese from a distance, they first screen and uncover the fire a few times. At first the geese are scared away by the glare of the light, but gradually they get accustomed to it. Then the canoe approaches quickly and cautiously. As long as the geese are kept in the light, they cannot see the dark canoe, and it is possible to come quite near to them. They always swim in a direction at right angles to the rays of the light. One of the hunters stands quietly in the bow of the canoe and holds a net (Fig. 171), which is about two metres square, with meshes about 10 cm. wide, and is stretched tightly over a frame. It has a handle, with which it is thrown over the birds. When the net falls over the flock of birds, the hunters paddle quickly so as to bring the canoe over the net. Then they take hold of the geese and twist off their heads. Wet, dark nights are best for this kind of hunting.

Ducks are caught in snares baited with herring-roe, and set under water at places where the birds feed. The hunters watch the snares from platforms that are erected on the beach. When the snares are full, the drowned ducks are gathered in.

A special device (Fig. 172) is used for catching eagles and gulls. This consists of a pointed stake, on the top of which bait is placed, and which is weighted down on the lower end so that it floats upright just on the surface of the water. A number of elastic twigs are inserted near the upper end, and around the tips of these a snare-string is expanded. When the bird tries to take the bait, the string slips off from the twigs and closes over its feet.

Sometimes birds are hunted with a many-pointed spear (Fig. 173), which is attached to a handle similar to the harpoon-shaft. It seems that this device is used particularly by the Nootka, but it seems that it has also been adopted to a certain extent by the Kwakiutl.
EXPLANATION OF PLATES XXXVII–LII.

PLATE XXXVII.

Fig. 1. Village at Salmon River.
Fig. 2. Village at Newettee.

PLATE XXXVIII.

Fig. 1. Head-Ring of Red Cedar-Bark of Twi’x!‘iplak, with Feather. Tribe, Dz’amwadsenox. Cat. No. T11. (See Vol. III, p. 7.)
Fig. 2. Head-Ring of Red Cedar-Bark of Twi’x!‘iplak, with Feather. Tribe, Dz’amwadsenox. Cat. No. T11. (See Vol. III, p. 7.)
Fig. 3. Head-Ring of Red and White Cedar-Bark of K’lalamin. Tribe, Dz’amwadsenox. Cat. No. T11. (See Vol. III, p. 38.)
Fig. 5. Mask representing the Bull-Head. Tribe, Qwa’qos!enoxu. Length, 118 cm. Cat. No. T11. (See Vol. III, p. 210.)
Fig. 6. Mask representing Raven of the Sea. Tribe, Gwa’waeno!xu. Length, 82 cm. Cat. No. T11. (Compare Plate L, Fig. 7; see also Vol. X, p. 22.)
Fig. 7. Mask representing Devil-Fish. Tribe, Qwa’qos!enoxu. Length, 54 cm. Cat. No. T11. (See Vol. III, p. 426.)
Fig. 8. Mask of Speaker of No’aqua!x. Tribe, Qwa’qos!enoxu. Length, 26 cm. Cat. No. T11. (See Vol. III, p. 226.)
Fig. 9. Mask of Fisherman. Tribe, Qwa’qos!enoxu. Length, 270 cm. Cat. No. T11. (See Vol. III, p. 231.)

PLATE XXXIX.

Fig. 1, a-f. Mask of Ghost, with Mouthpieces. Tribe, Hé’tsaq’. Length, 41 cm. Cat. Nos. T11, a, b; T11, a-d. (See Vol. III, p. 426.)
Fig. 2. Mask representing Woodman. Tribe, Hé’tsaq’. Length, 30 cm. Cat. No. T11. (See Vol. III, p. 429.)
Fig. 4. Dz’onqwa Mask. Tribe, Hé’tsaq’. Length, 30 cm. Cat. No. T11. (See Vol. III, p. 431.)
Fig. 5. Double-Headed Wolf’s Mask of Yaxtal. From Gw’a’yastems. Length, 45 cm. Cat. No. T11. (See Vol. X, p. 70, line 32.)
Fig. 6. Mask representing Laughing-Goose. Tribe, Dz’amwadsenoxu. Length, 23 cm. Cat. No. T11. (See Vol. III, p. 84.)
Fig. 7. Diver Mask. Length, 51 cm. Cat. No. T11.

PLATE XL.

Fig. 1. Whale Mask. Tribe, Gwa’waeno!xu. Length, 221 cm. Cat. No. T11. (See Vol. X, p. 70, line 32.)
Fig. 2. Sea-Otter Carving. Tribe, Gwa’waeno!xu. Length, 170 cm. Cat. No. T11. (See Vol. X, p. 70, line 38.)
Fig. 3. Mask representing a Woman with Deformed Head, captured by the Awikk'ënox', used in the Ixolaxa. Length, 33 cm. Cat. No. 1111.

Fig. 4. Mask representing Mermaid. Tribe, Hë'tsaq'. Length, 34 cm. Cat. No. 1111. (See Vol. III, p. 436.)

Fig. 5. Shark Mask of "na'lanokumûplak". Tribe, Gwa'waënox'. Length, 157 cm. Cat. No. 1111. (See Vol. X, p. 70.)

Fig. 6. Killer-Whale Mask for Winter Dance. Tribe, Koskimo. Length, 66 cm. Cat. No. 1111.

Fig. 7. Killer-Whale Mask for Potlatch Dance. Tribe, Ma'malëleqala. Length, 85 cm. Cat. No. 1111.

PLATE XLI.

Fig. 1. Mask representing the Heavenly Bird K'ënk'ë (Kulële) [?] Tribe, Ha'xwa'mis. Length, 100 cm. Cat. No. 1111.

Fig. 2. Crane Mask. Length, 98 cm. Cat. No. 1111.

Figs. 3-5. Mask representing, outside, Bull-Head; inside, Raven; inside of Raven, a man. Tribe, Gwa'waënox'. Length, 89 cm. Cat. No. 1111. (See Vol. X, p. 71, line 2.)

Fig. 6. Mask representing Kwëxag'ilila. Found in a cave at O'qumla. Length, 53 cm. Cat. No. 1111.

Fig. 7. Mask of the Thunder-Bird Ha'adas. Found in a cave at O'qumla. Tribe, tatasiqwa. Length, 42 cm. Cat. No. 1111.

Fig. 8. Dawn Mask (Nax'nak'agmën). Tribe, Nagô'mgilisala. Length, 43 cm. Cat. No. 1111. (See Report of the U. S. National Museum for 1895, p. 484.)

Fig. 9. Mask representing Wàk'as (Goose Island). Tribe, Awa'lële'dex'. Length, 36 cm. Cat. No. 1111. (See Vol. III, p. 422, line 4.)

Fig. 10. War-Dance Mask (Haw'tnäl). Tribe, Awa'lële'dex'. Length, 34 cm. Cat. No. 1111.

Fig. 11. Mask Le'lq'lagem'l of Ts'ilqwal'îlë. Length, 36 cm. Cat. No. 1111. (See Report of the U. S. National Museum for 1895, p. 665.)

PLATE XLII.

Fig. 1. Mask representing Stë'xapalis. Tribe, Koskimo. Length, 33 cm. Cat. No. 1111. (See Vol. III, p. 389, line 2.)

Fig. 2. a, b. Skull Rattles. Tribe, Koskimo. Length, 22 cm. Cat. Nos. 1111, 1111. (See Vol. III, p. 385, line 40.)

Fig. 3. Mask of Ya'stał. From Gwa'yasteks. Length, 28 cm. Cat. No. 1111.

Fig. 4. Mask of Tsx's'wala's Daughter, the Wife of Q'ç'moqwa. Tribe, No'lowidex'. Length, 29 cm. Cat. No. 1111.

Fig. 5. Mask of Stëx'sewalił'. Tribe, Koskimo. Length, 31 cm. Cat. No. 1111. (See Vol. III, p. 389, line 2.)

Fig. 6. Mask representing the Forepaw of a Grisly Bear. Tribe, Ha'xwa'mis (Kulële). Length, 15 cm. Cat. No. 1111.

Fig. 7. Ho'y' hôk' Mask. Tribe, Gwasila. Length, 107 cm. Cat. No. 1111.

Fig. 8. Wolf's Head. Tribe, Koskimo. Length, 65 cm. Cat. No. 1111.

Fig. 9. First Head-Ring of Hayalik'alał. Tribe, Ma'malëleqala. Length, 29 cm. Cat. No. 1111.

Fig. 10. Head-Ring of Hayalik'alał Tribe, Q'ç'moqumë. Length, 29 cm. Cat. No. 1111.

Fig. 11. Killer-Whale Mask (Tekuxst). Tribe, Na'likwa'x'dax'. Length, 49 cm. Cat. No. 1111.

Fig. 12. Wolf Mask. Length, 28 cm. Cat. No. 1111.

Fig. 13. Mask representing Knee-Cap of Grisly Bear. Tribe, Koskimo. Length, 33 cm. Cat. No. 1111.

PLATE XLIII.

Fig. 1. Whale Dish obtained by Apôl. Tribe, Koskimo. Length, 84 cm. Cat. No. 1111.

Fig. 2. Dish representing Finback Whale. Tribe, Koskimo. Length, 122 cm. Cat. No. 1111.
BOAS, THE KWAKIUTL.

Fig. 3. Killer-Whale Dish ("na'lanokumg'i'alak"). Tribe, Gwa'wa'ënox'. Length, 73 cm. Cat. No. :\textsuperscript{3}3\textsuperscript{i}.

Fig. 4. Whale Dish. Tribe, Koskimo. Length, 64 cm. Cat. No. :\textsuperscript{3}3\textsuperscript{i}.

Fig. 5. Killer-Whale Dish. Tribe, Koskimo. Length, 145 cm. Cat. No. :\textsuperscript{3}3\textsuperscript{i}.

Fig. 6. Ladle. Tribe, Da'wad'ënox'. Length, 186 cm. Cat. No. :\textsuperscript{3}3\textsuperscript{i}.

Fig. 7. Ladle. Tribe, Gwasila. Length, 85 cm. Cat. No. :\textsuperscript{3}3\textsuperscript{i}.

Fig. 8. Ladle. Tribe, Da'wad'ënox'. Length, 142 cm. Cat. No. :\textsuperscript{3}3\textsuperscript{i}.

Fig. 9. Wolf and Eagle Dish. Tribe, Kwakiutl. Length, 57 cm. Cat. No. :\textsuperscript{3}3\textsuperscript{i}.

Fig. 10. Sea-Otter and Eagle Dish. Tribe, Nák'wax'da'xw. Length, 47 cm. Cat. No. :\textsuperscript{3}3\textsuperscript{i}.

Fig. 11. Sea-Otter Dish. Tribe, Nák'wax'da'xw. Length, 44 cm. Cat. No. :\textsuperscript{3}3\textsuperscript{i}.

Fig. 12. S'iuiul Dish. Tribe, Da'wad'ënox'. Length, 79 cm. Cat. No. :\textsuperscript{3}3\textsuperscript{i}.

Fig. 13. Killer-Whale Dish. Length, 148 cm. Cat. No. :\textsuperscript{3}3\textsuperscript{i}.

Plate XLIV.

Fig. 1. Seal Dish. Tribe, Koskimo. Length, 85 cm. Cat. No. :\textsuperscript{3}3\textsuperscript{i}.

Fig. 2. Sea-Eagle Dish. Length, 62 cm. Cat. No. :\textsuperscript{3}3\textsuperscript{i} (?).

Fig. 3. Young-Sea Dish. Tribe, Koskimo. Length, 69 cm. Cat. No. :\textsuperscript{3}3\textsuperscript{i}.

Fig. 4. Seal Dish. Tribe, Koskimo. Length, 62 cm. Cat. No. :\textsuperscript{3}3\textsuperscript{i}, a, b.

Fig. 5. Double-Headed Wolf Dish. Tribe, Koskimo. Length, 166 cm. Cat. No. :\textsuperscript{3}3\textsuperscript{i}.

Fig. 6. Sea-Eagle Dish. Tribe, Da'wad'ënox'. Length, 88 cm. Cat. No. :\textsuperscript{3}3\textsuperscript{i}.

Fig. 7. Large Shallow Dish (Sax-sak). Taken in war from the A'wik'ënox'. Length, 143 cm. Cat. No. :\textsuperscript{3}3\textsuperscript{i}.

Fig. 8. Grisly Bear Dish. Tribe, Dso'a'x'da'xw. Length, 64 cm. Cat. No. :\textsuperscript{3}3\textsuperscript{i}.

Fig. 9. Bladder Dish. Tribe, Koskimo. Length, 28 cm. Cat. No. :\textsuperscript{3}3\textsuperscript{i}.

Fig. 10. Pipe, used with Many Stems. Tribe, Kwakiutl. Length, 18 cm. Cat. No. :\textsuperscript{3}3\textsuperscript{i}.

Fig. 11. Dish representing Devil-Fish, and belonging to Hadaho. Tribe, Koskimo. Length, 188 cm. Cat. No. :\textsuperscript{3}3\textsuperscript{i} (?).

Fig. 12. Large Dz'ó'noq'wa Dish with Face, Small Dish representing Breasts and Navel. Length, 259 cm. Cat. No. :\textsuperscript{3}3\textsuperscript{i}.

Plate XLV.

Fig. 1. Grave Monument representing Hō'x'hōk'. Tribe, Kwakiutl. Length, 335 cm. Cat. No. :\textsuperscript{3}3\textsuperscript{i}. (See Vol. III, p. 271; cf. Report of the U. S. National Museum for 1895, Plate III, opposite p. 336.)

Fig. 2. House-Post of Le'ta'x. Tribe, Nagōm'g'ilisala. Length, 457 cm. Cat. No. :\textsuperscript{3}3\textsuperscript{i}.

Fig. 3. Part of House-Beam used as Grease-Trough. Tribe, Nimkish, Alert Bay. Length, 304.7 cm. Cat. No. :\textsuperscript{3}3\textsuperscript{i}.

Fig. 4. Speaker's Post. Tribe, Nagōm'g'ilisala. Length, 289.2 cm. Cat. No. :\textsuperscript{3}3\textsuperscript{i}. (See Report of the U. S. National Museum for 1895, p. 379.)

Fig. 5. House-Post representing Sea-Lion. Tribe, Nagōm'g'ilisala. Length, 365.3 cm. Cat. No. :\textsuperscript{3}3\textsuperscript{i}. (See Report of the U. S. National Museum for 1895, p. 379.)

Plate XLVI.

Fig. 1. Large Carving representing Caricature of Speaker. Tribe, Koskimo. Length, 228.5 cm. Cat. No. :\textsuperscript{3}3\textsuperscript{i}.

Fig. 2. Mask representing Speaker. Length, 152.3 cm. Cat. No. :\textsuperscript{3}3\textsuperscript{i}.

Fig. 3. Mask representing Chief Naxnēγ'ilitsō. The head-ornament represents the double-headed serpent. Tribe, Koskimo. Length, 106.6 cm.

Fig. 4. Figure representing Chief throwing away Property in Potlatch. Tribe, Koskimo. Length, 152.3 cm. Cat. No. :\textsuperscript{3}3\textsuperscript{i}.

Fig. 5. Figure used for ridiculing Chief. Tribe, Qwē'q'sotiënox'. Length, 152.3 cm. Cat. No. :\textsuperscript{3}3\textsuperscript{i}.
PLATE XLVII.

Fig. 6. House-Post representing the Thunder-Bird. Tribe, Qwéq’šoténxot. Length, 319.8 cm. Cat. No. 1114. (See Vol. III, p. 247; also Report of the U. S. National Museum for 1895, Plate XXII, opposite p. 414.)

Fig. 7. House-Post of Qwéq’šoténxot. Length, 350.3 cm. Cat. No. 1115. (See Vol. III, p. 247; also Report of the U. S. National Museum for 1895, Plate XXII, opposite p. 414.)

Fig. 8. Figure representing Chief Speaker. Used in Potlatch. Tribe, Koskimo. Length, 137 cm. Cat. No. 1116.

Fig. 9. Figure representing Copper-Breaker. Used at Potlatch. Tribe, Koskimo. Length, 281.8 cm. Cat. No. 1117.

PLATE XLVIII.

Fig. 1. Figure representing the Speaker of Qamalagi’lak’I. Tribe, Na’k’iwax’da’x’. Length, 122 cm. Cat. No. 1118.

Fig. 2. Figure used in Potlatch, symbolizing the Greatness of the Chief, the Child in the Arms of the Figure representing the Size of other Chiefs as compared to the One who gives the Feast. Tribe, K’kwakum, Kwakiutl. Length, 103 cm. Cat. No. 1119.

Fig. 3. Figure representing Chief’s Attendant killing Slaves and breaking Coppers. Tribe, Lau’itsis. Length, 153 cm. Cat. No. 1120.

Fig. 4. Figure of Chief’s Speaker, used at a Potlatch. Tribe, Kwakiutl. Length, 125 cm. Cat. No. 1121.

Fig. 5. Carving representing the Sun. From the Top of a House-Pole. Tribe, Si’šínléh. Length, 87 cm. Cat. No. 1122.

Fig. 6. Figure representing the Counter of Blankets holding a Copper. Tribe, Gwa’waenox’. Length, 147 cm. Cat. No. 1123.

PLATE XLIX.

Fig. 1. Eagle from Top of a House-Pole. Tribe, Nagó’mgilisala. Length, 89 cm. Cat. No. 1124.

Fig. 2. Eagle from Top of a House-Pole. Tribe, Nagó’mgilisala. Length, 89 cm. Cat. No. 1125.

Fig. 3. Raven Carving from Top of House-Pole. Tribe, Láu’itsis. Length, 72 cm. Cat. No. 1126.

Fig. 4. Carving representing Grisly Bear holding a Copper. Tribe, Koskimo. Length, 165 cm. Cat. No. 1127.

Fig. 5. Carving representing Chief’s Speaker distributing Property and holding a Copper under his Arm. Tribe, Dena’x’dá’x’. Length, 104 cm. Cat. No. 1128.

Fig. 6. Carving representing Grisly Bear. Tribe, Koskimo. Length, 176 cm. Cat. No. 1129.

The ornaments of the mask are developed in the style characteristic of Haida and Tsimshian carvings. The tail of Qlo’moqwa (a sea-spirit) is represented by the face over the forehead of the mask. Arms and hands are represented to the right and left of the forehead; legs with the attached fins and feet, to the right and left of the cheeks; and the fins, under the chin. In this way the representation resembles that of the sea-spirit of the Haida.

The feet are represented to the right and left of the forehead; while the fins, developed in the form of raven-beaks, are shown to the right and left of the cheeks. A design representing the devil-fish is shown over the forehead, which is surrounded by a revolvable carving representing the killer-whale.
Fig. 3. Mask representing Owner-of-Southeast-Wind (Mxal'lanuk*). Tribe, Nàk'iwax'da'x*. Length, 34 cm. Cat. No. 1111. (See Vol. III, pp. 350–353.)

Fig. 4. Mask representing the Double-Headed Serpent. Tribe, Kwakiutl. Length, 186 cm. Cat. No. 1111. (See Vol. X, p. 110.)

The face in the middle represents the “man in the middle of the serpent,” with his two plumes; at each end are plumed serpent-heads with movable tongues, which by means of strings can be pulled back and out. The two sides of the mask can be folded forward and backward. Used in the winter dance in the pantomimic representation of the Mink legend.

Fig. 5. Mask representing the Earthquake (Xwa'exwê). Tribe, Qwe'q'sotënox*. Length, 46 cm. Cat. No. 1111.

Originally a mask of the Comox. Obtained, according to tradition, by Tlæ'semgît (Vol. III, pp. 236 et seq.). The protruding eyes, nostrils, and the lolling tongue, are characteristic of the mask. The three bird-heads on top are generally raised on neck-like straight supports.

Fig. 6. Nightmare-Bringer Nest Mask (Hamanëkwi'la Që'łnasëml). Tribe, Dz'wad'ënox*. Length, 86 cm. Cat. No. 1111. (See Vol. III, p. 99, line 3.)

Fig. 7. Laughing Mask (Ded'ilëalakml), for łałaxa Dance. Tribe, A'wë'uk'ldex*. Length, 49 cm. Cat. No. 1111.

PLATE L.

Fig. 1. Mask of Wasp-Dancer. Said to belong to the Qä'wadeleqala. Length, 27 cm. Cat. No. 1111. (See Vol. X, pp. 36 et seq.)

Figs. 2 and 4. Thunder-Bird Mask of ʷnäl'lanokum̓ courtroomlak*, Open and Closed. Tribe, Gwa'wa'ẽnox*. Length, 44 cm. Cat. No. 1111. (See Vol. X, p. 79 [?].)

Fig. 3. Grisly Bear Mask. Tribe, Koskimo. Length, 35 cm. Cat. No. 1111.

Fig. 5. Mä'den Mask of ʷnäl'lanokum̓ courtroomlak*. Tribe, Gwa'wa'ẽnox*. Length, 46 cm. Cat. No. 1111. (See Vol. X, pp. 77 et seq.)

Fig. 6. Tshlækweł'kla Mask. Tribe, Koskimo. Length, 40 cm. Cat. No. 1111. (See Report of the U. S. National Museum for 1895, pp. 665 et seq.)

Fig. 7. Mask representing Raven of the Sea. Tribe, Gwa'wa'ẽnox*. Length, 82 cm. Cat. No. 1111. (Compare Plate XXXVIII, Fíg. 6; see also Vol. X, p. 71, line 2.)

Fig. 8. Grisly Bear Mask (?). Tribe, Qwe'q'sotënox*. Length, 39 cm. Cat. No. 1111.

PLATE LI.

Figs. 1 and 2. Wolf and Raven Mask, Open and Closed. Tribe, Q'õ'moyuč. Length, 46 cm. Cat. No. 1111.

Worn in potlatch dance by the clan Yaai'x'agamey, representing the ancestor of the clan.

Figs. 3 and 4. Double Mask representing the Ancestor of the Clan (Ts̱eṯsewalagame?), Closed and Open. Tribe, Nimkish. Length, 58 cm. Cat. No. 1111.

Fig. 5. Mask representing ʷnäl'lanokum̓ courtroomlak*. Tribe, Gwa'wa'ẽnox*. Length, 42 cm. Cat. No. 1111. (See Vol. X, pp. 60 et seq.)

The two faces are supposed to represent the person in different moods.

Fig. 6. Raven Mask (Ga'wê). Used in the ḥulaxa Dance. Tribe, No'łowidex*. Length, 84 cm. Cat. No. 1111.

PLATE LII.

Fig. 1. “Benumbing Mask” (Dve'lëm{x}itla). Tribe, A'wë'uk'ldex*. Length, 30 cm. Cat. No. 1111. (See Vol. III, pp. 431 et seq. [?].)

Fig. 2. Mask of Ts̱al'qamey. Tribe, Qwe'q'sotënox*. Length, 60 cm. Cat. No. 1111. (See Vol. III, pp. 165 et seq.)

Apparently the wings of this mask represent tail and fins of the killer-whale,
Fig. 3. Dzo'noq'wa Mask. Tribe, Kwakiutl. Length, 32 cm. Cat. No. 11\(\frac{1}{4}\).  
Fig. 4. Mask representing Whale and Thunder-Bird. Tribe, Kwakiutl. Length, 172 cm. Cat. No. 11\(\frac{1}{4}\). (See Vol. III, pp. 312 et seq.)  
Fig. 5. Dog Mask for the Walasaxa'k'. Tribe, Dza'wadsenox'. Length, 58 cm. Cat. No. 11\(\frac{1}{4}\). (See Vol. X, p. 42.)  
Fig. 6. Grisly Bear Mask. Tribe, Dza'wadsenox'. Length, 67 cm. Cat. No. 11\(\frac{1}{4}\). (See Vol. III, pp. 25 et seq.)
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